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1. Abbey, Edward: THE MONKEY WRENCH GANG. Philadelphia: Lippincott, [1975]. Large 
octavo. Pictorial yellow wrappers. A trace of very minor dust smudging to wrappers, light 
but visible discoloration to fore-edge and margin at top corner, otherwise a very good or 
better copy. 

Advance reading copy of the first edition of Abbey’s most widely admired novel. Laid into 
this copy is a typed letter signed from the senior vice president of Lippincott to historian/
biographer/novelist William Manchester, forwarding this copy and soliciting a blurb from 
him.   $500.

2. Abbey, Edward: BEYOND THE WALL  ESSAYS FROM THE OUTSIDE. New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, [1984]. Cloth and boards. First edition, clothbound issue. Inscribed 
on the front free endsheet: “To the James S. Copley Library Edward Abbey La Jolla 1984.” 
Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine in dust jacket (state with the spelling error 
on the front panel).  $275.

Inscribed to Edmund Gosse
 

3. Abbey, Henry: THE POEMS OF HENRY ABBEY. Kingston, NY: Henry Abbey, 1886. 
v,[1],256pp. Blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Binding a bit dull and rubbed, textblock uniformly 
tanned at edges; a good, sound copy. 

 

“New and Enlarged Edition” (in fact, enlarged by over 100 pages from the 1879 edition). 
A good association copy, inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “To Mr. 
Edmund Gosse from Henry Abbey with kind regard.” During his later years, Abbey enjoyed 
a somewhat more appreciative audience among British reviewers than he did in the US, 
but in 1906 he left his mark on popular memory with the poem, “What Do We Plant When 
We Plant a Tree?”   $200.

4. Abbey, J. R.: SCENERY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND IN AQUATINT AND 
LITHOGRAPHY 1770 - 1860 ... A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CATALOGUE. London: Privately 
Printed at the Curwen Press, 1952. xx,399,[1]pp. Color frontispiece plus thirty-three fine 
collotype plates. Large, thick quarto. Polished buckram, t.e.g., gilt label. A few patches 
of light flecking to sizing along edges of boards, ink name on endsheet (see below), 
otherwise a very good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of five hundred numbered copies. Among the most comprehensive works 
in its field, carefully describing over 550 plate books, depicting British and Irish views 
in aquatint and lithography. With the ownership signature of noted specialist antiquarian 
bookseller, Ben Weinreb.   $550.

5. Abbey, J. R.: LIFE IN ENGLAND IN AQUATINT AND LITHOGRAPHY 1770 - 1860 ... A 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CATALOGUE. London: Privately Printed at the Curwen Press, 1953. 
xxi,427,[1]pp. Color frontispiece plus thirty-two fine collotype plates. Large, thick quarto. 
Polished buckram, t.e.g., gilt label. A few patches of light flecking to sizing along edges of 
boards, ink name on endsheet (see below), otherwise a very good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of four hundred numbered copies. Among the most comprehensive 
works in its field, carefully describing over 600 books, panoramas, periodicals, and the 
like, depicting British life in aquatint and lithography. With the ownership signature of 
noted specialist antiquarian bookseller, Ben Weinreb.   $550.

6. Acton, Harold: THE PAZZI CONSPIRACY:  THE PLOT AGAINST THE MEDICI. [London]: 
Thames & Hudson, [1979]. Large octavo. Gilt decorated cloth. Plates. Fine in very slightly 
darkened dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of a total edition of approximately 3000 copies for British and US 
distribution, this being the UK issue which precedes the US by a couple of months. 
Inscribed by the author: “For Jimmy with happy memories of his dancing in New York. 
very cordially Harold.” 
RITCHIE A27.   $125.



7. [Adagio Press]: Bahr, Leonard F.: TYPOGRAPHIA 1. [Harper Woods, MI]: Adagio Press, 
1976. Sewn printed wrappers. First edition. One of approximately 325 numbered copies, 
set by hand in a variety of types, and printed in several colors, signed by the printer/
publisher. Fine in lightly worn printed envelope.   $50.

8. [Afr ican American Interest -  Texas]: 
[Original Color Pictorial Window Card 
for:] NATIONAL FOLK FESTIVAL ... JUNE 
14TH TO JUNE 21ST TEXAS CENTENNIAL 
EXPOSITION AT DALLAS. [Dallas, TX]. 
[1936]. Folio (21 x 13.5”; 53 x 34.5 cm). 
Printed in colors on recto only of stiff card. 
Shallow corner chip at upper right corner, 
short edge tear mended on verso at an early 
date, some uniform faint tan discolorations, 
with tidemark visible on blank verso, a bit 
of edge and corner-wear, but nonetheless a 
good to near very good example of a rare 
window card. 
 

A  v i s u a l l y  s t r i k i n g  ( a n d  s o m e w h a t 
disconcerting) promotional window card 
for the Third National Folk Festival, held 
in conjunction with the Texas Centennial 
Exposition in Dallas. Sarah Grace Knott 
organized the first National Folk Festival, held 
in St. Louis, in 1934, and was the organizer/
promoter of this event as well. A native of 
Kentucky, Knott contacted authorities on 
folklore in Texas for help in anticipation of 
the event, including J. Frank Dobie (who 
had par t ic ipated in the 1934 Fest iva l , 
but was unable to participate in the 1936 
Festival as either organizer or lecturer due 
to schedule conflicts) and members of the 
TFLS. Some thirty smaller festivals were held 
in various locations in Texas as a prelude, 

many sponsored by the State Board of Education and Departments of Recreation. While 
efforts were made to be representative of the varied ethnic cultures in Texas, Anglo and 
African American performers dominated the program, including three “Negro Days.” For 
an interesting account of the event, its precedents, the parties involved and the local 
and national response to it, see Kevin Mooney’s article: “Texas Centennial 1936: African 
American Texans and the Third National Folk Festival,” in the Journal Of Texas Music 
History, I:1, 2001. The poster is signed with the monogram “E.R.H.,” which this cataloguer 
has been unable to crack. The poster features renderings of members of a number of the 
participating ethnic groups, including Native Americans, Spanish Americans, Europeans 
and African Americans -- the last being represented by an overtly stereotypical “Aunt 
Jemima” type character (although it should be noted, though hardly in mitigation, that 
Lillian Richmond, who portrayed Aunt Jemima in promotions for Quaker Oats from 1925 
- 1947 was then a Dallas resident). OCLC / Worldcat locates six copies of the program 
for the event, and a couple of other related printed items, but not this item.   $450.

9. [African American Interest - Texas]: [Original Window Card:] PAY YOUR POLL TAX  
DEADLINE JANUARY 31ST  EXERCISE YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE GREGG COUNTY 
JAYCEES. Gladewater, TX: [Printed by:] The Mirror, [nd. but prior to 1966]. Folio windowcard 
(19.5 x 14”; 49 x 35.5 cm). Printed in red on recto only of stiff card. A couple minor spots 
and corner bumps, but very good. 

 



An original Texas poll tax poster, issued under the sponsorship of the Gregg County 
Jaycees. Gregg County, located in Northeastern Texas, encompasses Longview, Kilgore 
and Gladewater, and as of the 2013 census, has a population of 125,000 souls. The Texas 
Poll Tax was added to the Texas Constitution in 1902, and in effect served to disenfranchise 
poor and minority voters. A vote to repeal it in 1963 failed, and it remained in place until it 
(and all poll taxes) were ruled unconstitutional in February of 1966. Dating of this window 
card can only be approximate, but the Gladewater Daily Mirror was established in the 
1930s, and went through a number of name changes until rechristened the Gladewater 
Mirror in the 1950s. The imprint does include the emblematic Typographical Union Label, 
for the Longview chapter.   $125.

10. [Agar, George James Welbore, 1st Baron Dover]: [Autograph Letter, Signed “Dover,” 
to Alaric A. Watts]. Dover House, Whitehill, 29 September 1831. 1 ½ pp. on recto and 
verso of one panel of a folded lettersheet. Blank verso of conjugate tipped to mounting 
sheet otherwise very good. 

 

Baron Dover (1797-1833), British art patron, collector and editor of Walpole’s letters, 
writes to British poet and anthologist Alaric A. Watts (1797-1864), stating in part: “I return 
you many thanks for the beautiful & almost unique proof of Lady Dover’s print, which 
you have been good enough to send me ....” He further comments about the recipient’s 
decision regarding having an engraving made of “the picture by Collins ... if you finally 
determine not to have it engraved, will you be so good as to let me have it ....” An early 
ink note, likely by the recipient, appears on the recto of the conjugate: “The late Lord 
Dover, a most accomplished nobleman and the author of several popular works.”   $125.

11. [Aignan, M., and J.-J.Gabriel Berthevin (attrib)]: LA MORT DE LOUIS XVI, TRAGÉDIE, 
SUIVIE DE SON TESTAMENT ET D’UNE LETTRE A SON CONFESSEUR. Paris: Chez 
Eliot, 1797 [bound with:] LA MORT DE MARIE-ANTOINETTE D’AUTRICHE, REINE DE 
FRANCE, TRAGÉDIE. EN CINQ ACTES, ET EN VERS; FAISANT SUITE À LA MORT 
DE LOUIS XVI. Paris: Chez Boncompte, 1797. [bound with:] ELISABETH DE FRANCE, 
SOEUR DE LOUIS XVI,  TRAGÉDIE EN TROIS ACTES ET EN VERS. Paris: Chez Robert, 
1797. 72;108;xvi,88pp. 12mo. Contemporary green morocco, a.e.g. Frontis to first and 
third titles, wanting the frontis from the second. Foxing, some scattered tidemarks in third 
title, binding a bit edgeworn, with a strip of dulling to lower board; just good and sound. 

 

Early editions of these complimentary works; the first title saw publication the previous year, 
and is frequently found bound with the second. The attribution is common but tentative 
(see Barbier). The third title has an ink ownership signature on the title (“Lafayette”) which 
is either an early fraud, or not the Marquis. 
OCLC 11832728; 12130520; 27888888. BARBIER III:361-2 and II:60.   $150.

12. Aldiss, Brian: BEST SCIENCE FICTION STORIES OF .... London: Faber & Faber, 
[1971]. Cloth-textured boards. Top edge faintly dust-dimmed, but near fine, in very good, 
lightly foxed and soiled white dust jacket with tiny edge tear. 

 

First revised edition, the selection from the 1965 edition altered by the deletion of six 
stories, and the addition of eight different stories, along with a new Introduction. Inscribed 
by Aldiss to two friends: “’The Second Best’ -- But firstly for Kit & Joe Reed with many 
thanks for much hospitality & joy in Middletown - With love Brian Aldiss / Middletown 
11.xi.71.” Also laid in is a small note card, inscribed: “What I am afraid of: SCIENCE Brian 
Aldiss.”   $125.

13. Aldiss, Brian: A SOLDIER ERECT. New York: Coward, McCann, [1971]. Gilt cloth. 
Top edge a bit dust-dimmed, otherwise a very good or better copy in lightly edgeworn 
dust jacket. 

 

First US edition, inscribed to Kit and Joe Reed and signed by Aldiss: “This bloody novel 
is with love for .... ! Brian Middletown 11.xi.71.”   $100.



14. Aldiss, Brian: FRANKENSTEIN UNBOUND. London: Cape, [1973]. Black boards, 
lettered in gilt. Patches of light foxing at gutters of endleaves, otherwise about fine in 
lightly edgeworn pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed: “Dear Joe [Reed] - Since this novel poaches on the fringes of Eng. 
Lit., I think you’d better have a look at it! Best regards, Brian / 10.x.73.” The sourcework 
for the 1990 Roger Corman film of the same title.   $125.

15. Aldiss, Brian: THE MALACIA TAPESTRY. London: Jonathan Cape, [1976]. Gilt cloth-
textured boards. A bit dusty at edges, light foxing to jacket flaps, but a very good copy 
in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by the author to two close friends, Kit and Joe Reed, “with love,” 
in the year of publication, adding “’Art don’t improve you like blood-letting’ - Fatember.” 
Pringle, Modern Fantasy: The Hundred Best Novels 59.   $150.

16. Aldiss, Brian: THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D. A SERIES OF HIS EPISTOLARY 
CORRESPONDENCE AND CONVERSATIONS WITH MANY EMINENT PERSONS NEVER 
BEFORE PUBLISHED  AS EDITED BY BRIAN ALDISS, ESQ. Oxford: Printed by Christopher 
Munday for Oxford Polytechnic Press at Headington, 1980. [4]pp. Small quarto. Sewn 
printed wrappers. Two pictorial vignettes. About fine. 

 

First edition of this pastiche, printed in an edition of sixty copies only, signed by Aldiss. 
This copy bears his inscription for two close friends, Kt and Joe Reed (a Johnsonian).  
Uncommon.   $100.

17. Aldiss, Brian: SEX AND THE BLACK MACHINE [wrapper title]. [London]: Avernus, 
[1988]. Small quarto. Pictorial wrapper. Usual modest tanning to newsprint stock, soft 
vertical crease from having been mailed; very good. 

 

First edition of this cut-up, “designed to amuse readers of Interzone.” Issued in an 
unspecified “limited edition.” Signed by Aldiss on the under wrapper.   $65.

18. Aldiss, Brian: BURY MY HEART AT W. H. SMITH’S  A WRITING LIFE. [London]: 
Avernus / Hodder & Stoughton, [1990]. Large octavo. Cloth-textured boards. Top and 
fore-edge a bit dust marked, otherwise very good plus in dust jacket. 

 

First edition, limited issue, containing six extra chapters not included in the trade issue. 
Copy #10 of 250 numbered copies, signed by Aldiss, with an “Aldiss souvenir” enclosed 
-- in this case a final proof of the jacket of Kavan’s My Madness, edited by Aldiss, and 
signed by him on the verso. This copy also bear’s Aldiss’s presentation inscription to Kit 
and Joe Reed on the occasion of publication.   $65.

Signed by Many Contributors
 

19. [Aldiss, Brian]: Hatherly, Frank, et al [eds]: A IS FOR BRIAN. 
A 65TH BIRTHDAY PRESENT FOR BRIAN W. ALDISS FROM HIS 
FAMILY, FRIENDS, COLLEAGUES AND ADMIRERS. [London]: 
Avernus, [1990]. Quarto. Pictorial stiff glossy wrappers (with 
pictorial vignette by Joseph Reed). Wrapper corners creased, 
but very good or better. 
 

First edition of this festschrift, including contributions by Amis, 
Ballard, Harrison, Lessing, Moorcock, Pohl, Priest, Joe and Kit 
Reed, Silverberg, and many others. Issued in an unspecified 
“limited edition,” which has been reported to have consisted of 
500 copies. This was Kit and Joe Reed’s copy, with their initials 
(in Joe’s hand) on the title, and inscribed to them “...with love 
from your flabbergasted friend Brian [/] Boars Hill July ‘90.” This 



copy is additionally signed or inscribed by many of the contributors at their contributions, 
including Margaret, Charlotte, Clive and Tim Aldiss, Kingsley Amis, Charles N. Brown, 
Ken Campbell, E.W. Cooney, Malcolm Edwards, Harry Harrison, Frank Hatherley, Robert 
Holdstock, Doris Lessing, Mark Lodge, Sam J. Lundwall, Michael Moorcock, Philip Morsberger, 
Hilary Rubenstein, David Wingove, et al.   $350.

20. Aldiss, Brian: HOME LIFE WITH CATS. [Hammersmith]: Grafton / HarperCollins, 
[1992]. Small quarto. Glossy pictorial boards. About fine, without dust jacket, as issued. 

 

First edition. Illustrated by Karin van Heerden, with an introduction by Desmond Morris. 
Warmly inscribed by the author to Kit and Joe Reed, “...who receive a passing tribute 
from their affectionate friend Brian  Oct ‘92.” Laid in is an autograph note, also signed 
“Brian,” thanking them for a gift and sending this “minor effusion” in exchange. The note 
is on the verso of a poem/postcard of Aldiss’s “Summer 1773.”   $75.

21. [Aldiss, Brian]: Aldiss, Margaret [compiler]: THE WORK OF BRIAN W. ALDISS  AN 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND GUIDE. San Bernadino: The Borgo Press, 1992. 
360pp. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Photographs. Light sunning to wrapper spine, top edge 
slightly dust marked, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition. Edited by Boden Clarke and published as No. 9 in the press’s series of 
Bibliographies of Modern Authors. Warmly inscribed by Margaret Aldiss to Kit and Joe 
Reed “best of Transatlantic friends Margaret,” and by the subject: “Love, Brian.”   $75.

22. Aldiss, Brian: A TUPOLEV TOO FAR AND OTHER STORIES. [Hammersmith]: HarperCollins, 
[1993]. Large octavo. Gilt cloth-textured boards. Top edge a bit dust marked, else near 
fine, in lightly soiled dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by Aldiss on the front free endsheet to a long-time friend and fellow 
writer: “Dearest ... - What would Kafka think? Is this a case of ‘Great minds crib alike’?! 
Love Brian ‘94.”   $75.

23. Aldiss, Brian: SOMEWHERE EAST OF LIFE  ANOTHER EUROPEAN FANTASIA. 
[Hammersmith]: Flamingo / HarperCollins, [1994]. Large, thick octavo. Gilt lettered cloth-
textured boards. Usual tanning to text block, some dust along top edge, very good in 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed to Kit and Joe Reed: “For ... - Once more into the 
breach dear friends! Love Brian 1st August ‘94.”   $75.

24. Aldiss, Brian: OEDIPUS ON MARS  THE WORDS OF AN OPERA. [Oxford]: Avernus 
Media, [2004]. Pictorial wrapper. Upper wrapper has some tan offsetting, but a very good 
copy. 

 

First edition thus, the original 2001 text revised. One of 120 copies printed. Inscribed 
by Aldiss as a Christmas greeting, signed “Brian.” Oddly uncommon in the trade and 
institutionally. OCLC locates only two copies: Oxford and Univ. of Sydney. 
OCLC: 269245094.   $125.

25. Aldiss, Brian, and Harry Harrison [eds]: HELL’S CARTOGRAPHERS  SOME PERSONAL 
HISTORIES OF SCIENCE FICTION WRITERS.... [London]: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 
[1975]. Cloth textured boards. Nice copy, near fine, in very good, slightly edgeworn dust 
jacket with two small internal mends to edge tears. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by Aldiss (“Brian”) in the year of publication to Kit and 
Joe Reed, with “lots of love & thanks to you ....” Silverberg, Bester, Knight and Pohl also 
contribute.   $75.

26. Aldiss, Brian, and Rosemary Phipps [illus]: ART AFTER APOGEE  THE RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN AN IDEA, A STORY AND PAINTING. [Oxford]: Avernus, [2000]. Quarto. Black 



cloth, with canary yellow printed wrappers bound in. Color plates by Phipps, b&w plates 
by Aldiss. Fine. 

 

First edition. In addition to 100 numbered copies divided between wrappers and cloth, 
this is one of an unknown quantity of unnumbered copies, signed by Aldiss (‘Brian’), and 
with his warm inscription to two friends.   $125.

27. Allen, Willis Boyd: THE NORTH PACIFIC  A STORY OF THE RUSSO-JAPANESE 
WAR. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1905. viii,[2],325,[1]pp. Large octavo. Blue-grey 
cloth, lettered in gilt, with pictorial decoration in white and black. Frontis and seven plates. 
Spine, edges and upper board sunned, small ink spot near lower gutter of front pastedown, 
otherwise a very good, tight, bright copy. 

 

First edition of the last novel by the prolific lawyer/poet/editor/novelist, set in the context 
of the war, and like some of his other nautical fiction, attentive to historical facts. This 
copy is inscribed: “To W. H. North With cordial regards of the Author. December, 1905.” 
SMITH A-179.   $150.

Important Variant Text for the First New York Run of His First Broadway Play
 

28. Allen, Woody: DON’T DRINK THE WATER. New York. [1966]. [1],51,32,38 leaves 
(foliated in act/scene sequence). Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos 
only. Boltbound in stiff Hart Stenographic Bureau gilt-lettered wrappers. Upper wrapper 
heavily creased, particularly across the lower fore-corner, relevant notations throughout 
(see below), otherwise very good. 

 

A production script for Woody Allen’s first Broadway play, preceding, and the basis for, 
his first book publication a year later. This copy has frequent annotations throughout 
corresponding to the character ‘Warren’ (later revised to ‘Walter’) Hollander, who was 
played by Lou Jacobi in the first New York run, directed by Stanley Prager, at the Morosco 
Theatre, 17 November 1966 - 20 January 1968. Laid into this copy is a somewhat tattered 
Western Union telegram from Woody Allen to Jacobi, dated 17 November 1966 (the date 
of the opening), stating simply “You will always be the world’s funniest human.” As was 
evidenced by material attending another copy of an early production draft of this play sold 
by this firm in 2003, between the Philadelphia and Boston previews, and the Broadway 
run, the play underwent considerable revision. According to Tom Foral, who was cast in the 
role of Mr. Chambers for the Philadelphia and Boston runs, and for the first performances 
on Broadway: “Before opening on Broadway at The Morosco Theatre ... eleven more of us 
were given two weeks notice. We opened and were reviewed. Then the unfortunate eleven 
left the company ... [then a] scaled down version of the play ran for two years. Neither 
the reviewers nor the public was ever aware that the show running was not the show that 
had been reviewed....” This script collates quite closely to the unrevised state of that early 
script (though we no longer have access to it for precise textual comparison), and is at 
very wide variance from the final state of the text as printed in the Samuel French acting 
edition currently in print (a copy is included for comparison). An important state of the 
text of the first produced/published play by the multi-award winning filmmaker, humorist 
and playwright. It was adapted to film in 1969 (without Allen’s participation); Allen then 
directed his own adaptation as a made-for-television film in 1994.   $1750.

29. [Amateur Press]: Bliss, Carey S.: THE WILLOW DALE PRESS 1879  WITH NOTES ON 
THE HISTORY OF THE AMATEUR PRESS IN CALIFORNIA. Los Angeles: Dawson’s Book 
Shop, 1975. Cloth and decorated boards. Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. From a total edition of 132 copies printed at the Bookhaven Press, this 
is one of 52 copies with three original issues of the Willow Dale Press inserted in an 
envelope in the rear (I:1,3 and 6). The Willow Dale Press exemplified the principles of 
the amateur press of the late 19th century. It was hand-printed on a hobby press as a 
monthly by Annetta Florence Carter and her younger brother, and in its twelve numbers it 
featured amateur poetry, local anecdotes, and a few adverts. It was, coincidentally, also 



the first printed newspaper to appear in the San Gabriel Valley. Bliss’ essay also explores 
California’s uptake of a hobby that was widespread in the Northeast and Midwest, drawing 
on collections at the Huntington and elsewhere to track early examples of the craft (the 
earliest being the 1856 Star out of San Francisco). However, this cataloguer is unable to 
agree with his conclusion that the amateur press phenomenon was not much in evidence 
after the turn of the century. The three specimen issues are tanned and a bit fragile at 
the creases, as usual, but are quite intact.   $175.

30. [Amis, Kingsley (sourcework)]: [Original Studio Campaign Pressbook for:] LUCKY 
JIM. London: Lion International Films, [1957]. [8] leaves plus three inserts (one folded). 
Narrow folio. Pictorial self wrappers. Illustrated. Horizontal fold, clean split at crown and toe 
of spine, light use and minor creases, 4 digit number inked on upper wrapper. A good copy. 

 

A UK pressbook for the international distribution of the 1957 film adaptation of Amis’s novel, 
based on a screenplay by Patrick Campbell, directed by John Boulting, and starring Ian 
Carmichael, Terry-Thomas and Hugh Griffith. Aiming for broadest utility, it also includes 
synopses in German and French, and the larger insert is of advert mattes for Canada. 
Scarce.   $125.

31. Amis, Kingsley: MY ENEMY’S ENEMY. London: Gollancz, [1962]. Cloth-textured boards. 
First edition of the author’s first collection of short stories. Faint dustiness at edges, 
otherwise near fine in very good dust jacket with minor nicks, a short, closed internally 
mended edge tear and light hand-soiling.   $100.

32. Arnold, Josias Lyndon: POEMS BY THE LATE...OF ST. JOHNSBURY (VERMONT) 
FORMERLY OF PROVIDENCE, AND A TUTOR IN RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE. Providence: 
Carter and Wilkinson, 1797. xii,[13]-141pp. 12mo. Contemporary sheep, gilt label. Ornamental 
head and tail-pieces. Boards slightly bowed, modest rubbing at edges, but a very good, 
crisp copy, with the half-title. 

 

First edition. With an introduction by James Burrill, Jr., who edited this posthumous 
collection from Arnold’s papers and periodical publications. Arnold, who earned degrees at 
both Dartmouth and Yale, settled in Vermont in the winter of 1791/2 after the death of his 
father, where he practiced law and served two terms in the legislature. He died in 1796, 
still in his early 30s, and this volume is credited with being the first volume of verse by 
a Vermont poet. The editor was, however, somewhat careless, as in addition to Arnold’s 
imitations of Horace and Ossian, assorted epitaphs and elegies, and “The Warrior’s Death 
Song,” he included Freneau’s “The Last Words of Shalum; - or, The Dying Indian” on pp. 
46-9. ESTC locates a number of copies, though only one (BL) outside North America. 
WEGELIN 7. STODDARD & WHITESELL 564. EVANS 31753. SABIN 2074. GILMAN, p.15. 
ESTC W2477.   $450.

33. Arnold, Matthew: PASSAGES FROM THE PROSE WRITINGS OF MATTHEW ARNOLD. 
London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1880. Original cloth. Clipped biographical notice pasted to front 
endsheets, cloth a little worn at edges, some foxing early and late, otherwise a good copy. 

 

First edition. Presentation copy, inscribed by the author on the front blank “To William 
Smith Esq. with thanks & kind regards from Matthew Arnold Octr. 1884.’’ The recipient 
was probably Dr. (later Sir) William Smith (1813-93), editor of the Quarterly Review. A 
selection made by Arnold of his prose writings on literature, politics, society, philosophy 
and religion. 
TINKER 180.   $1500.

34. [Arp, Hans]: Jakovski, Anatole: ARP CALDER HÉLION MIRÔ PEVSNER SÉLIGMANN 
SIX ESSAIS .... Paris: Chez Jacques Povolozky, [nd but likely 1930s]. Small octavo. 
Typographic stiff wrappers. Plates. Wrappers lightly soiled, a trifle dusty, else a very 
good copy. 

 



First edition. Brief essays on each of the artists, with representative illustrations of their 
work. The pamphlet was designed by Arp. There is some disagreement in OCLC/Worldcat 
as to the actual date of publication of this work - a couple of presentation copies are 
dated in the 1930s, but a derivative OCLC record dates it 1955. Povolozky seems to have 
disappeared as a publisher late in the 1930s, so the latter date seems unlikely.            $275.

35. Auden, W.H.: POEMS. London: Faber & Faber, [1930]. Small quarto. Printed wrapper 
over stiff wrapper. Typical light edgewear, wrappers a bit darkened and dust soiled at 
edges, with some light spots to the lower wrapper, two tiny edge tears to lower wrapper, 
some very subtle, early repairs to the extreme spine ends, but a reasonably good copy 
of this easily worn volume. 

 

First edition of the poet’s first readily procurable book, printed in an edition of one thousand 
copies. 
B&M A2.   $650.

36. Auriol ,  George:  LE TROISIÈME LIVRE DES 
MONOGRAMMES, CACHETS, MARQUES ET EX-
LIBRIS .... Paris: Henri Floury, 1924. [5],88,[1] leaves. 
Octavo. Decorated wrappers. Frontis and 88 leaves 
of designs, printed on rectos only. Endleaves foxed, 
wrappers cracked at spine, with small chip at crown, 
otherwise very good. 
 

First edition, limited issue. One of 100 copies printed on 
papier royal de Madagascar - this copy not numbered 
but designated in the author/artist’s hand for Maurice A. 
Blackmur. There was also an ordinary issue on Arches. 
With a full-page, multi-colored ink presentation inscription 
from Auriol to Blackmur (dated 1927), incorporating 
small drawings of (and references to) a whale and a 
whiskey bottle. Auriol (1863-1938), born Jean-Georges 
Huyot, was an influential type designer, graphic artist 
and proponent of the Art Nouveau style. This volume is 
the last of a series of volumes showcasing his design 
work in the genres noted, printed largely in ochre and 
black.   $400.

37. Auster, Paul [trans]: FITS AND STARTS  SELECTED 
POEMS OF JACQUES DUPIN. [Weston, CT]: Living Hand 2, Winter 1974. Printed wrappers. 
Some small spots to lower wrapper and fore-edge, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition of these translations. One of one thousand copies (of 1100), this being an 
unnumbered, out of series copy. Signed by Auster, who co-edited this issue, on the title-page. 
DRENTTEL C3b.   $125.

38. Auster, Paul: THE ART OF HUNGER AND OTHER ESSAYS. [London]: The Menard 
Press, 1982. Stiff printed wrappers. About fine. 

 

First edition, preceding its U.S. analogue by almost a decade. Inscribed by the author on 
the title-page “For John [Hollander] --- Paul.” 
DRENTTEL A8a.   $275.

39. Auster, Paul: [THE NEW YORK TRILOGY] CITY OF GLASS [with:] GHOSTS [with:] 
THE LOCKED ROOM. Los Angeles: Sun & Moon Press, [1985 - 1986]. Three volumes. 
Cloth. Second and third volumes fine in dust jackets, first volume slightly cocked, but 
near fine in like dust jacket with crease in front flap. 

 



First editions, first printings of the second and third volumes, second printing of the first 
volume. The first volume bears the author’s presentation inscription: “For John Hollander 
with thanks and friendship, Paul A.” An excellent association copy.   $1500.

Association Copy
 

40. Baer, “Bugs,” and Henry Major: HOLLYWOOD .... [Np: The Authors, 1938]. Quarto. 
Three quarter canvas and gilt cloth, gilt spine label. Portraits. A very good copy. 

 

First edition. Copy #149 of 800 numbered copies, signed by “Bugs Baer” and Henry Major. 
This copy additionally bears Major’s presentation inscription: “To Mr. John Ford, with 
sincere admiration, Henry Major (‘a businessman’).” Major’s portrait/caricature of Ford 
appears in sequence in the selection of portraits.   $350.

41. [Baker, Dorothy (sourcework)]: Foreman, Carl, 
and Edmund H. North [screenwriters]: [Original 
Belgian Pictorial Affiche for:] JEUNE FOU A 
LA TROMPETTE “YOUNG MAN WITH A HORN.” 
Bruxelles: Warner Bros. / Imp. L & H Verstegen, 
[ca. 1950]. Folio (14” x 21 1/4” [36 x 54 cm]). 
Lithographed in color on recto only. Horizontal 
folds and a few old creases, tiny marginal tear in 
lower left blank margin, offset from now absent 
squib in extended blank marquee margin, but a 
very good, fresh example. 

 

A dramatic lithographed poster for the French 
language release of the 1950 film adaptation of 
Dorothy Baker’s classic jazz novel, a fictionalization 
of the meteoric, troubled career of Bix Beiderbecke. 
Michael Curitz directed, and Kirk Douglas, Lauren 
Bacall, Doris Day, Hoagy Carmichael, and Juano 
Hernandez starred.                                               $125.

42. [Baseball Fiction]: Tomlinson, Everett T.: WARD 
HILL AT WESTON  A STORY OF AMERICAN 
SCHOOL LIFE. Philadelphia: A.J. Rowland, 1897. 
Slate blue cloth, decorated in silver with baseball and cobweb motif, lettered in gilt. Frontis. 
A few faint flecks to cloth sizing, spine a bit cocked, but very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the prolific author of “boys’ books” in 1902. The 
frontis and several chapters focus on interschool baseball competitions, and the many 
later editions featured explicit baseball imagery on their covers.   $125.

43. Bates, Daisy: THE LONG SHADOW OF LITTLE ROCK A MEMOIR. New York: David 
McKay, [1962]. Cloth. Photographs. Fine in very faintly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Foreword by Eleanor Roosevelt. Signed by the author on the free endsheet, 
and with a third party gift inscription to a noted Rabbi. A memoir of the Little Rock 
integration battle by the civil rights activist, journalist / publisher who was among the 
principal figures in the events. 
BRIGNANO (1984) 447.   $275.

44. Battiss, Walter: THE ARTISTS OF THE ROCKS  ART IN SOUTH AFRICA. Pretoria: 
The Red Fawn Press, [1945]. 249,[1]pp. Quarto. Cloth. Decorations and tipped-in color 
initials. Printed in black and red. 26 tipped-in color plates, plus illustrations, photographs, 
maps and facsimiles. 1949 ink gift inscription, minor finger smudges, otherwise a very 
good or better copy in lightly tanned and faintly used dust jacket. 

 



First edition. Copy #156 of an edition limited to 500 numbered copies, signed by the 
author. Prefatory essay, “Landscapes of the Soul,” by Abbé Henri Breuil. Foreword by 
C. van Riet Lowe. An exploration of indigenous rock art, by the prominent South African 
artist and originator of the Fook Island conceit.   $500.

Manuscript Archive
 

45. Beals, Carleton: THE GREAT REVOLT AND ITS LEADERS  THE HISTORY OF 
POPULAR AMERICAN UPRISINGS IN THE 1890s. New York: Abelard-Schuman, [1966]. 
The original production archive for this work by the American novelist and crusading 
journalist, comprised of the following: 

 

a) Beals’s provisional outline consisting of three chapters, titled tentatively “The Grass Roots 
Revolt,” 109 leaves, quarto, original typescript, with manuscript corrections and insertions; 
b) an original typescript for the entire work, 454 leaves, with very heavy authorial and 
editorial corrections and revisions, along with typesetter’s annotations, accompanied by 
approximately 100 leaves of prelims, indices, bibliography and associated matter, typescript, 
carbon typescript and photocopy; 
c) the author’s set of long, uncorrected galleys, on 116 folio galley slips, with manuscript 
corrections, revisions and insertions; 
d) the master set of galley proofs, with very heavy annotations, editorial and other (one 
leaf frayed and mended); and finally, 
e) a complete set of trimmed, corrected page proofs, with a few scattered corrections. All 
items good to very good, consistent with use.   $850.

46. Beaton, Cecil, and Kenneth Tynan: PERSONA GRATA. [New York]: Putnam, [1954]. 
Small quarto. Pale blue cloth, stamped in silver. Photographic portraits by Beaton. Faint 
sunning at edges, otherwise about fine in very faintly edgeworn pictorial dust jacket 

 

The U.S. issue of the first edition, bound up from British sheets. An interesting association 
copy, bearing the Santa Fe ownership inscription of poet-architect, Robert Hunt, who was 
Witter Bynner’s long-time companion. The inscription has been crossed through, and below 
appears Hunt’s gift inscription to his and Bynner’s friend, Paul Horgan, signed with his 
casual nickname (based on one of his middle names, Montague): “Pablo: - Como siempre 
- Monté ... P.S. And God Help Us All!” Horgan’s bookplate appears on the front pastedown. 
It was Paul Horgan who, in 1924, introduced Hunt to Bynner. For the cognoscente, a fine 
Santa Fe association copy.   $150.

Allen Tate’s Copy
 

47. Beatty, Richard C. [ed]: A VANDERBILT MISCELLANY. Nashville: Vanderbilt University 
Press, 1944. Large, thick octavo. Gilt cloth. Spine ends rubbed, front inner hinge cracked, 
a few marks to cloth, otherwise a near very good, sound copy. 

 

First edition of this retrospective anthology 
partaking of the heritage of The Fugitive, 
Pursuit, etc., with an historical introduction 
by the editor. A standout association copy, 
inscribed by the editor to Allen Tate: “For 
Allen, who, if I recall, is the Pappy of this 
baby. Dick Beatty.” Of course, Tate looms 
large in the editor ’s introductory essay, 
“By Way of Background,” and his poetry 
and prose feature among the contributions, 
including “Ode to the Confederate Dead.”   
 $750.

48. Beerbohm, Max: HEROES AND HEROINES OF BITTER SWEET. [London: Leadlay, 
Ltd. 1931]. [2] leaves on stiff grey card plus six plates mounted inside printed bifolia. Folio 



(41 x 29 cm). Quarter parchment and gilt lettered boards. Portfolio a bit dust smudged at 
spine and edges, one plate neatly detached from mount, a bit of slight tanning at edges 
of stock, very good. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 900 numbered copies, from a total edition of 1000. 
Published as a tie-in with Noel Coward’s play, Bitter Sweet, the subjects of the caricatures 
include Coward and the principles, with a prefatory note by Beerbohm reproduced from 
his manuscript draft. 
GALLATIN & OLIVER 30.   $250.

49. [Beerbohm, Max]: Behrman, S. N.: DUVEEN. New York: Random House, [1952]. 
Cloth. Illustrations by Saul Steinberg. Spine somewhat rubbed, but a good, sound copy, 
internally very good, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. A very appropriate association copy, inscribed by Behrman to the subject of 
his 1960 biography: “For Max Beerbohm, whom I have adored for many years and whom 
I would love to see for one lunch, for one cup of tea, for a few moments’ conversation, 
at the merest hint, the faintest nudge. From S. N. Behrman New York: March 1952.” This 
biography of the prominent art dealer appeared first as an extended profile in The New 
Yorker, and in the same fashion, Behrman’s Portrait Of Max appeared as a New Yorker 
profile, and subsequently in book form, in 1960. Beerbohm evidently did read this copy, 
as on the rear free endsheet he has penciled three page references and noted “Norman 
Robertson and C. Lowther and the doubtful Giorgione. / Jangton Douglas 184.”   $1500.

50. Beerbohm, Max: [Autograph Letter, Signed “Max]. 48, Upper Berkeley St. London. 
“Saturday” [nd]. Three panels of a folded octavo lettersheet. In ink. Folded for mailing, 
very good. 

 

A somewhat hastily scrawled letter, “...excuse bad writing and confused thinking: I am only 
just (and half) awake ....” Recipient indecipherable, but just perhaps “Levinson.” Beerbohm 
sends his regrets: “I do so wish I could come: it would be most delightful. Only I can’t possibly. 
I have to luncheon and dine out today and tomorrow ... the lunch today and the dinner 
tomorrow are such as I might chuck - But the other two are absolutely unchuckable. Such 
a pity ... Enjoyed yesterday evening so much - Yours ever Max.”                          $250.

51. Beerbohm, Max: [Autograph Letter, Signed]. 48, Upper Berkeley Street, London. 
“Thursday” [nd]. Two pages on folded quarto sheet of letterhead. Pale residue from having 
been at one time mounted on blank verso of conjugate, otherwise very good. 

 

To a Mr. Thomas (first name indistinct): “I never have seen Mr. Nicol Dunn, and therefore 
cannot let you have the desired caricature this morning ... I send you four caricatures 
[not present]: Sir William Harcourt [/] Sir Gilbert Parker [/] Mr. Ernest Beckett [/] Mr Hall 
Caine - And to the other subjects mentioned by Mr. A’Beckett, I will duly devote myself - 
Yours truly Max Beerbohm.”   $350.

52. [Beinecke Library]: Reed, Joseph W. [guest curator]: COLLECTING  AN EXHIBITION 
AT THE BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY APRIL 23 - JUNE 1999. 
Middletown, CT: Privately Printed at the Sign of the Piratical Primrose, January 2000. 
[6],57,[1]pp. Plain wrapper over stiff wrapper, printed paper label. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 300 numbered copies. An annotated exhibition focusing as much 
on the collectors who preserved or collected the items as on the books and manuscripts 
themselves.   $25.

53. Belloc, Hilaire: VERSES AND SONNETS. London: Ward and Downey, 1896. Small 
octavo. Green cloth, lettered in gilt, t.e.g. Very slight tanning to endsheets, minor rubbing 
at corners, otherwise a very good, or better, bright copy. 

 



First edition of the author’s first book, issued shortly after his matriculation from Baillol 
College, Oxford. Reportedly, Belloc gave away a few copies, and then the book was 
withdrawn from circulation. 
HAYWARD 308.   $750.

54. [Bird & Bull Press]: Aymé, Marcel: FIVE SHORT STORIES.... Newtown, PA: Bird & Bull 
Press, 1994. Large octavo. Cloth, gilt spine label. Fine in publisher’s cloth clamshell box. 

 

First edition in this format of this selection, consisting of “The State of Grace,” “The 
Dwarf,” “Rue de l’Evangile,” “Legend of Poldevia” and “The Seven League Boots” in the 
Norman Denny translations. Illustrated with ten original woodcuts by Gaylord Schanilec. 
One of 150 numbered copies, printed on Arches mouldmade paper. Accompanied by an 
extra suite of the woodcuts, each in a captioned folder, with a separate essay by Henry 
Morris on the creation of the illustrations, with a postscript by the artist.   $300.

55. Blackmur, R. P.: [Unpublished Writings]. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Library, 
[nd]. Five volumes. Large quartos. Brick red textured cloth, spines lettered in blue. Contents 
photomechanically reproduced. Fine. 

 

Consisting of King Pandar (a novel, bound in two volumes); The Greater Torment (a 
novel, one volume), and a volume each, denoted 4 Plays and Short Stories. Reproduced 
from the original manuscripts in the Blackmur archive at Princeton, with cover titles bearing 
appropriate specifics about rights and reserving the set for “Reference Use.” More than one 
set appears to have been prepared, as analogous configurations are located at Columbia 
and UC Berkeley. This set was formerly in the library of poet/publisher James Laughlin.   
 $150.

56. Blatty, William Peter: WHICH WAY TO MECCA, JACK? [New York]: Bernard Geis, 
[1960]. Cloth and boards. A very good copy in a good, lightly sunned and soiled dust 
jacket with a number of short edge-tears to the extremities. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book. Illustrated by Gil Miret. Inscribed and signed by 
the author, the inscription opening with a word in Lebanese, followed by the admonition: 
“(For a translation of this exotic Lebanese word, dial Northside-777) Best Bill Blatty.”
 $150.

57. Blunden, Edmund: [Autograph Manuscript Poem, Signed, with Four Autograph 
Letters, and One Autograph Postcard]. London & Oxford. 24 January 1932 to 7 December 
1937. Manuscript on two narrow quarto leaves, letters on octavo and 12mo lettersheets, 
one page each, signed “E. Blunden” and “E.B.” Very good, with one envelope. 

 

A handsome manuscript fair copy of Blunden’s 1919 poem, “Leisure,” first collected in 
The Waggoner (1920). The poem (approx. 90 lines in ms) is written out in Blunden’s 
calligraphic hand on the blank versos of two plates extracted from a rare book auction 
catalogue, and is dated at the end ‘1919’, and then inscribed “Copied for his friend Carlos 
Peacock by the writer, Edmund Blunden, in Sept’, 1937.” The manuscript is accompanied 
by four autograph letters, signed, and one autograph postcard, signed, all to Carlos H. 
Peacock. A sampling of the letters reads as follows: (24 January 1932) “Please abandon 
my Mr. too! I am to lunch next Thursday at Peterhouse, and shall emerge thence ready 
to take tea with you (& I hope Adrian & Stephanie) at 3:30, (and I must be at Trinity say 
5 or 10 minutes before 5, so as to cause no anxiety about authors’ elusive ways). Shall 
I come to Fitzwilliam House?’’; (12 Sept. 1937) “So that is what you’re doing! Well, good 
luck to you, and if I can send along any promising young writers with substantial MSS I 
shall be glad to do it. I often find the promise, but it is usually of a metaphysical sort and 
not reduced to actual ink marks on sheets of paper. Adrian is often in my mind’s eye ... I 
suppose you know Richard Cobden-Sanderson; if not, please set about it! … My memory 
does not serve me about the poem you were so kind as to wish for in MS: if you will send 
me a little hint of its content, a first line for instance, I shall quickly dig it out and send 



you a copy. Meanwhile, do not let literature deprive you of literature....’’; (24 Sept. 1937) 
“At last I have copied the poem and here it is. As you perhaps know, it’s a little disturbing 
in more ways than one to spend much time with one’s early writings! but it has given me 
pleasure to think you wished for the transcript. Can you persuade my old playmate Adrian 
to show me some of his poems, for instance the limited edition?...”; and (7 Dec. 1937) 
“Forgive me for not saying yes. But if I slacken my rule about not writing introductions in 
books of poems by contemporaries I shall be in trouble; for I get many requests. Apart 
from that, my conviction is that these introductions do no good. Prejudices are created 
against the newcomer ... it’s supposed he is a protégé of the old miscreant who ushers 
him in. Far best, and best to look back upon, if a poet sets out alone. Moreover, I shall 
be at liberty, I hope, to appear among your reviewers. Adrian was indeed as good as 
his word and I have set his poems among those that matter, and will matter in coming 
time.’’   $1100.

58. Bolitho, Hector: VICTORIA AND ALBERT. London: Cobden-Sanderson, [1938]. Cloth. 
Frontis. Somewhat used and rubbed (see below). Enclosed in folding cloth slipcase and 
chemise, with gilt labels. 

 

First edition of one of the author’s most celebrated political biographies, inscribed by him 
on the front free endsheet: “My Dear Ray: This mutilated copy of ‘Victoria and Albert’ is 
the one I have used during this past two years, while I have been writing my new book. 
You might like to keep it, to remind you of my devotion. Hector.” The book is signed 
again above the inscription, and the text is littered throughout with Bolitho’s frequently 
substantial annotations, insertions and comments, including a couple of pasted in printed 
and typescript items. A prolific writer and editor in several genres, New Zealand-born 
Bolitho published a sequence of biographies of British royals that were both highly praised 
and widely read.   $750.

59. [Book of Common Prayer - Spanish]: LA LITURGIA YNGLESA, O EL LIBRO DE 
ORACION COMUN Y ADMINISTRACION DE LOS SACRAMENTOS, Y OTROS RITOS 
Y CEREMONIAS DE LA YGLESIA, SEGUN EL USO DE LA YGLESIA ANGLICANA: 
JUNTAMENTE CON EL PSALTERIO Ô PSALMOS DE DAVID .... London: Impresso por 
William Bowyer .... 1715. xxxviii,[10],435,[1]pp. Octavo. Old boards, rebacked at some 
point in the late 20th century in rather ordinary calf, with gilt label, edges untrimmed. 
Engraved portrait of King George I. Somewhat tanned and occasionally spotted, with a 
number of untrimmed early lower edges soiled, bound without terminal blank; a sound, 
if pedestrian copy. 

 

The second edition of the second version of the Book of Common Prayer in Spanish, 
printing a revised translation by Felix Anthony de Alvorado, the minister to a congregation 
of Spanish merchants in London. Darlow & Moule suggest the translation was not so much 
a new undertaking as a simple revision and updating of Texeda’s translation. 
GRIFFITHS 162.3. ESTC T14041. DARLOW & MOULE II:8482n.   $350.

60. [Book of Common Prayer -  U.S.] :  THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, AND 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE SACRAMENTS ... ACCORDING TO THE USE OF THE 
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: TOGETHER 
WITH THE PSALTER, OR PSALMS OF DAVID. New York: R. Bartlett & S. Raynor, 1835. 
459,[3],39[1],43,[1],43-48,[4]pp. 12mo. Handsome contemporary brown morocco, raised 
bands, side panels decorated in gilt and blind, a.e.g., with the small binder’s ticket of “S. 
Turner, Binder, 200 Broadway” on the rear pastedown. Early ink name in inner margin of 
title-leaf, scattered foxing, trace of minor rubbing at extremities, otherwise a very good, 
handsome copy. 

 

Bookseller’s ticket of “Charles S. Francis Bookseller 252 Broadway New York” on front 
pastedown. A stereotype edition printed by William Van Norden, from stereos made by D. 
&. G. Bruce, and evidently first used under another imprint in 1820. An attractive large 
margined impression (17.5 x 11 cm - 2.5 cm. taller than the 24mo printing recorded in 
Griffiths) - in a handsome contemporary binding. 
OCLC: 191312539. GRIFFITHS 1835:19.   $150.



61. Borden, Mary: YOU, THE JURY. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1952. Cloth.  
Near fine, in very good, slightly dust smudged, spine-sunned dust jacket. 

 

First US edition. With the American born UK-resident author’s warm presentation inscription: 
“To Virginia Mathews with gratitude for all she has done for this book - and with the 
affection of the author, Mary Borden.”   $150.

62. Borden, Mary: MARGIN OF ERROR. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1954. 
Cloth. Near fine, in very good, lightly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First US edition. With the American born UK-resident author’s warm presentation inscription: 
“To Dear Virginia Mathews with the affection of the author, Mary Borden Sept. 15 ‘54.”   
 $150.

63. [Borges, Jorge Luis]: Roux, Dominique de, et al [eds]: L’HERNE  CAHIERS PARAISSANT 
DEUX FOIS L’AN [Special Borges Issue]. Paris: L’Herne, [1964]. 516,[2]pp. plus plates. 
Large, thick quarto. Printed wrappers. Wrappers faintly sunned, else a very good copy. 

 

First edition, trade issue, of this major assemblage of previously untranslated texts by 
Borges, as well as secondary and critical material about his works by various hands. 
Published as Whole Number 28.   $125.

64. Borges, Jorge Luis: SELECTED POEMS 1923 - 1967. [New York]: Delacorte, [1972]. 
Large octavo. Cloth. First U.S. edition. Edited, with an introduction and notes, by Norman 
Thomas di Giovanni, with translations by various hands. Fine in dust jacket with trivial 
wear at tips.   $125.

65. Borges, Jorge Luis: DREAMTIGERS. [London]: Condor Book / Souvenir Press, [1973]. 
Cloth boards. Woodcuts by Antonio Frasconi. Fine in lightly rubbed, price clipped dust jacket. 

 

First UK edition, translated by Mildred Boyer and Harold Morland, with an introduction 
by Miguel Enguídanos. Printed photo-offset from the 1964 UT Press edition designed by 
Kim Taylor.   $150.

66. Boswell, James: AN ACCOUNT OF CORSICA, THE JOURNAL OF A TOUR TO 
THAT ISLAND; AND MEMOIRS OF PASCAL PAOLI...ILLUSTRATED WITH A NEW 
AND ACCURATE MAP OF CORSICA. Glasgow: Printed by Robert and Andrew Foulis for 
Edward and Charles Dilly, 1768. xxiv,382pp. plus folding map. Contemporary calf, neatly 
rebacked to style, raised bands, gilt label. Bound with the half-title, but without the terminal 
blank. Typical offsetting from binding to edges of endleaves, map a bit offset to A1, with 
minor scattered foxing elsewhere, forecorners worn, small ink name on pastedown, but 
a good copy. 

 

First edition, first form of the map (as appropriate to the first edition) without scale or 
marginal divisions, E2 and Z3 cancels, as usual, with the former in the ‘Istria’ form; D2r 
is in the uncorrected state. One of 3500 copies printed. With the bookplates of Thomas 
Arnold, MD (1742 - 1816) and a descendant. “At the height of his power [Thomas] Arnold 
held a monopoly not only on the lunacy trade in Leicestershire, but also, together with 
his sons, of the post of physician at Leicester Infirmary. A supporter of radical causes, 
Arnold’s career in Leicester was marked by his involvement in struggles for social status 
and political influence ... Arnold’s principal medical work is the two-volume Observations 
On The Nature, Kinds, Causes, and Prevention of Insanity, Lunacy, or Madness 
(1782, 1786), which ran to two editions and a German translation. In it he abandoned the 
traditional humoral theories, basing his classification on the ideas of Locke and separating 
disordered sensations from disordered reasoning. He helped to pioneer a new approach 
to insanity based on observed symptoms, but his classification was too detailed to be 
practical and it never became popular. Arnold is representative of a shift towards the 
‘moral’ treatment of the insane” - DNB. 
POTTLE 24. ROTHSCHILD 442. GASKELL, FOULIS PRESS, 473. ESTC T26157.            $1450.



Untrimmed Copy
 

67. Boswell, James: THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D.  COMPREHENDING AN 
ACCOUNT OF HIS STUDIES AND NUMEROUS WORKS.... London: Printed for Henry 
Baldwin, 1791. xii,[16],516;588[i.e.586],[1]pp. Two volumes. Quarto (29 x 23 cm). Portrait 
in first volume and two engraved plates in second. Full olive brown morocco, raised bands, 
gilt, t.e.g., others largely untrimmed. Occasional light foxing, and some dusting to a few 
edges, early small marginal restoration around upper blank forecorners of frontis and first 
five leaves, a few small nicks and rubs at binding extremities, with two narrow surface 
scratches to boards, but a very good set. 

 

First edition, uncorrected state of I:135:10 (‘gve’), with the complement of cancels outlined 
by Pottle, as usual. In volume two, pages 78, 92, 275 and 352 are in their first, uncorrected 
states. Uncommon in untrimmed condition: the vertical dimension of this set matches that 
of the Rothschild set (untrimmed in original boards). One of 1750 copies printed. Frequently 
remarked upon as one of the triumphs of the art of biography in the English language. 
With the gilt morocco bookplate in each volume (“Omnia Pro Bono H.M.”), identified by 
some as an uncharacteristic bookplate for Harold Murdock. Laid in is a copy of A. Edward 
Newton’s quarto leaflet reproducing the uncorrected II:302, inscribed (with initials) in 1933 
to another collector (a bit ragged at fore-edge and folded). 
ROTHSCHILD 463. POTTLE 79. GROLIER ENGLISH HUNDRED 65. ESTC T64481.     $9500.

68. Boswell, James: THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D. COMPREHENDING AN 
ACCOUNT OF HIS STUDIES AND NUMEROUS WORKS.... Dublin: Printed by John 
Chambers [& John Exshaw, & Robert Rhames for second and third volumes respectively] 
for R. Cross, et al, 1792. Three volumes. xxxiv,536;[2],605;573pp. plus two folding 
plates. Contemporary speckled calf, spines gilt extra, gilt green morocco lettering pieces. 
Occasional minor soiling, narrow crack at toe of lower joint of second volume, narrow 
short worm track (largely marginal but touching a few letters) in 2Q of second volume, 
but a very good, crisp set, in a handsome contemporary binding. 

 

First Dublin edition, set up from the first London edition and incorporating corrections to 
some of the errata, but introducing other errors. Though undertaken for the same group of 
booksellers, the task of printing was doled out to three separate printers, with consequent 
variations in the imprint. An unusually nice set of this edition, noted by Pottle as “cheaply 
and rather poorly printed, evidently to undersell the genuine edition, which must, however, 
have been nearly, if not quite, exhausted when it appeared. It is now listed by the booksellers 
as ‘very rare’, which is perhaps justified, as there is no copy in the British Museum, the 
Bodleian, or the National Library of Scotland” - Pottle. As this edition predated the second 
London edition by almost a year, its appearance had, no doubt, a considerably greater 
effect on the sales of that edition than it had on the first. Pottle’s collation places the 
“Round Robin” plate as a frontis to the first volume; in this set, it appears in company 
with the manuscript facsimile at the end of the third, perchance as issued. 
POTTLE 80. ESTC T64484.   $1750.

69. Bouvé, Paul ine Carr ington:  THEIR SHADOWS BEFORE  A STORY OF THE 
SOUTHAMPTON INSURRECTION. Boston: Small, Maynard & Co., 1899. 202pp. Small 
octavo. Gilt pictorial slate blue cloth, t.e.g., others rough trimmed. Minor rubbing at tips, 
neat 1920 gift inscription on pastedown, slight scratch and a few faint spots to lower 
board, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, an uncommonly sympathetic portrayal of Nat Turner 
by an expatriate Southerner. Bouvé was born in Arkansas, the daughter of the Confederate 
General, and was raised in Virginia. She moved to Boston and established herself as a 
journalist, novelist and children’s author. While not uncommon in institutional locations, 
now uncommon in commerce. 
WRIGHT III:613.   $225.



70. Boyd, William, and Tom Stoppard [screenwriters]: RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH’S FILM 
CHARLIE  A SCREENPLAY BY .... [Richmond, Surrey]: Lambeth Productions Ltd., April 
1991. [1],127,[1] leaves (the last a steno service colophon). Quarto. Photomechanically 
reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Punched and bradbound in stiff production 
company wrappers. Three letter ink note on upper wrapper (‘rec.’), title hand-lettered on 
spine, otherwise near fine. 

 

An unspecified but early preproduction draft of this screenplay by William Boyd, noted as 
“adapted by” Tom Stoppard, based on a storyline by Diana Hawkins drawing on Chaplin’s 
autobiography and David Robinson’s biography. The 1992 release starred Robert Downey 
Jr., in a brilliant, multi-award nominated portrayal of Chaplin, in company with a distinguished 
supporting cast. Upon release, the screenplay was credited to Boyd, with contributions 
by Bryan Forbes and William Goldman, but Stoppard’s involvement was not noted. Baker 
and Wachs describe archival material relating to Stoppard’s work on this project among 
his papers, but evidently did not encounter an actual draft of the screenplay in this form. 
BAKER & WACHS B20.   $950.

71. [Bradley, Will]: Smith, Harry B.: LYRICS AND SONNETS. Chicago: The Dial Press, 
1894. Tan cloth, decorated in blue. Decorative title-page. Binding darkened and a bit 
soiled, internally very good. 

 

First edition, this being the secondary binding. One of two hundred copies only. Inscribed 
on the front endsheet by Smith’s son to his daughter (“...this book of her grandfather’s 
verse...”) on Christmas 1948. Bambace suggests the binding design is “probably” Will 
Bradley’s work. An uncommon book and imprint. Librettist, bookseller and book collector 
Harry Smith was a frequent contributor to Francis Browne’s incarnation of The Dial. A 
portion of the edition, presumably the earliest state, was bound in green cloth, with the 
binding design stamped in gilt. 
BAMBACE C1.   $125.

72. Brautigan, Richard: THE TOKYO-MONTANA EXPRESS. New York: Targ Editions, 
[1979]. Large octavo. Cloth. First edition. One of 350 copies, printed at the Tideline Press, 
and signed by the author. Cloth a trace dulled, but a nice copy in bit tanned and frayed 
glassine.   $225.

73. Brodsky, Joseph: POEZJE. Katowice [Poland]: “Ksiaznica,” 1993. 71,[1]pp. Narrow, 
thin octavo. Publisher’s faux leather, lettered in gilt. Illustrations. About fine, without dust 
jacket, as issued. 

 

A selection of translations of Brodsky’s poems into Polish by various hands, edited by Piotr 
Fast. Copy # “00219” from an unspecified edition, with an ink paraph on the limitation, 
perhaps by the editor or publisher.   $85.

74. Brooks, Van Wyck: DAYS OF THE PHOENIX  THE NINETEEN-TWENTIES I REMEMBER. 
New York: Dutton, 1957, Cloth and boards. Endsheets tanned, edges dusty, else a very 
good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. With a presentation inscription from the author on the free endsheet: “For 
Leon Edel with the regards of Van Wyck Brooks / February = 1957.” With numerous pencil 
notes in Edel’s hand on the rear free endpaper (for a review?).   $200.

75. [Brown, John Mason (source work)]: Taylor, Samuel [screenwriter]: A TREATMENT 
OF JOHN MASON BROWN’S “MORNING FACES.” [Culver City: Vanguard / Selznick], 
9 August 1950. [1],39 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only.  
Bradbound in typescript wrappers. Some slight tanning at edges, else very good or better. 

 

A substantial treatment for an unproduced film version of Brown’s 1949 book. Taylor’s 
own career as a dramatist was distinguished, and as a screenwriter, his credits include 
Vertigo, Sabrina, and Topaz.   $125.



76. Bruce, Lenny [screenwriter]: [Original Studio 
Publicity Pressbook for:] THE ROCKET MAN. 
[Np]: Nat’l Screen Service for 20th Century-Fox, 
1954. 7,[1]pp. Folio (38 x 28cm; 15 x 11”). Pictorial 
self-wrapper. Horizontal fold, otherwise very good 
to near fine. 

 

An original pressbook for Lenny Bruce’s second or, 
just possibly, third screenwriting credit, released 
the same year as his thematically polar-opposite 
riff on burlesque, Dream Follies. Bruce co-wrote 
this script with Jack Henley, basing it on a story 
by G. W. George and G. F. Slavin. Oscar Rudolph 
directed the family-oriented science fiction comedy, 
which starred Charles Coburn, Spring Byington, 
Anne Francis and John Agar. Bruce’s first credit, 
Dance Hall Racket, appeared in early 1953. 
This pressbook includes a synopsis, cast-list, 
reproductions of all the available publicity paper, 
and some publicity suggestions. Bruce is credited 
in the text and on the majority of the reproduced 
posters, window cards, advert copy, etc.     $125.

77. Buechner, Frederick: A LONG DAY’S DYING. 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1950. Printed wrappers. Advance reading copy of the first 
edition of the author’s first novel. Faintest sunning to wrappers, otherwise a fine, unopened 
copy.   $150.

78. Buffum, George T.: SMITH OF BEAR CITY AND OTHER FRONTIER SKETCHES. 
New York: The Grafton Press, 1906. Black cloth, decorated in red, lettered in gilt, t.e.g. 
Illustrated with photogravures after drawings by F. T. Wood. Bookplate on pastedown, 
light scattered foxing, trace of sunning to spine, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. A collection of fictional sketches based on some of the legendary figures of 
the West, designed and printed at the Merrymount Press. 
SMITH B1180. SIX-GUNS 320.   $55.

79. Bukowski, Charles: CRUCIFIX IN A DEATHHAND ... NEW POEMS 1963-65. New York: 
Lyle Stuart / Loujon Press Award Book, [1965]. Quarto. Pictorial stiff wrappers. Illustrations 
by Noel Rockmore. About fine, but with the carelessly opened bellyband laid in. 

 

First edition. One of 3100 copies printed in New Orleans at the Loujon Press, signed and 
dated by the author (“3-20-’65”). There were also several subvariants of various deluxe 
natures. The author’s second major collection, in print for nearly a decade at the original 
price through Lyle Stuart, its publisher. 
KRUMHANSL A15.   $500.

80. Bunting, Basil: POEMS: 1950. Galveston: The Cleaners’ Press, 1950. [i.e. New York & 
Washington: Kasper & Horton, ca. 1951]. Gray wrappers, printed in black, crudely pasted 
over the original binder’s end leaves. Wrappers slightly dusty, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition, second binding (second state), of Bunting’s first substantial collection of 
poetry, preceded only by Redimiculum Matellarum, a slim pamphlet issued twenty years 
earlier. With a Preface by Dallam Flynn [a.k.a. Simpson]. The entire edition consisted of 
one thousand copies (including twenty-five signed copies). This copy is in the second 
state of the second binding, with the publisher’s New York address overstamped and their 
Washington address added on the rear wrapper. 
GUEDALLA A2.   $300.



81. [Burgess, Anthony]: Castle, Philip [designer]: 
[Three Publicity Stills for:] A CLOCKWORK 
ORANGE. [Np]: Warner Bros., 1972. Three matte 
finish b&w stills, 8 x 10” to 6.5 x 9.25”. Two 
with printed captions on versos. Two evidently 
sized for repro work, one corner faintly creased, 
otherwise very good to fine. 
 

Three of Castle’s iconic images promoting 
Kubrick’s adaptation of A Clockwork Orange 
produced as stills to promote the US release, 
including McDowell with bowler looming over 
the glass with false teeth, the head-on view of 
the droogs in the speeding car, and the “assault 
with art object” scene. These stills are much 
less common than those based on actual still 
photos.   $125.

82. Butler, Samuel: THE WAY OF ALL FLESH. 
London: Grant Richards, 1903. Red cloth, lettered 
in gilt, t.e.g. Cloth a bit darkened at edges, a 
few small spots to lower board, tiny bump to top 
edge of upper board, otherwise an unusually 

nice copy, very near fine, in half morocco slipcase and chemise. 
 

First edition of Butler’s posthumously published semi-autobiographical novel, and the work 
which will remain most frequently associated with his name in the popular mind. Edited, 
with a prefatory note, by R.A. Streatfeild. Although printed in a large enough edition 
(1500 copies), which took some four years to sell, the physical construction of the book 
guaranteed that fine copies would not be the norm for succeeding generations of collectors. 
HOPPÉ 42.   $950.

83. Byron, G. G.N., Lord: MAZEPPA, A POEM. London: John Murray, 1819. [8],[5]-71,[1]
pp. plus inserted [8]pp. catalogue dated June 1819. Original drab wrappers, untrimmed. 
Spine neatly rebacked in matching paper, somewhat dusty and foxed, light fraying at 
wrapper edges, mended tear at gutter of half-title and title, but a good copy. Somewhat 
faded cloth slipcase. 

 

First edition, second issue, with the imprint transferred from p.70 (now blank) to the verso 
of p.71. Byron began the appended prose “Fragment” (which Murray included here without 
Byron’s consent) on the same evening Mary Shelley began Frankenstein. Although he 
abandoned any further progress on it, it provided the seed of inspiration for Polidori’s The 
Vampyre. The first edition encompassed 8000 copies. 
RANDOLPH, pp.70-1. WISE I, 132-3. TINKER 570. BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 320.    $500.

84. Byron, G. G. N., Lord: HOURS OF IDLENESS:  A SERIES OF POEMS, ORIGINAL 
AND TRANSLATED. London: Printed for Sherwin and Co., 1820. viii,160pp. plus plates 
(see below). Octavo. Frontis. Late 19th century polished calf, rather stoutly rebacked in 
red morocco at a later date, t.e.g., others wholly untrimmed. Binding a bit worn, but sound, 
some tanning to text, but a good copy. 

 

According to Wise, an unauthorized printing of the first London edition, after the 1807 
Newark edition and its progeny, legitimate and other. With the altered imprint on p. 160 
and without the credit line on the frontis engraving. From the “Sentimental Library” of 
Harry B. Smith, extra-illustrated from a variety of sources with seventeen engravings or 
mezzotints, including portraits and scenery. That element which defined the “sentiment” 
of this copy seems elusive, but it remains of some interest as a memento of a mode of 
book desecration fortunately now eclipsed, and features a provenance of some note. 
WISE I:15-6.   $300.



85. Byron, G. G. N., Lord: MARINO FALIERO, DOGE OF VENICE. AN HISTORICAL 
TRAGEDY, IN FIVE ACTS. WITH NOTES / THE PROPHECY OF DANTE, A POEM. 
London: John Murray, 1821. xxi,[5],[5]-261,[3]pp. Large octavo. Original drab boards, 
printed spine label, edges untrimmed. A bit of foxing and early ink ownership signatures 
to pastedowns, crown and toe of spine a bit chipped, with modest loss to paper label, 
surface loss to spine at toe of spine (5cm at deepest), joints cracked (but sound), some 
scattered bits of foxing; a good copy in original state. 

 

First edition, first issue, with the Doge’s speech on p. 151, 5.5 lines long. This copy 
includes the inserted terminal advert leaf. The edition encompassed 3573 copies in two 
issues, with two variants of the second issue. 
RANDOLPH, pp.73. TINKER 577. WISE II:29-30.   $850.

86. Byron, G.G.N., Lord: WERNER, A TRAGEDY. London: John Murray, 1823. viii,[4],188pp. 
Full black crushed levant, raised bands, a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles, by Riviere. Rebacked, 
with original backstrip laid down, bound without half-title, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition, second issue, with the imprint on p. 188. From the collection of Francis 
Kettaneh, with morocco bookplate (offset to opposite binder’s endsheet). 
WISE II:43-4. RANDOLPH, p. 79. TINKER 585.   $250.

87. [Byron, G.G.N., Lord]: Wise, Thomas J. [compiler]: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE 
WRITINGS IN VERSE AND PROSE OF GEORGE GORDON NOEL, BARON BYRON  WITH 
LETTERS ILLUSTRATING HIS LIFE AND WORK AND PARTICULARLY HIS ATTITUDE 
TOWARD KEATS. London: Printed for Private Circulation Only, 1932-3. Two volumes. 
Quarto. Polished black buckram, lettered and decorated in gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed. 
Portraits, plates, facsimiles. Spines faintly sunned, bookplates (see below), usual slight 
tanning to endsheets, otherwise near fine. 

 

First editions. One of 180 sets printed on “antique” paper. The original prospectus (a bit 
creased and dusty) is laid in. With the bookplates of British antiquarian booksellers Francis 
Edwards, Ltd. in each volume.   $350.

88. Cabell, James B.: JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER  AN ESSAY IN INTERPRETATION. Chicago: 
The Bookfellows, 1921. Boards. Extremities rubbed, ownership stamp of screenwriter / 
director Herbert Biberman on free endsheet, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition, “tall paper” issue (or printing). One of 99 copies bound thus, from an edition 
of 1099. According to Holt, this issue included corrections. 
HOLT 21n. BRUCCOLI 43.   $125.

89. [Cabell, James Branch]: Bregnezer, Don, and Samuel Loveman [eds]: A ROUND-
TABLE IN POICTESME A SYMPOSIUM. Cleveland: Privately Printed by Members of the 
Colophon Club, 1924. Cloth. Spine stamping dull, as usual, otherwise a very good copy 
in dust jacket, the latter missing significant pieces of the spine panel. 

 

First edition. One of 774 numbered copies, of which this is one of 526 on Roxburghe 
paper. In addition to Cabell’s own essay, “The Author of the Eagle’s Shadow,” Ernest Boyd, 
Loveman, Mencken, Morley and others contribute essays about Cabell. This copy bears 
Bregnezer’s lengthy presentation inscription, 25 February 1930, to Louis Untermeyer.     $125.

90. [Cable, George W.]: Collodi, C.: PINOCCHIO  THE ADVENTURES OF A MARIONETTE. 
Boston [etc]: Ginn and Company, [c. 1904]. Small octavo. Decorated cloth. Frontis and 
illustrations. Some marginal spotting, upper blank fore-corner of one leaf torn away, front 
inner hinge cracking but sound; a good, sound copy. 

 

The Walter S. Cramp translation, revised by Sara Lockwood, and illustrated with drawings 
by Charles Copeland. An interesting association copy, with an eight-line gift inscription, 
signed, from novelist George W. Cable: “To Mr. & Mrs. Baring [?] for the youngsters - who 



must read with one eye nearly shut and the other mighty wide open or they will never see 
how funny Pinocchio is. Ever Yours truly G.W. Cable N.Y. [?] 1905.”   $150.

Revealing Correspondence about the 1917 Film Adaptation
 

91. Caine, Hall: [A Small But Highly Significant File of Correspondence Relating 
to the Film Version of His Novel, THE DEEMSTER]. Heath Brow, Hampstead Heath. 
July and August 1916. Comprised of one typed letter, signed (13 pages), two autograph 
letters, signed (3 and 7 pages), an autograph note, signed, and two related items, three 
with envelopes. Quarto, octavo, and 12mo, all but one item (a related retained carbon), 
very good or better. 

 

In 1916, the American company, Arrow Film Corporation, undertook an adaptation to the 
screen of Caine’s highly popular 1887 novel, The Deemster. Of special import is the fact 
that Caine’s son, Derwent Hall Caine, then in the US, was actively involved in the project, 
and played the lead role of Daniel Mylrea - Derwent appeared in at least seven films prior 
to embarking on his career as publisher and Labour Party politician. Howell Hansel directed 
the film, which is formally credited to screenwriters Edfrid A. Bingham and Charles A. Taylor 
(but was, in large part, by A. D. Levino). The present archive of correspondence records 
in detail the degree of Hall Caine’s own participation in the adaptation, and includes: 
a) a remarkable typed letter, signed, from Hall Caine, 13 pages, quarto, with extensive 
manuscripts corrections and additions, to his son Derwent, c/o The Arrow Film Corporation, 
New York City, dissecting the scenario of The Deemster, scene by scene, in reference to 
“General Plotting of the Story,” “Motive of the Quarrel,” “The Love Interest,” and “Minor 
Suggestions,” etc, and offering “suggestions for the consideration of the Company as far 
as they are still practicable....” This letter is accompanied by a clean carbon of a retyping 
of the letter, likely intended to circulate within the company; b) an autograph letter, signed, 
from Caine to A. D. Le Vino, of the Arrow Film Corporation, Hampstead Heath, 28 August 
1916, 3pp, octavo, referencing the above letter and congratulating him “...on the Scenario of 
The Deemster. It is good indeed. I thought it short. I wrote a long letter making suggestions 
(addressed to my son care of your Company) & I have since cabled suggesting a few 
bright, winsome scenes at the beginning to develop Dan’s charm & make the people love 
him before he is plunged in the tragedy. I trust the end as in the book can be followed. 
But an alternative happy end might be also be taken in case of absolute need...”; c) an 
autograph letter, signed, from Caine to A. D. Le Vino, of the Arrow Film Corporation, 
Hampstead Heath, 29 August 1916, 7pp, octavo, dealing extensively with the theme and 
the details of the story and the production, reading in small part: “It was very good of your 
President to promise to take again any scene that seemed to require altering. There are 
a few ... that seem to me to do that, but I feel that some might be added to give depth of 
emotion to the greater scenes. In my long letter to my son I have indicated these scenes 
-- the greater scenes, particularly, between Dan & Mona, & Dan & the Bishop. Anything 
you can do to deepen & heighten the emotion in these scenes will add greatly to the 
effect of the film. If you can indicate, without offence, that the story of the Deemster is, in 
effect, the story of the parable of the Prodigal Son, I think it will help the public to follow 
& sympathise with it. ... I should like you to do all you can to develop the death end & to 
bring it to a high level of spiritual exaltation. It seems to me a little hurried in the scenario. 
... On secondary points -- could you by any mechanical manipulation of cut film convey 
the sense of the phantom ship in the scenes of Dan’s isolation when he passes through 
the fishing fleet? Could you introduce the collie dog (if he is a good actor) in the scenes 
of plague. ... Could you have the dog in the last scene expressing its dumb sympathy 
with Dan? And Dan (who has Mona beside him) touching the dog’s head with a grateful 
hand? ... Pray grant me your indulgence in making these suggestions. I am very anxious 
that both your company, you yourself & my son should have a great[?] success with this 
film.” Finally by way of a lengthy postscript Caine adds: “... Do you remember Rossetti’s 
poem & picture of the Blessed Damozel, which shews the girl in heaven looking down 
on her lover on earth? Do you also remember Mr. Belasco’s last scene in the Darling of 
the Gods where the lovers are seen united on their way to heaven? If so, you will grasp 
my meaning...”; e) an autograph note, signed, one page, 12mo, Hampstead Heath, 17 



August 1916, with envelope, from Caine to the war-time Postal censor, asking for rapid 
clearance of his mail as it “consists of nothing but instructions for the making of a cinema 
film ...” - the envelopes that are present each bear censor inspection labels; d) a retained 
carbon typescript letter, 2pp., from Derwent Caine to “Dear Father,” 31 July 1916, quarto, 
on poor pulp paper stock and thus somewhat chipped and delicate, forwarding LeVino’s 
scenario [not present], asking for Caine’s specific reactions and advice about details and 
the overall interest and success of the adaptation, etc. He notes: “However, I must tell 
you that we are starting work this afternoon, and naturally a great many scenes will be 
taken before you will have a chance to see it [the scenario]. But Dr. Shallenberger, the 
president of the company, says that if you suggest a new beginning to the story, which 
to us seems at present a little weak, he would take whatever number of scenes required 
fresh, in order to get Dan placed as more of a gentleman coming down a little more 
gradually to the fisher life than at present is in the scenario.” He indicates the scenario 
(“only finished a couple of days ago”) is being rushed by the first steamer, and the pencil 
postscript notes that he also included some promotional material for the company’s last 
film [not present]; and f) an autograph note, 1 1/2pp., octavo, on letterhead, from Mary 
Hall Caine, evidently to Arrow Films, enclosing a photograph [not present] of Caine to be 
used for promotional purposes. The correspondence affords a detailed glimpse into the 
intimate involvement of a novelist in the film adaptation of one of his books, material the 
nature of which, for this period, is highly uncommon.   $1750.

92. Calvin, Ross: SKY DETERMINES  AN INTERPRETATION OF THE SOUTHWEST. New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1934. Decorated cloth. Photographs. A bit of slight darkening 
to the spine and lower edges, endsheets lightly tanned, but a nice copy in somewhat 
rubbed and frayed, price-clipped dust jacket with a couple of minor old mends on verso. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, an evocative account of the history of New Mexico 
much praised for both its literary and historical attributes. Inscribed and signed by the 
author in an early hand. 
POWELL, A Southwest Century 14.   $200.

93. Capote, Truman, and John Huston [screenwriters]: [Original color studio lobby 
card for:] BEAT THE DEVIL. [Los Angeles]: Santana Pictures - United Artists, 1953. An 
11 x 14” color studio lobby card. Small tack holes in corners from use, but a very good 
to fine example. 

 

A highly visual lobby card (#2 in the sequence), partaking of the film’s intent as a self-
conscious riff on film-noir, for John Huston and Truman Capote’s virtually off-the-cuff and 
very loose adaptation to the screen of a novel by Claud Cockburn (writing as “James 
Helvick”). The cast, which included Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones, Gina Lollobrigida, 
Robert Morley and Peter Lorre, faced a particular challenge in light of the fact that the 
script was in constant flux, notoriously being written, often on a daily basis, virtually as 
the film was shot.   $125.

94. Carey, Matthew: [Autograph Note, Signed “M. Carey”] [Np]. 11 June [no year]. One 
page, in ink, on oblong octavo sheet. Mailing folds (one reinforced with clear archival 
tape). Remains of prior mounting paper on integral address leaf, traces of wax seal; some 
general soiling and wear, minor smudging of ink, but still in a good condition overall, 
despite the defects noted. 

 

Docketed with Carey’s name, in ink, on the blank verso, and addressed to “John Scofield 
Esqr.” He writes, briefly and urgently, “I am particularly desirous of seeing you this 
afternoon[.] Yours, truly, M Carey.” Dublin-born Carey (1760-1839) was one of the most 
prominent, and significant, printers and publishers in the US in the early decades of the 
Republic. He apprenticed under Franklin for a year, then permanently emigrated to the US 
in 1784, where, with a subsidy from Lafayette, he established his printing and publishing 
shop in Philadelphia.   $150.



95. Carleton, Will: FARM BALLADS. New York: Harper & Bros., 1873. Large octavo. 
Terracotta cloth, elaborately decorated in gilt and ruled in black. Frontis, plates and 
illustrations. Minor edge rubbing, clipping of Carleton poem (“Uncle Nate’s Funeral”) 
affixed to verso of one plate. some mild scattered flecking to paper (perhaps inherent in 
it), otherwise very good and bright. 

 

First edition of the author’s most widely known work, the springboard for several similar 
works and expanded editions thereof. 
BAL 2464. JOHNSON HIGH SPOT.   $150.

96. Carmer, Carl: FRENCH TOWN  A BOOK OF POEMS ... WITH A PREFACE BY GRACE 
KING. New Orleans: The Quarter ’s Book Shop, [1928]. Decorated wrapper over stiff 
wrapper, paper label. Illustrations by Frederick Hicks. Wraps a bit rubbed and edgeworn 
as usual, else a very good copy. 

 

First edition of Carmer’s first original book, printed in an edition of 500 copies. This copy 
is signed by Hicks.   $55.

97. Carson, Rachel, and Alfred Eisenstaedt [photographer]: THE SEA AROUND US. New 
York: The Limited Editions Club, 1980. Large octavo. Cloth, decorated in blind. Color 
plates, portrait and endsheets. Bookplate on pastedown, faint pencil erasure from corner 
of title leaf. Very good or better in slipcase (small corner crease to label and small label 
shadow at corner of one panel). 

 

First printing in this format, accompanied by an Introduction by Maitland A. Edey and 
photographs by Alfred Eisenstaedt. One of 2000 numbered copies signed by the photographer. 
Newsletter laid in.   $125.

98. [Chandler, Raymond (sourcework)]: [Original Studio Lobby Card for:] THE BRASHER 
DOUBLOON. [Beverly Hills]: Twentieth Century Fox, 1946. Original 11 x 14” color lobby 
card. Upper left extreme corner bumped slightly, faint crease at lower left margin, but a 
very good, or better, fresh example. 

 

A representative color lobby card (#2 in the sequence) depicting four characters in 
Dorothy Bennett and Leonard Perkin’s screen adaptation of Chandler’s third novel, The 
High Window, directed by John Brahm, with George Montgomery playing Marlowe, and 
costarring Nancy Guild, Conrad Janis, Roy Roberts, Fritz Kortner, and others in supporting 
roles.   $175.

99. [Christie, Agatha (source work)]: Shaffer, Anthony, et al [screenwriters]: APPOINTMENT 
WITH DEATH  FROM THE BOOK BY AGATHA CHRISTIE ... London & Los Angeles: 
Cannon Films Ltd., 24 March 1987. [1],95 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Wrappers lightly rubbed 
and edgeworn, title hand-lettered on spine, otherwise a very good copy, internally fine. 

 

A dated “rewrite” of this screenplay by Shaffer, Peter Buckman and Michael Winner, based 
on Christie’s novel. The 1988 release, directed by Michael Winner, starred Peter Ustinov, 
Lauren Bacall, Carrie Fisher, Piper Laurie, John Gielgud, et al.   $125.

100. [Christie, Agatha (sourcework)]: Dehn, Paul [screenwriter]: [Lot of Thirty-Four Publicity 
Stills for:] MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS. New York: Paramount Pictures, 1974. 
Thirty-four 8x10” (with minor variations) borderless glossy b&w stills, each accompanied 
by a two-panel printed descriptive squib. Fine. 

 

A substantial selection of stills, primarily of the stars in character, from this film adaptation 
of Christie’s 1934 novel, directed by Sidney Lumet, and with a large ensemble cast including 
Albert Finney, Lauren Bacall, Ingrid Bergman, Sean Connery, Vanessa Redgrave, John 
Gielgud, and many, many more.   $125.



101. [Chubb, Thomas]: A SHORT AND FAITHFUL ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND CHARACTER 
OF THE CELEBRATED MR. THOMAS CHUBB, WHO DIED LATELY AT SALISBURY.  
IN A LETTER FROM A GENTLEMAN OF THAT CITY TO HIS FRIEND IN LONDON. 
London: Printed for John Noon, 1747. [2],25,[1]pp. Octavo (signed in 4s). Sewn in later 
plain wrappers, the latter a bit chipped. Paperclip mark in upper margin of title, else very 
good and crisp. 

 

First edition. A sympathetic anonymous account of the life, death and writings of the 
prolific Deist, concluding with an unsigned five page poem, “A Tribute of the Muse, to the 
Memory of the late Mr. Thomas Chubb.” 
ESTC T48114.   $125.

Savrola “Mudied”
 

102. Churchill, Winston S.: SAVROLA  A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION IN LAURANIA. 
London, New York and Bombay: Longmans, Green and Co., 1900. Dark green cloth, 
stamped in gilt. Mudie’s Library label on upper cover, cloth sizing flecked heavily, some 
foxing to endleaves, shallow tidemark at lower fore-corner, some soiling to top edge; a 
sound, but quite traveled copy. 

 

First British edition, printed from electrotypes of the U.S. printing. This is the variant without 
the U.K. copyright notice on the verso of the integral title-leaf. Tipped in is the uncommon 
slip for Mudie’s subscribers requesting that they make a reservation for purchase of 
secondhand copies when available. Churchill’s only full-length work of fiction. 
WOODS A3b.   $600.

103. [Circle Press]: King, Ronald: ALPHABETA CONCERTINA. [Guildford]: Circle Press, 
[1983]. Octavo (when folded), stretching to 3 meters when extended. Doubled-sided 
concertina mounted between Heritage Museum printed boards. Fine in remnants of worn 
flimsy plastic sleeve. 

 

First edition of one of the Press’s most popular productions, a pop-up rendition of the 
alphabet. One of 1000 copies. A second printing of 1000 copies was quickly called for. 
COOKING THE BOOKS 71.   $125.

104. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: MERRY TALES. New York: Charles L. 
Webster & Co., 1892. Decorated cloth. Binding a bit rubbed at edges, a few smudges 
to cloth, bookplate, otherwise a good, tight copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition, BAL’s binding B, with the inserted frontis portrait and printed endpapers. 
Published in the “Fiction, Fact and Fancy Series.” 
BAL 3435.   $175.

105. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Kirlicks, John A.: SENSE AND NONSENSE IN RHYME. 
[Houston: Press of Rein & Sons Company, 1913]. 83pp. Large octavo. Gilt medium blue 
cloth. Portraits and facsimile. Edges rubbed, bookplate on pastedown, a few spots to 
lower board and isolated marginal finger smudges, but a good copy. 

 

First edition of this privately printed collection of Texas verse, distinguished somewhat 
from its class by the inclusion of the text, and a facsimile, of a 1907 letter from Clemens 
to the author in response to a poem collected herein. Kirlicks emigrated from Prussia to 
Texas in 1858, and served as a Judge of the Corporation Court of the City of Houston for 
much of his career. While no less common than any of its myriad kindred undertakings 
by determined versifiers in the state of its nativity, somewhat less than common outside 
it.   $125.

106. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: TO THE PERSON SITTING IN DARKNESS 
AND CONCERNING THE REV. MR. AMENT. [Np]: Privately Printed, 1926. Large octavo. 
Stiff printed wrappers. Bookplate inside upper wrapper, faint horizontal crease, surface 



split along lower 5 cm of spine near upper joint, otherwise a very good, clean copy, in 
morocco backed folding case. 

 

First printing in this format. One of 250 numbered copies, printed by “an admirer” for 
“distribution among friends.” The first title had been printed separately in 1901 by the Anti-
Imperialist League after its periodical appearance, and the latter appeared in the North 
American Review (April 1901) under the title, “To My Missionary Critics.” 
BAL 3698.   $175.

107. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: AN OPEN LETTER TO COMMODORE 
VANDERBILT [wrapper title]. [Boston. 1956]. Octavo. Printed white wrappers, sewn. 
Wrappers somewhat dust-soiled (and to all appearances cleaned with a gum eraser), but 
a good copy. Oversize folding cloth slipcase. 

 

First separate printing of this squib, first published in Packard’s Monthly Magazine, March 
1869. According to the colophon on the rear wrapper, the edition consisted of 123 copies. 
BAL 3584.   $275.

108. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: NICODEMUS DODGE. San Diego: The 
Ash Ranch Press, 1989. Miniature. 2 5/16 x 1 7/8 inches. Quarter calf and typographically 
decorated boards, pictorial label. Miniature bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine 
in matching slipcase. 

 

First edition in this format, deluxe issue. From an edition of 52 copies printed on handmade 
paper by Don Hildreth, this is copy ‘c’ of 26 “deluxe” copies bound thus. The text is 
reprinted from A Tramp Abroad. Accompanied by the prospectus. 
BRADBURY 2970.   $300.

109. [Clemens, Samuel L. (sourcework)]: [Two Studio Lobby Cards for:] BEST MAN 
WINS. [Hollywood]: Columbia Pictures, 1948. Two 11 x 14” sanguine-toned studio lobby 
cards. Slight rubbing at borders, NSS blind-stamps at lower margins with number “9” 
stamped over, partial NSS address stamps on blank versos, a number of vertical creases 
not disruptive of the images, but good. 

 

A b&w film adaptation of the short story “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” 
by Mark Twain, based on a screenplay by Edward Huebsch, directed by John Sturges, 
featuring Edgar Buchanan, Anna Lee, and Robert Shayne, among others. Clemens’s 
daughter, Clara Clemens Samossoud, and the Central Bank and Trust Company, filed 
an ultimately unsuccessful lawsuit against Columbia insisting that all references to the 
source story be eliminated from promotion and exhibition of the film.   $125.

110. Clibborn, Edward: THE DUBLIN WATER QUESTION.  THE SPRINGS OF DUBLIN 
AND FOUNTAINS OF ATH-CLIATH AND DUBLINIA, ATTRIBUTED TO ST. PATRICK: 
PROPOSED AS AN AUXILIARY TO THE PRESENT AND ANY FUTURE SUPPLY OF 
WATER TO THE CITY.... Dublin: McGlashan & Gill, 1860. 49pp. Octavo. Extracted from 
bound pamphlet volume. A bit dusty, faint old stamps of a defunct mercantile library, four 
tiny ink spots on title, else very good. 

 

First edition. The locations of the springs at the time of this writing were, respectively, 
“almost lost, and entirely forgotten in an ancient vault in Mr. Bailie’s timber-yard...,” 
and “...carefully hid and concealed in an ancient vault, behind the house No. 9, Nassau 
Street...,” though it was the aquifer that feeds them that attracted Clibborn’s attention. 
OCLC/Worldcat locates three copies, only one in the US, at UC Berkeley.  
OCLC: 21826285.  $125.

111. Clute, John: THE DARKENING GARDEN  A SHORT LEXICON OF HORROR. 
Cauheegan & Seattle: Payseur & Schmidt, [2006]. Small octavo. Printed cloth, with printed 
stiff card bellyband. Illustrations by thirty artists or collectives. Fine. 

 



First edition, limited issue, of this collection of essays. One of 500 numbered copies, 
signed by the author. This copy also bears his 2007 presentation inscription (“... a little 
tome to darken your path...”) to Kit and Joe Reed.   $200.

First Collection
 

112. Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, [and Charles Lamb]: POEMS 
ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. London: Printed for G. G. and J. 
Robinsons, and J. Cottel, Bookseller, Bristol, 1796. xvi,188,[4]
pp. Small octavo. Full crimson morocco by Bedford, raised 
bands, spine gilt extra, gilt inner dentelles, t.e.g., others 
largely untrimmed. Near fine, with the half-title, errata and 
advert leaf. 

 

First edition of Coleridge’s first published collection of poetry, 
preceded by the rare verse-play, The Fall of Robespierre, 
several prose tracts, and The Watchman. Although their 
presence is not noted on the title, four of the sonnets are 
by Lamb, and are signed at their conclusion, “C. L.” They 
constitute his first publication in book form. 
HAYWARD 206. WISE (COLERIDGE) 8. TINKER 678. ESTC 
T125613. NCBEL III:215. LIVINGSTON (LAMB), pp.3-10.   
                                                                              $6000.

With Substantial Additions
 

113. Coleridge, Samuel T., et al: POEMS ... SECOND EDITION. TO WHICH ARE NOW 
ADDED POEMS BY CHARLES LAMB, AND CHARLES LLOYD. Bristol: Printed by N. 
Briggs, for J Cottle ... and Messrs. Robinsons, London, 1797. xx,[4],[5]-278pp. 16mo. 
Contemporary calf, neatly rebacked to style, original gilt labels preserved. With the bookplate 
of Maurice Baring, and one other. Early ink name in upper margin of title, a few minor 
spots early and late, otherwise a very good copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

Denoted the second edition (after the 1796 Poems on Various Subjects), but in many 
ways a new book, including a Preface and eleven new poems by Coleridge and revisions 
of others, as well as additions to and revisions of those by Lamb that appeared in the 
first edition identified only by initials. The rare errata slip is not present. 
WISE (COLERIDGE) 11. TINKER 679. HANEY 8. ESTC N11843.   $2750.

114. Coleridge, Samuel Taylor [trans]: THE PICCOLOMINI, OR THE FIRST PART OF 
WALLENSTEIN, A DRAMA IN FIVE ACTS. TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF 
FREDERICK SCHILLER BY...[bound with:] THE DEATH OF WALLENSTEIN. A TRAGEDY 
IN FIVE ACTS.... London: Printed for T.N. Longman and G. Rees, 1800. Two volumes 
bound in one. [4],214,[2];[6],157,[1]pp. Large octavo. Full polished calf by Riviere, t.e.g. 
Portrait. Joints a bit worn, with narrow cracks at head and toe of upper joint, else a very 
good copy. 

 

First edition of both parts of Coleridge’s translation of Schiller’s work, bound up with the 
extra general title present in the second work, the half-title for the first (none called for 
in the second), and the ad leaves for both. Though Coleridge undertook this translation 
as a commission from Longman, who was intent on capitalizing on the publication of the 
German text in 1799, he “later considered it one of his finest achievements” - Holmes. 
WISE (COLERIDGE) 16 & 17. TINKER 684. ESTC T61110 & T61109.   $1500.

115. Coleridge, Samuel Taylor: OSORIO A TRAGEDY AS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN IN 
1797.... London: John Pearson, 1873. xxiv,204pp. Large octavo. Original paper boards, 
printed spine label. Boards darkened and a bit soiled, short cracks at head and toe of 
spine, small bookplate, else internally near fine. Folding cloth case.



First edition. One of fifty special copies, printed on large paper. Edited by Richard Herne 
Shepherd, with critical apparatus. The first printing of the preliminary form of the tragedy 
later published as Remorse. According to Wise, some of the fifty large paper copies were 
bound in cloth uniform with the ordinary copies.
WISE (COLERIDGE), 98.       $400.

116. [Collier, Jeremy]: [Snape (or Snatt), William]: MR. COLLIER’S DESERTION DISCUSS’D: 
OR, THE HOLY OFFICES OF WORSHIP IN THE LITURGY OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
DEFENDED, AGAINST THE BOLD (BUT VAIN) ATTACKS OF THAT GENTLEMAN, LATE 
OF HER COMMUNION, NOW OF HIS OWN ... London: Printed, for C. Rivington, and sold 
by J. Bettenham, at the Crown, [1718]. 114,[2]pp. Octavo. Extracted from bound pamphlet 
volume. Slight tanning, but very good. 

 

First edition of this uncommon tract in opposition to Jeremy Collier and his efforts to introduce 
a revised form of the liturgy influenced by his study of early Christian writers. “Collier 
imposed what he referred to as ‘Primitive and Catholic Usages’ ... on 20 December 1717, 
and from then on he regarded those nonjurors who adhered to the prayer book of 1662, 
the non-usagers, as schismatic. Collier led a pamphlet war with his critics: Reasons for 
Restoring Some Prayers and Directions as they Stood in the First English Reformed 
Liturgy appeared in 1717 and reached its fourth edition the next year, when Collier also 
published a new service book for the use of his division of the nonjurors” - DNB. ESTC 
ascribes this first edition to “William Snape” and the second edition of 1720 to “William 
Snatt.” Only one copy of this edition is noted by ESTC in North America, at UCLA. 
ESTC T41517.   $150.

117. Collins, William: THE POETICAL WORKS OF ... WITH THE COMMENTARY OF 
LANGHORNE.  TO WHICH IS PREFIXED, SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF COLLINS, 
WRITTEN BY DR. JOHNSON. London: Printed by Charles Whittingham ... for John 
Sharpe, 1804. 144pp. Small octavo. Contemporary red straight-grain morocco, side panels 
decorated in blind and ruled in gilt, spine gilt extra, a.e.g. Frontis and three plates, the 
latter engraved after drawings by Richard Westall. A bit of foxing, a couple of small scrapes 
along upper joint, ink inscription on verso of front free endsheet, but a very good copy. 

 

  $150.

Connolly on Fitzgerald
 

118. Connolly, Cyril: [Typed Letter, Signed (“Cyril Connolly”) with Manuscript Post-
script, and an Autograph Letter, Signed (“Cyril C”)]. 2 Landsdowne Terrace, Guilford 
Street, London. 1 February and 21 August 1949. Four pages, closely written, on rectos 
and versos of two octavo sheets of Horizon letterhead. Folded for mailing, but very good, 
the first accompanied by the mailing envelope addressed in Connolly’s hand. 

 

Two uncommonly good, friendly literary letters to fellow editor and author Phyllis Feldkamp, 
at Life magazine in New York (the earlier letter addressed to her as Miss Phyllis Larsh, 
sending her best wishes in her marriage), submitting a piece for publication, complimenting 
her on her own work and remarking on her observations about F. Scott Fitzgerald: “ ... I 
include one or two paragraphs which I have had to cut from the Horizon version ... in case 
you would rather cut other ones ... I think it stands on its own as an essay ... related to 
the question of the American literary scene and its advantages and disadvantages for a 
European ... There is rather a lot about Auden in my Introduction because to the English 
reader he is the test case on the question of transplantation. He also happened to be 
the first person I saw ...”; “... Alan Ross came to dinner & we talked about Osbert Sitwell 
in America ... & he asked me if I saw anyone more beautiful in America than I had seen 
in Europe and I told him about you ... I never knew you were a Fitzgerald expert. I was 
fascinated by what you wrote, most interesting & obviously quite correct. He was far too 
chic to worry about being Irish and in that story about the Swedish blondes making love 
in the hot summer evening ... he looks down on them & has no inferiority feelings ... But 



I think the jilting was a blow all the same as one is so terribly vulnerable at that age. 
Thank you so much for the information about Zelda ... Hergesheimer called her ‘a very 
deleterious woman’ ... & attributed all his (F’s) troubles to her. Your letter shows you are a 
very good critic indeed and I beg you to work these up into an article for me. Unless you wd 
rather write about the U.S. poets? ... I think [it is] profoundly true (about her disintegration 
disintegrating him) -- I talked of you with Truman Capote this summer in Paris ... I am not 
happy but in a disastrous state of callous & frivolous despair. ...” He also discusses at 
length matters relating to a special American number of Horizon.                             $600.

119. Cooke, John Esten: HENRY ST. JOHN, GENTLEMAN, OR “FLOWER OF HUNDREDS,” 
IN THE COUNTY OF PRINCE GEORGE, VIRGINIA.  A TALE OF 1774-’75. London: 
Sampson Low, Son & Co., 1859. xiv,[1],503,[1],16pp. Large octavo. Original brown cloth, 
decorated in blind, lettered in gilt. Bookplate on front pastedown, one leaf creased (but 
not torn), cloth a bit handsoiled, short cracks at top of joints, scattered light foxing, but 
a good copy. 

 

First edition, British issue, of this informal sequel to The Virginia Comedians..., bound 
up from imported sheets of the Harper & Bros. issue advertised as ‘ready’ two months 
earlier than this issue. The inserted Sampson Low catalogue is dated July 1859, and is 
dwarfed by the much larger text block. This British issue is rather uncommon, and it seems 
unlikely that the number of copies imported would have been large. 
BAL 3716n. SABIN 16315. WRIGHT II:616 (NY edition).   $450.

120. Coppard, A. E .: CHEEFO. [New York]: Privately Printed for Albert Parsons Sachs 
...., Christmas 1932. Quarter cloth and decorated boards, printed spine label. Illustrations 
and title-lettering by Victor Candell. Very good, 

 

Copy #6 of 105 copies printed by hand at the Spiral Press in Blumenthal’s Spiral type to 
serve as Sach’s Christmas Greeting. Rather than being inscribed by Sachs, as is commonly 
the case, this copy is inscribed by Coppard: “For Frederic Prokosch With cordial greetings 
from A. E. Coppard July, 1933.” The poet / novelist / publisher / forger’s pictorial bookplate 
appears opposite on the pastedown.   $475.

121. Cotsen Children’s Library: A CATALOGUE OF THE COTSEN CHILDREN’S LIBRARY 
[Vol.] I: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY A - L & [Vol.] II: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY  M 
- Z. Princeton: Princeton University Library, 2000 - 2003. xlvi,656[8]; xxxiii,[1],818[4]pp. 
Two volumes. Large, thick octavos. Olive green Japanese silk over boards, pictorially 
stamped in gold. Full-color patterned endpapers. Frontispieces. Plates and illustrations.  
Fine, without dust jackets, as issued. 

 

First editions. Foreword by Princeton President Harold Shapiro. Designed by Mark 
Argetsinger. A magnificent compilation by the staff of the Cotsen Children’s Library of 
Princeton University of a segment of the non-circulating portion of printed books gifted 
to the library by the donor Lloyd E. Cotsen. 12,403 of the approximately 60,000 books 
are described, with notes on their illustration, bindings, and provenance when available. 
Each volume is enhanced by over one hundred-fifty illustrations, both in duotone and full 
process color, the whole printed on Mohawk Superfine paper.   $300.

122. Crane, Stephen: “The Victory of the Moon,” contained in THE POCKET MAGAZINE 
New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, July 1897. IV:3. 12mo. Stiff printed pictorial 
wrappers. Toe of spine slightly frayed, otherwise an unusually nice copy, very good or 
better, preserved in a fine half-morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First appearance of this story, later published in the UK in Last Words (1902), and 
eventually in the US in the Collected Edition of 1926. Sarah O. Jewett, Ian MacLaren, 
Max Pemberton, et al, appear. Uncommon in this condition (only). 
WILLIAMS & STARRETT, p.129.   $125.



123. Crowther, Peter, and Nick Gevers [editors]: EDISON’S FRANKENSTEIN  POSTSCRIPTS 
20/21. [Hornsea, East Yorks]: PS Publishing Ltd., [2009]. Pictorial boards.  Cover art by 
Vincent Chong, interior illustrations by Ian Simmons and Ben Baldwin. Fine in dust jacket, 
enclosed in cloth-covered clamshell box, with labels. 

 

First edition, limited issue, of this collection of twenty-six short stories. In addition to 
200 numbered copies signed by the contributors, this is one of an unknown quantity of 
unnumbered copies, signed by all. In this case, this was a contributor’s copy, but without 
physical evidence of same. Contributors include: Chris Roberson, Alex Irvine, Tony 
Ballantyne, David Hoing, Jim Trombetta, Kit Reed, Simon Strantzas, Robert T. Jeschonek, 
Michael Cobley, Uncle River, Lavie Tidhar, Robert Reed, Ian Sales, Marly Youmans, Rjurik 
Davidson, Paul Park, Darin C. Bradley, Allen Ashley, Darrell Schweitzer, Catherine J. 
Gardner, David T. Wilbanks, Matthew Hughes, Lsa Tuttle, George-Olivier Chateaureynaud, 
Eric Schaller and Stephen Baxter.   $150.

Visitors to the Print Room
 

124. Cruikshank, George, et al: [Album 
of Original Drawings and Manuscript 
Sentiments].  London. ca. 1824-28. 36 
leaves plus numerous blanks. Small quarto. 
Vellum over boards. Endsheets a trifle dusty, 
bookplates front and rear of esteemed 
collector John Gribbel (his sale Parke-Bernet, 
22 Jan. 1941, lot 161), engraved label of 
Byfield & Son, Booksellers & Stationers, 
on pastedown, otherwise very good. Half 
morocco box and folding chemise. 
 

With the ownership signature on the front 
endsheet of “J. T. Smith, Keeper of Prints 
British Museum,” who is inferentially the party 
who oversaw the accretion of this collection 
of inscriptions, drawings and sentiments of 
visitors to the Print Room - several of the 
inscriptions incorporate mention of such visits. 
John Taylor Smith (1766-1833), himself a 
printmaker and draughtsman, was appointed 
to the post in 1816, and was “an attentive, 
informed and engaging figure in that role” 
- DNB. The highlight constituent elements 
of this album include: a) three pen and ink 

drawings by George Cruikshank, one signed and dated 22 November 1827, two of Fairy 
Library subjects; b) an original watercolor, dated 21 June 1824, by W. N. Pyne, of a seaport 
and wharves; c) a pen and ink drawing of Edward Kean as Othello by Robert Hunt, R.A. 
(captioned in Smith’s hand); d) a pen and ink drawing of a dog’s head by William Harvey, 
signed and dated 30 October 1827; e) an autograph poem by Agnes Strickland, signed 
and dated 25 April 1828; f) a two page account of his ascent of Mount Blanc signed 
twice by Charles Fellowes; g) a two page essay by Baron William Humboldt, signed and 
dated 16 June 1828 on a third page; h) a five page account of a visit with Robert Burns 
(asserting strongly Burns’s complete sobriety during the visit), signed by R. Donne and 
dated 1 July 1828; i) a “Bridal Song Written for the Fairy-Opera of Aladdin, but omitted,” 
signed and dated by George Soane 5 Feb 1828; and j) an 8 line poem (“Envy not the 
poet’s name ...”), signed and dated by Robert Montgomery 12 November 1827. In all, a 
lovely and evocative period piece.                                $5500.

125. Davidson, John: THE PILGRIMAGE OF STRONGSOUL AND OTHER STORIES. 
London: Ward and Downey, 1896. Gilt lettered medium blue cloth, fore and bottom edges 



untrimmed. Light rubbing to extremities, otherwise a very good or better copy, with the 
bookplate of John Quinn. 

 

First collective edition (with modifications) of these five stories, two of which qualify as 
science fiction and one as fantasy. This was the first volume of what was planned as a 
four volume collective edition of Davidson’s fiction that never eventuated. Not in NCBEL, 
Colbeck, Bleiler or Stonehill. A collector’s manuscript note (ca. 1927) tracing previous 
publication of the stories and title alterations is laid in. 
Locke, A SPECTRUM OF FANTASY, p.64.   $300.

126. Davies, Robertson: WHY I DO NOT INTEND TO WRITE AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
[Toronto]: Harbourfront Reading Series, 1993. Stapled wrappers. Erratum slip. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 150 numbered copies, signed by the author, from a total edition of 
500 copies, of which 50 were hors commerce.   $125.

127. Day Lewis, C.: THE MAGNETIC MOUNTAIN. London: Hogarth Press, 1933. Pictorial 
boards. Boards lightly rubbed, a few small spots, else a good copy. 

 

Second impression of the first trade edition. HLP (2nd Ser) No. 1. With the library label of 
John Masefield, “O.M. Poet Laureate.” Laid in is an a.l.s., (octavo, Pinbury Park, Cirencester, 
undated, on recto only) from Masefield addressed to Laurence Binyon, discussing the 
book at hand and ending: “I am trying to find out E. Muir’s age, & may succeed this week.” 
WOOLMER 318b.   $125.

128. [Dazey, Charles T. (sourcework)]: Hellman, Sam, and Gladys Lehman [screenwriters]: 
IN OLD KENTUCKY. Hollywood: Fox Film Corp., 4 April 1935. [3],114 leaves. Quarto. 
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Checkout 
slip clipped from first leaf, short nicks and tears at overlap wrapper edges, otherwise 
very good. 

 

Denoted the “final shooting script” on the upper wrapper, but labeled “final draft continuity” 
internally. The 1935 release, based on the play by Dazey, starred Will Rogers in his final 
screen role (he died prior to its release). George Marshall directed, and Dorothy Wilson, 
Bill “Bojangles” Robinson and Charles Sellon co-starred. Dazey’s popular play about 
families feuding among the blue grass horse set had been filmed three times prior to this 
production - the previous versions were all silent films.   $350.

129. Deming, Edwin Willard, and Therese O. Deming: LITTLE BROTHERS OF THE WEST 
... WITH INDIAN FOLK-LORE STORIES FOR CHILDREN. New York: Stokes, [1902]. 
Quarto. Pictorial yellow cloth, stamped in white, slate and tan, with pictorial vignette. Color 
frontis and six plates, numerous text illustrations. First edition. Cloth a bit marked and 
smudged, thumb tip-sized piece torn from blank margin of one leaf, and a few marginal 
smudges. A good, sound copy of a book seldom seen in even very good state. 
DYKES (DEMING) 20.   $150.

130. Denham, Sir John: POEMS AND TRANSLATIONS WITH THE SOPHY. London: 
Printed for H. Herringman ... 1668. [10],186,[4],97(with 43-4 duplicated),[1]pp. Octavo. 
Rather amateurish modern speckled calf, gilt label. Margins browned, with occasional old 
ink stains to top edge; a sound copy, but also a quite pedestrian copy. 

 

First collected edition. Both “The Destruction of Troy,” and “The Sophy” have separate title 
leaves, each dated 1667, but the whole is signed contiguously. Leaf I6 is in its cancelled 
state, as usual; F2-3 are cancels, and N6 prints the errata for both parts. 
PFORZHEIMER 285. WING D1005. NCBEL I:1217. ESTC R4710.   $400.

131. Derleth, August: THE MEMOIRS OF SOLAR PONS. Sauk City: Mycroft & Moran, 
1951. Cloth. Tiny ownership label in front corner of pastedown, very slight tanning to 
endsheets, otherwise a very near fine copy in like pictorial Utpatel dust jacket. 

 



First edition of the second collection of the Pons pastiches, pleasantly inscribed and 
signed by Derleth to a Wisconsin near neighbor, as “...further chronicles of a latter-day 
Baker Street....” Introduction by Ellery Queen. One of ca. 2000 copies printed.   $450.

132. Deschanel, A. Privat: ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. New 
York: D. Appleton and Co., 1873-4. Four parts bound in two volumes. xi,[1],504; viii,[505]-
1068pp. Large octavo. Handsomely bound in full contemporary dark brown morocco, raised 
bands, spines gilt extra, gilt inner dentelles, marbled endsheets and edges. Illustrated 
with 422 wood-engravings and two colored plates. Minor rubbing at tips, bookplates, 
otherwise a fine set. 

 

Corrected US printing of the first volume, first printing of the second volume, of the first 
translation into English by J. D. Everett previously published in the UK in 1873. A footnote 
at the end of the translator’s preface indicates that the table of contents was extended in 
this impression and some corrections made. Deschanel’s text was one of the most widely 
used general texts on physics, chemistry, optics, electricity and other applied sciences 
of the latter half of the 19th century. The illustrative material is a rich trove of images of 
apparatus of the time. A very attractive set, with the bookplate in each volume of Louise  
Endicott, née Thoron.   $350.

133. [Detection Club]: THE MAN WHO ... STORIES BY DETECTION CLUB AUTHORS. 
Bristol: Scorpion Press, [1992]. White calf and marbled boards, t.e.g. Inevitable tanning 
to the text stock, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue, of this festschrift for Julian Symons, including fiction contributions 
by Ambler, Brett, Deighton, James, Rendell, Sims, and others. This is one of 125 numbered 
copies (of 151), specially bound, with an extra preliminary gathering bearing the manuscript 
limitation statement and a special frontis by Gary Short, signed by the contributors.
 $250.

134. [Dickens, Charles]: Thomson, J.C. [compiler]: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WRITINGS 
OF CHARLES DICKENS. Warwick & New York: J. Thomson / G.D. Steichert, 1904. viii,[9]-
108pp. 12mo. Boards, paper spine label. Spine label chipped, spine a bit darkened and 
creased, extremities rubbed and a bit worn, pencil annotations throughout, endsheets 
tanned. A good, sound copy. 

 



First edition. A good bookselling association copy, inscribed by the compiler/editor: “To 
Charles Sawyer Esq. with every best wish from W. T. Spencer June 1904.” The verso of 
the first preliminary bears an advert for Spencer’s bookselling firm (established 1884) 
and it therefore seems probable that he had a hand in underwriting the publication. 
Spencer and Charles Sawyer were great bookselling rivals in the area of Dickens and 
his contemporaries, though Sawyer’s firm was established a decade after Spencer’s.
  $250.

135. Diver, [Katherine Helen] Maud [Marshall]: [Autograph Letter, Signed, to Her U.S. 
Publisher]. Elizabeth House, Warwick. 18 December [year effaced by small adhesion 
scar but likely ca. 1914]. 4pp., in ink, on folded quarto lettersheet. Folds from mailing, 
fore-mentioned small adhesion scar, red pencil filing number in margin of top page (as 
well as large ink checkmark across top portion of page). Good to very good. 

 

Diver writes to a “Mr. Huntingdon,” of the U.S. offices of Putnam: “. . . It seems odd that 
‘The Judgment of the Sword,’ which has far more action & drama in it than The Hero, 
shld not have reached the same figures, as the advance was based on the first 6 months 
sale of the first book. But books are most unaccountable things: & I assure you that I 
fully understand the difficulties of the way of these two across the water. From the first, 
I thought it was very sporting of Mr. Putnam to undertake them in America & am only so 
sorry that the Sword has failed to cover the advance given. I am still more sorry that I did 
not suggest delaying the Short Stories till I had gained a more definite footing with the 
American public. They are seldom profitable at the best of times. We are quite certain that 
your firm has done the best that was possible with these 3 books & hope that the novel 
may make things move more satisfactorily for all concerned! I have the first 10 chapters 
in type = but still have to enlarge the outline a little....” Signed “Maud Diver.” Diver’s The 
Hero of Herat and The Judgment of The Sword were both published in the US in 1913, 
as was her collection of short stories, Sunia and Other Stories. Diver (1867-1954), was 
born at Murree, a hill station in the Himalayas, and after her education in the UK, returned 
to India and married a professional soldier. India and the region served as the setting for 
her more than two dozen volumes of fiction and non-fiction.   $125.

136. [Dogwood Press]: Wilde, Oscar: ... HAPPY PRINCE .... Seattle: The Dogwood Press, 
1931. Quarto. Decorated paper boards, lettered in gilt. Illustration. Boards a bit rubbed 
and dusty, glue utilized to tip in the illustration browned at corners. A good copy. 

 

First printing in this format, limitation unstated. A relatively early imprint from McCaffrey’s 
private press, inscribed by him in 1932 to printer/typographer Carl P. Rollins.   $125.

137. [Dolmen Press]: Jackson, Robert Wyse: A MEMORIAL SERMON PREACHED AT 
DRUMCLIFFE ON THE OCCASION OF THE CENTENARY OF THE BIRTH OF WILLIAM 
BUTLER YEATS BY THE BISHOP OF LIMERICK ... 13 JUNE 1965. Dublin & Sligo: The 
Dolmen Press / J.M. Keohane, [1965]. [4]pp. Quarto leaflet. Very slightly tanned at edges, 
one corner bumped, but very good. 

 

First edition. One of one thousand copies printed. It was “put on sale in Sligo immediately 
after the service at which it was preached. It was the only one of our books published 
on Sunday” - Miller. 
MILLER 89.   $40.

138. Douglas, Norman: SIREN LAND. London & New York: Dent/Dutton, 1911. Decorated 
cloth. Frontis, plates and illustrations. Light foxing, endsheets darkened, bookplate and 
small bookseller ’s label on pastedown, extremities rubbed, short crack in lower inner 
hinge; still, a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition. One of a total edition of 1500 copies, of which 200 were distributed in the 
U.S., and 890 copies pulped. 
MODERN MOVEMENT 20. WOOLF A13a.   $350.



139. Douglas, Norman: THE ANGEL OF MANFREDONIA. San Francisco: The Windsor 
Press, 1929. Cloth and marbled boards. Spine a shade sunned, otherwise about fine in 
slipcase (with short cracks in top and bottom joints). 

 

First separate edition of this excerpt from Old Calabria. One of 225 numbered copies, 
printed by hand, and signed by the author. Decorations by Howard Simon. 
WOOLF A31.   $200.

140. Douglass, Frederick: MY BONDAGE AND MY FREEDOM.  PART I. - LIFE AS A 
SLAVE. PART II. - LIFE AS A FREEMAN. New York and Auburn: Miller, Orton & Mulligan, 
1855. xxxi,[1],464,[8]pp. Octavo. Medium brown cloth, decorated in blind, spine lettered in 
gilt. Portrait frontis and two plates. 5 Sept. 1855 ownership inscription of one “H. N. Coan” 
on free endsheet. rebacked, with much of the original backstrip laid down, forecorners 
worn, significant foxing, including the plates and tissue guards, some occasional marginal 
soiling, shallow stain at top edge of adverts and endleaves; just a sound copy. 

 

First edition of Douglass’s expanded autobiographical narrative, following on his Narrative 
... of 1845. Introduction by James M’Cune Smith. It is reported that within the first two 
months of this work’s publication in August of 1855, 15,000 copies were sold. The early 
owner also noted the price paid for the book, $1.25. A full page is turned over to Solomon 
Northup’s Narrative in the terminal adverts. 
BLOCKSON 27n. KAPLAN 1625 SABIN 20714.   $850.

Doyle Comments on War Poetry
 

141. Doyle, Arthur Conan: [Autograph Lettercard to Elkin Mathews]. Windlesham, 
Crowborough, Sussex. postmarked “27 7 17.” One page, on blank side of printed lettercard, 
in ink, addressed in his hand on verso. Some oddly symmetrical tan discoloration to 
address side, perhaps from having been mounted, else very good. 

 

Doyle writes to Mathews, providing an enthusiastic blurb for a forthcoming volume of 
poetry by Lt. Ernest Armine Wodehouse, in the form of praise for the specific poem, 
“Before Ginchy.” Doyle writes: “’I have read a great deal of the poetry produced by the 
war, and I think that I would put Wodehouse’s ‘Before Ginchy; as certainly equal to, and 
possibly better than anything else that I have seen’ A Conan Doyle. You can use that, if 
any use.” Mathews published Wodehouse’s collection, On Leave  Poems and Sonnets, 
with a Foreword by Arthur Quiller-Couch, in 1917, and “Beyond Ginchy” was included 
therein. We are unable to ascertain if Doyle’s blurb was utilized to promote it, and it is 
not referenced in Green & Gibson. Wodehouse, the novelist’s older brother, served with 
the Scots Guard, enlisting in 1914 at the age of 35. He had previously been intimately 
involved with the Theosophists and served as Krishnamurti’s tutor. Wodehouse is the 
subject of an essay on George Simmer’s research blog on the literature of the Great War, 
where “Beyond Ginchy” receives special notice.   $1500.

142. [Du Bois, W. E. B. (foreword)]: Graham, Lorenz: HOW GOD FIX JONAH. New York: 
Reynal & Hitchcock, [1946]. Large octavo. Cloth. Illustrated. Fine in lightly sunned and 
soiled, very good or better dust jacket with small smudge on spine panel. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with wood engravings by Letterio Calapi. Foreword by W. E. B. 
Du Bois. A collection of 21 biblical stories written in the style of African story-telling and 
in the English dialect spoken in Liberia by the New Orleans-born missionary. A revised 
edition was selected as the American Library Association Notable Children’s Book for 
2001. A difficult book in agreeable condition, as here.   $125.

143. [Easter Uprising]: [Murphy, T. H., et al]: AN ILLUSTRATED RECORD OF THE SINN 
FEIN REVOLT IN DUBLIN APRIL, 1916. Dublin: Hely’s Limited, [1916]. [36]pp. Oblong 
quarto. Printed wrappers with pictorial onlay. Heavily illustrated with photographs and 
facsimiles. Map. A few marginal rust spots, staples rusty, wrappers a trifle hand-smudged, 
very good. 

 



First edition. A rather substantial visual record, comprised chiefly of photographs by T.  
W. Murphy and the Keogh Bros., with an unsigned textual narrative and facsimiles of 
important documents and declarations. 
OCLC: 18507176.   $125.

144. Edmonds, Walter D.: CHAD HANNA. Boston: Little, Brown, 1940. Gilt cloth. Near 
fine in very good, slightly nicked and tanned dust jacket. 

 

First edition. The special issue with the extra blank signed by the author inserted by the 
publisher between the title-leaf and the dedication page. Nunnally Johnson wrote the 
screenplay for the 1940 screen adaptation, starring Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour, Linda 
Darnell, John Carradine, et al. The number of copies that Little, Brown prepared in this 
fashion for the signed issues of some its titles varied, but the frequency with which this 
one turns up suggests a reasonably large number, on the order of a couple of hundred 
copies.   $300.

145. Edmonds, Walter E.: DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK. Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 
1936. Blue cloth, stamped in red-orange. Endsheet maps, printed in blue. A very good to 
near fine copy, in proper pictorial dust jacket with slight tanning offset to front flap, and 
modest tanning to spine panel. 

 

First edition, first printing (“Published, May 1936”). Affixed to the half-title is a 11-line 
a.n.s. from the author to reviewer/novelist Kenneth A. Fowler, thanking him for his review 
(“It always means a great deal more to have someone who knows up-state speak well of 
one of my books ...”). Signed in full. A copy of the review (formerly laid in unsheathed) 
is laid in, in a plastic sleeve. John Ford directed the 1939 film adaptation, based on a 
screenplay by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, starring Henry Fonda, Claudette Colbert, 
John Carradine, et al.   $450.

146. Elliott, Maude Howe [ed]: OFFICIAL EDITION  ART 
AND HANDICRAFT IN THE WOMAN’S BUILDING OF THE 
WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION CHICAGO, 1893. 
Paris & New York: Goupil & Co / Boussod, Valadon & Co., 
1893. [6],287pp. Small quarto. Elaborately gilt pictorial 
mustard cloth, a.e.g. Heavily illustrated with photographs. 
Color lithographed extra title. Modest hand-soiling to cloth, 
with minimal shelfwear at tips; very good and bright. 

 

First Paris/New York edition, denoted the “Official Edition.” 
Copies also appeared under Rand McNally’s Chicago 
imprint, dated 1894. A much better than average copy 
of this substantial book. Julia Ward Howe is among the 
contributors. 
BAL 9487.                                                                         $275.

147. Eminescu, Mihai, and W. D. Snodgrass [trans]: STAR 
AND OTHER POEMS. Concord, NH: William B. Ewart, 
1990. Large octavo. Quarter morocco and gilt lettered 
Fabriano over boards. Fine. 

 

First edition. From an edition of one hundred copies printed 
on Rives at the Firefly Press and signed by the author, this is designated as one of fifteen 
copies specially bound for the publisher. This copy is denoted on the colophon as “for 
the author.” Eminescu (1850-1889) is regarded as one of the chief poets of 19th century 
Romania.   $250.

148. [Erté (pseud. of Romain de Tirtoff) ]: Barthes, Roland: ERTÉ  (ROMAIN DE TIRTOFF) 
... WITH AN EXTRACT FROM ERTÉ’S MEMOIRS. Parma, Italy: Franco Maria Ricci, 



1972. Large quarto. Gilt decorated black silk, full color pictorial vignette on upper board, 
decorative endpapers. Illustrated with 80 tipped-in color plates. Bookplate on front pastedown, 
otherwise fine in near fine publisher’s black linen slipcase. 

 

First edition, U.S. issue, of William Weaver’s translation of Barthes’s text. One of 1500 
copies bound thus, from a total edition of 2000 copies printed on untrimmed Fabriano 
handmade paper.   $300.

149. [Evans, Walker]: Brenner, Anita, and George R. Leighton: THE WIND THAT SWEPT 
MEXICO  THE HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION 1910 - 1942. New York & 
London: Harper & Brothers, [1943]. Small quarto. Cloth. Illustrated with 184 photographs. 
Bookplate on front pastedown, a bit of tanning at edges and endsheets, but a good or 
better copy. The dust jacket is heavily worn, and was backed with paper by a former owner. 

 

First edition. An invaluable collection of photographs accompanying Brenner’s historical 
sketch. Leighton edited the photographs, but acknowledges: “Much assistance was given 
by Walker Evans in the planning of this book. A number of the prints are his work.”
 $100.

150. [Expatriate Memoir]: Hamnett, Nina: LAUGHING TORSO  REMINISCENCES OF.... 
London: Constable, 1932. Large octavo. Black cloth, spine decoratively stamped in silver. 
Plates and illus. Spine a bit rubbed at extremities, but a very good, tight copy, without 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition, trade issue, of these colorful memoirs of the artist’s life during the war years 
and in expatriate Paris in the 20s.   $150.

151. Faulkner, William: DOCTOR MARTINO AND OTHER STORIES. New York: Smith 
& Haas, 1934. Gilt cloth. First edition, trade printing, of Faulkner’s second collection of 
short fiction. Top edge a bit dust darkened, otherwise a fine, unfaded copy, in very good 
modestly spine-darkened dust jacket. 
PETERSEN A15a. MASSEY 438.   $2500.

152. [Faulkner, William (sourcework)]: [Group of twenty-two publicity stills for:] THE 
SOUND AND THE FURY. [Century City]: 20th Century-Fox, 1959. Twenty-two original 8 
x 10” b&w studio publicity stills, with captions in lower margin. Seven of the stills exhibit 
studio color tinting, the remaining fifteen are not tinted. Very good or better, to about fine. 

 

A representative group of the publicity stills issued to promote the 1959 (very loose) film 
adaptation of Faulkner’s novel, based on a screenplay by Irving Ravetch and Harriet Frank, 
Jr., directed by Martin Ritt, and starring Yul Brynner, Joanne Woodward, Ethel Waters, 
Margaret Leighton, Stuart Whitman, et al. The still photographer for the production was 
James Mitchell. Tinted stills for this film are uncommon, though the net effect is quite 
unnatural.   $300.

With a Lengthy Inscription to a Dedicatee
 

153. Favet, Charles [illustrator], and Jean Nesmy: PÈLERINAGE A TRAVERS LE VIEUX 
TROYES. [Troyes: Imprimerie Paton, 1947]. Quarto. Text and ornaments printed in red 
and green. Loose folded sheets, laid into printed decorated chemise and slipcase (the 
latter somewhat darkened and rubbed). 

 

First edition. Illustrated with 31 wood engravings by Favet, 26 of them full-page, the 
remainder as ornaments (this copy lacks one of the main bifolia bearing a woodcut, #6 
in the sequence). This is copy «II» of 25 copies numbered in Roman, hors commerce, in 
addition to 200 regular numbered copies, and fifty in deluxe formats, all printed on Vélin 
Crèvecoeur du Marais. It contains two duplicate suites of the woodcuts, one in sanguine 
on Vélin d’Angoumois créme pur fil, and one with the woodcuts printed against a yellow 
background. The text is dedicated “A Ina Helen et à Harold C. Geyer ...,” and to one other 



party. The half-title of this copy bears a 19-line, closely written presentation inscription, 
signed by Favet, to Harold C. Geyer, dated 15 January 1948, extending the dedication of 
this work to him. Favet also designed a large pictorial bookplate for Ina Helen and Harold 
Geyer, and an example is affixed to the slipcase.   $550.

154. [Fergusson, Harvey]: Cohen, Saul: SOUTHWEST WRITER HARVEY FERGUSSON  
A COLLECTOR’S VIEW AND CHECKLIST. Santa Fe: Press of the Palace of Governors, 
2001. Small quarto. Cloth backed pictorial boards. Photographs and facsimiles. Bookplate 
on front pastedown, otherwise fine, without dust jacket, as issued. Prospectus laid in. 

 

First edition. Foreword by Lawrence Clark Powell. One of 150 numbered copies, designed 
and printed by Pamela Smith, and signed by Cohen. Offered at original subscribers’ 
price:   $200.

155. Fine, Ruth E., and William Matheson: PRINTERS’ CHOICE. A SELECTION OF 
AMERICAN PRESS BOOKS, 1968 - 1978. CATALOGUE OF AN EXHIBITION HELD AT 
THE GROLIER CLUB, NEW YORK, DECEMBER 19, 1978 - FEBRUARY 3, 1979. Austin: 
W. Thomas Taylor, 1983. Folio. Cloth, paper label. Photographs. Tipped-in specimen 
leaves. Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. Bibliographical descriptions by W. Thomas Taylor. One of 325 numbered copies 
printed on Rives heavyweight paper by David Holman at the Windriver Press. A lovely and 
important book, based on the Grolier exhibit, and printing capsule histories of forty-one 
important American fine presses, with bibliographic descriptions of the books selected to 
exhibit the work of each press. Enhancing this volume are specimen leaves printed by 
each of the following presses: Allen Press, Arion Press, Bird & Bull Press, Cummington 
Press, Laguna Verde Imprenta, Perishable Press, Plantin Press, and the Warwick Press.  
Other presses treated include Abattoir, Anvil, Cranium, Gehenna, Greenwood, Heron, 
Janus, Labyrinth Editions, Lime Kiln, Press in Tuscany Alley, Stone Wall, Windhover, et 
al.   $300.

156. Flint, W. Russell [illus], and Geoffrey Chaucer: THE 
CANTERBURY TALES OF GEOFFREY CHAUCER. London: 
Jonathan Cape and The Medici Society Ltd., [1928]. xiii,637,[1]pp. 
plus color frontis and 23 plates. Small crown quarto. Full medium 
brown Niger morocco, raised bands, decorated in gilt and blind, 
gilt title and large figure of knight on horseback on upper board, 
a.e.g., decorated paper endsheets, by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. 
Morocco slightly darkened, bookplate and private ownership 
blindstamp; very good in somewhat worn decorated paper over 
boards slipcase. First popular edition (first published in three 
volumes in 1913).                                                                  $450.

157.  Foote,  Horton [sourcework] ,  and Li l l ian Hel lman 
[screenwriter]: [Set of Color Studio Lobby Cards for:] THE 
CHASE. [Los Angeles]: Columbia Pictures, 1966. Eight 11 x 
14” color lobby cards. Paper clip rust mark at top edge of title 
card, otherwise about fine. 

 

A complete set of the color lobby cards issued to promote the Arthur Penn film, based 
on Lillian Hellman’s script adaptation of Foote’s novel and play. Featuring one of Marlon 
Brando’s more perverse roles, the film also starred Jane Fonda, Robert Redford, E. G. 
Marshall, Angie Dickinson, et al.   $150.

158. Forster, E. M.: [Four Autograph Letters, Signed, and One Autograph Note, Signed]. 
King’s College, Cambridge. 21 January 1955 through 23 September 1964. Seven and one-
half pages, in ink, on blue aerogramme stationary, with integral mailing addresses and 
usual postmarks and folds. Opened a little roughly at a few folds, but overall very good. 

 



To Gilbert A Harrison, editor of The New Republic, based in Washington D.C., granting 
permission for their republication of one of his articles, sending thanks for Italian travel 
recommendations (and describing his stay), and writing on literary/political matters: 
“[21Jan. 1955] ... I have touched from time to time on the subject, or rather subjects, 
mentioned ... recently in the Listener and the New Statesman, and less recently in Two 
Cheers for Democracy, and I shall be touching on them again in the February number 
of The Twentieth Century. I’m afraid though that I have not the ... ability to compile a 
considered statement on the situation over here for American readers ...,” and “[3 Feb. 
1955] ... The Twentieth Century is the successor of the old and once famous Nineteenth 
Century, and has lately been acquired by the proprietor of the Observer. I do not expect 
that my brief ‘letter’ will interest you, if it does please let me know what fee you suggest. 
I have spoken to Mr. William Plomer, and he says that if you care to write to him and tell 
him what is in your mind he will be happy to consider it ... He is bringing out a new volume 
of satirical ballads shortly--. The censorship book is most amusing and well up to date. 
The only omission is the recent prosecution of Messrs William Heinemann and William 
Baxter for the latter’s novel The Image and the Search. At the trials the jury disagreed. At 
the third trial the prosecution offered no evidence (a customary procedure in this country) 
and publisher and author were acquitted -- I believe there has been no trouble over the 
book in America. TE Lawrence’s The Mint comes out next week. There are ‘obscenities’ 
in it, but I doubt it being attacked.” Kirkpatrick notes five Forster contributions to The New 
Republic.   $1750.

159. Fowles, John: ON BEING ENGLISH BUT NOT BRITISH [caption title]. [Austin]: 
Reprinted from The Texas Quarterly, Autumn 1964. [2],721-728pp. Octavo. Printed 
wrapper. A few faint creases and trivial sunning at edges of pale green wrapper, otherwise 
a very good or better copy. Half morocco clamshell box. 

 

First separate issue, in the form of an author’s separate. One of ca. 50 copies. Inscribed 
on the title-leaf: “Tom Taylor - With the author’s good wishes and apologies for moving 
coals to Austin, Texas John Fowles  Lyme Regis, 1976.” The recipient published Fowles’s 
translation Ourika (1977) and handled the sale of the manuscripts of two of his novels to 
benefit Amnesty International. This is one of two items the recipient sold to benefit the ACLU. 
ROBERTS A3.   $500.

160. [Fowles, John]: [Complete set of Color Studio Lobby Cards for:] THE COLLECTOR. 
[Los Angeles]: Columbia Pictures, 1965. Eight 11 x 14” color lobby cards. Marginal tack 
marks from intended use, one card has four small tape shadows on blank verso, small 
spot on another verso, but very good. 

 

A complete set of the promotional lobby cards for the U.S. release of the first screen 
adaptation of a Fowles work, and in the minds of many, the most successful. Terry Southern 
contributed uncredited late revisions. The film was directed by William Wyler, based on a 
screenplay by Stanley Mann and John Kohn, and starred Terence Stamp and Samantha 
Eggar.   $150.

161. Fowles, John: THE FALKLANDS, AND A DEATH FORETOLD [cover title]. [Athens, 
GA]: Reprinted from The Georgia Review XXXVI:4, Winter 1982. [2],721-728pp. Octavo. 
Stapled sheets. A few faint creases and trivial dusting to one corner, otherwise about fine 
in folding cloth chemise. 

 

First separate issue, in the form of an author’s separate with specially printed title-leaf. 
One of 100 copies or less. Inscribed on the title-leaf: “Tom Taylor with my best wishes 
John Fowles Lyme 29 March 1983.” The recipient published Fowles’s translation Ourika 
(1977) and handled the sale of the manuscripts of two of his novels to benefit Amnesty 
International. This is one of two items the recipient sold to benefit the ACLU.   $450.

162. France, Anatole: CRAINQUEBILLE  PIÈCE EN TROIS TABLEAUX. Paris: Calmann-
Lévy, [nd. but ca. 1913]. Contemporary three quarter calf and marbled boards, t.e.g., 



original wrappers bound in. Joints rubbed, spine darkened, small old tape stain on half 
title, otherwise internally very good. 

 

Trade issue of this edition, after 150 copies on fine paper. With France’s five line, 1922 
signed inscription to Jean Bunand on the half-title (above the tape mark). 
TALVART & PLACE (FRANCE) 47H.   $150.

163. Frank, Robert: THE LINES OF MY HAND. New York: Pantheon, [1989]. Quarto. 
Pictorial boards. Illustrated throughout with photographs. First printing of the revised US 
edition, expanded, and edited by Frank and Walter Keller. Minuscule bump at top edge of 
one board, otherwise fine in a very good example of the translucent printed paper jacket 
(some small creased edge-tears - one internally mended - and a few tiny chips).  $125.

164. Franklin Printing Company: THE FRANKLIN CRIER. Philadelphia: Franklin Printing 
Co., February 1925 through Spring 1933. Thirty-five numbers. Octavo. Printed, pictorial 
and decorated wrappers. Illustrations, photographs and decorations. A few wrappers lightly 
foxed or smudged, one spine slightly chipped, otherwise a very good lot. 

 

A somewhat broken run of this house organ for the firm, in later issues denoted “A 
Magazine Published Monthly in the Interest of Direct Advertising,” consisting of I:4,6-12; 
II:1-3,5-9,11 and 12; III:1,3,4,7 and 10; IV: 1,4,5,7, and [8]; and seven unnumbered issues 
scattered through 1929-1933 (two of them as quarterly). The emphasis is, in the main, on 
showcasing the firm’s printing, design and illustrative capabilities when applied to material 
both directly related to printing as well as to other subjects (such as a special numbers 
devoted to fishing, foreign travel, etc).   $150.

165. [Fraser, Claud Lovat]: Drinkwater, John, and Albert Rutherston: CLAUD LOVAT 
FRASER ... WITH REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF HIS WORK REPRODUCED IN 
COLLOTYPE AND LINE. London: Heinemann, 1923. Small folio. Polished black buckram, 
t.e.g., others untrimmed. 39 plates (many in color), with captioned tissue guards. Some 
shelfwear to fore-tips and lower edge, otherwise a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition. One of 450 numbered copies, printed at the Curwen Press, and signed by 
Drinkwater and Rutherston. Twenty copies were reserved for presentation, and others 
were exported for distribution in the US.   $450.

166. Friedrich, Gary, et al: GHOST RIDER. New York: Marvel Comics Group, September 
1973 through August 1977. Volume one, numbers 1 - 13, 15, 16, 18 - 20, 22 & 25 (plus 
duplicates of 15 & 16). Twenty issues, plus two duplicates. Small quarto. Pictorial wrappers. 
Conservatively very good to near fine. 

 

A good representative run of the early numbers of the first volume of this incarnation of 
Ghost Rider, preceded by appearances in issues 5-11 of Marvel Spotlights. Nicholas 
Cage starred as Johnny Blaze in the 2007 film adaptation written and directed by Mark 
Steven Johnson, but as he is inclined to do, Sam Elliott as the Caretaker quickly ascended 
to the chief point of redemption for this otherwise indifferent film.   $150.

167. Fuller, Roy: CATSPAW. London: Alan Ross, 1966. Cloth. Illustrations by David Gollins.   
Top edge trifle dusty, else fine in dust jacket with a chip and a short, closed tear. 

 

First edition. With the author’s presentation inscription to George Sims on the endpaper: 
“...thus hoping adding to its scarcity  with affectionate good wishes  Roy.” Booklabel of 
George Sims.   $200.

168. Fuller, Roy: OWLS AND ARTIFICERS  OXFORD LECTURES ON POETRY. [London]: 
Andre Deutsch, [1971]. Cloth boards. First edition. Inscribed and signed by Fuller to 
George Sims on the front free endsheet, with the latter’s small, tasteful booklabel. About 
fine in dust jacket.   $150.



169. Furst, Alan: RED GOLD. New York: Random House, [1999]. Large octavo. Boards.  
Fine in lightly rubbed dust jacket with small nick at one foretip. 

 

First (U.S.) edition. Inscribed and signed by the author on the title-page to a reviewer of 
his early books.   $150.

170. Gage, Mrs. Frances Dana: POEMS. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1872. viii,[9]-252pp. 
Small octavo. Original slate cloth, spine stamped in gilt. Frontis portrait. Spine extremities 
a bit frayed, with careful small mends, portrait a bit foxed, some cracking between frontis 
and title (but cords sound), scattered foxing and a few signatures starting; still, a good, 
sound copy. 

 

An unspecified but later printing of this substantial collection by the prominent Abolitionist, 
reformer and advocate of equal rights for women, first published in 1866. Mrs. Gage 
inscribed this copy: “Merry Christmas Dear Gussie [/] With the sincere regard [/] of the 
Author [/] Frances D. Gage [/] 178 St. James Pl’ Brooklyn  [/] Dec 25 1872.” Mrs. Gage 
worked closely with Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Stanton, and spent an active career 
as speaker and organizer, particularly in the Midwest. There is a 1908 ownership signature 
below the inscription. Uncommon, with a full, signed presentation inscription.   $450.

171. Gallup, Donald: PIGEONS ON THE GRANITE  MEMOIRS OF A YALE LIBRARIAN. 
New Haven: The Beinecke Library, 1988. Cloth. Photographs. About fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition of these informative, anecdotal and highly readable reminiscences by the 
former Curator of American Literature at the Beinecke Library, Yale University, published 
to coincide with his 75th birthday. Dr. Gallup includes accounts of the acquisition and 
growth of the Stein, Pound, Williams, O’Neill and Stieglitz archives, as well as personal 
accounts of his own acquaintance with many of the most prominent literary and artistic 
figures of the 20th century. In the course of the text, material by Eliot, Wilder and Stein 
appears here for the first time in book form, along with records of conversations and 
interviews with Georgia O’Keeffe and Carlotta O’Neill. Dr. Gallup’s own experiences as a 
collector are by no means slighted.   $50.

172. Garcia Lorca, Federico, and Keith Waldrop [translator]: POEM OF THE GYPSY 
SEGUIDILLA.  A VERSION IN ENGLISH .... [Providence]: Burning Deck, 1967. Small quarto. 
Decorated wrapper. Some soiling and sunning to the lower wrapper, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition of this translation “printed in a small edition for friends.” With Keith and 
Rosemarie Waldrop’s signed and dated designation for two friends on the colophon.       $100.

173. Garland, Hamlin: WAYSIDE COURTSHIPS. New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1897. 
Tan cloth, elaborately decorated in gilt. Minor rubbing to edges, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition. Signed by Garland beneath the dedicatory verse, and noted as “Written for 
the most part 1890+.” 
WRIGHT III:2123.   $125.

174. Garland, Hamlin: THE EAGLE’S HEART. New York: D. Appleton and Company, 
1900. Gilt decorated red cloth. Binding a bit rubbed, tips slightly shelfworn, otherwise 
very good and sound. 

 

First edition. Inscribed on the title-page by the author: “My first real success published 
serially in the Saturday Evening Post about 1900.” Inscribed again at length, and signed, 
on the front free endsheet: “In writing this book I had in mind to reveal the genesis of 
a ‘God-man.’ They all come from commonplace surroundings and have commonplace 
relations and friends - Hamlin Garland Oct. 21, 1938.” 
WRIGHT III:2112.   $150.



175. Garland, Hamlin: THE LIGHT OF THE STAR. New York & London: Harper & Bros., 
1904. Octavo. Publisher’s decorated wrappers. Frontis by Harrison Fisher. Large chips 
to fore-edge and corners of lower wrapper (one affecting the lower edge of the terminal 
blank), a few nicks to overlap wrapper edges, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. This issue in wrappers is not reported by Johnson, and is occasionally 
denoted an “advance” format. No such distinction is accorded it in the preliminary online 
bibliography maintained by Keith Newlin. 
SMITH G-70.   $150.

176. Garland, Hamlin: TRAIL-MAKERS OF THE MIDDLE BORDER. New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1926. Black cloth, decorated in gilt, gray and red. Frontis and decorations. A 
couple minor flecks to cloth, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition. Illustrated by Constance Garland. Signed by Garland on the dedication 
page, followed by his inscription: “To Mrs. Irene Guggenheim with the best wishes of the 
Garlands,” followed by the illustrator’s inscription: “and affectionate greeting of Constance 
Garland.” Without additional evidence, it cannot be ascertained definitively whether or not 
the recipient was the Irene Guggenheim of New York, but their paths did cross.   $150.

177. Garrett, George: LUCK’S SHINING CHILD  A MISCELLANY OF POEMS & VERSES. 
[Winston-Salem]: Palaemon Press, [1981]. Tall octavo. Cloth, paper labels. Cloth faintly 
dusty and sunned, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. One of a total edition of 300 copies, signed by the author. This copy is 
additionally inscribed and signed (‘George’) on the title-page to two long-time Middletown 
friends, at Christmas 1981.   $125.

178. Garrett, George: EMPTY BED BLUES. Columbia: Univ. of Missouri Press, [2006]. 
Large octavo. Pictorial stiff wrappers. Upper wrapper slightly curled at fore-edge, otherwise 
about fine. 

 

First edition, wrapper issue. Inscribed on the title-leaf to two long-time friends: “For ... Love 
& Laughter G,” and signed below in full. Laid in is a two-page grateful a.l.s. (“George”) 
from Garrett conveying the book, thanking the recipients “for many, many things.”   $75.

179. Garrett, George, and Susan Stamberg [editors]: THE WEDDING CAKE IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE ROAD  23 VARIATIONS ON A THEME. New York: Norton, [1992]. 
Cloth and boards. faint trace of foxing to endsheets, otherwise about fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Signed by Garrett on the title-page, and with his lengthy Christmas 1991 
presentation inscription to two friends (“with all the usual love & squalor”) covering the 
half title, incorporating two tiny stick figures and reading in part, “...the only really funny 
thing is the combination of editors ... it’s kind of like the Russo-German Pact of 1939 
....”   $85.

180. [Gehenna Press]: [Wensinger, Arthur, et al (eds)]: PETER. [Northampton: Privately 
Printed at the Gehenna Press, 1972]. [50] leaves. Small quarto. Linen and boards, paper 
label. Frontis, photographs and plate. Spine linen a bit foxed, otherwise near fine, with 
explanatory slip laid in. 

 

First edition. One of one hundred and ten copies only. Signed by Leonard Baskin on the 
colophon. A memorial tribute for Peter Boynton, with contributions by Paul Horgan, Richard 
Wilbur, Hiram Haydn, Joe and Kit Reed, William Meredith, James Merrill, et al. As graceful 
and beautiful a production within the genre as we have encountered. 
BASKIN 72. HAGSTROM & MORGAN B19.   $225.



Inscribed to Lucien Carr

181. [Ginsberg, Allen]: Frank, Robert: THE AMERICANS ... INTRODUCTION BY JACK 
KEROUAC. [Millerton, NY]: An Aperture Monograph, [1978]. Oblong quarto. Cloth. Photographs. 
A few smudges to free endsheet, otherwise a very good copy, in good, somewhat smudged 
and handsoiled dust jacket. 

 

Third US edition. An excellent association copy, inscribed by poet/photographer Allen 
Ginsberg: “A late Birthday Present - July 8, 1985 on 57th St. for Lucien Carr from Allen 
Ginsberg.” Ginsberg met Carr at Columbia University in 1943, and through Carr met Jack 
Kerouac, Neal Cassady and William Burroughs. In the NYT Obituary for Carr (30 January 
2005), Ginsberg’s earlier comment about Carr’s role in the circle of friendships that gave 
birth to the literary arm of the Beat generation was quoted: “Lou was the glue.” Carr went 
to work for United Press International in 1946 and was promoted to night news editor in 
1956, coincident with the preparations for press of the first public edition of Howl. Carr 
was included, with Kerouac, Burroughs and Cassady, in the printed dedication, and when 
he received his copy, he wrote Ginsberg expressing “one small gripe” about his inclusion 
there, and requesting, out of deference to his privacy, that Ginsberg avoid such mention 
in future books. At Ginsberg’s expense, Carr’s name was deleted from the dedication 
page of the second impression (then already printed), and from subsequent printings.  
Nonetheless, in 1982, Ginsberg dedicated Plutonian Ode to Carr, “... for friendship all 
these years....”  $1250.

182. [Gleig, George R.]: THE CHELSEA PENSIONERS.  BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE 
SUBALTERN.” London: Henry Colburn, 1829. Three volumes. [4],318,[2];[4],[3]-307,[1];[4],[3]-
328,2,[2]pp. Octavo. Modern boards, printed spine labels, untrimmed. Half-titles and ads 
bound in. Bookplate in each volume, very occasional light foxing, tiny ink smudge on title 
of third volume, else a very good set. 

 

First edition of this historical narrative, thinly concealed as fiction, by the prolific novelist 
and writer on military matters. Gleig served in the War of 1812 and the Peninsular Wars, 
going on half-pay after the Battle of Waterloo to return to studies in Oxford. In 1820 he took 
orders, and turned to writing to supplement the meager income allotted to his curacies. He 
was a frequent contributor to Fraser’s Magazine, where The Subaltern was serialised. 
WOLFF 2571.   $450.

183. Godwin, Francis:  A CATALOGVE OF THE 
BISHOPS OF ENGLAND,  S INCE THE FIRST 
PLANTING OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION IN THIS 
ISLAND, TOGETHER WITH A BRIEFE HISTORY 
OF THEIR LIVES AND MEMORABLE ACTIONS 
.. .  WHEREVNTO IS PREFIXED A DISCOURSE 
CONCERNING THE FIRST CONVERSION OF OUR 
BRITAINE VNTO CHRISTIAN RELIGION. London: 
Printed for Thomas Adams, 1615. [12],701,698-9,[1]
pp. (pp.599-604 mispagniated/misfolded but complete). 
Small quarto. Old calf (boards detached and spine 
worn). Text in black letter, with occasional ornamented 
initials and headpieces. Some light marginal spotting 
and faint scattered marginal tidemarks, wormtrack in 
gutters of pp.599 - 626, ¶1 trimmed a bit askew in 
top margin, lacks front free endsheet, some offsetting 
from calf turn-ins to margins of prelims and terminal 
leaves, otherwise a good copy, with the small booklabel 
of Herbert Boyce Satcher, and the bookplate of the 
Satcher bequest. 
 



Second, revised and enlarged edition, after the first edition of 1601. Sheets of this 
edition (in which sheets from two separate settings were intermingled) were reissued 
with a cancel title leaf ca. 1625. A significant work by the then Bishop of Llandaff, and 
later of Hereford. Godwin (1562-1633) was a lifelong friend of Camden, and contributed 
material to Camden’s Britannia. “This book may be seen as another entry in the Church 
of England’s attempt to establish its history in the face of Catholic and puritan attacks, 
but it was also a personal attempt by Godwin to restore the general reputation of the 
church’s prelates, in particular pre-Reformation bishops whose names had been sullied 
in the harsher treatments by protestant apologists such as John Foxe ... The Catalogue 
attacked rival Catholic historians such as Robert Parsons, and in an addition included in 
the second edition the author disputed the Catholic assertion of a mission by St Peter to 
Britain (a point on which Godwin himself would later be attacked by the Catholic historian 
Richard Broughton in 1633). Godwin’s Catalogue was unevenly researched even by the 
standards of the day, but it wore well over the next two centuries as a basic reference 
source. It won its author immediate approbation and was largely responsible for Godwin’s 
relatively early appointment to the see of Llandaff” - DNB. Godwin is best remembered 
today by his posthumously published imaginary voyage, The Man in The Moone (1638), 
which influenced Wilkins, Cyrano de Bergerac and others. 
STC 11938. ESTC S103174.   $950.

184. [Gonne, Maud]: Young, Ella: CELTIC WONDER TALES RE-TOLD BY .... New York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co., [nd. but ca. 1923]. Tan cloth, stamped in brown. Light foxing early and 
late, but a nice copy in somewhat worn and lightly chipped dust jacket, with a few small 
internal mends. 

 

“New Edition,” but functionally the first US issue, bound up from sheets of the 1923 
Talbot Press “New Edition.” Illustrated with decorations by Maud Gonne -- Iseult Gonne is 
among the dedicatees. The first edition appeared in 1910 under Maunsel’s imprint. Young 
emigrated to California in 1925 and became a somewhat significant figure in western 
esoteric circles.   $100.

185. Goodhue, Bertram Grosvenor: BOOK DECORATIONS. New York: The Grolier Club, 
1931. Quarto. Quarter parchment and boards. Frontis portrait and illustrations. Fore-tips 
slightly bumped, spine faintly tanned, minor hand-smudging to boards, a bit of foxing to 
a few fore-edges, but a very good, internally near fine copy. 

 

First edition. One of four hundred copies, printed on handmade paper.   $200.

186. Graham [later Du Bois], Shirley: THERE WAS ONCE A SLAVE ... THE HEROIC 
STORY OF FREDERICK DOUGLAS. New York: Julian Messner, [1947]. Cloth. Endsheets 
slightly tanned otherwise a very good copy in slightly tanned pictorial dust jacket with 
fraying at crown of spine. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book for adults, winner of the Messner Award for the 
Best Book Combating Intolerance. Inscribed by the author: “To ... A progressive Reader, 
All Good wishes Shirley Graham.” Graham and W. E. B. DuBois married in 1951.   $125.

187. Graves, Robert: [Two Autograph Letters, Signed, to Seldon Rodman]. Deya, 
Mallorca. 21 and 17 February 1960. Two pages, quarto, in ink on rectos of two sheets 
of onion-skin letterhead. A few faint creases from mailing, otherwise very good to fine. 

 

Very good literary letters to fellow author, Selden Rodman, sending word of Graves’ travels 
plans, discussing Rodman’s work, and commenting on the literary climate of the times: 
“It was good to meet you at last & find that you matched up with my mental picture of 
you. Thanks very much for the ... book which I read on the 707 on the way home. How 
curiously the author differs from ... the down to earth English farmer’s son. ... Your man 
is a tapestry figure, and its a very fine tapestry: heroic pseudo-Roman. I loved it …” and 
“ … The Insiders [Rodman’s 1960 book criticizing formalism in contemporary art] is a 



tricky project, because the American climate is so stifling to independence of creation 
that most of an artist’s time is spent in fighting for air, instead of getting on with his job. 
Our village is full of refugees from the chain gang, as they call themselves, but I guess 
that artists in the U.S. have an easier time than writers because the market isn’t quite 
so exacting ....” Poet, dramatist and art critic Seldon Rodman shared another interest 
with Graves -- in 1937 he published his dramatic narrative poem about T. E. Lawrence, 
Lawrence: The Last Crusade. Accompanied by a retained carbon copy of a 19 February 
1960 typed letter from Rodman in response to Graves’s letters, and a clipped article from 
the NYT about a later, 1964 appearance by Graves at City College, New York, and his 
Shakespeare revisions.   $1250.

188. Greene, Graham: LE MINISTERE DE LA PEUR (MINISTRY OF FEAR). Paris: Laffont, 
[1950]. Printed wrappers. About fine. 

 

First French edition printed in France - an earlier, different translation had appeared in 
Britain in 1945. Oddly, the translator is not identified, either in the book, or in the lists 
of Greene’s titles in subsequent publications, where all other translators are noted. One 
of fifty copies on vélin pur fil numbered in Roman, reserved for the Club des Jeunes 
Presses.   $100.

189. Greene, Graham: YES AND NO AND FOR WHOM THE BELL CHIMES. London: The 
Bodley Head, [1983]. Gilt cloth. Fine in plain acetate jacket. 

 

First edition. One of 750 numbered copies signed by the author. Two plays, first produced 
at the Haymarket Theatre in 1980.   $250.

190. Greene, Graham: WHY THE EPIGRAPH? London: Nonesuch Press, [1989]. Gilt cloth. 
First edition. One of 950 numbered copies signed by the author. Fine in plain acetate jacket. 
  $250.

191. [Greene, Graham (sourcework)]: [Original Pictorial Studio Window Card for:] 
SHORT CUT TO HELL. [Los Angeles]: Nat’l Screen Service for Paramount Pictures, 
1957. Folio (22 x 14”) highly pictorial window card, printed on recto only. Folded across 
middle, filing annotation on verso, otherwise near fine, with the marquee area unused. 

 

A visually sensational pictorial window card produced to promote the original release of 
Berkman and Blau’s revision of Albert Maltz and W. R. Burnett’s 1942 screen adaptation 
of Greene’s 1936 novel, A Gun For Sale. This remake was James Cagney’s directorial 
debut, and starred Robert Ivers and Georgann Johnson. The visual elements include the 
requisite man-with-a-handgun, grimacing-man-holding-handgun-falling-after-being-shot, 
and chesty-blond-woman-screaming-in-terror.   $125.

192. Guest, Barbara: MUSICALITY. [Np]: Kelsey St. Press, [1988]. Stiff pictorial wrappers. 
Illustrated with drawings by June Felter. Fine. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. In addition to fifty numbered copies, signed by the author 
and the artist, with the wrapper printed on Fabriano Aritistico and handcolored by the 
artist, from a total edition of one thousand copies printed by Peter Koch, this is one of an 
undetermined number of unnumbered copies with the ordinary wrappers handcolored by 
the artist, and signed by both on the colophon.   $125.

193. Gumuchian and Co.: LES LIVRES DE L’ENFANCE DU XVe AU XIXe SIÈCLE. [London]: 
Holland Press, [1967]. Quarto. Gilt orange cloth. Plates. Very good in shelfworn dust jacket. 

 

Preface by Paul Gavault. A somewhat abridged photo-offset reprint of 1930 edition, omitting 
a portion of the plates in the original second volume. A monumental bookseller’s catalogue 
including bibliographical descriptions of, and annotations and notes about, select children’s 
books, chiefly of the 18th and 19th centuries. The Holland Press published an edition in 
the original two volume format in 1979.   $150.



194. Gurowski, Adam: [Autograph letter signed (“Gurowski”)]. Washington. 17[?] 
November [no year]. Two pages, on two panels of a folded quarto lettersheet. In ink, with 
several insertions and revisions. Old folds from having been mailed, otherwise near fine. 

 

To an unidentified “Dear Sir” (but perhaps W. T. Robinson), who was assisting Gurowski 
with the publication of his writings: “To shorten the time, I make the following suggestion, 
which I request you to kindly communicate to Mr. Robinson & to the Printer-Stereotyper. 
It is to put at once in type the whole written part of the manuscript & to forward to me the 
proofsheets, before the other part is finished … If Mr Robinson goes on with reviewing the 
printed mss. do suggest to him to throw out every word which in his judgement unnecessarily 
amplifies a sentence; & to make the whole intelligible … I forwarded to the editor of the 
Commonwealth a letter for his paper. If he publishes it then be so kind to repeat to him 
my request to expunge therefrom the name of Mr Opdyke.” Count Adam Gurowski (1805-
1866); Polish-born American author. In 1825 in Warsaw “… he became identified with those 
opposed to Russian influence, and was in consequence several times imprisoned. He was 
active in organizing the November Uprising of 1830, in which he afterward took part. On 
its suppression, Adam lost the greater part of his estates and escaped to France, where 
he lived for several years … He was also a member of the national Polish committee 
in Paris, and became conspicuous in political and literary circles. The remainder of his 
estates had in the meantime been confiscated and he himself condemned to death … In 
1849, he went to the United States, where he engaged in literary pursuits and became 
deeply interested in American politics. He wrote articles for the American Cyclopaedia 
and worked on the editorial staff of the New York Tribune. During the Crimean War, he 
sided with Russia, and his editorials and pamphlets were an effective influence on American 
public opinion in favor of Russia. He was strongly opposed to slavery … From 1861 to 
1863, he was translator in the State Department in Washington D.C., being acquainted 
with eight languages. In 1862, he published the first volume of his three-volume Diary. It 
included three categories of men: Praise, Half and Half and Blame. President Abraham 
Lincoln merited the Praise column, as did Edwin M. Stanton and poet Walt Whitman, but 
otherwise Gurowski was highly critical of officials in the Lincoln administration. William 
O’Connor, who translated some of the count’s papers into English, described him as ‘a 
madman with lucid intervals’ … Whitman considered the tempestuous count a friend and 
attended his funeral. ‘His funeral was simple but very impressive -- all the big radicals 
were there,’ Whitman wrote....” – Wikipedia.   $250.

195. Gurowski, Adam: [Autograph Letter, Signed (“Gurowski”)]. Washington. 1 December 
[no year]. Two pages, in ink, on two conjugate quarto sheets of ruled paper. With a number 
of deletions and insertions. Old folds from mailing, small marginal nick, very good. 

 

To W. T. Robinson, who was apparently assisting Gurowski in some capacity with the 
publication of his writings. Gurowski begins by saying he is “… certain the book will be 
better as you anticipate [and] … that your kind cooperation will not hurt it …”, and then 
clarifies his intention in the manuscript, explaining: “… where I mentioned the battles of 
Ligny & Waterloo my meaning is Thiers (the historian) says that etc. the correction made 
in the proof sheet points that I was misunderstood. I restored in the proof-sheet the name 
of Thiers, & these lines are to explain the meaning.” Gurowski is not pleased with “the 
Commonwealth … containing the advertisement … The title is not such as I wish” and 
writes out his preferred version (“Diary / from March 4th 1861 to Nov 12 1862 / by / Adam 
Gurowski”) which he hopes can be inserted “provided it is not too late.” In the concluding 
paragraphs, Gurowski provides further instructions arising from the translation of his book 
from manuscript into proof-sheets.  $250.

196. Hall, Basil [Autograph Letter, Signed]. Portsmouth. 13 July 1841. Two and one-half 
pages, in ink, on folded 12mo sheet of mourning stationary. Blank portion of conjugate 
second leaf cut away, above which a dime-size adhesion loss affects a couple of words, 
ink secretarial docket in upper corner; still in good order. 

 



Scottish explorer, Naval officer and adventurer Basil Hall, who made a voyage to the west 
coast of Korea and China (1815-1817), and voyages to South America (1820-1823) and 
North America (1827-1828), writes “My Dear Clayton” on behalf of “my young friend Mr. 
Brown.” Hall asks that the recipient expend just a little effort, if convenient, finding the 
subject a position, and continues: “I am in some hopes that in a few days a very different 
cast of man will present himself at your Establishment. I mean Mr Augustin Creuze of this 
Dock Yard -- one of the most accomplished writers of the day -- author of a Treatise on 
Ship Building & so clever a man that I feel sure both you & Mr Guppy[?] will have pleasure 
in showing him everything. Mr Creuze has lately been for many months at Liverpool 
superintending ... the building of the iron steamers now on the African Expedition -- So 
that your builders & others engaged on the Mammoth may possibly get some hints out of 
so experienced a person ....”   $275.

197. Hallam, Henry: INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE OF EUROPE IN THE 
FIFTEENTH, SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES. Paris: Baudry’s European 
Library, 1839. Two volumes. Large, thick octavos. Three quarter contemporary pebbled 
morocco and boards (quite worn at edge and joints, but internally sound). Occasional 
foxing, but internally very good. Bookplates. 

 

First Paris edition (in English), following the four volume London publication extending 
from 1837-9. Laid in is a 2 1/2pp. a.l.s. from Hallam to an unnamed recipient, octavo, 
Witton [?] Crescent, 22 Jan. 1842 (or 52) in which he thanks the recipient for pointing out 
inaccuracies in his Constitutional History Of England: “I am sincerely obliged to you & 
I consider your criticisms worth a thousand eulogies....” 
NCBEL III:1459.   $150.

198. Handler, Daniel [text], and Lisa Brown [illustrations]: 29 MYTHS ON THE SWINSTER 
PHARMACY. [San Francisco: The Authors], February 1994. [60]pp. printed on rectos only. 
Oblong small 12mo. Stiff plain wrapper. Illustrations. A couple of smudges to wrapper, 
otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. A quite early production by Handler and Brown, preceding his first novel 
under his own name, as well as the sequence of works ascribed to Lemony Snicket. 
A public trade edition appeared in 2014 under the McSweeney’s imprint, with the text 
ascribed to Lemony Snicket. Accompanied by issues #5 and #6 of American Chickens 
(San Francisco, Feb. & May 1994), each printed on one side of an 8.5 x 11” sheet, folded 
to eight panels of text and illustrations. The illustrations are credited to “L. B.” and the 
series is noticed on Lisa Brown’s website. Both 29 Myths ... and American Chickens 
are uncommon, with no copies located by OCLC/Worldcat.   $750.

199. Handler, Daniel: THE BASIC EIGHT. New York: St. Martins Press, [1999]. Boards. 
Top edge a bit dust marked, otherwise near fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s first novel, preceding his debut as Lemony Snicket. This copy 
is inscribed on the half-title: “Yep, I wrote this book, but then you knew that. Any bad 
prose you find is due to the influence of Reddi Whip on which you got me hooked Daniel 
Handler.” The unnamed recipients are a couple mentioned in Handler’s acknowledgements, 
Kit and Joe Reed. Kit supplied a substantive blurb for the rear panel of the jacket. Laid 
in is a two page photoduplicated typescript of “Celebrity Muggings” by Handler.   $500.

200. Handler, Daniel [writing as “Lemony Snicket”]: A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE 
EVENTS BOOK THE FIRST THE BAD BEGINNING [bound dos-a-dos with:] ... BOOK 
THE SECOND THE REPTILE ROOM. [New York]: Harper Trophy / Harper Collins, [1999]. 
[8],162,[2];198,[2]pp. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrated by Brett Helquist. Spine creased 
from having been read, small nicks to corners of wrapper and first leaf of second title, a 
couple tiny spots on fore-edge of a few early leaves, a shallow coffee drop mark to top 
edge of first three leaves at the gutter, but otherwise very good. 

 



“Advance Reading Edition” from uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of the first two 
installments of the sequence. This copy is in the first state wrapper (with ‘Unfortuante’) 
and is inscribed by Handler on the ‘Dear Reader’ page to two friends, Kit and Joe Reed, 
drawing attention to the error on the front wrapper (later corrected): “P.S. Note typo on front 
cover - a must for collectors.” He crossed through ‘Reader’ and inserted the recipients’ 
names, and crossed through the printed ‘Lemony Snicket’ and signed in full as Daniel 
Handler. It is also an example of an uncommon thing, an ARC given by the author to 
friends which was actually read.   $350.

201. Handler, Daniel [writing as “Lemony Snicket”] A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS 
BOOK THE THIRD THE WIDE WINDOW. [New York]: Harper Trophy / Harper Collins, 
[2000 (but 1999)]. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrated by Brett Helquist. Soft bump to upper 
forecorner, otherwise about fine. 

 

“Advance Reading Edition” from uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of the third 
installment of the sequence. This copy bears the author’s characteristic blindstamp on 
the dedication page, and is dated in ink “14.ix.1999” -- almost five months prior to formal 
publication.   $225.

202. Handler, Daniel [writing as “Lemony Snicket”] A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS 
BOOK THE FIFTH THE AUSTERE ACADEMY. [New York]: Harper Trophy / Harper Collins, 
[2000]. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrated by Brett Helquist. Soft bump to upper forecorner, 
a few smudges, otherwise about fine. 

 

Denoted as “uncorrected [page] proofs” of the first edition of the fifth installment of the 
sequence.   $125.

203. Handler, Daniel [writing as “Lemony Snicket”]: A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE EVENTS 
[comprised of 13 volumes]: THE BAD BEGINNING [with:] THE REPTILE ROOM [with:] THE 
WIDE WINDOW [with:] THE MISERABLE MILL [with:] THE AUSTERE ACADEMY [with:] 
THE ERSATZ ELEVATOR [with:] THE VILE VILLAGE [with:] THE HOSTILE HOSPITAL 
[with:] THE CARNIVOROUS CARNIVAL [with:] THE SLIPPERY SLOPE [with:] THE GRIM 
GROTTO [with:] THE PENULTIMATE PERIL [accompanied by:]  LEMONY SNICKET: THE 
UNAUTHORIZED AUTOBIOGRAPHY [and related items as below]. [New York]: Harper 
Trophy / HarperCollins, 1999 through 2006. Fourteen volumes, plus related. Publisher’s 
pictorial and paper boards, except for Penultimate Peril (plain boards, pictorial dust 
jacket) and ... Autobiography (glazed pictorial boards, dust jacket). Illustrated throughout 
by Brett Helquist. Volume 6 is priced $8.95. Volume 4 has a small rust-like spot on the 
fore-edge, volume 9 has soft creases to the lower fore-corners of two leaves, some very 
minimal shelf-rubbing to a few lower edges, otherwise an excellent set. 

 

First editions, all but one being first printings -- the exception, The Austere Academy (5), 
is the second printing. All but one volume, The Penultimate Peril (12), bear the author’s 
characteristic blindstamp, the first two additionally dated, but the remainder inscribed in 
various ways to, or embellished for, two close friends, one of whom supplies a name for a 
character in the final chapter of The Grim Grotto (so referenced in Handler’s inscription 
- “To Kit in Chapter 13 25.X.2004 and Joe, six books back”), and are collectively thanked 
in different ways in several volumes, such as “without whose help.” The Slippery Slope 
has a post-it of conveyance from Handler, signed “D.,” and the inscription includes “who 
ought to know better....” Also present, but not inscribed, is a copy of The Blank Book, 
the “Magnets for Misfortune” refrigerator magnet, and The Misfortune Telling Cards 
(envelope worn, with ink notes on one panel). The author’s immensely successful chef 
d’oeuvre to date, the sourcework for the award winning 2004 film, the 2004 video game 
reprising several of the same actors voices, and the 2017 television series.   $4500.



One of “Twelve Copies”
 

204. Hardy, Thomas: “A DULL DAY IN LONDON” BY DORA SIGERSON SHORTER. A 
PREFATORY NOTE. [London: Privately Printed by Clement Shorter, nd/ but perhaps ca. 
1920]. Single leaf, issued unbound, measuring 8” X 10 5/8” (26 x 20.4 cm) printed on 
recto only, all edges trimmed, with watermark of “Royal Vellum” surmounted by a crown, 
text signed [in print] “T. H.” In near fine condition, in a cloth folding case. 

 

First (and only) separate edition of Hardy’s sympathetic 
sketch of the Irish poet and her works. Limited to 
“Twelve copies” privately printed by Clement K. Shorter. 
Purdy states: “This brief Prefatory Note was written by 
Hardy at Clement Shorter’s request for a posthumous 
volume of Dora Sigerson Shorter’s sketches. Dora 
Sigerson married Shorter in 1896 and died 6 January 
1918. The note was published in A Dull Day In 
London, by Dora Sigerson, London, 1920, pp. 7-8. 
There is no evidence for the dating of this leaf. It is 
not an off-print of the note as published but represents 
an independent setting of type (presumably, from the 
paper used, by Eyre & Spottiswoode). Considering 
Shorter’s known propensities as a collector, it is safe 
to say this private printing preceded the publication 
of the volume in June 1920. By 1920, however, 
Hardy had ceased permitting Shorter to print his 
work in this fashion, and I suspect he was unaware 
of the existence of this leaf. There was no copy at 
Max Gate, though Shorter inscribed a copy of the 
book to Hardy, 24 June 1920.” In a general note 
on Shorter’s limited private printings between 1914 

and 1916 of six works by Hardy, Purdy notes (p. 349) “the limitation of issue was by no 
means rigidly adhered to” and “That there were generous overprintings is certain.” In his 
earlier offering of this copy, late Hardy expert David Holmes noted: “Our experience has 
indicated, however, that in the case of the present broadside publication, the limitation 
statement may be correct or nearly so; this was the only copy to pass through our hands 
in the past 45 years.” 
PURDY, pp.210-11.   $1750.

205. Hardy, Thomas: [Publisher’s Archive for:] ON THE WESTERN CIRCUIT. Dorchester: 
Words Press, 2000. Two volumes, large octavo, plus associated material, as below. Near 
good to near fine. 

 

The publisher’s retained material relating to the publication of the first separate edition 
of the original unabridged text. Here present is copy #1 of 25 numbered copies printed 
at the Tragara Press in Garamond type on Zerkall mouldmade paper and specially bound 
in marbled wrappers with printed label, as well as copy #56 of the one hundred ordinary 
copies, printed on Teton paper. Each includes a frontispiece portrait of Hardy by William 
Strang. A typed mock-up of a suggestion for the colophon is included, with a six-line 
autograph note from the printer at the end. Also present is a partial set of long galleys 
and two sets of page proofs, with a handful of annotations or corrections, as well as four 
copies of the elegant printed prospectus. The lot is accompanied by three autograph 
letters and one typed letter (Loanhead, Midlothian, various dates in 2000), signed “Alan,” 
from Alan Anderson at the Tragara Press to the publisher, Julian Nangle, about production 
matters: proofs, layout, cost, binding choice, payment, etc., commenting that “in view of 
the high cost of machine-setting I suppose this may be the last sizeable work I produce.” 
The text was first published in 1891 in The English Illustrated Magazine, incorporating 
editorial changes the editors required to avoid offending some social conventions, and 
then the restored text was collected in Life’s Little Ironies. An abridged separate edition 



certified by the Basic Skills Agency appeared in 1999. Harold Pinter adapted the story 
to the stage in 1972, and a BBC film adaption, under the title The Day After The Fair, 
appeared in 1986. 
PURDY, pp.81-2. HALLIWELL B116 & 116a.   $750.

206. Harris, Frank: [Typed Note, Signed in Full]. New York. 30 October 1918. One-half 
page, on quarto lettersheet. Old folds, but very good. With the original mailing envelope 
(the latter soiled, worn and torn, postmarks and penciled notes and crossouts). 

 

Harris, in his role as editor of Pearson’s Magazine, writes to Rev. H[erbert]. B[oyce]. 
Satcher, sending thanks for his letter and replying: “Read the books and then tell me what 
you think of them. If you can help Pearson’s in any way, either by getting subscribers or 
selling stock you will be doing me a great service.”   $75.

207. Harrison, Frederic: [Autograph Letter, Signed, to Trübner]. 1 Southwick Place, 
Hyde Park Sq. 24 December 1877. Four pages, in ink, on folded quarto sheet of monogram 
letterhead. Mailing folds, a few smudges, slightly dusty, otherwise very good. 

 

An interesting letter from the prominent Comteian Positivist and legal scholar to publisher 
[Nicholas] Trübner, reading in part: “I have been unwilling to write any simple acknowledgement 
of the ‘Life of Lessing’ by Mr. Sime, until I could find time to give it the attention it deserves 
... The life of Lessing, from the particular position he occupied in European thought, & his 
amazing versatility, is one of great interest to us now, when general views of all sides of 
human activity are so rare. The execution is I think charming ... he has caught that rare 
gift of a biographer ... Lessing is, as you know, peculiarly interesting to us Positivists, as 
having perhaps first worked out Pascal’s crude idea of Humanity as a Man ever growing 
& learning ... I never write reviews of books, or I should be tempted to say something to 
this purpose in public.’’ Trübner & Co published Sime’s two volume biography of Lessing 
in 1877.   $150.

208. Harrison, Frederic: [Autograph Letter, Signed]. 1 Southwick Place. “Wedn” [no 
year]. Two pages, in ink, on folded quarto lettersheet. Mailing folds, a few smudges, 
slightly dusty, otherwise very good. 

 

The prominent Comteian Positivist and legal scholar writes “My Dear Browning,” writing 
in part: “I inclose [no longer present] a testimonial. If any paragraph seems to you likely 
to do harm, will you let me rewrite it. I am glad to hear your friends are supporting you. 
As to the Fortnightly I do not think I can do anything. I am doing nothing for the F.R. now 
& Morley has not got over my sending some articles to the Contemporary! The Stephens 
might ask him.” Signed “F. Harrison.” It has been suggested that the recipient might have 
been Oscar Browning.   $110.

209. Harryhausen, Ray, and Tony Dalton: THE ART OF RAY HARRYHAUSEN. New York: 
Billboard Books, [2006]. Quarto. Cloth. Profusely illustrated, including color. Fine in very 
near fine dust jacket with short, internally mended tear at the crown of the spine. 

 

First US edition. Foreword by Peter Jackson. Briefly inscribed and signed (in full) by 
Harryhausen on the title-page. A superb overview of the career of the master of stop-
motion, his films and the dreams he created for many generations of film-goers.   $125.

210. Heaney, Seamus: HAILSTONES. [Dublin]: Gallery Books, [1984]. Stiff wrappers. 
Fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound trade issue. One of 500 copies of a total edition of 750. This 
copy has been signed and dated (August 1987) by Heaney.   $350.

211. [Hemingway, Ernest (source work)]: Petitclerc, Denne Bart [adap]: ISLANDS IN THE 
STREAM  SCREENPLAY BY.... Hollywood: Paramount Pictures Corp., 10 September 
1975. [1],129 leaves. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only, 



bradbound in studio binder with die-cut window. Upper wrapper somewhat spotted and 
spoiled, with a light tidemark penetrating through the die-cut to the title, ink name on 
upper wrapper, otherwise a good copy, internally about fine. 

 

Denoted a “Final” draft of this sympathetic adaptation of Hemingway’s novel. The 1977 
film was directed by Franklin J. Schaffner, and starred George C. Scott, David Hemmings, 
Claire Bloom, et al. Pititclerc’s script was nominated for the WGA Award. The name on 
the upper wrapper (‘A. Wilde’) does not connect to anyone immediately identifiable as 
associated with the production.   $350.

212. [Hemingway, Ernest (source work)]: Hecht, Ben [screenwriter]: “A FAREWELL TO 
ARMS”  SCREENPLAY BY .... [Culver City]: The Selznick Studio, 22 October 1957. [3],192 
leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in canary 
yellow production company wrappers. Some minor spots of red offsetting to lower edge 
of upper wrapper, otherwise very near fine. 

 

An unspecified but substantially preproduction draft of Hecht’s adaptation of Hemingway’s 
novel. It was the novel’s second screen adaptation to reach production. This draft precedes 
John Huston’s coming on board as director (and of course his departure, at which point 
Charles Vidor took over). This draft is twenty leaves longer than several subsequent drafts. 
Rock Hudson and Jennifer Jones starred.   $450.

213. [Hemingway, Ernest (source work)]: Blees, Robert [screenwriter]: ERNEST HEMINGWAY’S 
THE HUNTERS  A FILM PROJECT BY ... [wrapper title]. [Np: The Author, nd. but ca. 
1960s?]. [1],60 leaves. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos 
only. Bradbound in printed wrappers. Wrappers a bit rubbed and smudged, old ink price 
on upper wrapper crossed through, otherwise very good. 

 

A treatment for this adaptation of “The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber,” evidently 
unproduced. Blees has a long resume of television and film productions.   $150.

214. [Hertzog, Carl]: Miller, Townsend: A LETTER FROM TEXAS. Dallas: Neiman-Marcus, 
1939. Quarto. Printed pictorial boards. Light rubbing at edges, otherwise very good in 
glassine wrapper. 

 

First edition. One of three hundred copies for sale, from total edition of 415 copies 
printed in 18-point Goudy Truesdell type, set by hand - one of the relatively few uses of 
this type, as the matrices were destroyed in a fire at the foundry. The copies for private 
distribution did not bear the extra imprint of Neiman-Marcus. A later printing, in reduced 
format, limited to 925 copies, appeared in 1944. Miller, a Yale professor, attempted to 
describe Texas thusly: “hold up your right hand, palm outward and break the last three 
fingers down from the joint....” 
LOWMAN 14.   $250.

215. Heuser, Kurt: THE JOURNEY INWARD. New York: Viking Press, 1932. Cloth. Near 
fine in very good dust jacket with a few small edge tears and nicks. Bookplate (see below). 

 

First US edition of this translation from the German by Willa and Edwin Muir. A contribution 
to the large body of fictional treatments of Africa characteristic of the 1920s-30s. With the 
Napoleonic bookplate of banker/collector Calvin Bullock. 
MELLOWN D13.   $45.

216. [Hichens, Robert (source work)]: Hitchcock, Alfred; Alma Reville; James Bridie; 
Ben Hecht, and David O. Selznick [screenwriters]: THE PARADINE CASE. [Culver City]: 
Selznick International Pictures, December 1946. [3],154 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in deep yellow stencil printed wrappers. 
Wrappers a trace dust smudged, small script number on upper wrapper, else near fine. 

 

Copy #26 of the “Final Shooting Script” of this adaptation to the screen of Hichens’s 



1933 novel. Selznick had acquired the film rights to the novel prior to its publication, but 
submission of a preliminary script in 1934 to the Breen Office resulted in assurances that 
it would not pass muster according to the PCA. So the project was shelved until Selznick 
returned to it in 1946. It is clear that at that time, scripts from the 1934 effort, as well as 
from an adaptation attempted at MGM were consulted. Interim drafts of the script were 
written by Alfred Hitchcock and Alma Reville (First Rough Draft, April 1946) and James 
Birdie (Third draft, based on an adaptation by Reville August 1946), until, finally, in 
December, this “Final Shooting Script” was reached, with interim uncredited contributions 
by Ben Hecht; it is credited solely to David O. Selznick, but acknowledges dependence 
on the adaptation by Alma Reville. Final screen credit for the screenplay fell to Selznick.  
Hitchcock directed, and Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Charles Laughton, Ethel Barrymore (in 
a role that earned an Oscar nomination) and Louis Jourdan starred, among others, and 
a 29 December 1947 premiere brought to a conclusion the long and tangled series of 
attempts to bring Hichens’s novel to the screen. One of a finite group of duplicates from 
the Selznick archive, now entering the market via the Serendipity dispersal.   $300.

217. Hoffman, Frederick J., et al: THE LITTLE MAGAZINE  A HISTORY AND A BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1947. Cloth. Second edition, corrected and updated. 
Bookplate of editor/publisher William Targ, a bit dusty at edges, but a very good or better 
copy in good, spine-tanned, lightly chipped dust jacket.   $65.

218. Holmes, Edmond: THE SILENCE OF LOVE. London & New York: John Lane, 1899. 
Small quarto. Gilt decorated cloth. Sunning to spine and adjacent areas of boards, small 
private ownership stamp, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed on the front free endsheet: “Mrs. Harrison Morris from her friend 
- the Publisher J. L.  May 1900.” The recipient, Anna Wharton Morris, the Philadelphia 
author and social reformer, wrote a two page a.l.s. of thanks to Lane on 11 May 1900, 
and it is laid in, perhaps unmailed or here in a preliminary draft. 
NCBEL III:631.   $185.

219. Holmes, Edmond: WHAT IS POETRY?. London & New York: John Lane, 1900. Small 
quarto. Gilt decorated cloth. Sunning to spine and adjacent areas of boards, small private 
ownership stamp, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed on the front free endsheet: “Harrison Morris - Poet  from John 
Lane - Publisher  May 1900.” 
NCBEL III:631.   $150.

220. [Horgan Paul]: PETER HURD  THE PERMANENT COLLECTION. Roswell, NM: 
Roswell Museum, [February 1949]. [8]pp. Octavo. Printed wrappers. Lightly creased, two 
small nicks and an internally mended tear at wrapper edges, tiny split at toe of spine, but 
a near very good copy of a fragile pamphlet. Folding cloth case (with bookplate). 

 

First edition. One of one thousand copies printed. A very scarce catalogue, printing Horgan’s 
two page tribute to his friend, a biographical summary, and a list of 33 paintings and 
lithographs. Worldcat locates only five copies. A more substantial, updated and illustrated 
catalogue was published a number of years later. 
KRAFT E17.   $125.

221. Horgan, Paul: THE DEVIL IN THE DESERT. New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 
1952. Cloth. Near fine in very good dust jacket with small nicks, chips and edge tears 
(one internally mended). 

 

First edition. With the author’s affectionate presentation inscription, dated 1984, to two 
Middletown friends and collaborators. Laid in is a three page typescript, with corrections, 
on three 12.5 x 17 cm notecards, of Horgan’s introduction for one of the recipients at a 
speaking event, signed by Horgan at the conclusion. 
KRAFT A17.   $225.



“Copy No. 1”
 

222. Horgan, Paul: PETER HURD  A PORTRAIT SKETCH FROM LIFE. Ft. Worth & 
Austin: Published for the Amon Carter Museum ... by the University of Texas Press, [1965]. 
Quarto. Gray faux leather and boards. Plates (some in color). Fine in very good, slightly 
nicked and edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this heavily illustrated account of the author ’s and artist’s long-time 
friendship, beginning with their days as schoolboys at NM Military Institute, published 
on the occasion of a retrospective exhibition. Introduction by Mitchell Wilder. “Copy No. 
1,” according to Horgan’s 1965 presentation inscription to close Middletown friends and 
sometime collaborators. This copy is in the variant binding Kraft notes on the LC deposit 
copies. 
KRAFTA32a.   $250.

223. Horgan, Paul: THE SERENE SEVERITIES OF TYPOGRAPHY. [Middletown, CT]: 
Art Laboratory Wesleyan University, 1966. Small quarto. Cloth and paper over boards, 
printed label. Narrow loss from left corner of cover label, touching the ‘T’, a couple of 
minor rubs, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition in book form. One of thirty copies only, set and printed by hand in Bembo 
types as a class undertaking: “... printed by the hands of the following on a Washington 
press, Karl Furstenburg, Alan Thorndike, Bruce Hartman, Wendy Cowie, Kristine Blum, 
James Patrick, Jeri Cantliffe, James Ruby.” This copy (#5) bears Paul Horgan’s affectionate 
year-of-printing presentation inscription to two close Middletown friends and collaborators.  
One of the author’s scarcest publications, even within geographical proximity of its origin. 
OCLC locates five copies: Yale, Newberry, Swarthmore, SMU, and BM Lyon. 
KRAFT A35.   $750.

224. Horgan, Paul: APPROACHES TO WRITING ... WITH A PROVISIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF THE AUTHOR’S WORK BY JAMES KRAFT. New York: Farrar, [1973]. Cloth. First 
edition. Warmly inscribed (“... love from Paul...”) in the year of publication. Edges faintly 
dust speckled, but very good in lightly edgeworn dust jacket with a bit of light soiling. 
  $60.

225. Horgan, Paul: LAMY OF SANTA FE  HIS LIFE AND TIMES. New York: Farrar, [1975]. 
Very large, thick octavo. Quarter cloth and marbled boards, t.e.g. Spine a trace sunned, 
as often, label faintly rubbed, otherwise fine in slipcase with small white smudge. 

 

First edition, limited issue, including a complement of color plates of watercolors by 
the author not present in the ordinary edition. One of 490 numbered copies (this being 
#11), specially bound and signed by the author. This copy is inscribed by Horgan on the 
colophon in 1984, “with love,” to two Middletown friends and collaborators. The Pulitzer 
Prize-winning biography for 1976.   $250.

226. Horgan, Paul: UNDER THE SANGRE DE CRISTO. Santa Fe: The Rydal Press, 1985. 
Cloth and marbled boards. Illustrations by the author. About fine, in faintly sunned slipcase. 

 

First edition. Copy ‘M’ of twenty lettered copies hors commerce, in addition to 180 numbered 
copies, “Printed & bound at Meriden-Stinehour Press, Lunenburg, Vermont, in Monotype 
Baskerville on Mohawk Superfine Text & with Van Heek Textile Scholco cloth & handmade 
Marblesmith Papers,” all signed by Horgan. The first publication of the revived (in name 
only) imprint. This copy bears Horgan’s Christmas 1985 affectionate inscription to two 
close Wesleyan friends and collaborators. The prospectus (a bit creased) is laid in.
 $225.



227. Horgan, Paul: [Inscribed Linoleum Cut Print of:] “ST. STEPHEN CHURCH, ACOMA 
PUEBLO.” [Roswell, NM (?). nd]. Original linoleum cut print, in black on khaki tan stock 
with cross-hatch texture. Image size 7.5 x 10 cm, plus margins. Affixed with tape along 
extreme top margin into linen covered mat. 

 

A beautiful linocut rendering by Horgan of the San Esteban 
del Rey Mission, at Acoma Pueblo, New Mexico. Horgan 
has inscribed the print, in pencil, in the lower margin: 
“St Stephen Church - Acoma Pueblo [unique print] Paul 
Horgan.” The print is unfortunately not dated, but Horgan’s 
handwriting conforms to that of his middle years. This 
print was adapted and reproduced as the cover design 
for Horgan’s 1995 Memorial Order of Service and the 
later Memorial Booklet. Pulitzer Prize-winning historian, 
novelist and biographer Horgan’s strong association 
with the American Southwest has its roots in his early 
residence in New Mexico. His illustrative work and field 
sketches, usually in watercolor, are well known and have 
been utilized in his own work as well as the subject of exhibitions and books by others. 
This example of his simple but highly effective ventures into printmaking is likely the most 
desirable of his handful of works in that medium.   $1250.

228. Horgan, Paul:  [Original Signed Ink 
and Watercolor Drawing of:] “Ferry Boat 
Lackawanna.” [Middletown, CT: The Artist, 
Christmas, nd]. Original watercolor and ink 
drawing on paper (12.7 X 18 cm). Mounted 
along one edge to stiff card folder. Formerly 
framed, with mounting tape residue on verso 
of mount, folder slightly askew, drawing fine. 
 

A charming and characteristic watercolor by 
Horgan, depicting one of the old Lackawanna 
steam ferries, enroute across the Hudson river, 
with a hint of the NY skyline in the background. 
Signed in the lower right corner of the image, 

“Paul.” Horgan utilized the drawing as a Christmas gift: it is titled on the lower panel of 
the folder, and inscribed on the inside of the folder: “All Reed Merry Christmas Tokens 
Herewith: the INCLUSIVE ALL-FAMILY gift is to follow in late delivery.” The recipients 
were among Horgan’s closest friends during his years as writer-in-residence at Wesleyan 
University.   $650.

229. Horgan, Paul, and Joseph Reed: THE ANNOTATED CLERIHEW  BRIEF LIVES BY 
PAUL HORGAN  EFFIGIES BY JOSEPH REED ... INTRODUCTION AND NOTES BY 
W. LEEMING. Middletown: The Piratical Primrose Press, 1984. Small octavo. Marbled 
wrapper over stiff sewn wrapper, paper label. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of twenty lettered copies (of 122), specially bound and signed by the 
author and the artist. This is copy letter ‘O’.   $75.

230. [Horgan, Paul, et al]: Reed, Joseph W. [ed] SESQUICENTENNIAL PAPERS [series 
title, Numbers 1-6, 8 & 9]. [Middletown, CT]: Wesleyan University, 1981. Eight volumes 
(of nine). Printed wrappers, with embossed University seal. Fine, in lightly smudged 
printed board slipcase. 

 

First editions. A nearly complete set, lacking one number only, of this series of papers 
marking the University’s anniversary. Among them is writer-in-residence Paul Horgan’s 
On The Climate of Books (#3), in the preferred state of the binding, along with Ellen 



D’Oench’s Five Hundred Years of Master Prints in the Davison Art Center Collection, 
and others. This set lacks George Creeger’s A Little Occasional Confusion.   $55.

231. Horne, Richard H. (1802-1884): [Autograph Letter, Signed (“R. H. Horne”) to 
Wm. Makepeace Thackeray]. Office of the City Treasurer, Town Hall, Melbourne. 23 
April 1860. Three pages on folded quarto sheet of flimsy lettersheet, accompanied by 
the original envelope. Lettersheet a bit creased and folded, with visual mirroring of recto, 
otherwise very good. 

 

An intriguing letter from the Farthing Poet, written during his expatriation in Australia, to 
William Makepeace Thackeray at the Office of the Cornhill Magazine, forwarding a “... 
Prospectus of a new Company now forming in Victoria” and explaining: “The scope of 
the design I am sure you will perceive to be large and beneficial. I believe it will not only 
bring about a new commercial impulse by means of a new article of trade in the world (the 
export value of which will eventually exceed that of our gold) but will inaugurate the most 
extensive sanitary improvements. I would have submitted a brief article for the Cornhill 
Magazine; but being personally too much interested, I forward you the Prospectus, to 
place (if you see the object from my point of vision) in the hands of one of your ‘quadrille’ 
as we say in Spain to the head matador....” Regrettably, the referenced Prospectus is not 
present. Horne left for Australia in 1860, lured by the discovery of gold and seeking relief 
from various personal and pecuniary pressures in the UK. He led an unsettled existence 
there, ending up as registrar of mines at the Blue Mountain goldfield. He was relieved of 
that post in 1868 and returned to the UK the following year, where he reestablished his 
literary activities and survived by the grace of a civil pension.   $350.

232. Howe, Susan: DEFENESTRATION OF PRAGUE. Guilford, CT: The Author, [nd. but 
prior to 1983]. [1],40 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript, printed 
on rectos only, foliated in pencil. Some slight use and corner creases, but very good. 

 

The scarce (and presumably preliminary) private format of Howe’s collection, here comprised 
of “Tuning the Sky,” “Speeches at the Barriers” (which has independent internal pagination) 
and “Bride’s Day.” This copy was sent by the poet to her friend, and fellow poet, Rebecca 
Newth, and is accompanied by a third party envelope addressed to Newth, utilized for 
filing and docketed by her, “Susan Howe our copy.” The final collection appeared under 
the Kulchur Foundation imprint in 1983.   $225.

233. Hudson, W. H.: FAR AWAY AND LONG AGO  A HISTORY OF MY EARLY LIFE. 
London: Dent, 1918. Cloth. Portrait. A few spots of foxing and smudging to fore-edge, 
otherwise about fine, in very nice dust jacket, the later marred only by a thumb-tip size 
chip at the crown of the spine costing the top horizontal of ‘F’. 

 

First edition of Hudson’s autobiography, his most widely read work apart from Green 
Mansions. Somewhat uncommon, now, in dust jacket. 
PAYNE A34a.   $175.

234. Humphreys, David: THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF .... New York: T. & J. Swords, 
1804. xv,394,[14]pp. Large octavo. Mid 19th century calf and marbled boards, gilt label, 
untrimmed and partially unopened. Portrait. Plate. Subscriber’s list, errata. Portrait and 
prelims a bit foxed, occasional scattered foxing elsewhere, bookplate on front pastedown, 
otherwise a very good copy. 

 

Second, enlarged edition (after the first of 1790) of the author’s collected poems and 
prose-works. Humphreys, who served as Washington’s secretary and as minister resident 
at the court of Lisbon, supported an equally active literary career, and was among the 
co-authors of The Anarchiad. 
SABIN 33809. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 6520. STODDARD & WHITESELL 754. WEGELIN 
224(ref).   $225.



235. Huxley, Aldous: THE DEFEAT OF YOUTH AND OTHER POEMS. [Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1918]. Decorated wrappers, paper label. Spine worn and a bit frayed, label 
darkened, otherwise a good copy with the bookplate of multiple Pulitzer winner Paul Horgan. 

 

First edition of Huxley’s second substantial collection. While Eschelbach & Shober recorded 
the edition consisted of 250 copies, it is now reported by Bromer & Stuble to have 
consisted of 750 copies, a number which is far more consistent with the frequency with 
which this title turns up. 
BROMER A3. E &S 19.   $150.

236. Huxley, Aldous: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed, to L. P. Jacks]. Mount Royal, 
Marble Arch, London. 14 October 1936. Two pages, ca. 175 words, in ink, on recto and 
verso of quarto sheet of letterhead. Horizontal fold for mailing, otherwise about fine. 
Folding cloth slipcase. 

 

A fine letter from Huxley to Lawrence Pearsall Jacks (1860 - 1955), British Unitarian 
Minister, professor of Philosophy and Theology at Manchester College, and progressive 
advocate of social justice and revision of military policy. Huxley apologizes for a possible 
oversight in their correspondence, attempts to arrange a meeting (in part to introduce 
him to Gerald Heard “who, as you doubtless know, is an indefatigable worker in the 
cause of peace and would very much like to have the opportunity of talking with you ...”), 
and continues: “I read the Alexander Hamilton article with very great interest. What an 
instructive parallel it is! And how did Wilson manage to miss the significance of it? Have 
you yet read Russell’s new book, ‘Which Way to Peace’? It is a most admirably lucid 
argument leading by remorseless logic to the complete pacifist position.” Signed “Yours 
sincerely Aldous Huxley.”   $600.

237. [I.W.W.]: McDermut, W.E. [stenographer]: PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST CONVENTION 
OF THE INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD FOUNDED AT CHICAGO, JUNE 27 
- JULY 8, 1905. New York: Labor News Company, [nd. but likely post 1905]. xii,[4],616pp. 
Mid 20th century gilt red cloth. Prelims bound out of order (title and half-title following 
indices and prefatory notes), cloth lightly smudged, else very good. 

 

An unspecified printing of the first edition, a slightly later status suggested by the usual 
signs of type wear. “The birth of the I.W.W. ... It united the revolutionary labor elements 
which were dissatisfied with the growing conservatism of the A.F. of L.” - Adams. McDermut’s 
transcript was edited for publication by William Trautmann. 
Adams, RADICAL LITERATURE IN AMERICA, p.60.   $150.

238. Irving, Washington: [Autograph Letter, Signed, to George Pope Morris]. [Np]. 5 
February 1834. Two pages, in ink, on recto and verso of octavo lettersheet. Old folds 
from mailing, otherwise very good. 

 

An excellent letter to [“Col.”] George Pope Morris, sending thanks for “. . . the volume[s?] 
of your delightful miscellany which you have had the kindness to send me ... and ... to 
express the deep sense I entertain of the repeated ... esteem and good will which you 
have manifested toward me for years past. These derive particular value in my eyes from 
that character for intelligence and worth which you have so honorably cast [?] for yourself 
in the community....” Morris (1802-1864) was cofounder (and eventually sole proprietor) 
of the New-York Mirror And Ladies’ Literary Gazette, a periodical which afforded an 
important medium for the works of the early Knickerbocker school of writers.   $1400.

239. Irving, Washington: THE SKETCH-BOOK OF GEOFFREY CRAYON, ESQ. New York 
& London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1895. Two volumes. Large octavo. Publisher’s faun calf, 
decorated in gilt, gilt labels, t.e.g. Plates, pictorial margin embellishments. Two bookplates 
in each volume, light rubbing at tips and shelf edges, three small ink spots on one spine, 
offset from tissue guards to facing text-leaves, but a very good set. 

 



The “Westminster Edition,” limited to 175 numbered copies in this large-paper format, with 
the illustrations in proof state on Japan tissue. The illustrators include Arthur Rackham 
(four plates), Darley, Barraud, et al, as well as plates from photographs. The deluxe issue 
of the configuration published in more modest format as the “Van Tassel Edition.”   
 $450.

240. [Johnson, Samuel]: GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE LIFE AND TIMES OF 
SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D. London: John Murray, 1837. Not paginated. 24 plates and 
facsimiles, with accompanying leaves of descriptive text. Large octavo. Decently bound 
in olive green cloth, lettered and ruled in gilt, t.e.g., some occasional foxing, offsetting 
from occasional once laid-in relevant clippings (now preserved separately), bookplate of 
a noted collector. A good copy. 

 

First edition. A collection of portraits, views and manuscript facsimiles, each with unsigned 
explanatory text.   $175.

241. Joyce, James: POMES PENYEACH. Paris: Shakespeare and Company, 1927. 16mo. 
Printed pale green boards. Errata slip. Boards sunned, minor wear to backstrip (but no 
cracking); a very good copy. 

 

First edition, trade issue. There were also thirteen copies on handmade paper. The 
still common suggestion that the printer, Herbert Clarke, was, in fact, Harry Crosby, is 
demonstrably false. Clarke was already active as a Paris-based printer of English language 
texts while Crosby was still in knickers (or less). 
SLOCUM & CAHOON A24.   $750.

242. [Joyce, James; Ernest Hemingway; Gertrude Stein, et al]: Ford, Ford Madox [ed]: 
THE TRANSATLANTIC REVIEW. Paris, London & New York: Transatlantic Review Co., 
April 1924. I:4. Large octavo. Printed wrappers. Usual tanning to text stock, some light 
smudges to upper wrapper and spine, a few tiny nicks and closed tears at the extremities 
of the extended overlap wrapper edges, but a quite nice copy, unopened, very good or 
better, and substantially above the norm. 

 

A watershed number of Ford’s distinguished expatriate journal, edited and printed in 
Paris, and distributed in France, London (by Duckworth) and New York (by Seltzer). This 
copy is in the less common wrapper for French distribution. Contributors to this issue 
include Joyce (the first publication of a fragment from, and the source for the operative 
designation as, “Work in Progress”), Hemingway (untitled, but “Indian Camp”), Coppard, 
Stein (installment I of “The Making of Americans”), Barnes, Ford, Tzara, Crevel, et al. 
SLOCUM & CAHOON C62. HANNEMAN C155. WILSON C36   $250.

243. Justice, Donald: NIGHT LIGHT. Middletown: Wesleyan, [1967]. Cloth. First edition, 
clothbound issue. Signed and dated by the author in the year of publication. Fine in dust 
jacket with minor rubbing at tips.   $150.

244. Justice, Donald: DEPARTURES. [Lisbon] & Iowa City: Penumbra Press / Stone Wall 
Press, [1973]. Cloth. Spine a trace sunned, otherwise near fine, without the errata slip. 

 

First edition. One of 175 numbered copies printed in Emerson types on Fabriano handmade 
paper, and signed by the author.   $175.

245. [Kabbala]: Kleuker, Johann F.: UEBER DIE NATUR UND DEN URSPRUNG DER 
EMANATIONSLEHRE BEI DEN KABBALISTEN.  ODER BEANTWORTUNG DER VON DER 
HOCHFÜRSTLICHEN GESELLSCHAFT DER ALTERTHÜMER IN CASSEL AUFGEGEBENEN 
PREISFRAGE: OB DIE LEHRE DER KABBALISTEN VON DER EMANATION ALLER 
DINGE AUS GOTTES EIGENEM WESEN, AUS DER GRIECHISCHEN PHILOSOPHIE 
ENTSTANDEN SEY ODER NICHT? Riga: Johann Friedrich Hartknoch, 1786. 88pp. Octavo. 
19th century boards. Scattered light foxing, a few pencil annotations and underscores, 



ink ownership signatures on endsheets, boards rubbed but sound. 
 

First edition of this early treatise by the Lutheran minister and professor of theology at the 
Christian-Albrechts-University in Kiel, in which he “argues the case for a decisive Persian 
influence on the kabbalistic doctrine of emanation” - Jewish Virtual Library. 
OCLC: 20363454.   $400.

246. Kafka, Franz: AMERICA. London: George Routledge & Sons, [1938]. Plum cloth, 
lettered in gilt. First UK edition of the Edwin and Willa Muir translation. Spine and top 
edge a trace darkened, otherwise a very good copy, in tanned dust jacket with some old 
internally mended tears and externally mended snagged chips at the bottom edge of the 
rear panel. 
MELLOWN D32.   $750.

247. [Kahnweiler, D.-H.]: Hugues, Jean [compiler]: 50 ANS D’ÉDITION DE D.-H. KAHNWEILER. 
[Paris]: Galerie Louise Leiris, [1959]. Small, oblong octavo. Printed wrapper. Tipped-in 
plates (including color). Minor soiling to wrapper, internally fine. 

 

First edition. A major retrospective of Kahnweiler’s superb publications, with accompanying 
bibliographic details for 36 of the early century’s most significant livres d’artiste.   $75.

First Draft Manuscript Donated for the Cause of the Spanish Loyalists
 

248. Kantor, MacKinlay: [Heavily Revised First Draft Typescript, with Accompaniments, 
of:] THE VOICE OF BUGLE ANN. Westfield, NJ; Sarasota, FL; New York, and elsewhere. 
1934 - 1938. Sixty-one leaves, plus cover-leaf, quarto, heavily worked over in ink, colored 
pencil and pencil. On various paper stocks, some leaves with other typescript fragments 
on versos, also corrected, from other work by Kantor. Some leaves on cheap paper tanned 
and with modest chipping at edges; generally good to very good or better. Enclosed in a 
custom binder and slipcase; with associated material outlined below. 

 

The original working first draft typescript of one of Kantor’s most popular early works, 
donated by him after its publication to an auction held by the League of American Writers 
in 1938 to raise funds for the Spanish Loyalist cause. To further that end, present here 
is a 4 page typescript, signed at the end, of an essay Kantor wrote for the occasion, 
detailing the history of the manuscript and identifying it as the first draft. He additionally 
signed the concluding page of the main typescript and the cover leaf. Also present is a 
t.l.s. from booksellers Retz & Storm to the collector for whom they acted as agents in the 
acquisition of the typescript at the sale, their original invoice, and the retained carbons of 
several of the collector’s letters to them about the sale and other matters. Finally, the lot 
also includes a t.l.s. from Kantor, Sarasota, 23 April 1938, to the collector, Benjamin D. 
Hitz, responding to his letter about his acquisition, reading in part: “I am glad that you have 
the manuscript ... and that you got it without mortgaging your future, although the Spanish 
Loyalists do need all the support they can get, and more too. You know, I feel rather as if 
I had had to give away a well-loved dog - to strangers, sight unseen - and had suddenly 
become possessed of the knowledge that the dog had a good home and green fields to 
run in....” Kantor’s novella was published, both in periodical and in book form, in 1935, 
and in 1936 a film adaptation by Samuel Hoffenstein and Harvey Gates, starring Lionel 
Barrymore, Maureen O’Sullivan and Dudley Digges, enjoyed some popularity.         $1850.

249. Kaprow, Alan: [Performance Broadside for:] GRAFT (AN ACTIVITY BY ALLAN 
KAPROW) .... [Kent, OH]: Kent State University, January 20 [1970]. Folio broadside (53 x 
40.5 cm; 21 x 16”). Printed on recto only, with design and text in gray and black. Folded to 
quarters, with some modest tanning along the center horizontal fold, otherwise about fine. 

 

A broadside inviting participants to engage in Kaprow’s Graft, an ‘activity’ planned as 
part of the Kent State Creative Arts Festival, alongside presentations and projects by 
five other artists, including Robert Smithson. The broadside incorporates text (“hothouse 
greenery [/] fixed to bare January branches...) and a bold graphic. The ‘activity’ involved 



the decoration of trees on the campus with US currency. Kaprow revisited the ‘activity’ in 
2007.   $850.

250. Karsh, Yousuf: [Original Gelatin Silver 
Print Portrait Photograph of Two Zulu 
Warriors]. [Np: The Photographer, ca. 1963]. 
Original glossy double-weight gelatin silver 
print from negative, 14 x 11” (inclusive of 
margins, actual image 11 1/2 x 10 1/2). 
Numbered in pencil on verso, and with “Karsh, 
Ottawa” credit label and agency label of Rapho 
Guillumette. About fine. 
 

An original print of one of the sequence of 
superb photographs taken by Yousuf Karsh 
on location in South Africa during the filming 
of the 1964 Diamond Films production, Zulu, 
directed by Cy Endfield. Karsh’s invitation 
to join the production and photograph the 
cast and locale resulted in a sequence of 
photographs of a very high order. The present 
image is a strong half-length portrait of two 
Zulu warriors in tribal dress, including a visible 
shield, spear and two staffs, against the 
background of the foothills of the Drakensberg 
mountains. The image is identified in pencil 

on the verso as “No. 117” in the series. Although this project is not as widely known as 
Karsh’s formal portraiture, examples of the resulting images have featured prominently 
in both museum and print retrospectives of his career.   $900.

251. Kent, Rockwell: [Two Typed Letters, Signed, an Autograph Letter, Signed, and 
Associated Manuscript and Printed Items]. Ausable Forks, NY. 31 July 1933 through 
30 November 1935. Three pages, on three quarto sheets of Kent’s letterhead, signed 
variously, “R.K.”, “Rockwell” and” Rockwell Kent.” Folded for mailing, generally very good, 
with envelopes. 

 

Kent writes to Hazel Kapstein (later Harwell), assistant to publisher Thorne Donnelley of 
Reuben R. Donnelly Corp. and the Lakeside Press, publisher in 1930 of Kent’s illustrated 
edition of Moby Dick, asking her to return a book Kent left when he last visited Donnelley’s 
house; anticipating her wedding which was apparently to be held at the Kents’ home; 
writing concerning a mutual friend in the hospital; explaining “Some days ago a box of 
books arrived from the Lakeside Press. I inscribed them all ... but, unfortunately, didn’t 
think of little pictures for your and Thorne’s copies. If I had them here now I’d repair the 
oversight ... I had completely forgotten about the bookplate ... I’ll try to do it very soon ...”; 
asking after some business details and requesting names and addresses for a mailing, 
and sending thanks for “... getting so exhilarated that you could make our dinner last as 
long as possible without missing the train, for being even more charming than efficient, for 
promising to be married from our house, and for having done every grand and little service 
that came within your long reach to make our visit to Chicago care free....” Together with 
a typed letter signed, one page, on her husband’s printed “tree” woodcut letterhead, from 
Frances Kent, also to Hazel Kapstein, reiterating her husband’s request for assistance in 
having his book returned and sending personal greetings, and a typed, one-page post-
script signed “Dickie” from Kent’s son. Also included in the lot are the following ephemeral 
items: [a] Kent’s printed mailing label featuring his “tree” woodcut design and printed return 
address, with Hazel Kapstein’s address typed in the mailing panel; bearing the ink stamp 
of receipt, as above; mounted to another sheet (presumably the remains of the mailing 
envelope; neatly trimmed); [b] a large blue printed mailing label featuring a landscape by 
Kent and incorporating his return address and the heading “Rockwellkentiana”, with Hazel 



Harwell’s information typed in the address field and a postmark; on a portion of a large 
blue envelope covered in stamps and postmarks and a printed label (featuring an angel 
winking) which reads: “Postmaster: This package may be opened for inspection”; [c] a 
printed booklabel, mailing label or announcement card, bearing the printed return address 
of R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co., The Lakeside Press, bordered by what appears to be a silver 
and black image by Kent of a chieftain or warrior leaning on a staff or masthead beneath 
a starlit sky; [d] one of Kent’s bookplates, designed for Frank H. Whitmore, featuring a 
three-masted ship on the open sea, enclosed in a circle, with Kent’s initials in the lower 
left-hand side of the image; and [e] an unused copy of a return reservation postcard 
addressed to Mr. Kittredge at The Lakeside Press, for a publicity event, indicating a reply 
to “your invitation to dinner and to meet Mr. Rockwell Kent on Friday evening, December 
fifth. Please reserve a place for me.” With the signature and date lines left blank.   
 $1500.

“ ... photography isn’t, can’t be, and shouldn’t be art ... “
 

252. Kent, Rockwell: [Typed Letter, Signed, Concerning Photography]. Ausable Forks, 
NY. 7 December 1939. One page, quarto, on personal letterhead. Fine. 

 

To Ralph D. Hartman, Cleveland. Kent apologizes for his delay in correspondence, and 
obliges his request to have some books signed. He writes further: “I am glad my letter to 
Tom Maloney [editor of the then recently founded U.S. CAMERA - Kent contributed to its 
inaugural issue] amused you. I did not amuse him, for my contention is that photography 
isn’t, can’t be, and shouldn’t be art, that its’ value lies not in being art and that when it 
stops being straight documental recording and tries to be art it becomes simply neither.  
Thank God that Brady of the Civil War period did not think he was an artist.”  Signed 
“Faithfully yours, Rockwell Kent.” Although clearly on the losing side of the argument, 
Kent was himself a prolific documentary photographer, accumulating a substantial archive 
of photographs, particularly in the context of his travels and the recording of raw material 
for his own art work.   $375.

253. [Kent, Rockwell]: THE JEWEL  A ROMANCE OF FAIRYLAND. [Portland, ME: The 
Baxter Society, 1990]. Two volumes. Large octavo. Cloth and boards, and gilt lettered 
wrapper over stiff wrapper. Illustrations, facsimiles and plates. Fine in slipcase. 

 

First public edition of this private calligraphic “book” presented by Kent to Hildegarde 
Hirsch in 1917. The accompanying volume of commentary includes a Preface by Sally 
Kent Gorton and a detailed essay on the text and its history by Eliot Stanley. From a total 
edition of five hundred copies printed at the Stinehour Press, this is one of four hundred 
unsigned copies, and is as well in this case, unnumbered.   $175.

254. [Kipling, Rudyard]: THE COURTING OF DINAH SHADD  A CONTRIBUTION TO A 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WRITINGS OF RUDYARD KIPLING [wrapper title]. [Jamaica, 
NY: The Marion Press, 1898]. Small octavo. Printed wrappers. Tiny nick at crown of lower 
wrapper joint, trivial use at overlap edges, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. Copy #93 of 120 copies printed on behalf of Paul Lemperley for subscribers, 
this copy being designated in an early hand in light blue pencil for Kipling himself. Collects 
the documents pertaining to Kipling’s disagreement with Harper & Bros. over the story, 
including the collective letter signed by Hardy, Besant and Black. From the Nelson Doubleday 
collection sale, and surprisingly uncommon in this decent condition. 
STEWART 706. RICHARDS B22. LIVINGSTON 58.   $250.

255. Kipling, Rudyard: PUCK OF POOK’S HILL. New York: Doubleday, Page & Company, 
1906. Green cloth, lettered in gilt, stamped in black, t.e.g. Frontis and three plates, in color, 
by Arthur Rackham. Spine ends and bottom fore-tips a bit bumped and rubbed, endsheet 
gutters a bit darkened, faint offset to front free endsheet, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First U.S. edition, and the first with the Rackham illustrations. 
STEWART 307. RICHARDS A206.   $250.



256. Kipling, Rudyard: SOUTH AFRICA  A POEM. 
[Garden City, NY]: Doubleday, Page and Company, 
1906. 8 leaves. Small octavo. Gray wrappers, printed 
in black. Upper fore-corner of upper wrapper creased, 
pencil note (see below), otherwise near fine. 
 

First edition in book form, one of less than thirty copies 
printed to secure copyright in the US. Kipling’s poem in 
opposition to the terms of the grant of self-governance to 
the Union of South Africa first appeared in The Standard 
on 27 July 1906, and A. P. Watt arranged with Doubleday 
for its publication in this format to secure copyright in 
the US. Kipling never collected the poem, although 
an earlier, different poem wore the same title. From 
the Nelson Doubleday collection sale, noted in pencil 
on the upper wrapper ‘Published July 1906’. Scarce - 
Richards locates 8 copies in institutions. 
RICHARDS A204. STEWART 305. LIVINGSTON 
304.   $850.

257. Kipling, Rudyard: THE NEW ARMY IN TRAINING 
[wrapper title]. London: Macmillan & Co., 1915. Printed 

wrappers. First British edition, preceded by the U.S. copyright printings of the constituent 
articles. Small paperclip offset to top edge of front wrapper, otherwise fine. 
RICHARDS A276. STEWART 383.   $75.

258. Kipling, Rudyard: A NATIVITY. Garden City: Doubleday, 1917. Cream wrappers, 
printed in green, bound up by the French Bindery in full forest green crushed morocco, 
raised bands, gilt and blind-ruled side panels, gilt inner dentelles, with title in gilt above 
an inset red morocco rose with blindstamped leaves and gilt edges within the upper panel. 
Internally fine, but the morocco binding is spine faded and the upper joint is cracked 
toward the crown, but sound. 

 

First edition in book form of this Christmas poem, printed for copyright purposes in an 
edition of 84 copies. From the Nelson Doubleday collection, with his bookplate on the 
front pastedown. 
RICHARDS A292. STEWART 454.   $400.

One of Twenty Copies
 

259. Kipling, Rudyard: THE FEET OF THE YOUNG MEN. Garden City: Doubleday, Page & 
Co., 1920. Large octavo. Full medium brown crushed levant, raised bands, gilt extra, gilt 
doublures and silk moiré endsheets, a.e.g. (unsigned but perhaps by Bennett). Illustrated 
with photographs by Lewis R. Freeman. A fine copy. 

 

First separate illustrated edition. Copy #5 of twenty copies with the limitation statement 
amended by Kipling, and signed by him, with the denotation in another hand reserving 
these copies “for Mr. Lewis Freeman,” the photographer. The ordinary edition consisted 
of 377 signed copies. The publisher retained the twenty copies for distribution to different 
parties according to Freeman’s wishes. Freeman enjoyed a distinguished career as explorer, 
journalist and war correspondent, and his photographs accompanying Kipling’s poems 
cover a wide range of his travels and interests. From the Nelson Doubleday collection sale. 
RICHARDS A329n. STEWART 291.   $1250.

One of Ten Copies
 

260. Kipling, Rudyard: ‘PROOFS OF HOLY WRIT.’ Garden City: Doubleday, Doran & Co., 
1942. Cloth backed marbled boards, t.e.g. Endsheets discolored from the binding glue 
utilized, a few foxmarks at fore-edge, else near fine. 

 



Second separate American printing, following the 1934 U.S. copyright printing, and the 
text’s inclusion in the Sussex edition and the Burwash edition. This is one of only ten 
copies privately printed on handmade paper for presentation by the publisher. Kipling’s 
text is preceded by a prefatory letter, “My dear Mr. President:,” outlining the background 
of the text, by Alexander Woolcott, signed in type, noting “Nelson Doubleday has now put 
it into type for one of the many idle hours which must hang heavy on your hands these 
days.” If the dedication to “Mr. President” suggests that this highly limited edition was 
undertaken, in part, for presentation to FDR, the notion of FDR having “many idle hours” 
must be described as ironic. While not the first appearance of the text in book form, it is 
much less common than the copyright printing (75 copies), and as a production of Kipling’s 
authorized U.S. publisher, it must enjoy some bibliographic merit. Not in Stewart. From 
the Nelson Doubleday collection sale. 
RICHARDS A419n.   $850.

261. Kirstein, Lincoln: ELIE NADELMAN. New York: The Eakins Press, [1973]. 358,[1]pp. 
Large quarto. Cloth. Plates and photographs. Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise 
about fine in dust jacket with light use at crown of spine, without slipcase. 

 

First edition, trade issue. One of 3000 copies (of 3075), printed at the Stamperia Valdonega. 
Includes a draft catalogue raisonné, a bibliography, and contemporary notices by Gide, 
Stein, McBride, et al.   $75.

262. [Knopf, Alfred A.]: ALFRED A KNOPF AT 60. New York: Privately Printed, 1952. 
Small octavo. Gilt decorated cloth-backed boards. Portrait. Fine in very good slipcase 
with some tanning at extremities. 

 

First edition. One of 250 copies for presentation, printed at the Plimpton Press after a design 
by Dwiggins. Van Vechten, Mencken, Hersey, Dwiggins, and Huebsch contribute.   $45.

263. LaFarge, Paul: THE FACTS OF WINTER [by] PAUL POISSEL  TRANSLATED AND 
WITH AN AFTERWORD BY PAUL LAFARGE. [San Francisco: McSweeney’s Books, 2005]. 
Cloth-backed pictorial boards with printed vertical bellyband. Illustrated by Kakyoung 
Lee. Trace of minor rubbing at spine ends, otherwise fine, without dust jacket, as issued. 

 

First edition of LaFarge’s third book, presented as a record of dreams by Parisians in the 
winter of 1881, collected and published by the fictitious character, Paul Poissel. Inscribed 
by the author to a fellow writer in the year following publication, signed “Paul.”   $75.

264. [Lang, Andrew]: Green, Roger Lancelyn: ANDREW LANG  A CRITICAL BIOGRAPHY 
WITH A SHORT-TITLE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WORKS OF  .... Leicester, UK: Edmund 
Ward, [1946]. Gilt cloth. Frontispiece.  About fine, in a near fine dust jacket with a couple 
minor closed tears at the top edge. 

 

First edition. An early work by Green, published in the same year as his collection of 
poetry, The Lost July And Other Poems. 
NCBEL III:1444.   $65.

265. Larsson, Stieg: THE GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2009. Thick octavo. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Advance reading copy from uncorrected page 
proofs of the first US edition of Reg Keeland’s translation. Some curling to early fore-
corners, otherwise very good or better.   $100.

266. Lawrence, D. H.: REFLECTIONS ON THE DEATH OF A PORCUPINE. Philadelphia: 
The Centaur Press, [1925]. Canvas backed decorated boards. Fine, partially unopened, 
but without slipcase. 

 

First edition, U.S. issue. Copy #56 of 925 copies bearing the US imprint. 
ROBERTS A32.   $200.



267. Lawrence, D. H.: FIRE AND OTHER POEMS. [San Francisco]: Printed at the Grabhorn 
Press for the Book Club of California, 1930. Full linen, gilt spine label. Usual tanning to 
endsheets, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition thus, with a Foreword by Robinson Jeffers and a note on the poems by 
Frieda Lawrence. One of 300 copies printed on handmade paper at the Grabhorn Press. 
ROBERTS A80. BLOOMFIELD Bi5. GRABHORN 336.   $250.

268. [Lawrence, D. H.]: Lawrence, Ada, and G. Stuart Gelder: YOUNG LORENZO  EARLY 
LIFE OF D. H. LAWRENCE CONTAINING HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED LETTERS, ARTICLES 
AND REPRODUCTIONS OF PICTURES. Florence: G. Orioli, [1931]. Square octavo. 
Decorated parchment over boards. Frontis and plates. Parchment a bit tanned at edges, 
narrow splits to parchment at crown and toe of upper joint and along the top edge of the 
lower board, still a sound copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of 740 copies printed (700 for sale), published as Lungarno Series #8.  
As quite often, this copy is not numbered, but it bears Ada Lawrence’s gift inscription on 
the free endsheet: “To George From Ada Jan 1932”. In addition to being the coauthor, Ada 
was DHL’s sister. One pauses for a moment on the rare occasion when one encounters 
a copy of this title which actually saw circulation on or around publication, as opposed to 
having been part of the persistent remainder. 
ROBERTS B34a.   $300.

269. Le Carré, John: THE CLANDESTINE MUSE  THE G. HARRY POUDER MEMORIAL 
LECTURE DELIVERED AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY IN MAY THE 20TH 1986. 
Portland, OR: Charles Seluzicki Fine Books, [1986]. Narrow octavo. Unlettered marbled 
stiff wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition in book form. One of a total edition of 260 copies, printed at the Janus Press 
on Arches text, all signed by the author. The marbled paper was made in Santa Fe by 
Pam Smith. The title-page is partially printed in blind.   $250.

270. Le Carré, John: NERVOUS TIMES  AN ADDRESS GIVEN AT THE SAVOY HOTEL 
AT THE ANNUAL DINNER OF THE ANGLO-ISRAEL ASSOCIATION ON 10 NOVEMBER 
1997. London: The Anglo-Israel Association, 1998. Small octavo. Half morocco and marbled 
boards. Portrait. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 250 numbered copies printed on Fabriano and Parilux papers by 
Smith Settle of Otley, signed by the author.   $200.

271. Le Gallienne, Richard: [Four Autograph Letters, Signed]. Lake Hill, NY. One dated 
‘Saturday,’ the others 13 June through 4 Sept. 1921. Twelve pages, densely written in ink, 
on four folded quarto lettersheets. Professionally silked, otherwise very good. 

 

To editor Periton Maxwell, at the time evidently associated with Leslie’s Magazine, two 
signed in full, two signed simply “Richard,” relating to publishing and personal matters 
and forwarding manuscript submissions (not present). A sampling of the correspondence 
reads as follows: “Thank you for the copies of Judge, which reached me this morning ... 
I hope, by the way, that in sending you the stories enclosed herein [not present] (The 
Girl With the Brown-Paper Parcel & The Soul of the Apple) that you will not feel that I am 
snowing you under with MS. I am sending them because of a prospectus from Leslie’s 
which I rec’d a short time ago ....’’; “You will have seen the recent statement of a school-
master that the boy’s mind is a ‘pig-sty,’ only to be kept in order by severe discipline in 
Latin & Greek. The enclosed lines are by way of rebuttal on behalf of the school-boy ....’’; 
and “Here I am once more wallowing innocently with the bears -- & this is just a line to 
thank you for the friendly way you helped me, during my little emergency ... I know you’ll 
be glad to hear that I am to get my hundred a week from Block, had no difficulty at all 
about it ....’’ Accompanied by a copy of the uncommon pamphlet, An Open Letter From 
Richard Le Gallienne To Laurence J. Gomme Relating To The Little Book-Shop Around 



The Corner (New York, 1915, printed at the Village Press). The pamphlet has also been 
silked, over some earlier pencil annotations on the title-panel (Cary 111).             $850.

272. [Lea, Tom]: Hjerter, Kathleen G.: THE ART OF TOM LEA. College Station: Texas 
A&M University, [1989]. Oblong small quarto. Full gilt publisher’s leather. Heavily illustrated 
throughout with plates in color and b&w. Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine in 
matching leather slipcase with small label residue in corner of one panel. 

 

First edition, deluxe limited issue. Introduction by William Weber Johnson. One of 150 
numbered copies, specially bound, signed by Lea, Hjerter and Johnson, accompanied by a 
separate offset print commissioned for the edition, signed by Lea in ink in the margin. The 
best retrospective of Lea’s career as artist, including ample representation of his standout 
work as war correspondent artist for Life during WWII, some surprising and interesting 
early student work (Tom Lea as Vorticist?), his exemplary work as a muralist in the 1930s, 
and, of course, his trademark later work as painter, portrait artist and illustrator.   $850.

273. Leslie, Charles: A LETTER FROM THE REVEREND MR. CHARLES LESLIE, 
CONCERNING THE NEW SEPARATION. London: Printed for J. Morphew, 1719. [2],39[1]
pp. Octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume. Light dusting and foxing, one corner 
trimmed askew, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition. Leslie, the Irish-born Anglican non-juror, was at the time of this pamphlet 
in self-imposed exile in Italy. An early hand has filled in the recipient’s name in the drop 
title on page 1. ESTC locates three copies in North America. 
ESTC T37948.   $175.

274. [Leslie, Charles]: [Laurence, Roger]: MR. LESLIE’S DEFENCE FROM SOME 
ERRONEOUS AND DANGEROUS PRINCIPLES, ADVANC’D IN A LETTER, SAID TO 
HAVE BEEN WRITTEN BY HIM CONCERNING THE NEW SEPARATION. “By a Known 
Friend of Mr. Leslie.” London: Printed for John Morphew, 1719. [8],63,[1]pp. Octavo. 
Extracted from a nonce pamphlet volume. Faint foxing, otherwise a very good copy, with 
the half-title. 

 

First edition of this early tract by the future non-juring Bishop, a contribution to the defense 
of the Irish-born Charles Leslie, then in self-imposed exile in Italy. ESTC locates a single 
copy in North America 
ESTC T41549.   $150.

275. Lethem, Jonathan: GIRL IN A LANDSCAPE. New York: Doubleday, [1998]. Boards. 
First edition. Expansively inscribed by the author to two friends (“... my crypto-western 
...”). Edges faintly dust marked, otherwise about fine in dust jacket.   $100.

276. Lethem, Jonathan: MOTHERLESS BROOKLYN. New York: Doubleday, [1999]. Boards. 
First edition (the state without the dedication). Expansively inscribed by the author (“...
with love and admiration...”) across the title. Edges lightly dust marked, spine very lightly 
cocked, otherwise near fine in dust jacket. Winner of the 1999 National Book Critics Circle 
Award.   $100.

277. Lethem, Jonathan: THE FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE. New York: Doubleday, [2003]. 
Cloth and boards. First edition. Expansively inscribed by the author to two friends (“... 
with gratitude and love ...”). Edges faintly dust marked, otherwise about fine in lightly 
edgeworn dust jacket.   $85.

278. [Lewis, Sinclair]: Kastor, Robert: [Original Pen and Ink Portrait, Inscribed and 
Signed by the Subject]. New York. 15 October 1925. Approximately 11 x 9 inches (ca 
275 x 225mm). Matted, framed and glazed. Tiny tear in extreme left margin, but fresh and 
bright (not examined out the frame). 

 



One of a sequence of accomplished ink portraits of 
distinguished writers, artists, scientists and thinkers 
prepared by the German-born, Swiss-resident artist 
(d. ca. 1937). Inscribed and signed by Lewis: “To: 
M. Kastor, in Paris, from an American who has 
known the gray [sic] & dreaming beauty of Paris 
streets & will forever return to them. Sinclair Lewis. 
New York, Oct. 15, 1925.” Lewis’s inscription dates 
from the year of Arrowsmith’s publication. The 
collection of 194 portraits of scientists by Kastor, 
many drawn from life, is at the Library of Congress. 
In the 1890s, a portfolio of engravings after his 
portraits of members of the French Academy was 
published.   $2250.

279. Lewis, Wyndham: FILIBUSTERS IN BARBARY. 
New York: National Travel Club, 1932. Gilt black 
cloth. Photographs. Spine a trace sunned through 
jacket, a bit of foxing offset from frontispiece and 
plates, but a very good copy in bright, fresh pictorial 
jacket marred by a 15 x 5mm. chip at crown of spine 
and shallow loss across the crown (not touching 

letterpress), and a bit of sunning to the spine panel. 
 

First American edition (1000 copies printed). This printing precedes the trade printing 
for McBride. 
MORROW & LAFOURCADE A16b.   $150.

280. [Lewis, Wyndham]: Morrow, Bradford, and Bernard Lafourcade [comp]: A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF THE WRITINGS OF WYNDHAM LEWIS ... WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HUGH 
KENNER [with:] CROSSING THE FRONTIER. By Wyndham Lewis. Santa Barbara: Black 
Sparrow Press, 1978. Two volumes. Cloth and decorated boards. Plates. Fine in slightly 
dust smudged slipcase. 

 

First edition, lettered limited issue. One of 26 lettered sets, differently bound for private 
distribution, from a total of 236 sets specially bound, and signed by the compilers and 
Kenner.   $150.

281. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by 
Liberator Publishing Co, July 1921. IV:7 (Whole 
number 40). Quarto. Superb pictorial wrapper by 
Gropper. Uniform tanning to text stock, with sliver 
chips at some corners and edges, the wrapper very 
close to fine. 

 

Edited initially by Max and Crystal Eastman and 
Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, et al, 
with distinguished art and advisory editors. This 
number includes contributions by Claude McKay, 
Minor, Dehn, Cummings, Giovannitti, Gellert, Gold, 
et al. Published monthly from March 1918 through 
October 1924, Liberator was the direct successor to 
The Masses, maintained in much the same spirit, but 
with a sharpening of concerns based on refinements 
in Marxist principles and practice, most notably in 
light of developments in Russia. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.        $175.



282. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by Liberator Publishing Co, March 1924. VII:3 
(Whole number 71). Quarto. Pictorial wrapper (unsigned, but related to Teapot Dome). 
Very slight tidemark at extreme lower forecorner, a bit of tanning to wrapper edges, but 
a very good copy, with the text block supple and not tanned. 

 

Edited initially by Max Eastman and Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, et al, 
with distinguished art and advisory editors. This number includes contributions by Minor, 
Nearing, Grosz, Dell, Gold, et al. Published monthly from March 1918 through October 
1924, Liberator was the direct successor to The Masses, maintained in much the same 
spirit, but with a sharpening of concerns based on refinements in Marxist principles and 
practice, most notably in light of developments in Russia. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al, p.254.   $150.

283. Linton, Eliza Lynn: [Autograph Letter, Signed (“E: Lynn”) To “My Dearest Father” 
(likely W. S. Landor)]. Bedford Place, Russell Sq., London. “Friday” [nd]. 3pp. on folded 
octavo mourning lettersheet. Residue on rear blank panel from having been mounted, 
small spot of tanning, otherwise very good. 

 

Addressed to “My dearest Father” (quite probably Walter Savage Landor - see below) 
requesting: “Would you kindly tell Mrs. West that if she will write to ‘The Editor of Pen & 
Pencil[‘] ... she will learn all that she wants to know, whatever it may be. But I want to 
thank her on my own account for her kindness & thoughtfulness -- If you are not strong 
enough to write ... I do not object to show yr friend what liberties you allow me to take 
with you by calling you my Father, you can enclose this note ... With truest respect & love, 
ever yr. affectionate child ....” It was customary for the writer to address Walter Savage 
Landor as “My Father,” with the injection of a variety of endearments, in her letters to 
him. The Wolff catalogue describes two letters similarly addressed (4128a & 4128b). Eliza 
Lynn Linton (1822-1898); English novelist, essayist, and journalist. In 1858 she married W. 
J. Linton, the eminent wood-engraver, poet and radical Chartist. In 1867 they separated 
amicably; he went to America, and she returned to writing novels, in which she finally 
attained wide popularity. Her most successful works were The True History of Joshua 
Davidson (1872), Patricia Kemball (1874), and The Autobiography of Christopher 
Kirkland (1885). Landor wrote an enthusiastic review of her early novel, Amymone for 
The Examiner, resulting in her first contact with Richard Bentley, who would become her 
primary publisher.   $150.

Linton on Polish Freedom Fighters
 

284. Linton, William J.: [Autograph Letter, Signed, as a Postscript to an Autograph 
Letter, Signed, from His Wife, Elizabeth Lynn Linton]. 27 Leicester Sq., Bayswater 
[London]. 26 March 1863. One page, on rear panel of folded quarto lettersheet. Mrs. 
Linton’s letter occupies the preceding three panels. Glassine tape residue along fold 
from having been mounted affecting a few end letters, old folds from having been mailed, 
otherwise good to very good. 

 

An interesting letter, written collectively to a “Mrs. West,” appealing for assistance from 
English friends for support of the Garibaldians then engaged in the fight for Polish 
Independence in the January Uprising of 1863, and of the Polish people. Mrs. Linton 
writes, at the suggestion of her husband, that “The friends of Poland - including Garibaldi 
- are exceedingly anxious that there be a committee of English women for the help of the 
wounded Poles ....” Mrs. Linton, the prolific journalist and novelist, suggests that her name 
would carry little weight in the cause of fund-raising, but outlines her activities, including 
maintaining a private hospital. William Linton adds his own comments (ca. 100 words), 
asking “May I add a few words to my Wife’s application - only to say that Garibaldi does 
distinctly and formally ask help for Poland of his English friends - and help for the wounded 
especially from English Ladies. The Delegate of the Warsaw Government, now here, asks 
me to do what I can for the same purpose. So I venture to intrude upon you. Can you set 
the thing going? Can you give me, or my wife, names of any ladies to whom we might 



apply?...” Signed “W. J. Linton.” William and Eliza Lynn separated amicably and William 
left for the US in 1867, where he eventually settled near New Haven and established his 
Appledore Press. He was an active Chartist, a prolific poet, and established himself as 
one of the pre-eminent wood engravers of the latter half of the 19th century.   $150.

285. Lodge, David: CHANGING PLACES  A TALE OF TWO CAMPUSES. London: Secker 
& Warburg, [1975]. Gilt cloth boards. First edition of the uncommon first volume in the 
“Campus Trilogy.” Near fine in lightly rubbed, modestly dusty, spine-sunned dust jacket 
with shallow 1”discoloration at top edge of rear panel and a couple of minuscule nicks. 
  $250.

286. Longfellow, Henry W.: [Autograph Quotation, Signed]. [Np]. 1853. Half page, on 
folded quarto letter sheet, in ink. Folded for mailing, signs of previous mounting in corners 
of rear panel, otherwise very good. Half morocco clamshell box. 

 

A characteristic selection of four lines from “A Psalm of Life,” concluding with some of 
Longfellow’s best known lines: “And, departing, leave behind us [/] Footprints on the sands 
of Time.” Signed “Henry W. Longfellow” and dated 1853.   $1250.

287. Longfellow, Henry W.: [Autograph Quotation, Signed, and Autograph Letter, 
Signed]. Cambridge, MA. 18 February 1881. Two pages, on two leaves of plain letter 
paper. Old mailing folds, manuscript with some offset along verso at one edge and tanning 
at two margins of recto (all from having been mounted at one time), letter has a few rust 
marks in right margin, otherwise very good. 

 

The quotation consists of the last four lines from Longfellow’s poem, “A Psalm of Life,” is 
signed in full at the conclusion, dated Feb. 18, 1881, and inscribed “For Edward W. Bok,” 
presumably the then 18 year old future editor / publisher. The covering letter, is addressed 
“Dear Sir,” but the recipient inferentially was Bok’s father, as Longfellow writes: “It gives 
me much pleasure to comply with your request. I enclose the autograph you desire for 
your son, and am Yours very truly, Henry W. Longfellow.” Bok went to work for Henry 
Holt and Co. in 1882 (the year following this transaction), and eventually ascended in 
prominence as editor of the Ladies’ Home Journal.   $850.

288. Loos, Anita: [A Group of Letters, Signed, to Critic Leonard Lyons and Sylvia 
Lyons, with Retained Copy of a Typed Letter to Orville Faubus]. New York, Bermuda, 
and n.p. 1 October 1958 through 1979. Consisting of: 4 typed letters, signed, 2 autograph 
letters, signed, a typed note, signed, an autograph note, signed, and an autograph postcard, 
signed (“Anita”). Octavo and 12mo, several on Loos’s hot pink letterhead, three with original 
mailing envelopes. Some minor wear and creases from having been mailed, but very good. 

 

A sequence of friendly notes and letters from Loos to theatrical critic Leonard Lyons, and 
his wife, Sylvia Lyons, reading in part: “[30 Nov. 1959] I did not see anything offensive in 
your story about Gladys’s mamma, and I tried to explain to Gladys that the story was a 
rib at television and not at all directed toward her mamma. However, people are touchy 
these days ... The whole thing will soon blow over. It was wonderful seeing you and Sylvia 
on your wedding anniversary ...”; “[23 Jan. 1964] I’m off to Jolie Gabor’s Beauty Farm to 
recuperate from the Arthur Miller play and will call you on return ...”; “[5 Dec. 1966] I believe 
our Gladys has established some sort of a record by having two books dedicated to her 
in one season. The latest is Burt Blechman’s new novel Maybe. Its dedication reads ‘To 
Anita, Gladys and Miss Moore.’ Seeing that I dedicated my own book to her, doesn’t this 
rather mean that Mme. Gladys deKalb is a later-day ... Mme de Stael?”; “[13 Nov. 1967] 
When you offered us the honor of taking Mrs. Eban to the Plaza Hotel, Dick [Coe] and I 
were on the spot because ... [the Lowes] had told us to be waiting for Carol directly in front 
of the stage-door because she would be pulled apart by a mob of fans. As a matter of fact 
we got to the stage-door just in time to rescue her ... [W]hen we explained the incident to 
Carol, she gave us hell for not taking you to the Plaza. So we really committed two Faux 
Pas instead of one ... [O]ur Miss Moore will open on December 7th in Nutcracker with the 



New York City Ballet Company. To begin her career at nine in a Balanchine production isn’t 
too bad, is it?”; “[30 Jan. 1970] This is to ask if we may add your name to our glamorous 
Committee for a Supper-Dance to be given May 7th at the Museum ... The ... exhibit ... 
will honor the Stars of the Theatre, past, present and future. Nedda Harrigan Logan is our 
Honorary Chairwoman; Ruth Gordon and I, co-Chairwomen. It will be the first big party of 
Spring; on that night all Broadway will move to Fifth Avenue, and there will be champagne 
... You will really have no duties except to lend your name and be proud of the company 
it keeps ...” Also included is a carbon copy (unsigned) of a jesting typed letter from Loos 
to Governor Faubus of Little Rock, Arkansas, explaining the history of how an article by 
H.L. Mencken prompted her to choose “... Little Rock as the birthplace of my ignoramus 
heroine of ‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’ ... because I wanted her to come from the lowest 
possible stratum of intelligence. I thought these good old times were long past and that in 
spite of everything the Arkansans had learned to read and write and when, today on the 
front pages of all New York papers, there appeared that historic sign in which the word 
‘government’ is misspelled, I realize the good old days are still with you. I am sure this 
makes you very happy, so I send my congratulations.”    $575.

289. Lord, M. G.: FOREVER BARBIE  THE UNAUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY OF A REAL 
DOLL. New York: William Morrow and Co., [1994]. Small quarto. Cloth and boards. 
Illustrations (some in color). Fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by Lord to two literary friends, “...who will, I hope, read this with 
an open mind. With admiration and affection, MG.”   $45.

290. [Lovet-Lorski, Boris]: Erskine, John: TRIBUTE TO 
WOMAN  A STATUE BY BORIS LOVET-LORSKI  TEXT 
BY JOHN ERSKINE. [Paris: Printed by Braun & Co., 1932]. 
Folio. Loose sheets of heavy stock, laid into metallic silver 
wrapper, with remnants of black paper inner sleeve. Eight 
tipped-in photogravures (ca. 24 x 16 cm), each with a glassine 
guard. Small chips, edge tears and smudges to edges of 
blank endleaves, black portfolio flap chipped at hinge. 
Outer metallic wrapper exhibits small chips and snags at 
corners and spine ends. Good, or better, the photogravures 
in fine state, in bit scuffed later acetate wrapper with label 
residue on flap. 

 

First (limited) edition, this being copy #106 of 275 numbered 
copies, from a total of 300 copies. Inscribed on a blank 
prelim: “For Katherine With Love from Boris 1940 [?].” The 
photogravures are printed on Montval made by Caspard 
Maillol. A tribute to a specific sculpture by the artist, expanded 
to a paean to all women. A second edition was published in 
the 1960s. Boris Lovet-Lorski (Lithuanian/American 1894-
1973), was a major contributor to the American Art Deco 
style of the 1920’s. Lovet-Lorski’s work is held in the collections of the Luxembourg 
Museum, Paris; Petit Palais, Paris; Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; British Museum, London; 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; San Diego Fine Arts Society; Los Angeles Museum 
of Art; Seattle Art Museum; San Francisco Museum of Fine Arts; Boston University; and 
Columbia University.   $400.

291. [Lowell, James R.]: MELIBŒUS-HIPPONAX.  THE BIGLOW PAPERS, EDITED, 
WITH AN INTRODUCTION, NOTES, GLOSSARY, AND COPIOUS INDEX, BY HOMER 
WILBUR. Cambridge & New York: Published by George Nichols / George P. Putnam, 1848. 
Drab medium brown cloth, stamped in gilt and blind. Spine ends chipped, cloth somewhat 
faded and marked, pencil erasures from front free endsheet. A good copy. 

 



First edition, binding A (no priority). This copy exhibits the dual Cambridge and New York 
imprint on the title - one of ca. 500 copies thus. Included in the Grolier American Hundred 
“chiefly because of Lowell’s bitter criticism of the conduct of the Mexican War and opposition 
to the extension of slavery, all part of his passionate devotion to liberty and country.” 
BAL 13068. GROLIER AMERICAN HUNDRED 57.   $325.

292. Lowell, James R.: THE VISION OF SIR LAUNFAL. Cambridge: Published by George 
Nichols, 1848. Full tan crushed levant, gilt inner dentelles, silk doublures and endleaves, 
spine gilt extra, t.e.g., by the Club Bindery, original upper printed glazed paper cover 
bound in back (rather rubbed). First edition. Some foxing to binder’s blanks and prelims, 
a few minor spots, shallow chip to crown of spine, but a good copy, with the bookplate 
of D.F. Appleton. 
BAL 13069.   $225.

293. [Machine Art]: Hultén, K. G. Pontus: THE MACHINE AS SEEN AT THE END OF THE 
MECHANICAL AGE. New York & Greenwich: MOMA / NYGS, [1968]. Small quarto. Publisher’s 
embossed metal binding, printed in colors. Illustrations and photographs throughout. Faint 
rubs to lower board, edges faintly dusty, otherwise a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition. The heavily annotated catalogue for this exceptional exhibition, notable as 
well for the out of the ordinary binding designed by Anders Osterlin. Includes work by 
Calder, Duchamp, Ernst, Feininger, El Lissitzky, Man Ray, Moholy-Nagy, Picabia, Schwitters, 
Tatlin, and many others.   $85.

294. MacKaye, Percy: FENRIS THE WOLF  A TRAGEDY. New York: Macmillan Company, 
1905. Gilt medium green cloth, t.e.g., others rough trimmed. A couple small splashes of 
red ink in corner of lower board, else very good and bright. 

 

First edition. With the author’s presentation inscription on the front free endsheet: “To Louis 
& Ellen Shipman with the love of their friend and neighbor -- Percy MacKaye  Cornish  
April 1905.” Louis Evan Shipman was himself a prolific playwright.   $175.

295. MacLeish, Archibald: J. B. A PLAY IN VERSE. New York: Alfred de Liagre, Jr., [nd. 
but ca 1958-1959]. [1],67,28 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos 
only. Boltbound in flexible Hart Stenographic Bureau wrappers. Lower bolt replaced by 
later brad, extensive annotations in pencil and colored pencil (see below), very good. 

 

A theatrical script associated with the opening New York run of MacLeish’s Pulitzer Prize-
winning drama. The production was directed by Elia Kazan and produced by Alfred de 
Liagre. It ran 364 performances (11 Dec. 1958 - 24 Oct. 1959), with Raymond Massey 
and Christopher Plummer among the cast. This copy bears an ink date (“August 1959”) 
in an unknown hand on the title leaf, and there are a number of scattered annotations 
throughout the text, including prompts, stage directions, etc.   $175.

296. MacLeish, Archibald: [Original Studio Portrait Photograph, Inscribed]. [Np]. [nd. 
but likely late 1930s -1940s]. Image size (9 X 7”; 235 X 18.5 cm - self-matted to 12.5 
x 9.5”; 32 x 23.5 cm) and drymounted on stiff card. A couple of trivial nicks at edges of 
mount, faint, insignificant offset along extreme right edge from former framing, otherwise 
about fine. 

 

A formal portrait of the poet, undated and uncredited, but based on his appearance likely 
from the years of his appointment as Librarian of Congress, 1939-1944. Inscribed in brown 
ink by MacLeish across the lower right corner: “For Morris Rosenthal [?] cordially & with 
best wishes Archibald MacLeish.”   $250.

297. Macquoid, Katherine: [Autograph Letter, Signed, to Her Publisher]. Stanley Place, 
Chelsea, SW. 11 August [ca. 1870-1]. One page, in ink, on small octavo lettersheet. Residue 
of former mounting on edges of verso, mailing folds, otherwise very good. 

 



To “Dear Mr. Macmillan,” reminding him of his arrangement that “the remainder of the 
price for ‘Patty’ should be paid when the MS. was sent in,” and requesting that he send 
her “a cheque for some part of it when I leave London on Saturday.” Katharine Macquoid 
(1824-1917) was one of the most popular British writers of multi-volume novels and travel 
accounts of the 1880s and early 1890s. Macmillan published her two volume novel, Patty, 
in 1871.   $100.

298. Mails, Thomas E.: THE MYSTIC WARRIORS OF THE PLAINS. New York: Mallard 
Press, [1991]. Large, thick quarto. Gilt buckram. Heavily illustrated. Color plates. A few 
shelf marks to edges, else near fine in dust jacket. 

 

Later edition, but inscribed and signed by the author, with a characteristic ink and colored 
pencil drawing of a warrior in regalia against the setting sun.   $185.

299. Mamet, David, and Donald Sultan [illustrator]: WARM AND COLD. [New York: 
Fawbush Editions / Solo Press, 1985]. Large folio (22.5 x 18”;  57 x 46cm). Loose sheets 
and bifolia, laid into printed wrappers. Photographs and illustrations. Fine in lightly worn 
cloth clamshell case with a couple of liquid marks on upper lid.. 

 

First edition in this format. Illustrated with nine original lithographs (8 with handcoloring) 
by Sultan. In addition to twenty copies numbered in Roman, this is one of 100 numbered 
copies, signed by the author and the artist, printed on Arches by Carol Bundy, with 
the lithographs printed by various hands and handcolored by Cinda Sparling. The two 
photographs are of the collaborators’ daughters, the dedicatees of the book. Due to the 
oversize format, there will be extra costs for shipping.   $1600.

300. [Man Ray]: Janus: MAN RAY. [Milan & Paris]: Hachette / Fabbri, [1973]. Large quarto. 
Gilt cloth. 189 plates (many in color). Fine in very good, lightly shelfworn and smudged 
pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition in French, with Janus’s text translated by Claude Ciccione, and Man Ray’s 
“Préface pour un Roman Imaginaire,” as well as the bibliography, biographical notes and 
captions, translated by Alain Jouffroy. A magnificent general survey of Man Ray’s work in 
several media.   $150.

With Original Graphics by Bellmer, Man Ray, Miro, Arp, Ernst, et al.
 

301. [Man Ray, et al]: Crevel, René: FEUILLES ÉPARSES. [Paris]: Louis Broder, [1965]. 
Small quarto (24.5 x 20 cm). Loose signatures laid into printed wrappers. Illustrated with 
fourteen original etchings, lithographs, etc. Full margins. About fine, in vellum backed 
chemise and slipcase. 

 

First collective edition of these texts written by Crevel 
between 1923 and 1934. The original illustrative material 
is distinguished, and consists of a color woodcut by 
Arp; three dry-points (two by Hans Bellmer and one in 
color by Valentine Hugo); a color lithograph by Wols; 
two black & white etchings (one by Giacometti and 
one by Oscar Dominguez); and seven color etchings 
(by Camille Bryen, Max Ernst, S.W. Hayter, Wilfredo 
Lam, Man Ray, André Masson and Joan Miró). One 
of 150 numbered copies printed on Rives, signed by 
the artists on a separate bifolium, with the exceptions 
of Wols and Dominguez, whose contributions were 
posthumously published. 
MONOD 3321.                                                         $6500.



302. [Manning, Frederic]: THE MIDDLE PARTS OF FORTUNE  SOMME & ANCRE, 1916. 
[London]: The Piazza Press / Issued to Subscribers by Peter Davies, 1929. Two volumes. 
Gilt polished brown buckram, t.e.g., marbled endsheets. Some minor rubbing to the 
bindings, spines slightly cocked, otherwise a very good set in lightly rubbed cloth slipcase. 

 

First edition, unexpurgated, limited to 520 numbered sets printed on handmade paper. One 
of the most significant novels in English of the Great War, based on Manning’s service 
with the 7th Bat. King’s Shropshire Light Infantry, from the Battle of the Somme to the end 
of the war. The expurgated edition of 1930, Her Privates We, maintained the anonymity, 
and public attribution of the book’s authorship did not occur until after Manning’s death.  
“There is in these rough and foul-mouthed soldiers the stuff and the spirit of their fathers, 
with a thread of idealism, disguised even from themselves but never broken. Here indeed 
are the authentic British infantrymen. Other books cause one to be astonished that we 
won the War; this helps one to understand that we could not have lost it” - Falls. 
FALLS, p.292 (***).  $1150.

303. [Marin, John]: Reich, Sheldon: JOHN MARIN A STYLISTIC ANALYSIS AND CATALOGUE 
RAISONNÉ. Tucson, AZ: The University of Arizona Press, [1970]. Two volumes. Small 
quartos. Blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Frontis portrait. 209 illustrations in the first volume 
(a few in color). Bookplates on front pastedowns. Fine in near fine dust jackets. Lacks 
the slipcase. 

 

First edition. The catalogue raisonné occupies the second volume, and records (often 
with b&w illustrations) Marin’s oil and watercolor paintings, arranged chronologically, from 
1888 to 1953.   $300.

304. Markham, Edwin: [A Collection of Letters, Manuscripts and Printed Items]. Various 
Places. 1926 - 1935. A substantial lot, in very good to fine condition. 

 

The material is either directed to, or to the wife or associates of, community leader, 
inventor and banker John D. Overholt, of Wooster, Ohio, and consists of the following: 
[a] Five autograph letters signed, 6pp, 4to and 8vo, West New Brighton, New York, 92 
Waters Avenue, West New Brighton, New York, The Central Methodist Church, Lansing, 
Michigan, and 752 Hartshorn Street, Alliance, Ohio, 5 April 1926 to 6 February 1935, with 
4 envelopes. From Markham to his “good and generous friend,” John D. Overholt and 
his wife, agreeing [5 April 1926] after “coming back from Missouri” to “have one or more 
lecture-readings in your meridian”; sending thanks [23 April 1926] “ ... for your recent letter, 
inviting to visit you on my way home from Kansas City. . . . [I]t will be a ‘consummation 
devoutly to be wisht’.” And discussing his lecture fees (“Let me say that the matter . . . is 
left entirely in your hands.”); confirming [4 July 1932] that he has sent the “... two copies 
of New Poems” as requested and hopes to see “you two lovely souls” during a forthcoming 
visit to Toledo; writing [21Oct. 1932] “It has been a joy to meet you again -- you and 
your two radiant sons, who are blessing the world with their service. . . . We will all meet 
again ... here or in that beautiful world that awaits us in the great days ahead.”; seeking 
advice [6 Nov. 1932] “What course would I best take to satisfy the Canada company that 
Alma Newton Anderson is alive at the present time so that they will feel like paying me 
the November annuity check. It appears that she is refusing to send the company the 
usual statement that she is alive”; and [6 Feb. 1935] inquiring about Mrs. Overholt (“I am 
wondering whether she is keeping on with her little essays, some of which I read with 
keen interest. She ought to have an outlet in some magazine.”) and reporting on work 
in progress (“... I am working on my Collected Poems, which I am hoping to print next 
year. I want to see them thru the press, for I don’t wish to trust the punctuation to other 
hands. To me, a comma is as significant as a bend in the Mississippi.” Together with a 
typed letter signed, dated 24 Aug. 1933, from Anna Catherine Markham to John Overholt, 
written on behalf of her husband, who “was called away to New England leaving a stack of 
unanswered letters on his table.” [b] An autograph manuscript signed of Markham’s poem, 
“Inbrothered,” one page, oblong 8vo, dated March 1925, inscribed by the poet, “For my 
friend, John D. Overholt.” [c] An autograph manuscript signed of Markham’s poem, “The 



Place of Peace,” one page, oblong 8vo, inscribed “For dear Mrs. J.S. Overholt -- June, 
1926.” [d] An autograph manuscript signed of Markham’s poem, “Two at a Fireside,” one 
page, oblong 4to, dated 1929, inscribed by the author: “To John D. Overholt, friend and 
comrade, one who never forgets, one who is never forgotten!” [e] An autograph statement 
signed, written in pencil on brown wrapping paper, one page, oblong 8vo, “House of J.D.O. 
/ Wooster,” 3 May 1928. To “My dear Miss Richard [?]”, reading: “This concerns my little 
friend, Mildred, who was absent from school today, attending the Circus. Of course you 
and I know that a child’s one day in the Circus may teach her more than a week in the 
school. She comes into firsthand contact with the lion, the monkey and the polar bear. 
We hope you will find this sufficient explanation of Mildred’s absence. Respectfully….” 
[f] An autograph letter signed, one page, 4to, on Markham’s printed stationery, 92 Waters 
Avenue, West New Brighton, Staten Island, New York, 11 July 1928, with envelope. To 
the “Members of the Poets Garden” in Los Angeles, thanking them for flowers sent on the 
poet’s birthday: “You are all angels: hence I am not surprised that you do these angelic 
deeds … I will keep you all in mind till the last foam-flower closes over me …Your loving 
remembrances keep my heart alive and singing all this way.” [g] An unsigned autograph 
manuscript, 6pp, 4to, n.p., n.d. Written in prose on 6 leaves of plain paper, with a number 
of revisions by the author. A reminiscence of an episode in Markham’s younger days, 
beginning: “In the Far West, did I meet any free-booters, any Knights of the Road? Yes, 
yes, once long ago, I was saddling my horse, after having worked a long summer in the 
wheat fields, as a strawbuck, bucking the straw from the threshing machine ... While busy 
sinching [sic] the saddle on my horse, I was approached by a tall powerful fellow who 
had been working with me … He came up to me all smiles and friendliness.” Evidently 
incomplete. [h] An autograph manuscript signed, entitled “My First School,” 3pp, 4to, n.p., 
n.d. A reflective piece, in prose, written on the rectos of 3 leaves of plain paper, with 
Markham’s revisions in the text which commences: “In 1872 I was graduated at the State 
Normal School in San Jose, California; and was soon called to teach a school in San Luis 
Obispo County. On arriving in the neighborhood ... I found that the school house near 
by was not yet completed … I picked out an immense oak-tree and I told all the pupils 
of that school to meet me under the oak-tree on Monday morning.” [i] A black-and-white 
photograph of the poet, by White, approx. 3 1/2” X 5 1/4,” inscribed in the border beneath: 
“Your friend, Edwin Markham 1935.” And finally, [j] A group of printed items including a 
pamphlet produced for the Memorial Service held for Markham at the St. George Theatre, 
April 20, 1941; a 1924 broadside printing of “The Man with the Hoe,” signed by the poet 
and dated 1933; a mimeographed copy of the same poem, produced for “The Twenty-fifth 
Anniversary of the Publication of The Man with the Hoe,” inscribed by Markham “For my 
friend, John D. Overholt,” signed, and dated “Jan. 1926”; three different broadside printings 
of “Lincoln, The Man of the People,” one a mimeographed version (c. 1924) inscribed: 
“For my friend, John D. Overholt, in memory of happy hours together, in 1925” and with 
a line deleted by the poet, a second (printed) copy, with a typed correction in one line, 
signed by Markham and dated 1928, and a third (clean) printed version, signed “Edwin 
Markham 1933.”   $1750.

305. Marsh, Edward: [Two Autograph Letters, Signed, to Sylvia Lynd]. Treasury 
Chambers, Whitehall, and 5 Raymond Buildings, Gray’s Inn. 10 January [ny], and 15 
October 1935. 4 pages, in ink, on two octavo lettersheets with letterheads (one in blind). 
Folded for mailing, very good. 

 

Sir Edward Marsh, translator, politician and patron of poets, writes to author, Sylvia Lynd, 
on business matters: “I have given your letter to the P.M.’s P.S. for the Civil List Pensions 
... who was very encouraging, & wd like you to send him a note on Miss Mayne & her 
circumstances to 10 Downing St. ... I can hardly imagine any one who wd be a better ‘case’ 
for the Civil List ... tho’ the sums are terribly small! I have no say in the matter myself 
....” In the second letter, he writes “... I’ve just got such an unhappy letter from my great 
friend Lady Lytton, who writes in deep distress about the desire of the Book Society to 
leave out ‘Viscount Knebworth’ from the title of Lytton’s book. She says ‘It was Antony’s 
name, & his name shd be recorded: it is nothing to be ashamed of. He was ‘Antony’ to 



his & our friends, but ‘Lord K’ to the public. ... I am sure that if the Committee understood 
how much we care & feel about it they would leave it in ... My own opinion is neither here 
nor there, & no doubt there are strong reasons for the omission; but I hope you’ll agree 
I am bound to pass on what she says. -- I’m also writing to ... E. Blunden ....”   $550.

306. Marsh, Edward: [Autograph Letter, Signed]. “Brooks’s, S. James Street. SW1 as 
from The Goring Hotel, SW.1.,” 29 Sept. 1945. One page, on octavo lettersheet of Brooks’s 
letterhead. Folded for mailing, but very good. With envelope. 

 

Marsh (1872-1953), politician, translator, literary patron and sponsor of a generation of 
Great War poets, writes to “Dear Mrs. Ffolkes” (presumably the mother of theatrical figure, 
David Ffolkes, see below), sending thanks for her letter and replying: “… I had so often 
wondered what was happening to David, whom I’m very fond of -- & tho’ it’s terrible to think 
of what he must have gone through, it’s very good news that he is making a fine recovery 
& will soon be among us again. I will write to him . . . & tell him how much I shall look 
forward to seeing him ….” David Ffolkes (later Folkes; 1912-1966); Tony award-winning 
English costume and set designer. He came to the United States as a set designer with 
Maurice Evans’ Shakespeare company before World War II. When the War broke out, he 
was commissioned a lieutenant in the British Army and stationed in Singapore. He was 
captured at the fall of Singapore and spent three years in a Japanese prison camp in 
Burma, impressed into building a railroad. After being released, he returned to the United 
States. Among his last credits was the set design for You Only Live Twice.   $300.

307. Marvell, Andrew: A SHORT HISTORICAL ESSAY TOUCHING GENERAL COUNCILS, 
CREEDS, AND IMPOSITIONS IN MATTERS OF RELIGION. VERY SEASONABLE AT 
THIS TIME. London: Printed for R. Baldwin, 1687. 38,[2]pp. Quarto. Extracted from bound 
pamphlet volume. Somewhat tanned and foxed, with a few small spots to title, but a good, 
sound copy with the final blank intact. 

 

A separate printing of this essay, written partially in defense of Herbert Croft, Bishop of 
Hereford, and first published in the context of the pseudonymously published Mr. Smirke, 
Or, The Divine In Mode (1676), and then separately in 1680. 
ESTC R8697. WING M889. NCBEL I:1223.   $250.

308. Masefield, John: ON THE HILL. London: Heinemann, [1949]. Light blue cloth, stamped 
in silver. Edges and endsheets somewhat foxed and dusty, else a good copy. 

 

First edition. Inscribed in the free endsheet: “For Mary Clifford, from her grateful patient, 
John Masefield, August 18th, 1949.” The recipient, Sister Mary Clifford, was one of his 
nurses during a serious illness, and among the dedicatees of In Praise of Nurses, 
published the following Spring. They maintained a significant correspondence. 
WIGHT 117.   $175.

309. Masefield, John: SELECTED POEMS (NEW EDITION). London: Heinemann, [1950]. 
Light blue cloth, stamped in silver. Edges and endsheets somewhat foxed and dusty, else 
a good copy. 

 

First printing of this edition. Inscribed in the free endsheet: “For Mary Clifford, from John 
Masefield, 2nd March. 1950” The recipient, Sister Mary Clifford, was one of his nurses 
during a serious illness, and among the dedicatees of In Praise of Nurses, published 
that Spring. They maintained a significant correspondence.   $150.

310. Mathers, E. Powys [trans]: BLACK MARIGOLDS  BEING A RENDERING INTO 
ENGLISH OF THE “PANCHASIKA OF CHAURAS....” Oxford: B.H. Blackwell, [ca. 1919]. 
Decorated wrappers. Wrapper neatly split at spine and rather rubbed and chipped, 
internally very good. 

 

First edition. Inscribed presentation copy from Mathers to Albert Boni, who published a 
selection of his translations from the 1001 Nights.   $150.



311. [Mazarinade]: LETTRE DE LA COUR DE PARLEMENT DE PARIS ENVOYEE AUX 
AUTRES PARLEMENTS DU ROYAUME .... Paris: Par les Imprimeurs & Libraries Ordinaires 
du Roy, 1649. 6pp. plus blank. Quarto (signed in 2s). Extracted from nonce volume, and 
sewn in 1838 binding wastesheets (the latter externally captioned and with small label). 
Light foxing and tanning, otherwise text is very good. 

 

One of two editions recorded by Moreau, this being the edition set in Italics, and with 
‘Autres’ in the title.”Letter announcing Mazarin’s invasion of Paris and that acts will be 
sent out declaring him a disturber of public peace” - OCLC. 
MOREAU 1936. OCLC: 491332119.   $225.

312. McBride, Robert: THE CANADIAN ORANGE MINSTREL, FOR 1860, CONTAINS 
NINE NEW AND ORIGINAL SONGS, MOSTLY ALL OF THEM SHOWING SOME WRONG 
THAT AFFECTS THE ORDER OR THE TRUE COURSE OF PROTESTANT LOYALTY TO 
THE BRITISH CROWN. London, CW [Ontario]: Printed at the Free Press Steam Printing 
Office, 1860. 13,[1]pp. Original printed pale rose wrappers. Wrappers faintly dusty at 
edges, otherwise very near fine. 

 

First edition of this timely collection of satirical poems/songs, directed principally against 
Thomas McGee. Irish-born McBride emigrated to Canada in the mid-1850s, and eventually 
settled in Port Franks, Ontario. He was appointed the first postmaster there and “during 
his short tenure at Port Franks he became embroiled in local politics and some serious 
financial reverses which resulted in him serving time in debtor’s prison in Sarnia. Upon his 
release he secured a position as teacher in Warwick, Ontario in Lambton County, and then 
removed to Oil Springs in 1862” - Wikipedia. A staunch Orangeman, he published a like 
collection in 1870. In 1869, he published his most substantial collection, Poems Satirical 
and Sentimental on Many Subjects Connected With Canada, which was amplified from 
a much smaller collection self-published in 1858. He appears to have given up pursuing 
his muse publicly in the 25 years leading to his death in 1895. 
WATTERS, p.87. TPL 5917.   $175.

313. [McCoy, Horace (sourcework)]: [Group of 15 Stills for:] KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE. 
[Burbank]: Warner Bros., 1950. Fifteen 8 x 10” glossy b&w stills. Some trimming of blank 
right margins, a few marginal tack holes from display use, a few minor creases, otherwise 
very good. 

 

A representative selection of the publicity stills issued to promote the 1950 film adaptation 
of McCoy’s hard-boiled third novel (1948), based on a screenplay by Harry Brown, 
directed by Gordon Douglas, and starring James Cagney as a “Thug with a Heart of Ice,” 
Barbara Payton, Helena Carter, Ward Bond, Luther Adler, et al. The film was banned in 
Ohio, for among other things, “an extreme presentation of crime with explicit steps in 
commission.”   $150.

314. McDonell, Gordon: MY SISTER, GOODNIGHT. By Gordon McDonnel [sic] [wrapper 
title]. [Culver City: Vanguard Films / Selznick, nd. but 1940s]. [1],186 leaves. Quarto. 
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in typescript wrappers. Very 
good or better. 

 

An early mimeo typescript of McDonell’s novel from the Selznick archives, likely produced 
for consideration of the property for a possible film adaptation. The 1943 Hitchcock film, 
Shadow of A Doubt, based on a screenplay by Thornton Wilder, Sally Benson, Hitchcock 
(then “on loan” from Selznick to Universal) and Alma Reville, was adapted from a story 
by McDonell. That this typescript might date from prior to the novel being published in 
the U.S. and U.K. in book form in 1948 seems a likely possibility. Though born in the UK, 
McDonell was long resident in the U.S., and this murder mystery is set in Los Angeles. 
HUBIN, p. 262.   $250.



315. Mckay, Claude: HARLEM:  NEGRO METROPOLIS. New York: Dutton, [1940]. Gilt 
cloth. Frontis and photographs. First edition. Endsheets darkened at gutters, otherwise 
very good and bright, in a slightly tanned and nicked example of the second printing dust 
jacket (so stated on front flap) with a short tear at top edge of upper panel. This printing 
of the jacket bears the photo of two top-hatted gentlemen rather than that of the Harlem 
skyline on the front panel.   $375.

316. McKenna, Terence, and Timothy Ely [illustrator]: SYNESTHESIA. New York: Granary 
Books, 1992. [36]pp. Quarto (24.5 x 18.5 cm). Open sewn boards with decorations in blind 
and colored highlights and copper onlay. Illustrated with watercolor decorations executed 
by hand by Ely. Fine in cloth covered clamshell box with printed paper spine label. 

 

First edition. Copy #29 of an edition of fifty-five numbered copies and twenty lettered hors 
commerce copies. Printed on heavy BFK Rives by Philip Gallo and bound by Daniel Kelm 
and the Wide Awake Garage. “The drawn and painted images are articulated glossolalia ... 
refracted from ...” McKenna’s text. McKenna (1946 - 2000) was a prominent ethnobotanist 
and researcher/advocate of the proper use of naturally occurring hallucinogenic plants. 
Ely is a gifted binder and creator of artist’s books, many of which, like this work, partake 
of esoteric traditions and sensibilities.   $2750.

317. [McMurtry, Larry (source work)]: Ware, Clyde [screenwriter]: THE LAST PICTURE 
SHOW” SCREENPLAY BY ... FROM THE NOVEL BY LARRY MCMURTRY. Los Angeles: 
Shacar Productions, [nd. by prior to ca. 1970]. [1],145 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in tan stiff wrapper with title printed in dark 
brown. A few small spots, rubs and smudges to wrappers, old ink doodle on inside front 
wrapper, otherwise very good or better. 

 

An early, unproduced adaptation for the screen of McMurtry’s 1966 novel, obviously 
predating the award-winning collaborative adaptation by McMurtry and Bogdanovich 
released in 1971. Ware’s credentials include association with such television productions 
as Gunsmoke, Bonanza, Rawhide, and The Man From Uncle as writer, director or 
producer, and he wrote and directed several films (including No Drums, No Bugles) and 
made-for-TV films. This is the first example of this adaptation we have encountered in 
the course of over three decades -- a comparison of the conception of the film offered 
here with the realized film, now an established classic of American film, would be a very 
interesting exercise.   $850.

318. [Mellon Collection]: Egerton, Judy, and Dudley Snelgrove: BRITISH SPORTING 
AND ANIMAL DRAWINGS  1500 - 1850. London: The Tate Gallery for the Yale Center for 
British Art, 1978. Large quarto. Gilt cloth. 21 color plates, and 121 monochrome plates. 
Small, neat bookplate affixed to front pastedown. Near fine in dust jacket with very minor 
rubbing to extremities. 

 



First edition. One in a series of four volumes of the Paul Mellon Collection reflecting “Sport 
in Art and Books,” this catalogue reflects the foundation of the collection, obtained from 
the late Duke of Gloucester, and built upon by Mellon spanning approximately 200 years of 
drawings up to the mid-19th c. The horse is the dominant subject, but animals in general 
seen either in captivity or as the focus of a hunt are the subject of this collection.   $150.

319. [Mellon Collection]: Podeschi, John B.: BOOKS ON THE HORSE AND HORSEMANSHIP  
RIDING, HUNTING, BREEDING & RACING 1400 - 1941. London: The Tate Gallery for the 
Yale Center for British Art, 1981. Large quarto. Gilt cloth. Small, neat bookplate affixed 
to front pastedown, else near fine in dust jacket with very minor rubbing to extremities. 

 

First edition. The final title in the four volume Paul Mellon Collection Catalogue reflecting 
“Sport in Art and Books,” this bibliography reflects Paul Mellon’s interest in the thoroughbred 
horse, and presents a chronological catalogue of primarily British publications devoted to 
the anatomy, conformation, breeding, buying, judging, etc. of this rarified equine pursuit. It 
treats 470 titles, 400 illustrated with black and white facsimiles or one of 18 color plates, 
and b&w facsimiles illustrating periodicals.   $150.

320. Menpes, Mortimer: WAR IMPRESSIONS  BEING A RECORD IN COLOUR ... 
TRANSCRIBED BY DOROTHY MENPES. London: Adam & Charles Black, [nd. but ca. 
1901 - 1903]. [12],235,[1]pp. plus 99 color plates, a folding map, and six manuscript 
facsimiles. Full navy blue crushed levant, raised bands, a.e.g., by Bickers & Son, of 
London. Some foxing early and late, some rubbing to raised bands, but a good, sound 
copy, with the bookplate of Viscount Wolmer. 

 

The trade edition of this extensive collection of field sketches and portraits from the Boer 
War. Menpes was assigned there as war artist by Black And White, and his broad range 
of work eventually became a staple for A. & C. Black.   $85.

321. Merril, Judith: ENGLAND SWINGS SF  STORIES OF SPECULATIVE FICTION. 
Garden City: Doubleday & Co., 1968. Cloth. Near fine, in good, somewhat frayed dust 
jacket with some spine fading and hand soiling. 

 

First edition. Warmly inscribed by Merril on the verso of the half-title to Kit Reed. A 
significant anthology, featuring Aldiss, Ballard, Moorcock, Disch, Priest, Hamburger, 
Roberts, Redgrove, and many others.   $125.

322. Merriman, Henry Seton [pseud. of Hugh Stowell Scott]: [Original Autograph Manuscript 
of:] “IN THE VALLEY OF REPOSE.” [Np]. [nd but ca. 1898]. 16 pages on rectos of 16 
quarto leaves of ruled stock. In ink, with scattered corrections, revisions and deletions. 
Light soiling, file punch holes at upper left corner, very good. 

 

An attractive working manuscript of this late story by one of the most popular British 
writers of the late 19th century. It includes a manuscript note of word count (“4500 words”) 
and the notation “Sold to Cassell’s and in the US” in the upper margin of the top page. 
It appeared in CASSELL’S in late spring of 1898. By the time of his death at the age of 
41, Merriman had published 21 novels, and won high praise from a good number of his 
literary contemporaries.   $475.

323. [Merrymount Press]: Gallatin, A. E.: PAUL MANSHIP  A CRITICAL ESSAY ON HIS 
SCULPTURE AND AN ICONOGRAPHY ... WITH EIGHT ILLUSTRATIONS. New York: 
John Lane Company, 1917. Small quarto. Cloth and boards. Plates. Spine sunned, foretips 
slightly bruised, else very good. 

 

First edition. One of only 150 copies printed at the Merrymount Press after a design by 
Updike. A couple of relevant pieces of ephemera are laid in. 
SMITH & BIANCHI 462.   $150.



324. Micheaux, Oscar: THE MASQUERADE  AN HISTORICAL NOVEL. New York: Book 
Supply Company, [1947]. Large octavo. Gilt-lettered red cloth, pictorial endsheets. Slightly 
dusty at edges, but a very good, bright copy in lightly edgeworn pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the last novel by the prolific African American filmmaker / novelist, acknowledged 
by him in the prefatory note to be based on his own 1927 and 1932 adaptations for film 
of Charles Chesnutt’s novel, The House Behind The Cedars.   $125.

325. Miller, Henry, and Robert Snyder THIS IS HENRY, HENRY MILLER FROM BROOKLYN.  
CONVERSATIONS WITH THE AUTHOR FROM THE HENRY MILLER ODYSSEY BY 
ROBERT SNYDER. Los Angeles: Nash Publishing, [1974]. Quarto. Gilt cloth. Photographs. 
Bookplate on front pastedown, cloth along fore-edges of boards a bit mottled, otherwise a 
very good copy in faintly edgeworn pictorial tissue dust jacket (with two short edge tears), 
the whole enclosed in the publisher’s lettered Plexiglas sleeve. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of one hundred numbered copies, signed by Miller and 
Snyder, and equipped with the somewhat eccentric Plexi sleeve. A derivative of Snyder’s 
1969 biographical documentary, The Henry Miller Odyssey. 
S&J A194a.   $375.

326. Miller, Joaquin: [Autograph Letter, Signed]. San Francisco. 4 May 1896. Two 
pages, in ink, on folded quarto lettersheet, with Bohemian Club letterhead in blind. Signs 
of mounting on blank verso of conjugate leaf, some slight soiling, short clean split at toe 
of fold, short tear at top margin of conjugate leaf, otherwise good. 

 

Miller writes an unspecified but likely very close friend, addressed as “Heart of my heart 
Soul of my soul ... I toss a book into your lap. Your book Sappho & Phaon. It is, as the 
papers in SF say ... the best and strongest of all my work. Will you read your Sappho & 
Phaon now? It is revised, longer, stronger. I go to Alaska the 19th of June. Some [of] you 
will go with me. We may find Lost Eden. Anyway read my ‘Sappho’. You are my Sappho. 
Come and let me at last be your Phaon. Your Joaquin Miller.” “Sappho and Phaon,” one 
of Miller ’s most ambitious verse undertakings, was collected in Songs Of The Soul, 
published within a week of this letter and surely his reference is to that book.   $300.

327. [Miniature Books]: Albert, Neale M.: THE NEALE M. ALBERT COLLECTION OF 
MINIATURE DESIGNER BINDINGS .... New York: The Grolier Club / Piccolo Press, 2006. 
xii,212 pp. Oblong quarto. Gilt dark grey cloth with pictorial onlay. Frontis portrait by Lee 
Friedlander. Fine in slipcase 

 

First edition. Prefatory essay by Priscilla Juvelis. Published in conjunction with an exhibition 
of miniature designer bindings in the Albert collection held at the Grolier Club 13 September 
- 4 November 2006. Over 250 items, each illustrated with color photographs (often with 
multiple views) by Tom Grill.   $100.

328. Momaday, N. Scott: THE WAY TO RAINY MOUNTAIN. [Albuquerque]: Univ. of New 
Mexico Press, [1969]. Large octavo. Pictorial cloth. Illustrations by Al Momaday. First edition. 
Pencil erasure from corner of free endsheet, otherwise fine in price-clipped dust jacket. 
  $100.

329. Montgomery, James: THE WEST INDIES AND OTHER POEMS. London: Printed for 
Longman, Hurst ... [et al], 1810. ii,[2],160pp. 12mo. Contemporary dyed calf, gilt extra, 
marbled endsheets. Early bookplate, crown and toe of spine a bit worn, small, early ink 
name at top edge of title, occasional foxing, but an attractive copy. 

 

Third edition. “Written to commemorate the abolition of the slave trade. The title piece 
sketches the history of the islands, the misery of the blacks, the work of the missionaries 
and abolitionists, and the ending of the (slave) traffic...” - Ragatz. The title poem first 
appeared in Bowyer’s collection, and then was published separately in 1809. Popular 
editions appeared widely thereafter, and it was reprinted in the U.S. 
RAGATZ, p.530. WORK, p.309. NCBEL III:392.   $175.



330. Moody, Rick: THE ICE STORM. Boston: Little, Brown and Co., [1994]. Cloth and 
boards. First edition. Faint dust to top edge, otherwise fine in dust jacket. The sourcework 
for the 1997 film.  $50.

331. Moore, John Bassett: [Typed Letter, Signed]. Sagaponack, NY. 12 September 1932. 
One half page, on quarto sheet of personal letterhead. Folded for mailing, some pencil 
erasures in upper margin, a few marginal smudges, else very good. Oversize folding half 
morocco slipcase. 

 

John Bassett Moore (December 3, 1860 – November 12, 1947) was an American authority 
on international law who served as a member of the Hague Tribunal and was the first US 
judge to serve on the Permanent Court of International Justice. Moore writes the advertising 
manager of Funk & Wagnalls, providing an enthusiastic blurb for Frank H. Vizetelly’s 
book, How To Use English: “Daniel Webster was called Expounder of the Constitution. 
Dr. Vizetelly was preeminently earned the title Expounder of the English Language ... 
Language may be likened to products of the ground. Unless properly cultivated, it may be 
killed by weeds and tares, or hybridized and rendered tasteless by promiscuous pollen.  
As one who shares with Dr. Vizetelly the love of our mother tongue and a deep solicitude 
for its future, I salute him as a great linguistic gardener ....” Signed in full, in ink.   $350.

332. Morley, Christopher: WHERE THE BLUE BEGINS. Garden City: Doubleday, Page & 
Co., 1922. Small octavo. Cloth and pictorial boards. Edges a bit shelfworn, a few smudges 
to boards, but a good copy in cloth slipcase (a bit edgeworn) and chemise, with paper label. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the author in 1923, to all appearances incorporating 
the recipient’s December 1922 ownership inscription.   $150.

333. Morley, Christopher: KITTY FOYLE. Philadelphia: Lippincott, [1939]. Cloth. Top edge 
faintly sun struck, else about fine in very good dust jacket with some sunning to spine 
and edges. 

 

First edition. “Life of a white collar girl in Philadelphia and New York” - Hanna. Dalton 
Trumbo and Donald Ogden Stewart served as screenwriters for the 1940 RKO film 
adaptation, starring Ginger Rogers as the title character. 
HANNA 2559.   $150.

334. Motley, John Lothrop: [A Small Archive of Manuscript Drafts of Letters, and an 
Autograph Letter Signed]. Various places in the UK. various dates, but ca. 1870. 17 
closely-written pages in all, Some folds; light scattered soiling, toning and wear; one draft 
with a corner torn away; else good. 

 

A small but interesting lot written during Motley’s tenure as US Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom comprised of the following items: [a] Autograph letter signed (initials), 6pp, 8vo, 
Stratfield Saye, 1 December, n.y. A long letter to his wife Mary, bemoaning his separation 
from her while she is in ill-health, reporting on his discussion with the Duke over possible 
remedies, planning doctor’s appointments, sending his opinions of various social visitors, 
discussing changes that have been made at the Stratfield Saye (home of the Dukes of 
Wellington), and mentioning political appointments; [b] Autograph draft signed (scrawled 
initials), 3 1/4pp, 8vo, 30 June 1870. To the Queen of Holland, regretfully explaining that 
he has as of yet been unable to leave his post in order to visit, and writing: “I know how 
much distress you are now suffering from the sad intelligence of Ld C’s death; I know 
how warm a friendship you ... cherished for that distinguished & lamented statesman. He 
is a great loss to his country & to his sovereign ... He had many of the highest qualities 
wh can grace a gentleman & a statesman….” With several cross-outs and emendations;  
[c] Autograph draft (unsigned), 3pp, 8vo, n.p., n.d. (but docketed on the verso: “Draft to 
Knollys for P of Wales 5 July / 70” ) of a letter to [Francis] Knollys (later Viscount Knollys), 
private secretary to the Prince of Wales, apologizing for having failed to attend a ball to 
which he had been invited the previous evening: “. . . the postponement of the ball to the 



4th of July had placed us in a rather embarrassing position … The 4th of July happens 
to be our national anniversary & I had …invited all my compatriots known to me to be in 
London to a reception at our house in celebration of the day …..” With numerous cross-
outs and corrections; [d] Autograph draft signed (scrawled initials), 3pp, 8vo, n.p., 23 July 
1870. To C[harles]. F[rancis]. Adams, Motley’s predecessor at the Court of Saint James, 
sending deep condolences on the death of his daughter. With corrections; [e] Final page 
(only) of a draft of a letter (signed “JL Motley”) to the Duke of Bedford, one page, 8vo, 
n.p., n.d., sending condolences: “ . . . she has gone as full of years as of honour & love 
-- having seen her children achieve splendid success & highest position -- as proud of 
them as they must ever be of her & her memory -- I write to you naturally as the head of 
her family....”; and [f] a little over a page of a portion of a draft of a letter of condolence 
to an unidentified recipient; containing corrections. John Lothrop Motley (1814-1877); 
American historian and diplomat. Much of Motley’s life was spent abroad researching 
his historical writings, and in various diplomatic posts. In England his friends included 
Bright, Dickens and Thomas Hughes. His best-known book, The Rise of the Dutch 
Republic, was finished in 1854, and Motley set out with the manuscript for London to find 
a publisher. Murray, to whom he had letters of introduction, kept the manuscript for some 
weeks but finally declined it on account of its considerable length and unfamiliar subject. 
After some further negotiations Chapman agreed to publish it simultaneously with Harper 
& Brothers in America at the author’s expense. When the book finally appeared early in 
1856, instead of sales of less than a hundred which Motley had feared, some 17,000 
copies were sold in little more than a year in England alone, and a second edition was 
required. In later years (1869-70) President Grant made Motley minister to Great Britain, 
but this appointment ended unsatisfactorily. Motley died in the UK at the age of 63 and 
was interred in London’s Kensal Green Cemetery.   $1450.

335. Moton, Robert Russa: WHAT THE NEGRO THINKS. Garden City: Doubleday Doran 
and Co., 1929. Cloth. Some spotting to top edge stain, vertical surface crease in cloth 
on upper board (not reflecting damage, but likely a manufacturing anomaly), but a very 
good copy in slightly darkened pictorial dust jacket with shallow fraying at spine ends. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the author in June of the year of publication, along 
with his 1929 season’s greetings card, under the auspices of Tuskegee Institute, of which 
he was then Principal. The jacket illustration is by William Siegel.   $275.

336. Moynihan, Daniel P.: MAXIMUM FEASIBLE MISUNDERSTANDING  COMMUNITY 
ACTION IN THE WAR ON POVERTY. New York: The Free Press, [1969]. Cloth. Near 
fine, in very good, modestly rubbed and nicked dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this somewhat early book publication by the future Ambassador and Senator, 
warmly inscribed to two long-time friends, “with great regard [/] Pat [/] for 1969.”   $60.

337. Mueller, Hans Alexander: [Original Untitled Linoleum Cut Proof, Signed]. [New York: 
The Artist], 1939. Original two block linocut, 18 x 13 cm plus large margins. Matted. Fine. 

 

An untitled image, printed in black and gray, of a mask and vase of flowers resting on top 
of a book, with background detail. Signed and dated in pencil by the artist in the lower 
margin. Mueller emigrated to the US from Germany before WWII, and was a prolific and 
popular book illustrator best known for his work in wood engraving for Doubleday, the 
Limited Editions Club, etc. Lynd Ward was a student of Mueller’s in Leipzig.   $150.

338. Murakami, Haruki: HARD-BOILED WONDERLAND AND THE END OF THE WORLD. 
Tokyo, New York & London: Kodansha International, [1991]. Printed pale green wrappers. 
A few minor dust flecks along top edge of wrapper, otherwise about fine with lightly used 
promotional sheets laid in. 

 

Uncorrected page proofs of the first edition of Alfred Birnbaum’s translation into English 
of Haruki Murakami’s 1985 novel, Sekai No Owari To Hado-Boirudo Wandarando. 
 $275.



339. [Nathan, Robert (sourcework)]: Graff, Todd [screenwriter]: THE PREACHER’S WIFE. 
Culver City: Parkway Productions / Columbia Pictures, 18 - 21 December 1995. [1],123 
leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only of white 
and blue stock. Bradbound. Ink name, somewhat used, with label and tape residue along 
spine, and some damp rippling and a few spots toward end. 

 

A heavily revised shooting draft of this recasting (in the context of African American 
characters and setting) of Robert Nathan’s 1928 novel, The Bishop’s Wife, preceded by 
Robert Sherwood’s 1947 adaptation. The film began shooting the month after this script 
is dated; Penny Marshall directed and Denzel Washington, Whitney Houston, Courtney 
Vance, Gregory Hines, et al, starred. This copy belonged to the production sound mixer 
and bears his signature.   $150.

340. [Neuburg, Victor]: Fuller, Jean Overton: THE MAGICAL DILEMMA OF VICTOR 
NEUBURG. London: W. H. Allen, 1965. Gilt black cloth. Photographs. Fine in very good 
or better, lightly rubbed and faintly dust flecked dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this compelling biography of Aleister Crowley’s one-time protégée, proprietor 
of the Vine Press, and, as poetry editor of the Sunday Referee, participant in the publication 
of Dylan Thomas’s first collection. Laid in is a printed bookseller’s card with the typed 
indication that this copy was sent at the request of Donald Weeks.   $55.

341. Nichols, Beverley: [Two typed letters, signed, “Beverley” and “Beverley Nichols,” 
to His U.S. Editor]. One Ellerdale Close, Hampstead, NW3. 23 May and 16 June 1939. 
3 1/2 pages on two octavo sheets of printed letterhead. Paperclip stains at top margins, 
otherwise very good. 

 

Addressed simply “Dear Martini,” from context identifiable as his former editor at Harcourt, 
concerning a book Nichols is trying to bring out in the US: “[23 May] I have just finished 
my new book, and think that some of it is rather fun ... I am sending it to Alan Collins at 
Curtis Brown’s. He will, of course, bring it straight along to you ... I am not enamoured of 
agents, but really it is rather difficult for an English author to deal with things in America 
... I hope you will not allow our ancient friendship to influence you ... I am sure it is not 
necessary to say this to such a hard-boiled shark as yourself ....” In the letter of 16 June, 
Nichols responds to the recipient’s news that he has left Harcourt: “I could not be more 
sorry that you have left Harcourt, and wish that I might come along with you. However 
... I don’t feel that it would be fair to either of us -- particularly as I am very anxious to 
get this book published in the Fall, and I gather that it would not fit in with your plans to 
arrange that ... I can’t imagine anything more exciting. If I had any money, I should ask 
you to allow me to invest in you, because you have a real flair, and also I think you were 
born under a lucky star -- though you are sometimes inclined to look at it through the 
wrong end of the telescope.” The book he is likely referring to was published by Harcourt in 
1939, under the title Green Grows the City, and in the UK somewhat earlier that year.   
 $175.

342. [Nonesuch Press]: Meynell, Francis, et al.: A.M.  A KEEPSAKE FOR THE A.I.G.A. 
FROM FRANCIS MEYNELL. [London: The Nonesuch Press], February 1930. 12mo. 
Decorative foil-like Chinese paper wrappers. Wrappers rubbed, internally about fine. 

 

First edition. One of approximately 250 copies printed. Includes F. Meynell’s introduction, 
two short essays and three poems by Alice Meynell, and poems about her by Meredith, 
F. Thompson and Patmore. 
McKITTERICK, et al, 65a.   $150.

343. [O’Keeffe, Georgia]: Webb, Todd: GEORGIA O’KEEFFE  THE ARTIST’S LANDSCAPE. 
[Pasadena]: Twelvetrees Press, [1984]. Quarto. White cloth, lettered in black. Photographs. 
Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine in lightly smudged slipcase. 

 



First edition, ordinary issue. Preface by the editor, Jack Woody. One of 5000 copies; 
Webb’s photographs are printed as sheet-fed gravures on uncoated stock. Fifty deluxe 
copies were accompanied by an original print. A selection of photographs at Ghost Ranch, 
Abiquiu, and environs 1955 - 1981, with a chronology of Webb’s career, bibliography, 
etc.   $150.

344. O’Meally, Robert: LADY DAY  THE MANY FACES OF BILLY HOLIDAY. New York: 
Arcade Publishing / Little, Brown & Co., [1991]. Quarto. Cloth and boards. Extensively 
illustrated with photographs. First edition. Top edges of book and jacket a bit dust marked, 
otherwise near fine in dust jacket.   $40.

345. O’Neill, Eugene: MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA  A TRILOGY. Houston: The Alley 
Theatre, 1970-71. [2],143 leaves. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed 
on rectos only. Clasp bound in stiff wrappers, with label. Heavily annotated (see below), 
contact addresses and phone numbers on rear wrapper, else very good. 

 

A script utilized for this 1970-71 revival at Houston’s Alley Theatre, heavily annotated for 
(or by) the actor who played the part of Orin, identified as Ray Stricklyn in the cast list. 
Stricklyn (1928 - 2002) made his acting debut in Ah, Wilderness at the age of sixteen 
and pursued a career both in theatre and in film, and as an influential Hollywood publicist. 
He received two Golden Globe awards, and in 1983 staged the one-man show devoted to 
Tennessee Williams, “Confessions of a Nightingale,” for which he was named Best Actor 
of the Year by the LA Drama Critics Circle and LA Weekly prior to the show moving on 
to Broadway.   $150.

346. O’Sullivan, Seamus [pseud. of James Sullivan Starkey]: COMMON ADVENTURES:  
A BOOK OF PROSE AND VERSE,  NICOLAS FLAMEL: A PLAY IN FOUR ACTS, FROM 
THE FRENCH OF GÉRARD NERVAL .... Dublin: The Orwell Press, 1926. Large octavo. 
Bound in recent gilt half vellum and marbled boards, without wrapper. Bookplate, otherwise 
near fine, untrimmed. 

 

First edition. One of two hundred numbered copies, signed by the author, long-time editor 
of The Dublin Magazine. 
NCBEL IV:324.   $125.

347. Oskison, John M.: BROTHERS THREE. New York: Macmillan, 1935. Blue cloth, 
stamped in gilt and white. Some light foxing to endsheets, otherwise about fine, in very 
good, modestly nicked and frayed dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the Cherokee journalist and biographer’s third novel, a mulit-generational 
account of life in the (then) Indian Territory. 
HIRSCHFELDER, p.70.   $115.

First American Ovid
 

348. Ovidii Nasonis, P.: METAMORPHOSEON LIBRI X. OR TEN SELECT BOOKS OF 
OVID’S METAMORPHOSES;  WITH AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION .... Philadelphia: Printed 
by William Spotswood, 1790. [44],328pp. Octavo. Contemporary unlettered calf, spine 
ruled in gilt. A few scars to calf, upper joint cracking, 1803 ownership inscription on front 
free endsheet, usual tanning, rear free endsheet excised, but a good copy. 

 

The first edition of Ovid printed in the U.S., and one of the first classical texts printed 
in the post-Revolutionary states. The text is derived from the translations of Davidson 
and Clarke, and presented with notes as a textbook. Coincidentally, the first literary work 
composed in British North America was George Sandys’ translation of Ovid, published in 
Britain in 1632 after he had returned there from Virginia. 
ESTC W27557. EVANS 22753.   $400.



349. Owen, Henry: AN ENQUIRY INTO THE PRESENT STATE OF THE SEPTUAGINT 
VERSION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. London: Printed for B. White [et al] ..., 1769. x,180pp. 
Octavo. Extracted from bound pamphlet volume. Diagram and tables. Hebrew and Greek 
type. Moderate scattered foxing, a bit of tanning, otherwise a very good, untrimmed copy. 

 

First edition. Henry Owen (1716-1795) studied medicine, and early on pursued mathematical 
studies resulting in his election to the Royal Society, but his chief legacy is a considerable 
body of theological and philosophical work, partly in the tradition of Butler, and in vocal 
opposition to Hume. 
ESTC T83580.   $175.

350. Page, Thomas Nelson: IN OLE VIRGINIA OR MARSE CHAN AND OTHER STORIES. 
New York: Scribner’s, 1887. Olive cloth, with pictorial decoration in red and camel. Gilt 
morocco bookplate on free endsheet, relevant clipping affixed to pastedown has caused 
browning to free endsheet, otherwise an unusually nice, near fine copy. Half morocco 
slipcase and chemise (spine faded to tan). 

 

First edition, BAL’s first printing, of the author’s first book. One of 3000 copies printed. 
BAL 15361.   $150.

351. Paley, William: A VIEW OF THE EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. IN THREE PARTS. 
PART I. OF THE DIRECT HISTORICAL EVIDENCE OF CHRISTIANITY, AND WHEREIN IT 
IS DISTINGUISHED FROM THE EVIDENCE ALLEGED FOR OTHER MIRACLES. PART II. 
OF THE AUXILIARY EVIDENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. PART III. A BRIEF CONSIDERATION 
OF SOME POPULAR OBJECTIONS. Philadelphia: Printed by Thomas Dobson, 1795. 
xii,443pp. Octavo. Contemporary calf, gilt label. Binding rubbed, with some loss at crown 
and toe of spine, some foxing and modest spotting, with a few corners turned down, but 
a good to very good, sound copy. 

 

One of two US editions published in the year following the London first edition. The other 
was published in Boston, in 12mo, by Manning & Loring. This copy bears an interesting 
pictorial mid-19th century bookseller’s label on the pastedown: “From Shakespeare’s Head, 
No. 104 Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.,” and the engraved bookplate of “Jos. E. Muse,” 
possibly the agricultural chemist, Dr. Joseph E. Muse from Maryland. 
EVANS 29274. ESTC W29656.   $150.

352. Palmer, Samuel: SAMUEL PALMER’S SKETCH-BOOK 1824. [Clairvaux & London]: 
Published by the Trianon Press for the William Blake Trust, [1962]. Two volumes. Oblong 
octavo. Linen over boards. Bookplates (see below), otherwise about fine in faintly sunned 
slipcase with a couple of small white chalk smudges. 

 

First edition. One volume prints the Introduction and Commentary by Martin Butlin, and a 
Preface by Geoffrey Keynes. The other volume prints a superb facsimile of the sketchbook, 
with color. One of 510 numbered copies, from a total edition of 586. Novelist/historian 
Paul Horgan’s set, with his bookplate in each volume and on one panel of the slipcase.   
 $175.

353. Papini, Roberto: ARTS IN THE `20S  ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATIVE ARTS IN 
EUROPE. London: Verba Volant, [2005]. Large, thick quarto. Cloth. 796 duotone, and 12 
color illustrations. Near fine in pictorial dust jacket by G. Rosso marred only by remaining 
residue from a sticker on the front panel. 

 

First edition of this translation into English from the Italian by Lara Fabiano. Described as 
a “near-facsimile” edition of Le Arti D’oggi, originally published in Italy in 1930. The book 
is divided into six sections: architecture, interiors and furniture, metal objects, ceramics, 
glasswork, and textile, leather and paper arts, and concerns the founding of a utopian 
metropolis named “Universa”, which adheres to strict codes of conduct and reproduction of 
art and architecture to reject the old and outworn. Part of the grand plan involves women 
who have “banished the feminist fixations of the old world,” yet they are “gratified to be 
identified with their homes.”   $150.



354. Parker, Gilbert: [Series of 12 Autograph Letters. Signed (Six with Initials), Two 
Dictated Letters, Signed, and One Typed Letter, Signed]. Great Northern Hotel, 57th 
Street [New York]; letterhead of the Samuel Merritt Hospital, Oakland, California; 304 Athol 
Avenue, Oakland, California; and 2 Whitehall Court, S.W.1. [London], Where dated, 17 
May 1922 to 20 January 1931. 30 pages, in ink, on octavo lettersheets. Near fine to fine. 

 

An excellent series of letters written late in Parker’s life to Miss Betty Ross, documenting a 
close relationship between the two writers, both of whom wrote for films. Selected passages 
from the correspondence include: “[17 May 1922] I am so glad of your letter & of the M.S. 
Your letters are like rays of sun on a dark day. As for the M.S. I simply dont know what 
to say. I have just read it, and it is brilliantly done but would not more have been got out 
of the central idea, if Alice [?] had not married, but had seen all her literary triumphs fall 
to naught ...”; “[14 May 1926] I am so glad you will dine with me here Wednesday next, 
but it is a long time to wait ... The General Strike is near, heaven be praised!”; “[15 May 
1926] I will have the autographed photo for you, and we will have a good time to talk & 
chew the cud of reflection ... Do you know you have a wonderful scenario in that brief 
MS you have sent me. It offers magnificent opportunity. The Contest of the two sisters 
-- Love & Ambition opens up a great field for variety in the plot & in the characters. I’ll 
think over a good title....”; “[18 May 1926] Do you not think it unwise in your film for the 
husband to die. There is no interest in a dead man, and he cd be near to death & his 
wife nurse him through it & ... perhaps be slightly lame for life! Again there is suspense 
& mystery ...”; “[21 May 1926] I am so glad you think I help you. I want so much to do so. 
You have the writer’s gift and the soul of humanity is in you -- big & beautiful & vitalizing.”; 
“[14 Dec. 1929] ... it is very sad to know you have lost in the market crash, but you are 
going on with your work. I am glad that Fannie Hurst is glad to hear from me -- she is 
a very fine woman ... I am still here [Samuel Merritt Hospital in Oakland] but thank God 
Doctor Clark told me ... that I should be out of here by December 24th ... It has been 
a long hard siege and I have had a very hard time of it -- but I am alright now”; “[22 
Feb. 1930] I am delighted to know that your little movie ‘Contrary Mary’ has been done 
in techni-colour by the Warners ... I am also delighted that the book for which I wrote a 
dedication, ‘Bread and Love’ is coming out ... Warners are doing ‘The Right of Way’ with 
John Barrymore in it very soon, and Cecil de Mille means to do the Promised Land this 
coming autumn”; “[30 Oct. 1930] ... I’m not going to America again this year as I hoped 
to do. It is too big a journey out to the Pacific Coast and my doctor will not hear of it. I 
am in better general health than I have known in many a day, but my accident, following 
on my big operation has unfitted me for very active life”; “[8 Nov. 1930] ... I don’t know 
why it is they [Warner’s] have not yet produced The Right of Way. I got my Cash after I 
had got a Newspaper proprietor to intervene. I fear you cd not act as agent for me. That 
requires especial faculties & a knowledge of Copyright law which I must fear you do not 
possess”; and “[20 Jan. 1931] Your letter of Jan 11th came ... I am glad to have it -- so 
glad. I was going to Spain, but the Revolution there put me off, and I withdrew my tickets 
... This has been a terrible winter here, fogs & cold & storm, and the financial depression 
... I leave for Torquay in England next week, and it is quiet there and beautiful ... I am 
better than I have been in years.” Together with [a] a typed letter signed (one page, 8vo, 
on letterhead of 2 Whitehall Court, S.W.1, 4 October 1926, with envelope) from Gilbert 
Parker to Owen Seaman written on behalf of “... Miss Betty Ross, a most accomplished 
American journalist, who has interviewed me, and interviewed others with great skill and 
tact ... [who] wishes much to interview you”, and [2] an incomplete page of manuscript 
notes in Parker’s hand, reading in part: “ ... The Diary and the articles and the tales of 
the hospitals and the nurses and the vivid story of effort in these blue-black regions are 
records that all the world should read. It has been a revelation of dramatic and human 
interest to me, and character is behind it all. American money and American intervention in 
world affairs, as shown by President Hoover, are priceless assets in the story of nations....” 
Sir Gilbert Parker (1860-1932), the English novelist and politician, born at Camden East, 
Addington, Ontario, Canada. “Early in 1886 Parker left on a trip to Australia where he 
joined the staff of the Sydney Morning Herald, eventually becoming associate editor. 
While in Australia, Parker began his literary career by publishing stories and articles in the 



newspapers ... Parker left Australia in 1889 and settled in Britain as his home for the rest 
of his life. Throughout the 1890s he was a prolific writer in both article and novel form. 
Parker’s love for Canada and his belief in the imperial destiny led him to have political 
ambitions both in Canada and Britain, and in 1900 he was elected Conservative MP for 
Gravesend, a seat he held until ill health forced him to resign in 1918 ... Despite his 
parliamentary work, he still managed to write both fiction and non-fiction ...He used his 
vast experience of travels abroad in his novels and this is a mark of his style and art... 
His ambitions for high political office were slow to be fulfilled (he failed to become high 
commissioner for Canada) until the First World War provided an opening for his talents. 
From November 1914 to late 1916 he was in charge of British propaganda in the USA and 
he ‘built up an organisation of 13,000 influential people in the USA who were distributing 
British propaganda’... His wife died in 1925 and Parker never recovered from the loss. 
His novels no longer satisfied the public, though sixteen of them were filmed” - ODNB. 
Betty Ross (1900-1964); American journalist, known for her interviews with celebrities.   
 $1250.

355. [Parr, Samuel]: GULIELMI BELLENDENI MAGISTRI SUPPLICUM LIBELLORUM 
AUGUSTI REGIS MAGNÆ BRITANNIÆ, &C. DE STATU LIBRI TRES ... EDITIO SECUNDA  
LONGE EMENDATIOR. London. 1787. [2],lxxvi,[18],44,[8],48,[8],216pp. plus three engraved 
portraits and two plates. Octavo. 19th century quarter vellum and marbled boards, gilt 
spine label. Two bookplates, scattered foxing and dusting, portraits a bit foxed and offset 
to opposite page, old bookseller’s description (of another copy) pasted to endsheet verso, 
otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition of this curious work, a contribution to classical scholarship concealing a 
contemporary political agenda. “Henry Homer, a classical scholar, wished to publish a new 
edition of three treatises by William Bellenden, a sixteenth-century Scottish professor and 
diplomat, and asked Parr to write a Latin dedication and preface for the book. Bellenden’s 
unfinished treatise ‘De tribus luminibus Romanorum’ suggested to Parr that Britain had 
its own luminaries, and Homer agreed that the venture should be used to support the 
contemporary whig cause by having the treatise dedicated to the ‘tria lumina Anglorum’ - 
Burke, North, and Fox. The preface was then enlarged into a political tract supporting the 
coalition of these three politicians and attacking the younger Pitt and his government. The 
Praefatio ad Bellendenum appeared anonymously in 1787, but gradually the authorship 
became known first to scholars and then was more widely publicized when the work was 
translated into English” - DNB. The portraits of Burke, Pitt and North were engraved by 
J. Jones and bear his 1787 imprint as publisher. A faux title-leaf for the first section of 
text includes a Paris 1625 imprint and is faced by a mock frontispiece, and there is also 



a terminal engraving, “In Tribvs Vnvm,” dated 1612. This copy includes the 60-line errata, 
one of four states reported by ESTC. The 22pp. addenda, published a year later, is not 
present in this copy. 
NCBEL II:1827. ESTC T108216.   $375.

356. Pastan, Linda: A BOUQUET OF POEMS .... [New Haven]: The Honorable Company 
of College Printers at Yale University, 1991. Fourteen loose French fold signatures, with 
ribbon tie. Illustrated. Fine. 

 

First edition of this selection of twelve poems, published with the poet’s authorization, 
as the 1991 Wayzgoose. The signatures are printed in various types, with each poem 
printed and illustrated at a different Yale college press. This is one of fifty copies with the 
main text printed on Van Gelder Zonen, in addition to one hundred copies on Mohawk 
Superfine Text. The preliminary and terminal signatures were printed on green Winterstoke 
Freefolk handmade paper which, like the Van Gelder stock, came from the supply of 
papers given to Yale in 1977 by Frank Altschul. In spite of the relatively large edition, 
OCLC/Worldcat locates only two copies: Yale and Smith College. A little-known and quite 
attractive production. 
OCLC: 54681616.   $450.

357. Pelham, Camden: THE CHRONICLES OF CRIME; OR, THE NEW NEWGATE 
CALENDAR.  BEING A SERIES OF MEMOIRS AND ANECDOTES OF NOTORIOUS 
CHARACTERS WHO HAVE OUTRAGED THE LAWS OF GREAT BRITAIN FROM THE 
EARLIEST PERIOD TO 1841 .... London: Reeves and Turner, 1886. Two volumes. 
xii,592;viii,636pp. Thick octavo. Slightly later 3/4 red morocco and cloth, t.e.g., for Putnam. 
Engraved frontispieces, extra-titles, plates and illustrations. Spines rubbed and a bit 
darkened, with cracks at toes of lower joints, foretips a bit worn. A sound set. 

 

A faithful reprinting of the 1841 original, including an array of steel engravings by “Phiz” 
(Hablot Knight Browne). Pelham’s gallery includes accounts of “Coiners, Extortioners, 
Forgers, Fraudulent Bankrupts, Footpads, Highwaymen, Housebreakers, Incendiaries, 
Impostors, Murderers, Mutineers, Money-Droppers, Pirates, Pickpockets, Rioters, Sharpers, 
Traitors, &c., &c,” but seems a bit light on Bumming-Lays.   $225.

358. Pennant, Thomas: SOME ACCOUNT OF LONDON. Dublin: Printed for John Archer, 
1791. [10],iii-iv[i.e.vi],[2],479,[9]pp. Late 19th or early 20th century cloth and marbled 
boards, paper spine label, untrimmed. Frontis portrait of Charles I signed: “H. Brocas sculp.”  
Folding map of Elizabethan London. Thirteen engraved plates. Some foxing and offsetting 
early and late, frontis cracking at gutter, binding rubbed and frayed, else a good copy. 

 

“Third edition,” but the first recorded in ESTC bearing a Dublin imprint. The first edition 
had appeared in 1790 under the title, Of London. With an 8 page list of subscribers. Not 
an uncommon edition, but with the ownership signature (last name only) of U.S. diplomat 
and Congressman, Samuel Sitgreaves, on the title. 
ESTC T59910.   $225.

359. [Periodical - 19th century American]: Tyler, George P. [ed]: THE MICROCOSM: A 
LITERARY AND RELIGIOUS MAGAZINE.  VOLUME THIRD. NEW SERIES - COMPLETE 
.... New Haven: L.H. Young, 1837. 196pp. Original blind-decorated cloth, gilt label. Spine 
extremities a bit chipped, moderate scattered foxing, otherwise very good. 

 

Volume III: 1-12. Inscribed presentation copy: “To Mr. Geo. P. Tyler - gratefully & respectfully 
- from the Editor. New Haven, Nov. 1837.” Another hand (the recipient’s?) notes below: 
“G.P. Tyler’s contributions pages 24 [/] 186 [/] 194.” The final volume of this periodical: 
each of the first two volumes appeared under the imprint a different New Haven publisher, 
and with this volume, perhaps to garner wider appeal, the subtitle was altered from “or, 
The Little World of Home.” Tyler contributed original poetry under his initials (contributions 
appear both signed and unsigned).   $150.



360. [Pickering Press]: Anderson, John [printer]: A PICKERING POTPOURRI. [Maple 
Shade, NJ]: The Pickering Press, 1983. Small folio. Stiff wrapper folder, printed label, 
containing loose sheets, leaflets, broadsides and booklets. Faint smudge on label, a few 
edge creases to individual constituent items, otherwise fine. 

 

A rich assemblage of largely ephemeral examples of Anderson’s work at the Pickering 
Press, as designer and printer, including items illustrated by John DePol, Claire Van Vliet, 
and others. Included in this copy are fifty-six items, including the explanatory coversheet. 
There seems to be some variation of contents between copies.   $150.

361. Pine, John [engraver]: Horace: QVINTI HORATII FLACCI OPERA. Londini: Aeneis 
Tabulis incidit Johannes Pine, 1733-37. Two 
volumes. [30],264,[2]; [22],191,[15]pp. Large 
octavos (22.5 x 14.5 cm). Full early 19th 
century gilt red morocco, a.e.g., rebacked 
to style at a later date, backstrips gilt extra. 
Frontis in each volume. Extensive lists of 
subscribers in each volume. Foretips and 
spine ends worn, early ink name on first 
title (“John Hogan”), two 19th century gift 
inscriptions on verso of free endsheet of first 
volume, bookplate of C.E. Mathews, Four 
Oaks, in each volume, some marginal dusting 
and occasional spotting; a good, sound set. 

 

First edition, second issue of this beautiful edition, engraved by Pine throughout with 
text, plates, portraits, vignettes, and initials. This second issue has the corrected reading 
‘Potest’ in the caption to the Caesar medallion on II:108. The printed “List of Antiques” 
which occurs in some copies is not present in this set - it is present in only one of the 
three Rothschild sets. “Pine’s complete command of his craft makes this the most elegant 
of English eighteenth-century books in which text and illustrations alike are entirely 
engraved”- Ray. “Ouvrage très recherché ... “ - Cohen - De Ricci. 
ROTHSCHILD 1546. Ray, ILLUSTRATOR AND THE BOOK IN ENGLAND, p. 3. BRUNET 
III:320. COHEN-DE RICCI, pp.497-8. ESTC T46226.   $2000.

362. [Pinter, Harold]: [Nine Publicity Photographs for:] THE HOMECOMING. New York: 
Friedman-Abeles, Photographers, [1967]. Nine original glossy b&w stills (some slight 
variations from 8x10”) with photographer’s stamp, character identifications, and occasional 
additional annotations on versos, one with printed squib (detached), very good to near fine. 

 

A selection of publicity photographs of the Broadway production of The Homecoming, 
directed by Peter Hall, and starring Ian Holm, Paul Rogers, Michael Craig, and other 
members of the Royal Shakespeare Company. Accompanied by the relevant issue of 
Playbill, which prints a close variant of one of the photos on the upper wrapper. Leo and 
Sy Friedman and Joseph Abeles worked as the Friedman-Abeles partnership from 1954 
through 1970, and were regarded as the pre-eminent Broadway photographers for that 
period.   $175.

363. [Piozzi, Hester Lynch]: Clifford, James L.: HESTER LYNCH PIOZZI  (MRS. THRALE). 
Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1952. Large octavo.  Gilt red cloth.  Portrait and illustrations.  
Slight cracking between frontis and title, otherwise very good and bright. 

 

Second edition, “from corrected sheets of the second impression” of the 1941 edition, with 
a new Preface. A good association copy, inscribed on the free endsheet: “For Don and 
Mary - another edition for the greatest Johnsonian library in the world. With continued 
best wishes, Jim.” The Hyde’s bookplate appears on the pastedown.   $125.



364. Plante, David: SLIDES. London: Macdonald, [1971]. Cloth textured boards. Fine in 
the pictorial dust jacket by David Hockney. 

 

First edition of the author’s second book, inscribed by him on the title-page: “to Henry, 
this adolescent work with a pretty cover from David (Plante) with all wishes - ‘illuminated 
by the pale white light of street lamps...’.”   $125.

365. [Plantin Press]: Lingenfelter, Richard E.: PRESSES OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 1817 
- 1867  A HISTORY OF THE FIRST HALF CENTURY OF PRINTING IN THE PACIFIC 
ISLANDS. Los Angeles: The Plantin Press, 1967. Gilt decorated cloth and spine label. 
Folding map, facsimiles and portrait. Illustrated with five original woodcuts on tissue by 
Edgar Dorsey Taylor. About fine, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of five hundred copies designed and printed by Saul and Lillian Marks 
at the Plantin Press. Considerations of the pioneer presses on Tahiti, Hawaii and twelve 
other locations.   $150.

366. Platschek, Hans: [Autograph Letter, Signed, in German]. [Likely Buenos Aires]. 
[1953]. One page, in ink, on recto of small quarto sheet of ruled paper. Very good. 

 

To “Herr Vajay.” The German-born painter, from 1939 to 1953 an expatriate in Uruguay 
and Argentina, writes [in translation]: “Quite unexpectedly, I must fly to Montevideo today. 
Thus, I will be unable to speak to Herr [Marcelo] De Ridder at 7:00. However, I will be 
back tomorrow, Friday, at 4:00. Please send my apologies to Herr De Ridder, and ask 
him whether I could speak with him tomorrow or Sunday evening ....” With a Gallery flyer 
for an exhibition of his work at Galería Müller, Buenos Aires, 1949, signed with initials. 
Platschek’s first public solo exhibition was the previous year. He returned to Europe in 
1953. A minor, but early example.   $150.

367. Platt, Peter John (1859 -1934): [Original Untitled Etching, Signed]. [Likely New 
York]. 1928. Original etching on tissue, 20 x 25 cm, plus large margins. Matted somewhat 
amateurishly, but fine. 

 

An original etching, both etched and printed by Peter J. Platt, one of the foremost American 
printers of engravings and etchings of his generation. It is signed and dated in the plate, 
and then signed and inscribed in pencil (“To Miss Mildred B. Corey with kindest regards  
Peter J. Platt imp”) as a gift in the lower margin. The image is of a rural farm, seen across 
the expanse of a snow covered frozen pond, framed by a stand of winter-bare trees. As 
a master printer, Platt was entrusted with the edition printing of works by Marin, Sloane, 
Hopper, Bacon and many others.   $150.

368. Ponicsan, Darryl [screenwriter]: TAPS. [Los Angeles]: Stanley Jaffe Productions / 
Twentieth century-Fox, 4 April 1981. [1],126,[1] leaves. Quarto. Photoduplicated typescript, 
printed on rectos only of yellow stock. Bradbound in light blue printed production company 
wrappers. Trace of sunning and a few stray minor marks to upper wrapper, otherwise 
very good to near fine. 

 

An unidentified, but revised, draft of this adaptation of Deverey Freeman’s novel, Father 
Sky. The 1981 release was directed by Harold Becker, and starred George C. Scott, 
Timothy Hutton, Ronny Cox, Sean Penn, and Tom Cruise. The final screen credits were 
shared by Ponicsan, James Lineberger and Robert Kamen. We have also had a copy of 
the first draft, dated 28 January 1981, and this draft is significantly revised.   $175.

369. Porteous, Clark: SOUTH WIND BLOWS. New York: Current Books / A. A. Wyn, 1948. 
Cloth. Near fine, in very good, lightly sunned and soiled pictorial dust jacket with small 
chip at lower edge of upper panel. 

 

First edition of the author’s first novel, written while a Nieman Fellow and based on his 
own experiences as a journalist in Memphis and elsewhere. “A reporter ferrets out the 
details of a lynching in Mississippi” - Hanna.   $125.



370. Powell, Anthony, and Robert Vanderbilt: THE ACCEPTANCE OF ABSURDITY ... 
LETTERS 1952 - 1963. London: Maggs Brothers, 2011. 126,[1]pp. Gilt cloth. Portrait. 
About fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Edited by John Saumarez Smith and Jonathan Kooperstein. One of 400 
copies printed. Warmly inscribed on the half-title by Smith, and with two pencil corrections 
in the text (pp. 112 & 115).   $65.

371. Praz, Mario: LA CASA DELLA VITA. [Np]: Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, [1958]. 395,[3]
pp. Large octavo. Gilt cloth boards. Plates (including color folding plates) and portraits. 
First edition of this lyrical account of Praz’s own collections of art and objets. Pencil name, 
otherwise about fine in printed plastic wrapper and very good slipcase (a bit bumped, and 
with closed cracks at two joints).   $125.

372. Prescott, William H.: HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF FERDINAND AND ISABELLA, 
THE CATHOLIC. Boston: Charles Little and James Brown, 1838. Three volumes. Large 
octavos. Original medium green vertically ribbed cloth, spines letters in gilt, with gilt 
device, covers with elaborate frames in blind. Portrait in each volume. Some mild foxing 
attending each portrait, a few extremities frayed, ink gift inscription on free endsheet, or 
preliminary blank of each volume, still, a very good, bright set. 

 

Third edition of Prescott’s first solo publication, published the same year as the first and 
including a new Preface to this edition. Somewhat uncommon in original cloth. 
BAL 16335 (“not seen”).   $250.

373. Price, Richard: LADIES’ MAN. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1978. Cloth. Top edge dusty, 
otherwise a very good copy in like dust jacket with minuscule closed tears at the spine 
extremities and a bit of soiling on the verso. 

 

First edition of the author’s third novel. With Price’s 24-line humorous 1983 inscription to 
two friends, filling the lower quadrant of the title-page and spilling over to fill the same 
region of the dedication page, concluding “Stop me before I write again Love Richard 
(author of the soon to be released blockbuster ‘A hundred and one things to do to your 
mother’).” The small numbers ‘72-81’ appear on the front free endsheet.   $150.

374. Puzo, Mario [screenwriter]: THE COTTON CLUB  ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY BY 
.... [Np]: Orion Pictures, 16 October 1982. [1],131 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically 
reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in studio wrappers. Title lettered 
on spine, light use to wrapper overlap edges, but a very good copy. 

 

Denoted the “fourth draft” of Puzo’s screenplay, an early stage along the way in the 
complicated development of this partial adaptation of a novel by James Haskins. The 
script for the 1984 release was rewritten and revised by William Kennedy and Francis 
Ford Coppola even while production was ongoing, and Puzo’s contribution was accordingly 
diminished. Coppola directed an ensemble cast including Richard Gere, Gregory Hines, 
Diane Lake, Bob Hoskins, and many others, resulting in Golden Globe nominations for 
both the film and its director.   $175.

375. [Pyle, Howard, et al]: Sienkiewicz, Henryk: ‘QUO VADIS” A NARRATIVE OF THE 
TIME OF NERO. Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1897. Two volumes. Thick octavo. Full 
publisher’s stiff vellum, lettered and decorated in gilt, with gilt medallion onlays, t.e.g., 
others untrimmed. Portrait and plates. Vellum slightly bowed, as usual, with some minor 
hand-soiling to the vellum, but a very nice set, near fine 

 

First edition in this format. Translated from the Polish by Jeremiah Curtin. With plates and 
photographs, including work by Howard Pyle and others. One of 250 numbered copies 
specially printed on handmade paper and bound thus.   $350.



376. [Quoin Press]: [Schuster, Steve]: WHAT IT’S WORTH ... AND THAT’S NOT MUCH. 
[Irving, TX]: The Quoin Press, 1978. Oblong 16mo (6.7 x 7.7 cm). Handsewn into plain 
wrapper and outer wrapper of a US $1 bill. Short edge-tear at top edge of outer wrapper, 
otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition in book form of this short essay tying the slide in the dollar ’s value to 
the technological advances that make printing currency faster and more efficient. The 
recommendation is that all US currency be printed by hand. Copy #111 of 200 numbered 
copies, printed and bound by hand. One of the least common of the press’ productions.   
 $50.

377. Read, Herbert: THE CONTRARY EXPERIENCE  AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. New York: 
Horizon Press, [1963]. 356pp. Gilt cloth. Modest foxing to endsheets, otherwise very good 
in good dust jacket with some general soiling and foxing, particularly to the spine panel. 

 

First collective edition (incorporating new material), American issue, bound from British 
sheets. Warmly inscribed to two US friends during his tenure at the Wesleyan University 
Center for Advanced Studies.   $85.

378. Reed, Kit: MOTHER ISN’T DEAD SHE’S ONLY SLEEPING. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1961. Cloth. First edition of the author’s first book, one of her retained copies. A fine copy 
in slightly smudged -- but unfaded -- dust jacket.  $85.

379. Reed, Kit: MISTER DA V. AND OTHER STORIES. London: Faber and Faber, [1967]. 
Cloth. First edition of the author’s first short story collection, preceding the US edition. 
Usual faint offset on endsheets, otherwise fine in very near fine dust jacket.   $55.

380. Reed, Kit: ARMED CAMPS. London: Faber and Faber, [1969]. Gilt cloth. About fine 
in faintly, and almost inevitably rubbed black pictorial dust jacket, 

 

First edition, preceding the US edition. “Warfare is institutionalized as a means of social 
control and a product of technological imperatives . Reed’s forte is the production of SF 
fabulations in which characters struggle to retain and assert their humanity in a mechanized 
and devalued world” - Anatomy of Wonder. 
ANATOMY OF WONDER II:891.   $100.

381. Reed, Kit: THE BALLAD OF T. RANTULA  A NOVEL. Boston: Little, Brown, [1979]. 
Three quarter dark blue crushed levant, t.e.g., marbled endsheets. Light foxing to fore-
edge, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of the author’s copies, in the special gift binding done for the publisher, 
likely by Harcourt Bindery.   $150.

382. Reed, Kit: OPERA NEWS FOR THE DUMB. Middletown, CT: At the Sign of the 
Piratical Primrose, Christmas 1989. Narrow quarto (31.5 x 16cm). Sewn decorated wrapper. 
Illustrations by Joseph Reed. First edition. An unnumbered copy, in addition to 100 “or 
so” numbered copies (the entire edition). Fine.   $35.

383. Reed, Kit, and Joseph Reed [illustrations]: THIRTY-ONE KEYS TO SOCIAL SUCCESS. 
Middletown, CT: At the Sign of the Piratical Primrose, Christmas 1995. [1],31,[1] leaves. 
Loose leaves of stiff card (8.4 x 8.4 cm), printed on rectos only. Enclosed in glazed 
cardboard box with printed label. Trace of dust at edges of box, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. Copy #52 of one hundred numbered copies.   $45.

One of Ten
 

384. Reed, Kit [verse], and Joseph Reed [illus]: DEATHS OF THE POETS .... [Middletown, 
CT: Sign of the Piratical Primrose, ca. 1980]. 28 panel leporello. Quarto (29 x 26 cm; 



plates 20 x 17.5 cm plus margins). Loosely bound in black cloth with etched labels. Cloth 
shows some dulling and rubbing, spine label curled along one edge, contents about fine. 

 

A rare and ambitious collaborative livre d’artiste, executed completely in etching, intaglio 
and aquatint, and printed on Arches Cover by the artist in an edition of ten copies, signed 
by the author and artist. This is copy #9. An alphabet of poets (and a few others), each 
whimsical portrait accompanied by a satirical quatrain by Kit Reed, the portrait and verse 
enclosed within an appropriate pictorial border. The subjects include Byron, Crane, Donne, 
Euripides, Fuller, Goethe, Homer, S. Johnson, Keats, Nerval, Ovid, Pope, Rilke, Tennyson, 
Villon, Wilde, Yeats and others. Rare, OCLC locating only the Yale copy. A modified second 
edition in reduced format was published in 1991.   $2750.

385. Reeves, John: CONSIDERATIONS ON THE CORONATION OATH, TO MAINTAIN 
THE PROTESTANT REFORMED RELIGION, AND THE SETTLEMENT OF THE CHURCH 
OF ENGLAND, AS PRESCRIBED BY STAT. 1 W. AND .... London: Printed for J. Wright, 
February 23, 1801. [4],44pp. Octavo. Sewn, untrimmed. Some dust offsetting to edges, 
but a good, crisp copy. 

 

First edition of this tract wherein Reeves, former Chief Justice of Newfoundland and, after 
1800, the King’s printer, supports the King’s opinion that the coronation oath prohibited 
Roman Catholics from Parliament and his dismissal of the Pitt government in 1801.              
$150.

386. Rhys, Ernest [ed]: LYRICAL POETRY FROM THE BIBLE. London: J. M. Dent & 
Co., [1895]. Two volumes. Full limp vellum, elaborately decorated in gilt, t.e.g., others 
untrimmed. Frontispieces (the first after Blake), red and black pictorially decorated title 
pages; head and tail pieces. Ribbon ties - one absent, others laid in, and bookmark. Neat 
1898 prize inscription on front free endsheet of first volume, boards bowed as usual, else 
very near fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 250 copies on handmade paper, specially bound. Not in 
Colbeck’s otherwise significant assemblage of Rhys’s original and editorial work.           $250.

387. Riley, James Whitcomb: POEMS HERE AT HOME. New York: Century Co., 1893. 
[viii], [7]-187,[1]pp. Small octavo. Olive green cloth, gilt extra, t.e.g. Illustrations by E. W. 
Kemble. A bit of rubbing and light soiling to cloth, some scattered light foxing, collector’s 
bookplate, but a very good copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition, BAL’s first state (printing?), binding A. An excellent association copy, inscribed 
by Riley on publication day to historian and journalist, Clarence Clough Buell, who joined the 
staff of Century Magazine after leaving the New York Tribune in 1881: “C. C. Buell, Esq. 
-- with hale [?] esteem of his old Hoosier friend, James Whitcomb Riley, Indianapolis, Ind. 
Oct. 10: - 1893 -  - Recollection songs and things Sweeter’n the robin sings!” A considerable 
number of the poems herein were first printed in Century Magazine, starting in 1883. 
BAL 16600. RUSSO, pp. 46-50.   $1250.

388. [Ristaud, Marie Sophie], Madam Cottin: ELIZABETH; OR, THE EXILES OF SIBERIA. 
A TALE FOUNDED ON TRUTH. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME DE 
COTTIN. Dublin: Printed by M. Goodwin, 1818. 174pp. 12mo. Contemporary unlettered 
sheep. Frontis, illus. and tail-piece. Scattered foxing, some pencil and ink doodles on 
endleaves not affecting text, two prices obscured in terminal advert, early ownership 
inscriptions on title and first leaf of text (“Elizabeth O’Brien”); a good copy. 

 

Denoted the “Second edition” of this frequently reprinted moral tale -- though perhaps just 
the second printed by Goodwin. OCLC locates a Dublin printing by Milliken dated 1811, and 
Goodwin published an edition in 1817. The Kildare Place Society also published editions 
in the early 1820s. OCLC/Worldcat locates four copies of this edition: TPL, Oxford, Trinity 
College, Dublin, and NLI. 
OCLC: 43037389.   $150.



Accompanied by an Extra Suite and an Original Drawing
 

389. [Robinson, Alan James (illustrator)]: Carol, Mark 
Philip: ANCIENT NEEDS. [Milford, NY]: ABCedary 
Letterpress, 1989. Folio (38 x 28.5 cm). Full limp 
bleached vellum, with diecut window exposing a 
pictorial vignette. Illustrated. Fine, accompanied by a 
separate suite in cloth folder, the whole enclosed in 
publisher’s folding clamshell box (bookplate shadow 
on box pastedown, small label mark in corner of upper 
panel, tiny mark on spine label). Prospectus laid in. 
 

First edition. Foreword by Brian Davies. Illustrated with 
eleven etchings and four wood engravings by Alan 
James Robinson. From a total edition of 79 copies, 
this is one of twenty-six lettered copies bound thus, 
accompanied by a separate suite of the etchings 
and engravings, each lettered and signed by the 
artist, as well as, in this case, an original ink and 
watercolor drawing, executed on a sheet of fine vellum, 
and signed by the artist. A magnificent undertaking, 
partaking of the manner and spirit of Robinson’s 
Cheloniidae Press, printing Carol’s narrative of the 
birthing of Harp Seal pups on the Magdalen Islands 
in company with Robinson’s depictions of same. The 
text was set in Centaur and Arrighi types, and with 
the wood engravings, printed by Harold McGrath on 
T. H. Saunders paper. The etchings were editioned 

by Sara Krohn on BFK Rives, with blue Japanese Moriki paper as guards, with printed 
captions. The binding was executed by Claudia Cohen.        $3750.

390. [Rogers, Samuel]: THE PLEASURES OF MEMORY.  IN TWO PARTS. WITH SOME 
OTHER POEMS. Boston: Printed by Manning and Loring, for David West, 1795. [8],[v]-
viii,[9]-124pp. Small octavo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume. Four engraved 
plates. Residue of original spine, ink name on title, plates considerably foxed, as usual, 
otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First American edition of the author’s most celebrated collection, first printed in Britain in 
1792 and reprinted extensively thereafter. With the ownership signature (last name only) 
of American politician, Samuel Sitgreaves. The engravings are by Samuel Hill. 
EVANS 29426. ESTC W28900. NCBEL III:181.   $150.

391. Rosenbach, A.S.W.: BOOKS AND BIDDERS  THE ADVENTURES OF A BIBLIOPHILE. 
Boston: Little, Brown, 1927. Cloth and boards, paper label, t.e.g. Plates. Label a shade 
tanned, front free endsheet has soft crease, front inner hinge cracking somewhat, but a 
very good copy, without slipcase. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy ‘x’ of twenty-five copies not for sale, in addition to 785 
numbered copies, all specially bound and signed by the author.   $175.

392. Rotsler, William: [Typed Letter, Signed (with Initials), with Associated Items]. 
[Camarillo, CA?]. [nd but ca. 1952]. Three pages, quarto, on stationary incorporating his 
characteristic fan drawings (in mimeo). Folded for mailing, else very good. 

 

A typed letter, signed with initials, and a typed note, signed in type with initials, accompanied 
by an unused sheet of stationary with an additional mimeo drawing. Early communications 
to “Lad,” relating to renewing his membership in FAPA, his fanzine, Masque (“Thanks 
for your comments on Masque. After 2-3 years, however, I think it stinks”) and risqué 
references to the buxom nude on the stationary and his status as a “coming young 



artist.” Multi-Hugo Award winner Rotsler (1926-1997) was an active illustrator, film-maker, 
journeyman novelist and pornographer. He published Masque from 1949-1953, and much 
of his fan art of the times featured nude or half-nude women in SF contexts.   $125.

393. [Rowlandson, Thomas (illus), and William Combe]: THE TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX, 
IN SEARCH OF THE PICTURESQUE  A POEM [with:] THE SECOND TOUR OF DOCTOR 
SYNTAX, IN SEARCH OF CONSOLATION; A POEM [with]: THE THIRD TOUR OF DOCTOR 
SYNTAX, IN SEARCH OF A WIFE. A POEM. London: R. Ackermann’s Repository of 
Arts, 1812, 1820 & [1821]. Three volumes. iii,[3],275pp. plus engraved title and 30 plates 
(including frontis); [6],279pp. plus 24 engraved plates (including frontis); [4],279pp. plus 24 
engraved plates (including frontis). Large octavos. Uniformly bound by Riviere in full deep 
red crushed levant, raised bands, spines gilt extra, gilt inner dentelles, t.e.g. Bookplate 
on front pastedown in each volume, along with small tape scars from earlier “protective” 
wrappers, usual mild offsetting from plates to facing pages, occasional minor smudges 
or light spotting, but a very good set, attractively bound. 

 

First edition in book form of one of Rowlandson’s most popular illustrated works, featuring 
the 78 handcolored full-page engraved plates, and two colored engraved titles - the second 
volume appeared with a printed title. In this set, the leaves of “Directions to Binder” are 
bound in; in the first volume the opening leaf of text is headed “Chapter I” and plate 5 
is in its first state; in the second volume plate 15 is in Tooley’s second state. The first 
title appeared in the Poetical Magazine under the title “The Schoolmaster’s Tour,” and 
Rowlandson added three illustrations and reworked the plates for the book edition. The 
second and third titles appeared serially, each in eight monthly parts, prior to publication 
in book form. “The misadventures of this elderly pedant gave Rowlandson ample scope 
for the comic designs of which he was a master, and the three books which deal with 
Syntax were his greatest success as an illustrator” - Ray. 
ABBEY (LIFE) 265-7. TOOLEY 427-9. RAY 34.   $2500.

394. Ruby, James C.: 5 WOODCUTTERS. [Middletown, CT]: The Art Laboratory Wesleyan 
University, [1966]. [16]pp. Small octavo. Sewn wrappers, printed label. Illustrated. Trace 
of sunning at edges, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. One of thirty copies only, set and printed by hand by the author/artist. 
Illustrated with five original wood-engraved portraits of Durer, Holbein, Van Leyden, Bewick 
and Maillol. Rare. One copy is reported in OCLC/Worldcat, at William & Mary. 
OCLC: 926719118.   $125.

395. Ruby, James C.: A BOOK OF CURIOUS INSECTS. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan 
University Art Laboratory, 1967. [34] leaves. Oblong quarto (17.5 x 26 cm). Linen-backed 
marbled paper over boards, printed label. A couple minor foxmarks, but near fine, 

 

First edition. I l lustrated with five 
original etchings. One of thirteen 
numbered copies printed on Mohawk 
Superfine, with the etchings printed 
by  hand on Koch i .  Descr ip t i ve 
texts accompany etched portraits 
of the Butter Bug, the Three Toed 
Mean Beetle, the Banker Beetle, 
the Crumbug, and the Brittletail. A 
lovely production from this excellent 
university fine press. OCLC locates 
two copies only, Miami and Univ. of 
Colorado at Boulder. 

OCLC: 535537255.   $375.



396. Russell, W. Clark: WHAT CHEER! London: Cassell and Co., 1896. Dark blue cloth, 
pictorially stamped in light blue, spine stamped in gilt, t.e.g.. First edition of this maritime 
novel. Glue stain to one page of the publisher’s catalogue (perhaps due to a pasteover 
now absent), two small booklabels on pastedown, otherwise a tight, bright, very good copy. 
WOLFF 6072.   $225.

397. Saarinen, Eero: EERO SAARINEN ON HIS WORK  A SELECTION OF BUILDINGS 
DATING FROM 1947 TO 1964 .... New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1962. 
Folio. Cloth and boards, paper spine label. Profusely illustrated with photographs and 
renderings. A few minor smudges to boards, otherwise fine. The slipcase has been repaired. 

 

First edition. Edited by Aline B. Saarinen. Includes such recognizable undertakings as 
the U.S. Embassy in London, Ingalls Rink, the MIT Chapel, the TWA Terminal at Idlewild, 
etc.   $150.

398. Saint-Exupery, Antoine de: LE PETIT PRINCE  AVEC DESSINS PAR L’AUTEUR. 
New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, [1943]. Small quarto. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrations 
in color and black & white. Wrapper significantly tanned at edges, some chafing to spine 
folds, but a near very good, internally nice copy. 

 

First edition, first printing, wrapperbound issue of the French text, preceding publication 
in France, but itself preceded by the translation into English from the author’s manuscript 
by Katharine Woods. The errant printer’s flaw (the so-called “flying crow”) appears in the 
illustration on p.63, and the author’s name and publisher’s spine imprint both extend into 
the front and rear wrappers.   $1250.

399. Sandburg, Carl: POTATO FACE. New York: Harcourt, [1930]. Cloth. Early ink name on 
pastedown, gilt leather bookplate of binder Atmore Beach on pastedown, another bookplate 
on verso of free endsheet, light rubbing and small nick in upper board, otherwise a good 
copy in half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by Sandburg on the front free endsheet: “Atmore & Cora Beach 
1960. Carl Sandburg.” Laid in is a snapshot of Sandburg and Atmore Beach (the latter 
in a hospital bed) on the occasion, inscribed to the recipients on the verso by a third 
party. $200.

400. Saroyan, William: HERE COMES THERE GOES YOU KNOW WHO. New York: 
Trident / Simon & Schuster, 1961. Large octavo. Cloth. Photographs. Smudge on fore-
edge, otherwise a very good copy in somewhat soiled and used dust jacket with small 
chip at crown of spine panel. 

 

First edition of Saroyan’s autobiography. With the author’s presentation inscription on the 
half-title: “For my first New York friends Leonard and Sylvia Lyons with many memories 
of happy times & great people at your house love Bill Saroyan Nov. 21 1970”.   $125.

401. Sassoon, Siegfried: SHERSTON’S PROGRESS. Garden City: Doubleday, Doran and 
Co., 1936. Tan cloth, pictorially stamped in dark brown. About fine in a near fine example 
of the pictorial dust jacket with a few minor nicks and a couple of minuscule chips at the 
spine ends. 

 

First U.S. edition, with the binding and dust jacket designs after Barnett Freedman. 
Somewhat less common in jacket than its British counterpart. Keynes notes only the 
1937 American printing. 
KEYNES A40a(n).   $150.

402. [Scott, Sir Walter]: MINSTRELSY OF THE SCOTTISH BORDER:  CONSISTING OF 
HISTORICAL AND ROMANTIC BALLADS, COLLECTED IN THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES 
OF SCOTLAND; WITH A FEW OF MODERN DAYS, FOUNDED UPON LOCAL TRADITION. 
Edinburgh: Printed by James Ballantyne, for Longman and Rees..., 1803. Three volumes. 



[8],clxviii,291;[6],426;[8],420pp. Large octavo. Contemporary diced calf, handsomely rebacked 
to style in gilt calf. Early bookplates, ownership signatures and occasional pencil notes of 
General Henry Allen Johnson (1748-1835). Light foxing and occasional dustiness, old ink 
tidemark in lower margin of fifteen leaves of third volume, some wear and chips to edges 
of boards; despite these detractions, an attractive set, with the half-titles. 

 

Second edition, first (ordinary paper) impression, but in fact, the first edition of the contents 
of the third volume. In this copy, P4 in the third volume is in the first state, and B3 and B8 
are cancels, as usual. The expanded edition of Scott’s anonymously edited collection. 
TODD & BOWDEN 8Ac.   $450.

403. [Scott, Sir Walter]: ST RONAN’S WELL. Edinburgh: Printed for Archibald Constable 
and Co., 1824. Three volumes. 19th century three-quarter calf and marbled boards, gilt 
labels. Edges a bit rubbed, with short crack at top of upper joint of one volume, otherwise 
a very good set, with the half-titles and the terminal catalogue. 

 

First edition, the variant of volume one with the alternate press figures cited by Todd and 
Bowden. The first edition consisted of 9800 copies. 
TODD & BOWDEN 171Aa.   $175.

404. Shaw, George Bernard: THE INTELLIGENT WOMAN’S GUIDE TO SOCIALISM AND 
CAPITALISM. London: Constable and Co., 1928. Large octavo. Gilt and green decorated 
cloth, t.e.g. Trace of foxing at edges and to endleaves, otherwise a near fine, bright copy 
in a good, dust-smudged example of the Eric Kennington dust jacket (a few short edge 
tears and small chips, slip pasted over price on flap). 

 

First edition. Laid in front is a [4]pp. large octavo pre-publication prospectus, printing a 
substantial text about the book, as well as a postcard order form, directed to Bumpus. 
LAURENCE A187a.   $150.

405. Shaw, George Bernard: [Carbon Typescript of a Draft Memorandum of Agreement, 
with Manuscript Corrections by Shaw]. [London]. June. 1894. Three pages, on three 
quarto leaves, with manuscript corrections, deletions and insertions in ink. Light use, old 
folds, old staple holes in upper left corner, very good. 

 

A draft agreement attending a license for rights to American and Canadian productions 
by Richard Mansfield of Arms And The Man. Unsigned, but with Shaw’s manuscript 
revisions, deletions and insertions, including the stipulation that the agreement is for one 
year only.   $400.

The Copyright Performance
 

406. [Shaw, George Bernard]: [Programme for:] “THE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE” ... [wrapper 
title]. London: Bijou Theatre, Saturday, 17 April 1897. [4]pp. Printed self-wrappers. Small 
nick at lower edge, but a very good copy of a fragile item. 

 

A program for the sole performance of the British copyright production of Shaw’s play, 
noting: “This will be the sole performance of ‘The Devil’s Disciple’ in England prior to 
its production in the United States, at the Garrick Theatre. New York, by Mr. Richard 
Mansfield.” The role of Anthony Anderson (a Presbyterian minister) was played by “Mr. 
Cashel Byron” (i.e. Shaw).   $150.

407. Shaw, George Bernard: THE CASE FOR EQUALITY  AN ADDRESS DELIVERED 
... 1ST MAY, 1913 [wrapper title]. London: National Liberal Club Political and Economic 
Circle, [1914]. 36pp. Printed brick brown wrappers. Slight dusting to wrappers, small nick 
at crown of spine, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. Published as Transactions Part 85 for the Club, for distribution to members. 
Laurence suggests that it is not likely that over 500 copies were printed, as in June 1914 
the membership consisted of 117 members. With the pencil name “Patch” on the first leaf, 



raising the possibility that this copy may have been associated with Shaw’s secretary, 
Blanche Patch. 
LAURENCE A127.   $125.

“... the danger that threatens is a rally of the Fundamentalists against the Arch Infidel ....”
 

408. Shaw, George Bernard: [Fine Typed Letter, Signed, About Thomas Paine and 
Epstein’s Bust]. London. 9 October 1936. One full page, on quarto sheet of letterhead. 
Ca. 300 words. Folded for mailing, a couple small smudges, else very good. Oversize 
half morocco clamshell case. 

 

An excellent letter to Curtis Freshel, principal of the Bakon-Yeast Corporation, and second 
husband of Shaw’s colleague and friend, pacifist and vegetarian activist Emarel (i.e. 
M.R.L.) Freshel. Shaw advises the recipient of some errors in addressing that have caused 
Freshel’s letters to him to stray, and responds to an implicit suggestion that Freshel is 
considering undertaking some form of tribute to Thomas Paine: “ ... you must not think 
of taking him on single-handed. You would have the precedent of the church ‘erected to 
God by Voltaire’; and there is no reason why there should not be a monument ‘erected 
to Thomas Paine by Curtis Freshel’; but it would cost too much ... To write an essay on 
T.P. I should have to read all his works and brush up on my knowledge of the French and 
American revolutions; and to do all that before January would be impossible. Besides, I 
think it would be a mistake to make the occasion one for a rally of notorious freethinkers 
when the danger that threatens is a rally of the Fundamentalists against the Arch Infidel.  
Get some good Christians into the field.” He continues at length about Epstein’s bust, 
the number of castings and their disposition, noting: “It is a very remarkable piece of 
sculpture, like all Epstein’s work; and it is unmistakably like the prehistoric monster from 
whom I am descended. But the copy destined for me has never reached me; and I have 
made no enquiries about it because my wife, who has seen a press picture of it, much 
prefers the flattering and beautifully refined bust by the Hungarian sculptor De Strobl ....”  
Signed: “Always yours, G. Bernard Shaw.”   $1250.

“In America you have all the horrors of the war on the wireless, 
without the rejuvenating effect of the bombs.”

 

409. Shaw, George Bernard: [Autograph Postcard, Signed]. Ayot St. Lawrence. 12 
October 1940. Half-page, in ink, on message side of post card with portrait of Shaw on 
verso, addressed in his hand. Postally used, with several nicks and creases along one 
margin, good. In oversize folding cloth case. 

 

To Mrs “Emarel” Freshel, in New York: “Dearest Emarel  How faithful of you to celebrate 
my birthday.  Alas, it was my eighty fourth, not counting the original event. Look at me, 
Emarel. Just look at me!  In America you have all the horrors of the war on the wireless, 
without the rejuvenating effect of the bombs. Curious that: isn’t it? ‘What a piece of work 
is a Man!’ Or a Woman? G. Bernard Shaw.” As Shaw’s birthday was 26 July, we must 
assume some tardiness in the correspondence. Emarel (i.e. M.R.L.) Freshel (1869 - 1949) 
was a pacifist vegetarian activist and antivivisectionist whose rank in New York and 
Boston social circles permitted her the opportunity for highly visible actions on behalf of 
her causes. Her husband was a principal of the Bakon-Yeast Corporation.   $500.

410. Shaw, George Bernard: [A Small File of Correspondence with Film Producer 
Sydney Box]. London & Ayot St. Lawrence. 27 May 1948 through 25 January 1950. Five 
items, as detailed below. Two autograph lettercards from Shaw, one t.l.s. from Box, with 
Shaw’s manuscript response, and two retained carbons of Box’s letters to Shaw. Very good. 

 

British film producer Sidney Box here endeavors, without luck, to get Shaw to grant him 
cooperation and/or rights to films based on or derived from his works. In his letter of 27 
May 1948, Box inquires of Shaw’s interest in joining with Maugham and Noel Coward in a 
series of films “starring writers instead of actors ....,” in the form of a selection of scenes/
vignettes from the works, accompanied by the writer speaking in context. Shaw’s response, 



if any, is not present. On 20 July 1949, Box writes again, this time seeking permission to 
film The Devil’s Disciple and offering 10% of the gross and promises of textual and artistic 
integrity. Shaw responds on 21 July 1949: “Many thanks for your proposal and its quite 
satisfactory terms; but the filming of the Devil’s Disciple is engaged to Gabriel Pascal. He 
is at present in the U.S.A. in bed after an operation; so I shall bear you in mind in case 
----???? G. Bernard Shaw.” On 25 July Box responds: “I cannot wait for Gabriel Pascal 
to die; he is extremely tough and, if he takes care of himself one half as well as you do, 
will live to be 105.” He then asks: “How about ‘The Doctor’s Dilemma’ on similar terms to 
those set out in my letter of July 20th?” Shaw responds in a blank portion of Box’s letter: 
“NO. Gabriel has the whole boodle as long as he is alive and efficient. But he may be 
dead: the operation was a serious one. GBS 26/7/49.” In response, evidently, to a further 
entreaty from Box - not present - Shaw writes him on one of his printed lettercards, c/o 
Pinewood Studios: “25/1/1950 NO. Drop it. [indecipherable[] is not my subject. GBS.” In 
fact, Gabriel Pascal lived until 1954, and produced films of four Shaw properties, although 
only one, Androcles and The Lion, appeared after Shaw’s exchange with Box, in 1952. 
Guy Hamilton’s version of The Devil’s Disciple was released in 1959, by which point Box 
was involved in television rather than film.   $750.

411. Shepard, Sam [screenwriter]: FAR NORTH (SCREENPLAY) .... [Np]: Alive Films, [1987]. 
[1],85 leaves plus lettered inserts. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript, printed 
on rectos only of white, rose and blue paper. Bradbound in studio wrappers with diecut 
window. Title lettered on spine, wrappers a bit used along overlap edges, but very good. 

 

An unspecified, but revised draft of this original screenplay, with substantial sections of 
dated revises on colored paper from 18 September and 1 October. Shepard also debuted 
as a director of the November 1988 release, starring Jessica Lange, Charles Durning, 
Tess Harper, Patricia Arquette, et al. The final screenplay was published in 1993 in a 
collective volume with other works by Shepard, but preproduction scripts are uncommon 
indeed.   $450.

412. [Sheridan, Richard Brinsley]: THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.  A COMEDY, AS IT IS 
PERFORMED AT THE THEATRE ROYAL IN DRURY LANE. Dublin: Printed and Sold by 
the Booksellers, [nd. but ca. 1785]. [2],[3]-72pp. 12mo. Extracted from bound pamphlet 
volume, resewn and laid into somewhat worn marbled paper over limp boards folder. 
Pencil notes on detached preliminary blank, small marginal cellotape mend to last leaf; 
a sound copy. Morocco backed folding cloth case with ribbon ties. 

 

With the bookplate of A. Edward Newton inside the front wrapper (lot III:267 in his sale). 
One of the over twenty-five pirated Dublin printings of this play that appeared in the 
18th century, beginning with the celebrated printing of 1780 based on the prompt script 
Sheridan gave to his sister, and following through various corrupt texts, or texts adapted 
from performances. Sheridan’s final revised text was eventually published in 1821.  
ESTC assigns the above date to this printing, and locates copies at Princeton, Kansas, 
Texas, Yale and the State Library of South Australia. Laid in is an earlier bookseller’s 
description, describing the present outer dress of the pamphlet erroneously as “Original 
marbled paper boards ....” 
ESTC N21581. NCBEL II:818.   $350.

413. Sheridan, Richard Brinsley: COMEDIA INTITULADA A ESCOLA DO ESCANDALO 
.... Lisbon: NA Offic. de Samão Thaddeo Ferreira, 1795. [6],7-138,[4]pp. Small octavo. 
Early 20th century 3/4 calf and marbled boards. Small early ink name in upper corner of 
title (trimmed slightly in binding), a few small spots to title and faint tidemark in extreme 
lower margin of first few leaves, but a very good, crisp copy. 

 

First edition in Portuguese of A School For Scandal, translated from the English text by 
José Anselmo Correia Henriques, and with a two page printed dedication to Catharina 
Micaela Sousa Cesar e Alencastre. The translation omits the Prologue and Epilogue. 
OCLC’s collation calls for six unnumbered terminal pages; this copy includes four, one a 



colophon, the rest blank. Rare: OCLC/Worldcat locates copies at Georgetown, Harvard, 
Trinity Dublin and Cambridge. The translation is not among the several 18th century non-
English editions reported by NCBEL. 
OCLC 57297563.   $850.

414. Sheridan, Richard Brinsley: PIZARRO A TRAGEDY IN FIVE ACTS; AS PERFORMED 
AT THE THEATRE ROYAL IN DRURY-LANE: TAKEN FROM THE GERMAN DRAMA 
OF KOTZEBUE; AND ADAPTED TO THE ENGLISH STAGE BY .... London: Printed for 
James Ridgway, 1799. [8],76,[8]pp. Octavo. Full red crushed levant, gilt extra, t.e.g., 
others untrimmed, by Riviere. Light rubbing to joints, some discoloration from gilding 
in a few top margins, verso of last leaf and adverts a bit dust darkened and creased 
but a very good copy. With the bookplate of William H. Woodin (FDR’s Secretary of the 
Treasury) and another. 

 

First edition, the issue on wove paper, with the paper watermarked 1796. A line below 
the imprint on the title-leaf calls for both a regular edition, 2s 6d, and “A superior Edition, 
on fine wove Paper, hot-pressed, Price 5s.” Williams does not treat any differentiation 
between them, though ESTC notes a variant that may or may not have relevance. The 
variant reading in the final sentence of Act 4, “No living -- thought and memory are my 
hell,” appears in this copy, and the ‘p’ in ‘hot-pressed’ shows signs of batter. The terminal 
adverts are dated 25 June 1799. A remarkably popular play - by 1800 Ridgway had issued 
a self-proclaimed 25th edition. 
WILLIAMS, p.234. ESTC T58786.   $450.

415. Sickert, Walter: [Autograph Letter, Signed]. 38 Markham Sq., Chelsea. [nd[. One 
page, ca. 90 words in ink, on recto of octavo lettersheet. Folded for mailing, a few faint 
foxmarks and some tanning on blank verso, very good. 

 

To a Miss Osborn: “I am afraid that I have given Hamish too short a notice ... he by no 
means always goes to the Galleries. If I said to you that I would telegraph to you ... then 
you would be in uncertainty. Will you let me know if Wednesday afternoon would suit you 
... & I will write by the next post to him & ask him if he will be there and how late ....”  
Signed in full, “Always yours Walter Sickert.” Sickert, the somewhat eccentric painter and 
founding member of the Camden Town Group, has been cast in a new light of notoriety 
in recent years as one of the characters suspected of having been, or having been an 
accomplice of, Jack the Ripper.   $1600.

416. Silkin, Jon: THE PORTRAIT AND OTHER POEMS. Ilfracombe: Arthur H. Stockwell, 
Ltd. [1950]. Stiff printed wrappers. About fine. 

 

First edition of the poet’s first book, This small collection precedes his breakthrough 
collection, The Peaceable Kingdom, by four years. This copy is inscribed by Silkin to 
fellow poet Leonard Clark, signed and dated in 1957. With Clark’s bookplate inside the 
front wrapper. It appears, some years removed from our first cataloguing of this particular 
copy of this book, that some game was afoot, as there are at least two other copies extant 
bearing similar inscriptions to Clark and bearing his bookplate. Consequently, the price 
has been reduced.   $150.

417. Simon, André L.: BIBLIOTECA BACCHICA  BIBLIOGRAPHIE RAISONNÉE DES 
OUVRAGES IMPRIMÉS AVANT 1800 ET ILLUSTRANT LA SOIF HUMAINE SOUS TOUS 
SES ASPECTS, CHEZ TOUS LES PEUPLES ET DANS TOUS LES TEMPS ... TOME 
I  INCUNABLES [with:] TOME II SEIZIÈME SIÈCLE. London & Paris: Maggs Brothers, 
1927 - 1932. Two volumes. Quarto. Cloth and boards, untrimmed. Illustrations and 
facsimiles. Boards a bit edgeworn and smudged, some faint splashmarks to spines, tiny 
snag at crown of one spine, bookplates and ownership stamp (see below), a good set, 
internally very good. 

 



First editions, limited to 250 and 275 numbered copies respectively. A charming association 
copy, inscribed on the free endsheet of the first volume: “O. Madox Hueffer Hommage 
amical André L. Simon.” The recipient, Oliver Madox Hueffer (1876-1931), was himself a 
productive novelist and journalist, although he has been largely overshadowed by his better 
known older brother. According to his biographer, on 21 June 1931, after “an exceptionally 
good dinner” (wine choice unreported), Hueffer is said to have exclaimed “I’ve never felt 
better in my life,” and died of a heart attack, aged fifty-four. The first volume subsequently 
rested for a time with the Polish Naval Association, London, with their stamp on the front 
pastedown, and then migrated to the reference library of London bookselling firm, Francis 
Edwards Ltd, where it joined the second volume and had inserted their bookplate in each 
volume (noted as “Not for Sale” but sold with the substantial portion of the Edwards 
reference library by Maggs Bros ca 1985). A key work from the period of the first blush 
of wine bibliography, by its long dominant figure. 
GABLER G38730.   $1000.

418. Sims, George: REX MUNDI. London: Gollancz, 1978. Cloth boards. First edition.  
Inscribed and signed by the author to Alan Anderson and his wife on the free endsheet.  
Toe of spine bumped, otherwise a near fine copy in near fine dust jacket that is a trace 
darkened along the spine with a slight abrasion near the bottom edge of the upper panel.  
Booklabel of Alan Anderson of The Tragara Press.   $150.

419. [Siskind, Aaron (photographer)]: Gardner, Isabella: THAT WAS THEN  NEW AND 
SELECTED POEMS. Brockport: BOA Editions, 1979. Cloth and marbled boards. Lower 
fore-tips rubbed, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. From an issue of fifty copies specially bound, this is (perhaps) 
one of the ten copies, numbered in Roman, signed by Siskind on the frontispiece, signed 
by the author and with a signed manuscript poem by her. However, the number of this 
copy is ambiguous (‘II’) and the separate photograph that was to accompany the ten 
copies does not accompany this copy.   $250.

420. [Snodgrass, W. D.]: Gardons, S. S. [pseud]: REMAINS  POEMS. Mount Horeb, 
WI: Perishable Press, Ltd., Summer, 1970. Quarter blue morocco and Cockerell paper 
over boards. Title-page collage by Walter Hamady. A faint patch of darkening to spine, 
otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of a total edition of 200 numbered copies, printed in various colors on 
blue-grey Shadwell paper by Hamady. The posthumously collected works of the fictional 
poet of Red Creek, Texas, and lead guitarist of Chicken Gumbo, who disappeared while 
on a hunting trip in the mountains. This is number 41 and is one of the copies with the 
colon on the title-page printed in white. It was also one of the author’s copies, with his 
faint circular blindstamp in the upper fore-corner of the half-title. 
HAMADY 36.   $350.

421. Snodgrass, W. D.: IN RADICAL PURSUIT  CRITICAL ESSAYS AND LECTURES. 
New York: Harper & Row, [1975]. Cloth and boards. Dust spotting to all edges, else very 
good in lightly rubbed dust jacket. 

 

First edition. With the author’s presentation inscription to his future wife on the front free 
endsheet: “for Kathy Brown with high hopes and low desires, D.” He has also signed the 
title page, in full. Laid in is an unsigned poem entitled “A Valediction” in typescript on the 
author’s stationary, and a review of two other Snodgrass titles.   $275.

422. Snodgrass, W. D.: TRADITIONAL HUNGARIAN SONGS. Baltimore: Charles Seluzicki, 
1978. Quarto. Decorative stiff wrappers. Decorations cut by Dorian McGowan. A vertical strip 
of offsetting to the lower wrapper, otherwise very good, with the folded prospectus laid in.



First edition. Copy #215 of 300 numbered copies (of which 15 were hors commerce), all 
signed by Snodgrass. Printed at The Janus Press in Newark, Vermont, by Claire Van Vliet 
and Victoria Fraser. The text was set in twelve-point Times Roman by Jim Houle at the 
Winter Harbor Press in Biddeford, Maine. The paper is Mohawk Superfine with Strathmore 
end sheet and Zaan cover. In addition to the prospectus, laid in is a 4pp. quarto separate 
specimen printing of the title, a page of text, and a page from the afterword. A translation 
into English of eleven songs each accompanied by music written for guitar. Although 
nowhere physically denoted, one of the author’s own copies.  $85.

423. Snodgrass, W. D.: IF BIRDS BUILD WITH YOUR HAIR. [New York]: Nadja, [1979]. 
Quarto. Open-sewn printed stiff wrappers. Wrappers sunned at edges, small faint spot 
on lower wrapper, very good, internally fine. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. Copy #191 of 200 numbered copies for sale, from a total 
edition of 226 copies printed on BFK Rives, all signed by the author. This copy bears a 
presentation inscription by Snodgrass to his (then) future wife on the front free endsheet: 
“for Kathy Brown  who puts things back together De.” It is also signed on the title-page as 
well as the colophon. An excellent association copy of these seven previously uncollected 
poems (“Owls,” “Setting Out,” “Seasoning Barn,” “Cherry Saplings,” “Old Apple Trees,” 
“An Elm Tree,” and “A Phoebe’s Nest”).   $250.

The Dedication Manuscript
 

424. Snodgrass, W. D.: [Autograph Manuscript, Inscribed and Signed, of:] “DEEDEE 
BYRDE CALLING WEE JENNIE WRENNE.” [Np: The Author], 14 September 1981. 
Manuscript poem, in ink, on two conjugate folio leaves of handmade paper (26.5 x 19.5), 
enclosed in slightly larger folder with manuscript title caption on recto of upper leaf, and 
inscription on recto of lower leaf. Fine. 

 

A superb autograph manuscript of this poem in ten quatrains, in ink, in the poet’s characteristic 
hand, with one significant revision. In its published form, “D.D. Byrde Callyng Jennie 
Wrenn,” the poem is dedicated to the poet’s wife, “K. T. Browne.” On the recto of the 
lower cover leaf, the poet has inscribed: “For Kathy with love, De  8/14/81.” The poem 
was published, in substantially altered form, first in 1984, as a limited chapbook by William 
Ewart, and then collected in Selected Poems 1957-1987. In addition to a number of 
variations in individual word choice, this quite early manuscript evidences little, if any, of 
the idiosyncratic and archaic spelling that characterizes the final published form of the 
text.   $1250.

425. Snodgrass, W. D.: MAGDA GOEBBELS. [Winston-Salem]: Palaemon Press Limited, 
[1983]. Large octavo. Marbled paper over stiff wrappers, printed label. Fine. 

 

First edition. Copy #5 of a total edition of 150 copies, signed by the poet, of which fifty 
were not for sale. This was one of the poet’s copies, and laid in is a copy of a preliminary 
printing of the leaflet, “A Note from the Poet,” with the egregious line transposition noted 
by the poet in pencil.   $125.

Poet’s Copy, with Original Drawing
 

426. Snodgrass, W. D.: THE KINDER CAPERS  POEMS ... WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
DELOSS McGRAW. [New York]: Nadja, 1986. Quarto. Cloth, paper label. Some small 
smudges in the upper spine corner of the lower board, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue. One of an unknown number of unnumbered copies bound 
thus, in addition to 26 lettered copies, and 100 numbered, and some unnumbered copies, 
in wrappers, all signed by the author and the artist. This was the poet’s own copy, inscribed 
to him by the artist (“Thanks De”) on the colophon, with an original pencil drawing (with 
colored highlights) of two figures, seemingly the poet and the artist, on the colophon. 
Snodgrass’s library blindstamp appears in the upper forecorner of the free endsheet.      $650.



427. Snodgrass, W. D.: THE KINDER CAPERS  POEMS ... WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
DELOSS McGRAW. [New York]: Nadja, 1986. Quarto. Pictorial wrappers. About fine. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound issue. One of an unknown number of unnumbered copies 
for the author’s use, in addition to 126 numbered copies, all signed by the author and 
the artist. This copy bears Snodgrass’s ownership blindstamp in the blank corner of the 
title-leaf.   $175.

428. Snodgrass, W.D.: SNOW SONGS. [New York]: Nadja, [1992]. Small quarto. Printed 
wrapper over stiff sewn wrappers. Slight sunning to spine, otherwise fine.

First edition, wrapperbound issue. Copy ‘v’ of 25 copies numbered in Roman, reserved 
for the author’s use, from a total edition of 126, all signed by the author. 26 copies were 
bound in cloth.  $125.

429. Snodgrass, W. D.: SPRING SUITE. [New York]: Nadja, [1994]. Small quarto. Printed 
wrapper over stiff wrapper. Fine. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound issue. Copy ‘iv’ of 15 copies numbered in Roman, reserved 
for the author’s use, from a total edition of 91 copies, all signed by the author. 26 copies 
were bound in cloth.   $150.

430. Snodgrass, W. D., and DeLoss MacGraw 
[illus]: W. D.’S MIDNIGHT CARNIVAL. [Encinitas, 
CA Artra Publishing, Inc., 1988]. Quarto. Pictorial 
boards. Color plates. Near fine, in dust jacket with 
minor nicks and spots, else very good or better. 

 

First edition, issue in boards (one of 500 copies 
this). Introduction by Robert Pincus. One of the 
poet’s own copies, inscribed to him and to his 
wife by the artist, with an original pen and ink 
drawing on the half-title depicting Snodgrass as a 
figure in dunce cap perched atop a ladder, holding 
a carnival mask, surrounded by the inscription 
“To De and Kathy / Nov 4 -88 ... with hugs and 
kisses / DeLoss.” Photographs of Snodgrass, 
DeLoss, and Kathy are appended to the main 
text.                                                  $450.

431. Snodgrass, W. D., and DeLoss McGraw 
[illus]: THE DEATH OF COCK ROBIN. Newark, 
London & Toronto: Univ. of Delaware Press / 
Associated University Presses, [1989]. Quarto. Gilt cloth. Black & white and color plates. 
Poems by W. D. Snodgrass, paintings by DeLoss McGraw, afterword by William Chase. 
From the library of W. D. Snodgrass. Minor discoloration to margins, but a very good copy 
in a very good dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Presentation copy, inscribed by the poet to his sister-in-law: “for / Pat Brown 
/ with every legal Easter felicity, / 4/15/90 / De,” and again signed by Snodgrass (in full) 
on the title page.   $150.

432. Snodgrass, W. D., and DeLoss McGraw [illus]: MAKE-BELIEVES: VERSES AND 
VISIONS. [West Eaton, NY]: Eatonbrook Editions, [2004]. Original pictorial printed glazed 
boards. Numerous color plates. Fine, in somewhat faded plain shipping wrapper. 

 

First Edition in this format. This copy has an original drawing on the blank verso of the 
half-title, in black and red ink, signed by McGraw (“DeLoss”), depicting Snodgrass running 
through a heavy rain storm. The book is dedicated (in print) “From De to Del and . . . From 



Del to De,” and this copy originated in Snodgrass’s library. Reprints two out-of-print books 
by Snodgrass, The Death Of Cock Robin, and The Midnight Carnival, and adds one 
new work, Seasoned Chairs For A Child, photos of chairs designed by DeLoss McGraw 
and commissioned for the Children’s Room of the Nashville Public Library, along with the 
sonnets by Snodgrass painted by McGraw on the chairs.   $400.

Fifteen Original Prints
 

433. [Solier, René de]: Siroux, Guillain: [Suite:] ‘NATURELLES I - RENE DE SOLIER” 
8 PLANCHES [caption title]. [Paris: The Artist, ca. 1968]. Nine leaves (including title 
leaf). Oblong folio (38 x 56 cm). Fifteen prints on nine sheets of heavy Rives, loose as 
issued. Fine. 

 

A special separate suite, sans text, of the original engravings, etchings and relief prints, 
some in color, that Siroux prepared for the 1968 edition of Solier ’s work, each sheet 
numbered “xx/xl” and signed by the artist, with the caption title above on the first sheet 
in his hand. The formal edition with text consisted of 83 copies in quarto format, and in 
this suite, several of the prints are set up two per sheet.   $450.

434. Southern, Terry [screenwriter]: [Six Color UK Front of House Stills for:] BARBARELLA. 
[London]: Paramount Pictures, 1968. Six 8 x 10” color front of house stills, with captions. 
Some mild use and occasional creases at corners; a good - very good lot. 

 

A representative lot of the front of house color stills issued to promote the UK release of 
Terry Southern’s film adaptation of Jean-Claude Forrest’s comic. Roger Vadim directed 
Jane Fonda, David Hemmings, Anita Pallenberg, Milo O’Shea and Marcel Marceau in a 
camp classic quite redolent of its era, for good and bad.   $185.

435. Southern, Terry [sourcework and screenwriter]: [Set of Color Mini Lobby Cards 
for:] THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN. [Los Angeles.]: Commonwealth United, 1970. Eight 8 x 
10” color pictorial mini lobby cards. About fine. 

 

A complete set of the mini lobby cards released to promote the US distribution of Southern 
and Joseph McGrath’s embellished film adaptation of Southern’s third novel. McGrath 
directed the British production, starring Peter Sellers, Ringo Starr, Richard Attenborough, 
Laurence Harvey, Christopher Lee, Spike Milligan, Raquel Welch, et al. The film was 
released in the UK on 12 December 1969, with the US opening following on 11 February 
1970. Peter Sellers, John Cleese and Graham Chapman contributed additional material to 
the script. Accompanied by a two page single sheet synopsis issued by National Telefilms 
when it distributed the film in later years.   $150.

436. [Stamperia Valdonega]: Morgan, Frederick: POEMS OF THE TWO WORLDS. Verona: 
Stamperia Valdonega, 1977. Large quarto. Printed wrappers. Illustrated with six drawings 



by Clyde Lynds. A fine copy, enclosed in quarter vellum and Fabriano over boards chemise 
and paper slipcase. 

 

First edition in this format, deluxe issue. Copy #4 of thirteen out-of-series copies, in 
addition to 100 numbered deluxe copies, signed by the author and artist, from a total 
edition of five hundred copies. Inscribed by the poet to the founder of the Eakins Press, 
Leslie Katz, “who made this book possible ....” A trade edition in different format appeared 
the same year from Univ. of Illinois Press.   $400.

437. Steichen, Edward [ed]: POWER IN THE PACIFIC  A PICTORIAL RECORD OF NAVY 
COMBAT OPERATIONS ON LAND, SEA AND IN THE SKY .... [New York]: U.S. Camera 
Publishing Corp., [1945]. Quarto. Cloth. Photographs. Bookplate, cloth a bit dull, a few 
smudges to one blank margin, paperclip mark at top edge of endleaves; a good, sound copy 
in heavily worn pictorial dust jacket with paper backing neatly applied by a previous owner. 

 

First U.S. Camera edition, clothbound issue, quite possibly preceded by the Museum of 
Modern Art printing of the same year. Warmly inscribed and signed by Steichen in 1945 
“For long time friends ....” Based on the MOMA exhibition of selections from the work of 
the combat photographers of the USMC, US Navy and the US Coast Guard in the Pacific 
theater.   $450.

In the Special Binding
 

438. Stein, Gertrude: THE MAKING OF AMERICANS BEING A HISTORY OF A FAMILY’S 
PROGRESS. [Paris: Contact Editions / Three Mountains Press, 1925]. Thick, large octavo. 
Half brown calf and marbled paper over boards, marbled endsheets, original wrappers 
bound in (as executed on behalf of the publisher). Distinctive Shakespeare & Company 
book ticket on rear pastedown. Light rubbing to spine extremities and a bit of wear to the 
extreme foretips of the boards, 1927 Paris ownership inscription on binder’s blank, a few 
small flecks of red offset to upper board, but a very good or better copy, internally about 
fine and partially unopened. 

 

First edition in book form of the author ’s magnum 
opus. Copies were advertised at the time of publication 
as available in this binding, and when orders were 
received, the bindings were executed by a commercial 
binder . The bibliographers suggest that thirty copies 
may have been so bound. A total of 500 copies were 
printed (including five deluxe copies on Japon vellum), 
of which one hundred sets of sheets were sent to the 
U.S. and distributed by Albert & Charles Boni with a 
cancel title leaf and American binding. Although some 
copies were sold by advance subscription and some 
through bookstores, a substantial number of copies 
remained with the publisher as his relations with Stein 
deteriorated. “What became of the remainder of the 
edition neither Bird nor McAlmon remembers, but it is 
certain that a relatively small number of copies actually 
reached the hands of readers” - “The Making of The 
Making of Americans,” by D. Gallup. 
WILSON A6a. GALLUP, “The Making of The Making of Americans,” in The New Colophon, 
pp.55-74.   $3500.

439. [Steinbeck, John (sourcework)]: [Original Still Portrait of Ma Joad in:] THE GRAPES 
OF WRATH]. [Los Angeles: 20th Century-Fox, 1940]. Original 8 x 10” glossy b&w still. 
Mild smudge on blank verso, otherwise fine. 

 

A highly atmospheric character portrait of Jane Darwell as Ma Joad in John Ford’s 1940 
film version of Steinbeck’s novel, a role for which she won an Academy Award. This is one 



of a sequence of such portraits that were made of the main characters, featuring a stark 
single light from the characters’ lower right. Emmett Schoenbaum is generally credited 
as the still photographer for the production.   $175.

440. Steinbeck, John, and Jack Wagner [source work]; and Frank Butler [screenwriter]: A 
MEDAL FOR BENNY  CENSORSHIP DIALOGUE SCRIPT [with:]  A MEDAL FOR BENNY  
RELEASE DIALOGUE SCRIPT [caption titles]. [Los Angeles]: Paramount Pictures, 1 
November and 7 December 1944. Two volumes, each foliated in reel/page format as: 
[1],10,9,7,10,11,10,10,8 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. 
Second item stapled at left margin, first formerly stapled. Some corner creases, “Master 
File Copy” and production number stamps on title leaf of first item, pencil annotations, 
name and ink file number on title leaf of second. Very good. 

 

Two late production states of the script for the 1945 film, based on a story idea by Jack 
Wagner, cowritten with John Steinbeck, and adapted as a screenplay by Frank Butler. 
The release dialogue script records a print totaling 51 more feet than the censorship 
script. Irving Pichel directed, and Dorothy Lamour, J. Carrol Naish and Arturo de Cordova 
led the cast. Obviously, little apart from Steinbeck’s treatment for the film (the Valentine 
collection included a carbon typescript) may be easily identified as purely Steinbeck’s 
work; however, nothing relating to the script saw lifetime publication so even continuity 
scripts such as these take on some significance for Steinbeck scholars.   $850.

441. [Steinbeck, John, et al (source works)]: Hecht, Ben [screenwriter]:  ... DAVID O. 
SELZNICK’S PRODUCTION OF LIGHT’S DIAMOND JUBILEE ... [wrapper title]. [Culver 
City: Selznick Studios], 1954. 149 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on 
rectos only of white, green, yellow and pink paper. Bradbound in stencil-printed wrappers. 
Upper wrapper a bit sunned and with small scuff, script number at top fore-corner, small 
nick to one edge of upper wrapper, but very good or better. 

 

A “Final Script”  - though heavily revised by way of a rainbow of dated inserts - for this 
special anthology television special, in tribute to the anniversary of the invention of the 
light bulb. Hecht wrote the script, featuring adaptations from stories and other material 
by Steinbeck (“The Leader of the People”), Robert Benchley, Irwin Shaw, Max Shulman, 
Samuel Clemens, et al, interspersed with interludes and sketches relevant to the spirit of 
invention, scientific and technological advancement, and the challenges of the modern 
age. The stars included Judith Anderson, Lauren Bacall, Walter Brennan, Joseph Cotten, 
Helen Hayes, Robert Benchley, David Niven, Brandon De Wilde, and others, and closed 
with an address to the audience by the President. King Vidor directed the film sequences, 
William Wellman the Presidential sequence, Arthur Handley the live staged sequences, 
with other directors assigned to different components. The telecast was scheduled for 24 
October 1954. Very scarce.   $750.

442. [Steinbeck, John (sourcework)]: Benton, Thomas Hart: [Five Original Stills based 
on Benton’s Character Portraits for:] THE GRAPES OF WRATH. [Los Angeles: 20th 
Century-Fox, 1940]. Five original 8 x 10” glossy b&w stills. Pencil numbers on two versos, 
otherwise near fine. 

 

Thomas Hart Benton prepared several 
works as publicity pieces for John Ford’s 
1940 film version of Steinbeck’s novel, 
most famously a version of The Departure 
Of The Joads that was incorporated in 
several of the differing styles of posters. 
He also prepared a series of portraits of the 
characters, but these were not incorporated 
in the posters, but rather utilized in the 
theatre program that was offered at the 
opening exhibitions of the film. They were 



also reproduced in the form of six stills (according to the negative numbers - only five are 
present here), evidently in very limited quantities as they are quite scarce. Apart from an 
appearance by this same group at auction in 2008, we’ve not encountered another. $550.

With Signed Proofs and Publisher’s Lithographed Poster
 

443. [Steinlen, Theophile-Alexandre]: Morel, Émile: LES GUEULES NOIRES. Paris: E. 
Sansot & Cie, 1907. 207,[4]pp. Small quarto. Original pictorial stiff wrappers (by Steinlen). 
With original lithographed frontispiece and fourteen other lithographs hors-texte, and 
forty text illustrations and vignettes, by Steinlen. Modest rubbing to joints, light foxing to 
edges, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue (there were 25 copies on Japon, and five on Chine). Preface 
by Paul Adam. Accompanied by proofs of eleven of the full-page lithographs, on 25.5 x 
21.5 cm sheets, with register marks, each signed in pencil in the lower margin by the artist 
(occasional light isolated foxing at margins, otherwise very nice; hinged and matted). Two 
of the proofs, for the illustrations facing pages 139 (Crauzat 281) and 171 (Crauzat 279), 
are for the illustrations as they were redrawn for a portion of the 5th edition. Accompanied 
by the publisher’s original lithographed promotional poster for the book (Crauzat 515), 
matted and framed (printed and lithographed area 43 x 55 cm) featuring the powerful 
image used for the wrapper. The poster, which was lithographed by Eugène Verneau, is, 
to all appearances near fine, but has not been examined outside the frame. 
CRAUZAT 639, 269ff & 515.   $2500.

444. Sterne, Laurence: THE WORKS OF LAURENCE STERNE, A.M. IN EIGHT VOLUMES. 
London: Printed for J. Mozley, Gainsborough, 1795. Eight volumes. 12mo. Contemporary 
tree calf, spines gilt extra, contrasting labels. Portrait. Portrait and title in first volume 
a bit foxed, occasional minor marginal smudges, crowns of four spines a trifle abraded, 
but withal a pretty set. 

 

ESTC locates seven sets, three in the US: Trinity College, UMn and UVa. 
ESTC N25764.   $450.

First Book
 

445. Stevens, Wallace: HARMONIUM. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1923. Large octavo. 
Cloth backed decorated boards, paper spine label. Spine and label a bit soiled, forecorners 
bruised, otherwise a very good copy without dust jacket. 

 

First edition, first binding, of the author’s first book (one of five hundred copies thus, from 
a total edition of 1500 copies divided between three binding lots). This copy bears a gift 
inscription to “Vancil Foster” (i.e. Joseph O’Kane Foster) “from M.E.S. Ranchos, August, 
1924.” The recipient was a long time Taos resident, and author of several books related 
to the Colony and its residents. 
EDELSTEIN A1.a. MODERN MOVEMENT 46.   $3000.

446. Stevens, Wallace: THREE ACADEMIC PIECES  THE REALM OF RESEMBLANCE  
SOMEONE PUTS A PINEAPPLE TOGETHER  OF IDEAL TIME AND CHOICE. [Cummington, 
MA]: The Cummington Press, 1947. Small octavo. Pale blue-green paper over boards. 
Spine and edges sunned, with a few smudges to boards, a bit of foxing to endsheets and 
rarely in the text, but a good copy. 

 

First edition, unsigned issue. Woodcut initials by Wightman Williams. Copy # xvii of xcii 
numbered copies printed on Beauvais Arches paper, with the initials hand colored, from 
a total edition of 246 copies. With a small card laid in, bearing in Wightman Williams’s 
hand: “with the compliments of the author -.” Although nowhere noted in the book, the 
recipient was Allen Tate, long-time backer of the press. 
EDELSTEIN A12.   $750.



Presented to His Mother
 

447. Stevenson, Robert Louis: VIRGINIBUS PUERISQUE AND OTHER PAPERS. London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1887. Small octavo. Original polished brick-red buckram, t.e.g., others 
untrimmed. From the collection of Arthur H. Houghton, with his book label on front pastedown. 
Cloth evidently treated at an early date with some sort of shellac-like fixative, a bit faded 
and worn, with offsetting to endsheets and short crack at toe of front inner hinge, otherwise 
a good, sound copy. 

 

Second edition, regular English issue. Presentation copy, inscribed by the author on the 
half-title: “To my mother  Robert Louis Stevenson.” According to the Chatto and Windus 
stock book, 1000 copies of this edition were printed. The first edition appeared in 1881. 
Margaret Isabella (Balfour) Stevenson (1829-1897), or “Maggie” (as she was known to 
her family), married Thomas Stevenson in 1848 and gave birth to RLS in 1850. She had 
a strong and loving relationship with her son. Although quarrels between RLS and his 
father about religion, his career and his marriage were upsetting to the family, the family 
remained close. After her husband died in 1887, Maggie went with RLS and Fanny on 
their travels to America and the South Seas and even settled with them in Vailima. She 
returned to Edinburgh to live with her sister after RLS died. 
BEINECKE 74.   $6500.

448. Stevenson, Robert Louis, and W.E. Henley: DEACON BRODIE OR THE DOUBLE 
LIFE A MELODRAMA IN FIVE ACTS AND EIGHT TABLEAUX. [Edinburgh]: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1888. Printed wrappers. Lacking most of spine and entire rear wrapper, 
front wrapper dust soiled, with a few foxmarks, internally very good. 

 

The rare second, revised edition, printed “For Private Circulation Only.” The first private 
edition, also rare, was published in 1880. Although there is a place for the copies to be 
numbered on the front wrapper (this copy is not numbered), the size of the edition is 
unknown. This copy originated from the Henley family library, and bears the pencil signature 
of Henley’s brother-in-law, William McBride. 
BEINECKE 59.   $750.

449. [Stevenson, Robert Louis]: McKay, George L. [compiler]: A STEVENSON LIBRARY 
CATALOGUE OF A COLLECTION OF WRITINGS BY AND ABOUT ROBERT LOUIS 
STEVENSON FORMED BY EDWIN J. BEINECKE .... New Haven: Yale University Library, 
1951 - 1964. Six volumes. Large, thick octavos. Blue cloth, lettered in gilt, t.e.g., others 
untrimmed. Frontispieces, portraits, facsimiles (including tipped-in facsimiles). Mild tanning 
at edges, otherwise a very good to near fine set. 

 

First editions, each volume one of 500 copies printed after a design by C. P. Rollins.  
Inscribed on the free endsheet of the first volume: “For Ed. Grabhorn, who is always 
doing favors for everyone and just now one for me. With regards Edwin J. Beinecke. 
March 28th, 1952.” Below Beinecke’s presentation inscription appears an inscription by 
Grabhorn, executed shortly after his receipt of this volume: “for Dr. Bloomfield from Ed 
Grabhorn April 14, 1952.” The Grabhorns, of course, were associated with a number of 



printed pieces of Stevensoniana, and in the lower margin of the page printing items 734 
and 735, Beinecke has noted: “The two above items printed by the Grabhorn Press E.J.B.” 
The authoritative monument to Beinecke’s collecting, featuring detailed annotations and 
descriptions of over 8000 printed books, manuscripts, letters, pamphlets and association 
items.   $500.

On the Designs for Garland’s Books
 

450. [Stone & Kimball, and Hamlin Garland]: Carpenter, Horace Thompson: [Fine Autograph 
Letter, Signed, to Herbert Stone, About Designs for Hamlin Garland’s Books]. Joliet, 
IL. 16 October 1893. One and one-half pages, in ink, on recto and verso of quarto sheet 
of pictorial letterhead of The Literary Northwest, with return address and printed portion 
crossed through. Tiny filing spindle hole; partial splitting at center mailing fold (with no 
loss), scrawled pencil docket and light soiling; about very good. 

 

Carpenter writes “To Mr. [Herbert S.] Stone,” of the Chicago publishing firm of Stone & 
Kimball, reporting that “All the drawings for the set of books you are getting out for Mr. 
Garland have been turned in & have proofs of all with the exception of the last two or 
three ... They seem to have Mr. Garland’s approval. ...  I have tried to do good work on 
them and I think they will come out very strong and black. I have made many more than 
I had expected to, but I am of course anxious to make a good showing from purely a 
selfish reason.” Carpenter continues: “I should be very glad indeed to have you give me 
a chance, when opportunity presents itself to do some artistic and decorative work, quaint 
initials and the like or illustrating of any kind. While I have been very glad to have the 
opportunity of doing some realistic illustrating I think I would make a creditable showing 
in other directions. I mentioned to Mr. Garland the other day the payment of the $100 ... 
I should very much appreciate the remittance if convenient as this season’s experience 
has not left me in good financial shape.” Horace Thompson Carpenter (1857-1947), was 
an American illustrator, artist and art writer, and served as Manager of The Literary 
Northwest  An Illustrated Monthly Magazine, which was published briefly in St. Paul 
by the D.D. Merrill Company, from March 1892 until July 1893 -- no doubt its demise was 
among the causes of Carpenter’s financial concerns. He studied under Thomas Eakins at 
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia. “Hamlin Garland’s books were the 
rock on which the firm [of Stone & Kimball] was securely founded … The firm published 
Garland’s Prairie Songs, the essays Crumbling Idols, and the novel Rose Of Dutcher’s 
Coolly. Another volume of stories, Prairie Folks, was published by Stone & Kimball in 
1895 from the types of an earlier edition. The author was extravagantly pleased with 
the appearance of these books; especially with the designs of H.T. Carpenter for Main 
Travelled Roads [reprinted by Stone & Kimball] and Prairie Songs, and with the symbolic 
design of three cornstalks the publishers gave their bindings. Great pains were taken in 
the production of these books.” 
KRAMER, pp.17-18.   $275.

451. [Stowe, Harriet Beecher]: SOUVENIR BOOK  CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS UNCLE 
TOM’S CABIN ... [wrapper title]. [Universal City]: Universal Pictures Corporation, [1927]. 
[16]pp. Oblong octavo (23 x 30.5 cm). Color pictorial wrappers. Illustrated with photographs. 
Narrow short splits at crown and toe of wrapper spine, date (“April 1, 1928”), heavy vertical 
crease, otherwise a very good copy. Accompanied by a [4]pp. herald for same, on stiff 
card, with colored front panel illustration. Fine. 

 

A substantial and particularly lavish souvenir book for Universal’s 1927 film adaptation 
of Stowe’s novel. While Uncle Tom ... had provided grist for several earlier films, most 
were shorts or featurettes, the most substantial of which had come in at 54 minutes. This 
adaptation, which bragged about its budget in excess of a million dollars - it was the third 
most expensive silent film production - was released with a running time of 144 minutes. 
Harry Pollard served as director, the story was supervised by Edward J. Montagne, and 
Margaret Fischer, James B. Lowe, Mona Ray, George Siegmann and Eulalie Jensen played 
the leads. Charles S. Gilpin was originally cast as Uncle Tom, but was replaced by Lowe 



when his portrayal was deemed “too aggressive.” The film premiered in New York on 4 
November 1927, but it achieved wider distribution in 1928. The upper wrapper features 
an idealized image of Lincoln, Grant and Lee in a three way handshake, with Lincoln’s 
hand raised in benediction. The herald, which is imprinted on the rear panel with imprint 
and seating plan of the Central Theatre, Broadway at 44th Street, prints a cast and crew 
list, as well as a 3 paragraph “Foreword” promoting Uncle Tom’s Cabin as “probably the 
greatest human story ever written.”  $375.

452. [Strand, Paul]: Newhall, Nancy [ed]: TIME IN NEW ENGLAND. New York: Aperture, 
Inc., [1977]. Quarto. Printed cloth, with ribbon marker. Illustrated with over one hundred 
photographs by Paul Strand. Very fine in cloth slipcase and publisher’s shipping box. 

 

First enlarged edition, limited issue. Preface by Paul Metcalf, afterword by Beaumont 
Newhall. One of 450 numbered copies, assembled from hand-selected sheets and specially 
bound. Accompanied by a hand-pulled grain photogravure made from Strand’s original 
negative, in an edition of 450 prints. The plate was made by Jon Goodman and Richard 
Benson and the edition was printed at Atelier de Taille Douce, St. Prex. Signed by Hazel 
Strand for the Paul Strand Foundation on the limitation sheet.   $1500.

453. Stratton-Porter, Gene: LADDIE  A TRUE BLUE STORY. Garden City: Doubleday, 
Page & Co., 1913. Medium blue cloth, decorated in blind, lettered in white. Frontis and 
plates by Herman Pfeifer, decorated prelims. A near fine, sharp copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. The sourcework for three film adaptations, the first, 1926, and now likely lost, 
was a silent version released by the author’s own production company. It was revisited 
in 1935, and again in 1940. 
SMITH S-1013.   $250.

454. Straub, Peter: THE THROAT. [New York]: Dutton, [1993]. Large, thick octavo. Cloth 
and boards. A few dust speckles to fore-edge, otherwise about fine in dust jacket. 

 

First trade edition. Inscribed and signed by the author on the title-page: “For Kit Reed - At 
the beginning of an interesting journey - with affection, Peter Straub.” Laid in is a brief, 
a.l.s. (“Peter”), forwarding another book to the recipient, in March 2007. Ostensibly, an 
illustrated limited edition preceded this edition, and the novel was recipient of the World 
Fantasy Award and Bram Stoker Award for its year.   $85.

455. [Strawberry Hill Sale]: A CATALOGUE OF THE CLASSIC CONTENTS OF STRAWBERRY 
HILL  COLLECTED BY HORACE WALPOLE. London: George Robins, 1842. xxiv,250pp. 
Quarto. Cloth-backed stiff boards, pictorial title vignette on upper board. Engraved frontis 
portrait and engraved title, illustrations. Boards edgeworn and somewhat rubbed and 
soiled; prelims through page ‘x’ neatly detached, soft vertical crease in engraved title-leaf; 
generally a good copy of an item rarely found fine. 

 

Novelist/collector Hugh Walpole’s copy, with his leather Brackenburn bookplate inside the 
upper board, beneath an inserted example of Horace (Horatio) Walpole’s own engraved 
bookplate (the early state of BP2). This example is a variant of Hazen’s edition ‘I’ of 
the extensive sale catalogue of Walpole’s library and effects. The printing history of the 
catalogue is moderately complex, as were the circumstances of the sale, and as many 
as seven editions of the catalogue are described by Hazen, not including the separate 
catalogue of the London sale. In this copy, as characteristic of Hazen’s edition ‘I’, there 
are only 152 lots in the tenth day and 140 in the twelfth. However, like in Hazen’s edition 
‘V’, the Waldegrave manuscripts (6th day, lots 161-187) have been removed. However, 
the books of prints in the Round Tower, making up days 7 and 8, are still present. These 
were removed in edition ‘VI’, and recatalogued for the London sale. This copy has been 
sporadically priced in pencil in a contemporary hand, beginning part way through the sixth 
day (skipping days 7 and 8, as would be expected), occasionally with buyers noted. There 
are a few instances of detailed annotations about specific lots. Two added engravings of 



Strawberry Hill have been tipped before the printed title, one by Eastgate after Ireland. 
Laid in is a somewhat later (1863?) partially illegible a.l.s. from a bookseller, from 45 
Booksellers Row, Strand, reporting results from a related sale, as well as two small folio 
waste sheets (post-1853), with printed and revised manuscript descriptions of Irish books 
affixed, numbering lots 191-207, and noted in pencil as associated with ‘W. Ridler,” at the 
same address. Another octavo sheet listing four titles is also laid in. 
HAZEN (LIBRARY), p. xxix.   Sold.

456. [Strawberry Hil lana]: Lamb, Wil l iam:  EPILOGUE TO THE COMEDY OF THE 
FASHIONABLE FRIENDS, PERFORMED AT STRAWBERRY-HILL, 1801 ... SPOKEN BY 
THE HON. ANNE S. DAMER, IN THE CHARACTER OF LADY SELINA VAPOUR [caption 
title]. Soho: J. Barfield, [no earlier than 1804]. [2]pp. plus conjugate blank. Quarto. Lower 
edge slightly dusty, else fine. 

 

First separate printing. The paper is watermarked 1804, and there is a proof corrected 
by Kirgate at Farmington. 
HAZEN 95.   $150.

The Birdman of Alcatraz
 

457. Stroud, Robert: DISEASES OF CANARIES. Kansas City, MO: Canary Publishing Co., 
1933. Octavo. Red cloth, spine gilt. Couple of corners and spine ends faintly bumped, 
else a very good or better copy, without printed dust jacket (as issued?).

 

First edition of the first and only book by The Birdman of Alcatraz, immortalized by the 
1962 John Frankenheimer film, starring Burt Lancaster. Edited, with a Preface, by Herbert 
C. Sanborn.   $275.

458. Swedenborg, Emanuel: A BRIEF EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW 
CHURCH, UNDERSTOOD IN THE APOCALYPSE BY THE NEW JERUSALEM; WHEREIN 
IS ALSO DEMONSTRATED, THAT THROUGHOUT ALL THE CHRISTIAN WORLD THE 
WORSHIPPING OF THREE GODS IS RECEIVED, FROM THE CREED OF ST. ATHANASIUS. 
London: Printed by M. Lewis, 1769. 159,[1]pp. Octavo. 19th century calf and marbled 
boards, gilt label. Small marginal snag in last leaf mended on blank verso, endsheets a bit 
foxed, tiny tidemark in upper forecorner of terminal leaf, binding a bit rubbed, bookseller’s 
collation note and comment (in ink) on endsheets, otherwise a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition in English of Swedenborg’s Summaria Expositio Doctrinae Novae Ecclesiae, 
published within the same year as the first edition, which was published in Latin in 
Amsterdam. The translation is attributed to John Marchant, and Swedenborg read the 
proofs and underwrote its publication. As often, the error on page 103 (not included in 
the errata on p. 159) is corrected in manuscript. In this late work, the influential scientist-
turned-mystic attempted a point by point comparison of fundamental Catholic and Protestant 
doctrines with the teachings of the New Church. An uncommon book: ESTC locates eight 
copies, four of them in North America (Yale, UT, Huntington, and the Academy of the New 
Church). A new translation was published in 1789. 
ESTC T137426. HYDE 2477.   $950.

459. Swedenborg, Emanuel: A BRIEF EXPOSITION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE NEW 
CHURCH, WHICH IS MEANT BY THE NEW JERUSALEM IN THE APOCALYPSE. London: 
Printed and Sold by R. Hindmarsh, 1789. [8],183,[1]pp. Octavo. Neatly disbound. There are 
a considerable number of relatively early annotations and underscores in ink and pencil 
scattered throughout, light scattered foxing, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition of the second translation into English of Swedenborg’s Summaria Expositio 
Doctrinae Novae Ecclesiae. An earlier translation, published within the same year as the 
first edition in Latin, is attributed to John Marchant, and Swedenborg read the proofs and 
underwrote its publication. This translation is attributed to the publisher, Robert Hindmarsh, 
who worked as both a printer and a high-profile advocate of Swedenborgian thought. Like 
its predecessor, this edition is somewhat uncommon (ESTC locates only nine copies).  
ESTC T166954.   $450.



460. Swift, Edward: SPLENDORA. New York: Viking, [1978]. Printed wrappers. Abut fine. 
 

Uncorrected page proofs of the author’s break-through first novel. Inscribed on the first 
blank: “To: Lee Milazzo  From: Edward Swift  This proof is so hard to find I don’t even 
have one myself -- Aug. 1978.” The recipient reviewed Splendora for a Texas paper. 
“Splendora fits squarely in the highly selective category of Texas literature that features 
men who return to their small hometowns as women after years of self-imposed exile” - 
Austin Chronicle.   $150.

461. Symons, Arthur: [Typed Letter, Signed, About Frank Harris]. Island Cottage, 
Wittersham, Kent. [nd. but postmarked 15 Nov. 1937]. One-half page, on oblong quarto sheet 
of letterhead. Heavily folded for mailing, paperclip mark at one edge, faint discoloration 
at apex of two folds, otherwise very good, with envelope (the latter torn). 

 

A painfully typed and occasionally corrected letter from Symons, then in his poignant, final 
years, to a party in Chicago (“Michael Kowan” or “Koway”), about Frank Harris and Harris’s 
tumescent semi-fictional memoirs: “... During the time I knew him Harris was one of the 
best Editors I have known. Many years ago in Paris I read a book of his which revolted 
me. What he wrote about me I read when it came out, but I did not keep it, and as far 
as I know much of it was invented. I was told by some who had been interviewed by him 
that what he wrote was wholly his own invention ....” Signed in full, in ink. Curiously, while 
the envelope is docketed “Symons” in his hand in the place of the return address, the 
addressee’s name and address is in another hand on slips pasted over the front of the 
envelope (perhaps by Symons using the clipping from the correspondent’s letter/envelope 
to him to save the effort of addressing it himself).   $225.

462. Tallman, Susan E.: ODYSSEY [series title]. [Middletown, CT. 1978-9]. Suite of thirty 
intaglio and letterpress plates (147 x 220 mm), many with color finishing by hand. Fine.

 

Set #5 of fifteen numbered sets printed by hand on Arches, with captions on verso. A 
sequence of thirty images, often rather humorous, inspired by Homer’s Odyssey. Each 
plate is numbered in pencil on the verso, and the verso of the first print bears the formal 
justification statement, acknowledgements and the artist’s pencil presentation inscription 
to a fellow Middletown printmaker, dated May 28, 1979. This suite was designed and 
executed by Tallman while an undergraduate at Wesleyan. She has continued on to 
become a distinguished historian of, and commentator on, modern printmaking.   $750.

464. [Tarkington, Booth (source work)]: Esson, Robert [screenwriter]: N B C MATINEE 
THEATER PRESENTS “THE GUEST OF QUESNAY” ... [New York]: National Broadcasting 
Company, 7 May 1958. [61] leaves, sequenced for production. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Stapled at upper corner. Title leaf detached and a bit 
chipped, relevant annotations, otherwise very good. 

 



An adaptation to television of Tarkington’s 1908 story, prepared for the pioneering noon-
time dramatic series devised and produced by Albert McCleery. This copy is signed by 
Dick Wilson, who played the role of Henri, and bears his annotations relating to his part. 
It is also signed by another party not readily identifiable as a cast member.   $175.

With an Autograph Letter and a Manuscript of One of the Poems
 

465. Tastu, Amable [née Sabine Casimire Amable Voïart]: POESIES NOUVELLES. Paris: 
Denain et Delmare, 1835. [4],378pp. Small octavo. Quarter 19th century plum morocco 
and marbled boards, spine elaborately gilt extra, with crowned initials “A.O.”, a.e. marbled. 
Pictorial title and head-pieces by Porret. Moderate foxing, otherwise very good and crisp, 
in an attractive Romantic era binding. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. Vicaire and Carteret report that a few copies were printed 
on variously tinted papers. The second collection of poems by Tastu (1798 - 1885), 
supplementing her 1826 debut publication that contributed to the bankruptcy of her 
husband’s printing concern. Accompanied by a manuscript draft, in ink, signed, of Tastu’s 
translation of Felicia Hemans’s poem “The Graves of a Household,” which is printed in 
this collection under the title “Les Tombeaux d’une Famille.” The manuscript (32 lines, on 
recto and verso of one panel of a folded quarto sheet) bears two revisions, and the full 
title and identification of the poem as a translation of Hemans’s poem. Also present is a 
one-page a.l.s. from Tastu to “Monsieur Aimé-Martin,” dated simply “Dimanche Matin,” 
(11 lines, on recto of one panel of a folded octavo sheet, signed in full, and addressed 
on the conjugate blank). Although her poetry is now viewed as sentimental, Saint-Beuve, 
among others, considered her among the leading female poets of her age. Her first 
poems appeared when she was only fifteen, and attracted the attention of Shelley, who 
corresponded with her. Her translation of Robinson Crusoe was published the same year. 
VICAIRE VII:761. CARTERET II:385.   $550.

466. Tebelak, John-Michael, and David Greene [screenwriters]: “GODSPELL”  A MUSICAL 
BASED UPON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW ... WITH MUSIC BY STEPHEN 
SCHWARTZ. New York: LDB Films, 17 July 1972. [1],64 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript, printed on rectos only. Boltbound in hot-stamped Studio Duplicating Service 
binder. Ink name (see below), a couple small patches of paper adhesion to lower wrapper, 
else very nice. 

 

A “shooting script” for the film adaptation of Tebelak and Schwartz’s 1971 successful off-
Broadway musical (itself a revamping of Tebalak’s Masters thesis and the 10 performance 
Cafe la Mama production). Greene directed the 1973 release, starring Victor Garber, Katie 
Hanley, David Haskell , and others. The adaptation was nominated for a WGA Award, and 
Greene for a Palm d’Or. This copy bears the ownership signature of Les Lazarowitz, one 
of the credited sound crew. Prior to this film, he had worked on Klute, The Godfather, 
and one television production.   $175.

467. Thomas, Edward [ed]: BRITISH COUNTRY LIFE IN SPRING AND SUMMER  THE 
BOOK OF THE OPEN AIR [with:] ...IN AUTUMN AND WINTER.... London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1907 & [1908]. Two volumes. Large, thick quarto. Gilt-lettered pictorial light 
green cloth, decorated in red and dark green. Illustrated with numerous tipped-in color 
plates from paintings and photographs. Bump to top of one joint, a few small bubbles 
and some light edge-offsetting to binding of first volume, some foxing early and late, 
otherwise a good, bright set. 

 

First edition in book form, preceded by the 24 monthly issues in parts under the title, The 
Book Of The Open Air. Contributors include Thomas, W.H. Hudson, Gordon Bottomley, et al. 
ECKERT, p.266. PAYNE B2a.   $175.

468. Thomson, James [a.k.a. “Bysshe Vanolis”]: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed]. 
7 Huntley St. Govert St. W.C. 16 October 1877. One page, in ink, on an octavo sheet of 
blue stationary. Very good, accompanied by the postally used envelope. 

 



To J. Gimson Esq. of Leicester, thanking him for a loan: “I am extremely obliged by your 
kindness in sending me [a] Cheque for £10, which has just come to hand, & which, as 
promised in my letter asking the loan, I will repay as early as possible. I have never before 
sought such a favour from anyone in the party, nor do I think I could now have asked for 
it from anyone but you.’’ An uncommon example of an autograph letter by the author of 
“The City of Dreadful Night.”   $850.

469. Thomson, James: ESSAYS AND PHANTASIES. London: Reeves and Turner, 1881. 
Gilt olive green cloth. Institutional deaccession stamp on verso of endsheet, moderate 
foxing to prelims, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition. Although this substantial collection of essays was printed in a relatively 
large edition (ca. 1000 copies), a significant portion of that edition was reportedly lost in 
a warehouse fire. Not in Colbeck. 
NCBEL III:580. DOBELL & WHEELER 5.   $175.

470. Thoreau, Henry David: THE WINGED LIFE  THE POETIC VOICE OF HENRY DAVID 
THOREAU. [Covela, CA]: The Yolla Bolly Press, [1986]. Folio (36 x 26.5 cm). Cloth, paper 
labels. Illustrated with original wood engravings by Michael McCurdy. Bookplate on front 
pastedown, otherwise fine in matching cloth slipcase. 

 

First edition of this selection, edited with commentary by Robert Bly and illustrated with 
six full-page wood engravings by Michael McCurdy. One of 85 numbered copies, from a 
total edition of 112 copies printed in Van Dijck and Caslon type on Arches, signed by Bly 
and by the artist.   $1000.

471. Thorpe, Rose Hartwick: [Manuscript Fair Copy, Signed, of “Curfew Must Not Ring 
To-night,” with Related Letter]. San Diego, CA. September 1930. Six pages, in ink, on 
rectos of six quarto lettersheets. Mailing folds, a few tiny nicks and light soiling; very good. 

 

The complete text, signed and dated at the conclusion, of Thorpe’s famous narrative poem, 
the opening stanza of which reads: “England’s sun was slowly setting o’er the hill-tops far 
away, [/] Filling all the land with beauty at the close of one sad day; [/]  And its last rays 
kissed the forehead of a man and maiden fair, -- [/] He with steps so slow and weary; 
she with sunny floating hair [/] He with bowed head, sad and thoughtful; she [with] lips so 
cold and white, [/] Struggled to keep back the murmur, [/] ‘Curfew must not ring tonight’ 
....” Accompanied by a typed letter, signed, from Thorpe, to Rev. Cornelius Greenway of 
Brooklyn, NY., one page, small quarto, 3357 Fourth St., San Diego, CA, 10 September 
1930, with the original mailing envelopes for both. In her letter, Thorpe writes: “If the 
poem you desire an autograph copy of was a short one I would gladly comply ... In 1886 
Edward W. Bok, editor ... sent me a request for an autograph copy of my famous curfew 
poem with an accompanying check of ten dollars ... I accordingly placed a price of five 
dollars a copy for this wearisome task which consumed so much of my time and strength 
necessarily needed for my literary work which was my only means of support. From that 
time I have received the above remuneration for this service (the only remuneration for 
the curfew poem, which, in the first place, I gave to the public) ....” Thorpe (1850 - 1939) 
wrote her most famous poem when she was a teenager, and she neglected to copyright 
the text. It was widely anthologized and translated, and became a favorite 19th century 
declamation piece. It was first printed in newspaper form in 1870, then for the first time 
was collected in book form in 1874, in Baker’s The Reading Club and Handy Speaker, 
and then, in 1883, as a book bearing the poem’s title. 
Wilson, THIRTEEN AUTHOR COLLECTIONS ... AND FIVE CENTURIES OF FAMILIAR 
QUOTATIONS, Volume I, p. 437.   $950.

472. Toback, James [screenwriter & director]: FINGERS  AN ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY. 
New York: Brut Productions, 31 January - 7 March 1977. [1],61 leaves plus many lettered 
inserts.. Quarto. Mechanically reproduced typescript, printed on rectos only, of an array of 
white, blue, salmon and goldenrod stock. Boltbound in Studio Duplicating Service binder. 



Light use, ink name and scattered annotations, small ink note blacked out in corner of 
title leaf; very good. 

 

Denoted the “fifth draft, revised” of Toback’s second major screen writing credit, but with 
substantial additional revisions via colored revises over the 5 week span noted above. Toback 
also directed the 1978 release, and Harvey Keitel starred, in company with Jim Brown, 
Tisa Farrow, Danny Aiello, et al. This copy bears the ownership signature, name label and 
scattered notes of sound mixer Les Lazarowitz; additionally, it bears a friendly inscription 
to him by Jim Brown. In 1971, Toback published a bio/appreciation of Jim Brown.   $350.

473. [Type Specimen Book]: Harless, Matthew; Adam Levy, and John Tomanio [compilers]: 
TYPORAMA! A COMPENDIUM OF ALL THE LEAD 
TYPE AND A SELECTION OF THE WOOD TYPE 
AND DECORATIONS IN THE COLLECTION OF 
THE WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRINT SHOP AS OF 
APRIL OF THE YEAR NINETEEN-HUNDRED AND 
EIGHTY-THREE [Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University 
Typeshop, Spring, 1983]. [30]pp. plus errata slip. 
Folio (38 x 28 cm). Sewn typographically decorated 
wrappers. Some offset smudging to wrappers and 
small nicks along lower wrapper edge, but very good. 

 

First edition of these playful explorations of the 
Wesleyan type trays. One of an unspecified number 
of copies designed and printed by the compilers on 
Mohawk Superfine paper. The edition was likely small, 
as OCLC locates a single copy, at Yale. 
OCLC: 191900814.                                               $150.

474. [Uranian Poets]: d’Arch Smith, Timothy: LOVE 
IN EARNEST  SOME NOTES ON THE LIVES AND 
WRITINGS OF ENGLISH ‘URANIAN’ POETS FROM 
1889 TO 1930. London: Routledge, [1970]. Green 
cloth, stamped in gilt. Portraits and photographs. 
University bookstore dollar conversion price-sticker 
on endsheet, otherwise near fine in very good, moderately edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this important study, accompanied by the highly useful primary and secondary 
bibliographies. Now rather uncommon.   Sold.

475. Vivaldi, Antonio, and W. D. Snodgrass [trans]: THE FOUR SEASONS. New York: 
Targ Editions, 1984. Quarto. Cockerell paper over boards, printed label, fore and bottom 
edges untrimmed. Fine in slightly torn plain glassine wrapper. 

 

First edition of Snodgrass’s translation, printed in parallel with the Italian text and including 
sections of the score. One of 150 copies printed at the Grenfell Press on Barcham Green 
paper in Centaur and Arrighi types, signed by the translator. Laid in is a press announcement 
with a brief signed greeting from Targ.   $150.

476. Vonnegut, Kurt, and Steven Paul [screenwriters]: SLAPSTICK. Los Angeles: S. Paul 
Co. Inc., 18 January 1981. [1],105 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically duplicated typescript, 
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in printed William Morris Agency wrappers. Title hand-
lettered on spine, wrappers a bit edgeworn and creased at corners, otherwise very good. 

 

An unspecified but quite early draft of this adaptation of Vonnegut’s novel. Significantly, in 
this draft Vonnegut is explicitly identified as co-writer of the screenplay, but the screenplay 
for the final film is credited solely to Paul. The film was released in 1982 in Europe, but 
was not distributed in the US until 1984 under the variant title, Slapstick (Of Another 
Kind). Steven Paul directed, and the cast included Jerry Lewis, Madeline Kahn, Marty 
Feldman et al.   $150.



On Pound and the Olympia Press
 

477. Wainhouse, Austryn, and Christopher Logue: [Archive of Correspondence and 
Manuscript Notes]. Poulpry, Le Port Blanc, & elsewhere. [ca. 1975]. [24]pp, on 16 folio, 
octavo and 12mo leaves of ruled and unruled paper of various sorts. In ink, pencil and 
carbon, as detailed below. Some leaves punched for notebooks, or extracted from writing 
pads, but very good. 

 

A fascinating lot of correspondence and manuscript notes connecting these two poets, 
early on among the principals of the Paris Merlin / Olympia Press circles and in later 
years translators and poets of significant accomplishments. The lot consists of: a) four 
autograph letters, signed, from Wainhouse to Logue, 10 August to 18 September, 1975, 
three of them quite lengthy and closely written, totaling seven pages; b) a carbon of a 
closely written, undated a.l.s from Logue to Wainhouse, one page quarto; and c) fifteen 
pages, on nine leaves, of manuscript notes and poetry drafts by Logue. Wainhouse’s 
letters, which bear Logue’s occasional highlighting or marginalia, range over a variety of 
topics, including personal work and activities, but deal substantially with two interesting 
topics: research by Patrick Kearney into the history of the Olympia Press (“Don’t talk to me 
about Girodias: the name makes me sick”) and the identities of the pseudonymous writers 
associated with the imprint (“I must say however that as regards pseudonyms I’m not at 
all inclined to give the few real names I think I know - is it for me to reveal or confirm the 
identity of the lady who wrote The Whip Angels?”), and Ezra Pound and Logue’s work on 
an extended poem treating Pound (evidently abandoned but described in the carbon letter 
from Logue: “... for it will not be biographical as such - of 250 lines. In this poem I want 
to discover if I have a clear negative, i.e. if I know what to me is ‘no’ in life, in writing, 
in the human always ‘no’, i.e. what , were I a world-dictator, a mortal God I would oblige 
others to know by inferable words...”). Wainhouse responds to Logue’s projects in kind: 
“Your difficulties saying the right thing, the truth about Pound, truly & rightly indicating 
your relationship to him - I appreciate those difficulties. They make me think of those I 
had writing a ‘Memoir’ about Georges Bataille ....” Logue’s notes and drafts are varied and 
interesting: a typical passage, captioned “Notes for E. P. poem -- abandoned,” reads in part: 
“1) to speak is to lie -- ‘poets lies’ ‘writers lies’ 2) to avoid lying by remaining silent is even 
worse? 3) such[?] people must also withdraw from the world 4) for to remain in the world 
and to deny its one voice? 5) impossible: existence provokes 6) not purify the dialect of 
the tribe....” A section of notes on another page begins: “Pound loves and accepts being 
alive; both ‘himself’ and ‘what is not himself;’ (both what is ‘verbal’ and ‘non-verbal’). He 
delights in ‘art’ and ‘in being an artist’. What would Pound’s ideal society be? Would he, for 
instance, destroy all Jews, if given the chance? What does he most like? to be a literary 
Dictator? The judge to whom all things are brought for acceptance / rejection? He does 
not believe that redemption is possible only through death.” An excellent representation 
of an association that extended over several decades.   $750.

478. Wallace, David Foster: INFINITE JEST. Boston: Little Brown, [1996]. Thick large 
octavo. Decorated wrappers. A few spots to wrapper and light use to edges, publicity 
contact label on upper wrapper, a few leaves creased, but about very good. 

 

The publisher’s advance reading copy of the first edition, from uncorrected proofs, specially 
signed by the author. Novelist and short story writer Kit Reed reviewed this title for PW 
Forecasts - this was her copy. Laid in are a clean typescript of her review, along with 
the galleys for her review with a handful of corrections and revisions. A tearsheet of her 
published review is tipped in.   $1000.

479. Walpole, Hugh: THE CATHEDRAL  A NOVEL. London: Macmillan and Co., 1922. Green 
cloth, lettered in gilt. Cloth a bit edgeworn and faintly spotted, but a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition. A presentation copy from the author to Joseph Hergesheimer, inscribed on 
the half-title: “To Joe  From Hugh.  Sept: ‘23.” From the library of Herbert Boyce Satcher, 
with his pencil note identifying the recipient as novelist Joseph Hergesheimer, author of 
Hugh Walpole: An Appreciation (New York, 1919). 
NCBEL IV:759.   $250.



480. [War Poetry]: Reilly, Catherine W: ENGLISH POETRY OF THE SECOND WORLD 
WAR  A BIOBIBLIOGRAPHY. Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., [1986]. Large octavo. Cloth-
textured boards. Two sharp dents in lower board and jacket panel, otherwise near fine 
in like dust jacket. 

 

First edition, US issue, bound up from UK sheets. The essential reference in the field, 
listing “... with a biographical note when possible, some 2,700 poets, civilians as well as 
those in the services, who have written in English about the Second World War. It records 
nearly 3,000 collections of their work and 87 anthologies published between 1939 and 
1980.”   $35.

481. Wasson, R. Gordon: THE HALL CARBINE AFFAIR  AN ESSAY IN HISTORIOGRAPHY. 
Danbury: Privately Printed, 1971. Small quarto. Quarter morocco and cloth, t.e.g. Woodcut 
by Fritz Kredel. Facsimiles (some folding). Bookplate on front pastedown, spine a bit 
sunned, but a very good copy, without slipcase. 

 

Third edition, being one of two hundred and fifty-press numbered copies (of 276), designed 
by Giovanni Mardersteig and printed at the Stamperia Valdonega. A critical and detailed 
examination by the eminent ethnomycologist of the accusations against J.P. Morgan for 
sale of defective weaponry to the government during the Civil War.   $150.

482. [Weather Bird Press]: Gerry, Vance: SAN PASQUAL PRESS. Fallbrook, CA: The 
Weather Bird Press, 1986. Cloth, paper labels. Photographs. Bookplate on front pastedown, 
small pencil erasure in corner of free endsheet, otherwise fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of 150 copies printed on untrimmed Johannot paper and signed by Gerry. 
Foreword by Ward Ritchie. A history and checklist of this short-lived California imprint, 
maintained with an eye toward quality in regional trade publishing.   $125.

483. [West, Nathanael (sourcework)]: Byrd, David [graphic artist]: [Original Studio 
Exhibition Poster for:] THE DAY OF THE LOCUST New York: Paramount Studios, 1974. 
Original 30 x 40” (76 x 102 cm) exhibition poster on double weight card stock. Rolled. A 
few small nicks and tiny tears at edges in extreme margins, otherwise very good or better. 

 

The best presentation of the almost iconic art work by David Byrd for the 1974 film adaptation 
of West’s novel, based on a screenplay by Waldo Salt, directed by John Schlesinger, and 
starring Donald Sutherland, Karen Black, Burgess Meredith, William Atherton, Geraldine 
Page, et al.   $175.

484. White, Patrick: THE AUNT’S STORY. New York: The Viking Press, 1948. Cloth. Small 
new bookseller’s label in corner of rear pastedown, light tan offsetting to front endsheets 
from now absent clipping, but a very good copy in slightly spine-sunned dust jacket with 
some minor nicks at corners and a trace of soiling at the toe of the spine panel. 

 

First U.S. edition, published in the same year as the U.K. edition. The author’s uncommon 
third novel.   $600.

485. Whitman, Walt: LEAVES OF GRASS. Brooklyn, NY: [Published for the Author by 
Fowler and Wells], 1856. iv,[5]-384,[1]pp. Small octavo. Original dark grayish-green cloth, 
stamped in blind, spine decorated, and upper board lettered, in gilt. Portrait. Neatly 
rebacked, with the original backstrip laid down (slightly dull, and with shallow losses at 
crown and toe, with attendant strengthening to inner hinges), early pencil signature on 
free endsheet, followed by a neat ink paraph, same early, small ink last name in upper 
fore-corner of title, usual slight tanning to paper and a few formerly turned down corners, 
otherwise a very good copy. Folding cloth slipcase.

Second edition (only printing), expanded by the addition of thirty-two poems, and the 
substantial collection of reviews and notices at the end, among them the letter of praise 
from Emerson (first published as a small promotional broadside, and excerpted here in 



the spine stamping as well). Myerson references John Burroughs, and Wells & Goldsmith, 
as the source for the determination that the edition consisted of one thousand copies, 
which sold out quickly. Fowler and Wells declined to put their name on the title-page as 
publishers, but the terminal page of adverts records their participation. This edition “is 
quite a rarity and is seldom found in good condition” - Wells & Goldsmith. “Always the 
champion of the common man, Whitman is both the poet and the prophet of democracy. 
The whole of Leaves of Grass is imbued with the spirit of brotherhood and a pride in the 
democracy of the young American nation” - Printing & The Mind of Man. “He was and is 
the poet and prophet of democracy, and the intoxication of his immense affirmative, the 
fervor of his ‘barbaric yawp,’ are so powerful that the echo of his crude yet rhythmic song 
rings forever in the American air” - Grolier American 100.
BAL 21396 & 5225(n). MYERSON A2.2. WELLS & GOLDSMITH pp. 5-6. GROLIER 
AMERICAN HUNDRED 67. PRINTING & THE MIND OF MAN 340.       $11,500.

486. Wilbur, Richard: [Calligraphic Presentation Manuscript, Signed, of His Poem:] 
COMPLAINT. [Middletown, CT]. 1 March 1965. Two pages, in ink, on rectos of two 8.5 
x 11” plain tan lettersheets. Mounted on mat board, formerly framed. Very faint shadow 
toward upper edge of each sheet where affixed to mat, otherwise very good. 

 

A beautiful presentation fair copy manuscript by Wilbur of one of his most important 
poems of the period, first published in the New Yorker on 23 January 1965, and then in 
pamphlet form in 1968 in the Phoenix Book Shop Oblong Octavo series. The poem, in 
ten stanzas, plus title, is carefully written out in Wilbur’s very distinctive hand, signed at 
the end “R. Wilbur scripsit,” and inscribed by him to two close friends at Wesleyan, Kit 
and Joe Reed, dated 1 March 1965.   $500.

487. Wilbur, Richard: THE MIND-READER. NEW POEMS. New York: Harcourt, [1976]. 
Cloth. Some faint dust spotting to edges, but very good in dust jacket with a bit of tanning 
at the edges. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by the author to two friends, “... tardily but fondly Dick. Middletown 
1976.”   $60.

488. Wilbur, Richard [compiler], and Alexander Calder [illustrator]: A BESTIARY. New 
York: Pantheon Books, [1993]. Quarto. Deep blue cloth, pictorially stamped in silver. Fine 
in translucent printed plastic jacket, the latter with minor wear at corners. 

 

A new edition, based on the 1955 limited edition. This copy bears Wilbur’s presentation 
to two friends, signed “Richard Le Sanglier,” below which he has drawn a small sanglier, 
dated “Key West 1994.”   $125.

489. Williams, Tennessee [sourcework & screenwriter], and Oscar Saul [screenwriter]: [Lot 
of 21 Publicity Stills for:] A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE. [Los Angeles]: Warner Bros., 
1951. Twenty-one 8 x 10” b&w glossy stills. A few images a bit oxidized, a few scattered 
marginal tack holes from use, a few minor creases and nicks, one margin trimmed, some 
relevant annotations on versos and a Nat’l Screen Service blindstamp in a half dozen or 
so lower margins, but generally very good to near fine. 

 

A good, representative lot of publicity stills produced to promote the 1951 screen adaptation 
of Williams’s play, based on a screenplay Williams co-wrote with Oscar Saul. Elia Kazan 
directed Vivien Leigh, Marlon Brando, Karl Malden and Kim Hunter in the multi-award 
winning film.   $385.

490. Willis, Connie: INSIDE JOB. [Burton, MI]: Subterranean Press, 2005. Cloth. Fine 
in dust jacket. 

 

First edition, limited issue. In addition to 526 numbered or lettered copies, signed by 
the author, this is an out-of-series, unnumbered copy, and bears the author’s signed 
presentation inscription to Kit Reed on the title-page.   $75.



491. Willis, Connie: THE BEST OF CONNIE WILLIS  AWARD-WINNING STORIES. New 
York: Ballantine Books / Del Rey, [2013]. Large, thick octavo. Boards. Fine in very near 
fine dust jacket. 

 

First edition. With the author’s gracious 29-word presentation inscription to friend and 
mentor, Kit Reed (who is among those honored in Willis’s Introduction) on the title-page, 
and with a brief, signed, autograph note of transmittal on a post-it affixed to the front free 
endsheet.   $100.

492. Wilson, Adrian, and Joyce Lancaster Wilson: A MEDIEVAL MIRROR SPECULUM 
HUMANAE SALVATIONIS 1324 - 1500. Berkeley: University of California Press, [1984]. 
Small folio. Gilt green cloth. Bookplate on front pastedown, small bookseller’s ticket on 
rear pastedown, otherwise near fine in highly pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this study of the text’s evolution, including miniatures from twenty-seven 
manuscripts, reproductions of the early Netherlandish blockbook editions, as well as all 
116 woodcuts of the “Speculum” editions. Designed by Adrian Wilson.   $125.

493. [Wise, Thomas J.]: Browning, Robert: LETTERS TO HIS SON ROBERT WIEDEMANN 
BARRETT BROWNING AND HIS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW FANNY BROWNING. London: 
Printed for Private Circulation only by Richard Clay and Sons, Ltd., 1920. 15,[1]pp. Sewn 
printed wrappers. Fine, in folding cloth case, with poet John Drinkwater’s gilt morocco 
bookplate inside the case. 

 

First edition. One of 30 copies printed for private distribution by Thomas J. Wise. With the 
1922 dated ownership signature of poet/biographer John Drinkwater, surrounding which 
Wise has inscribed “For [John Drinkwater 1922], Byron’s sanest biographer From Thos. J. 
Wise.” Drinkwater’s biography of Byron, The Pilgrim Of Eternity, was first published in 
1925. Drinkwater contributed an Introduction to the fourth volume (1923) of The Ashley 
Library: A Catalogue ..., and it has been noted that, “Viewed with hindsight, some of 
the prefaces read rather oddly, none more so than John Drinkwater’s...” - John Collins, 
The Two Forgers..., p. 217. 
TODD 99d.   $1500.

494. [Wolfe, Tom (source work)]: Cristofer, Michael [screenwriter]: BONFIRE OF THE 
VANITIES  SCREENPLAY BY ... BASED ON THE BOOK BY TOM WOLFE. Burbank: 
Warner Bros. Inc., 2 April - 25 May 1990. [1],138,[1] leaves plus many lettered inserts. 
Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced, studio generated typescript, printed on rectos only 
of a rainbow of different colored stocks. Punched and bradbound in stiff wrappers. Modest 
creasing at corners and light use, ink name (see below), modest soiling and normal use 
to wrappers, else very good, internally fine. 

 

Denoted the “Third Draft” of this critically controversial adaptation to the screen of Wolfe’s 
novel, but in actuality, a very heavily revised version of that draft, with dated revises on 
various colored stocks constituting the majority of the text. This copy bears the ownership 
signature of Les Lazarowitz, who was involved as sound mixer in the production. The 
December 1990 release was directed by Brian De Palma, and starred Tom Hanks, Melanie 
Griffith, Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman, et al. The difficult adaptation and production are 
treated in detail in The Devil’s  Candy The Anatomy of a Hollywood Fiasco (Revised, 
2002) by Julie Salamon.   $375.

495. Woolner, Thomas: SILENUS. London: Macmillan and Co., 1884. Large octavo. Blue 
green cloth, ruled and decorated in gilt, edges untrimmed. As seems common to copies, 
a couple of gatherings show faint uniform foxing, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition of this long poem by the founding member of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, 
sculptor, poet and failed down-under gold-digger. Tipped in between the front free endsheet 
and the half-title is a brief a.l.s. from Woolner, [London], 2 December 1889: “Dear Miss 
Durham, I am very pleased that I can send you the enclosed - truly yours Thomas Woolner.” 
COLBECK II:951. NCBEL III:562.   $400.



Ann Horniman’s Copy
 

496. Yeats, William Butler: THE SECRET ROSE ... WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY J.B. YEATS. 
London: Lawrence & Bullen, Ltd., 1897. Smooth blue cloth, elaborately stamped in gilt 
after a design by Althea Gyles, edges untrimmed. Frontis and plates. Spine extremities 
a bit rubbed, a couple bumps to edges, light rubbing to gilt stamping, endsheets a trifle 
smudged, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition, British issue, first form of the binding imprint, standard form of the binding 
cloth. From the library of Annie Horniman, inscribed on the title: “A.E.F. Horniman from 
Helen Xmas/97.” Horniman, the daughter of a wealthy tea merchant, joined the Order of 
the Golden Dawn in January 1890, in large part through the involvement of her friend, 
Moina Bergson (later the wife of Macgregor Mathers, the founder of the Order). She 
supplied financial backing for Mathers, and served as Sub-Praemonstrator from 1892-6. 
She first met Yeats in the context of the Order -- he was the next initiate after her -- and 
in later years, was the primary patron of the Abbey Theatre. She also served, for a time, 
as Yeats’s amanuensis. For a substantial account of her connection with Yeats, see pp. 
709-713 of Letters III. Identification of the individual who inscribed this copy to Horniman 
can only be speculative, but there is some probability that it was Helen Rand, Horniman’s 
successor as Sub-Praemonstrator in the Order of the Golden Dawn (1896-7) and a central 
figure in the conflicts that ripped through the Order in the latter years of the decade. An 
argument has been put forward that the earliest copies of this title appeared in vertically 
ribbed blue cloth (like the American issue), but the smooth cloth was quickly substituted 
due to its greater affinity for the gilt decoration. 
WADE 21.   $2750.

Inscribed to Ann Horniman
 

497. Yeats, William Butler: IN THE SEVEN WOODS:  BEING POEMS CHIEFLY OF THE 
IRISH HEROIC AGE. Dundrum: The Dun Emer Press, 1903. Linen over boards, paper 
label on upper cover. Cloth a bit foxed, some cloth bubbling on upper board, some tanning 
and modest soiling, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. One of 325 copies printed. Inscribed in the month of publication: “Miss 
Horniman from her friend the writer, August 22nd 1903.” Although Wade notes copies were 
finished in mid-July, formal publication occurred in August, and Yeats later commented to 
John Quinn that this was “the first book of mine that it is a pleasure to look at - a pleasure 
whether open or shut.” Horniman, the daughter of a wealthy tea merchant, joined the Order 
of the Golden Dawn in January 1890, the context in which she first met Yeats. Horniman 
resigned from the Order in February of 1903, and began to devote her time and energy 
to the Irish Theatre. She designed and made the costumes for the first production of The 
King’s Threshold, and Yeats’s presentation on the aims of the Irish National Dramatic 
Society that accompanied the first performances of the play in early October 1903 solidified 
her decision to act as a significant financial backer of the Society. She also served, for a 
time, as Yeats’s amanuensis. For a substantial account of her connection with him, see 
pp. 709-713 of Letters III. 
WADE 49. MILLER 1.   $17,500.

Inscribed to Ann Horniman
 

498. Yeats, William Butler: STORIES OF RED HANRAHAN. Dundrum: The Dun Emer 
Press, 1904. Linen-backed boards, paper labels on spine and upper board. Fore corners 
bumped, spine and label a bit darkened, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition. One of five hundred copies printed. Inscribed two days prior to publication: 
“Miss Horniman from her friend WB Yeats May 13, 1905.” Horniman, the daughter of a 
wealthy tea merchant, joined the Order of the Golden Dawn in January 1890, the context 
in which she first met Yeats. In later years, Horniman was the primary patron of the Abbey 
Theatre and served, for a time, as Yeats’s amanuensis. For a substantial account of her 
connection with Yeats, see pp. 709-713 of Letters III. 
WADE 59. MILLER 4.   $12,500.



499. Yeats, William Butler [ed]: THE ARROW. Dublin: [Hely’s Limited, Printers, for the 
Abbey Theatre], 20 October and 24 November 1906. Two issues. I:1 &2. Small quartos. 
Pictorial wrappers. Old vertical crease in each number, scattered foxing, clean partial 
splits to wrapper spines, small chips to wrapper extremities; still, a better than good pair, 
and rarely seen better. 

 

The first two numbers of five published in the original series, published under the editorial 
by-line of W. B. Yeats, on behalf of the Abbey Theatre. Yeats and Lady Gregory are 
credited with the majority of the text content (apart from mechanicals like performance 
schedules, adverts, etc). The least common of the periodicals associated with Yeats’s 
involvement with the Abbey. 
WADE 236.   $550.

Inscribed, with a Manuscript Poem
 

500. Yeats, William Butler, et al: THE SECOND BOOK OF THE RHYMERS’ CLUB. London 
& New York: Elkin Mathews & John Lane / Dodd, Mead & Co., 1894. Polished buckram, 
stamped in gilt. Very good. 

 

First edition, trade issue. One of 650 copies printed (500 for Britain, 150 for America). 
Inscribed presentation copy from rhymer and contributor Ernest Radford to Joseph Skipsey, 
dated 17 July 1894 (the month after publication), with ten lines of verse, identical to the 
presentation inscription recorded in Colbeck’s copy, then noted as unpublished. Skipsey 
(1832-1903), the Northern Collier Poet, served as an editor for the firm Walter Scott, Ltd. 
(publishers of Yeats’s collections in “The Camelot Series”) and published verse commended 
by Wilde and Rossetti as reminiscent of Blake. 
WADE 294. COLBECK II:959.   $1250.

501. Young, Edward: LE LAMENTAZIONI OSSIENO LE NOTTI ... COLL’ AGGIUNTA DI 
ALTRE SUE OPERETTE .... Venezia: Giovanni Vitto, 1774 - 1776. Three volumes bound 
in one. [12],lxxxiv,238; xii,291,[3]; xl,304pp. Octavo. Full contemporary stiff vellum, labeled 
in ink on the spine. Engraved frontispiece to each volume. Faint old tidemark affects top 
forecorner of leaves in first volume, scattered light foxing, small ink drop in top margin 
of five leaves, rear free endsheet excised, with final text leaf starting at gutter; still, a 
good, sound copy. 

 

First edition of this selection of Young’s works, translated and with annotations by Lodovico 
Antonio Loschi. “The Complaint” had been first translated in 1770, but this edition adds 
several additional works. OCLC/Worldcat locates a single copy, at the BL, and the translation 
was reprinted frequently into the 19th century. The engraved frontispieces are unsigned 
NCBEL II:495.   $250.

ADDENDA

502. Abbey, Edwin Austin: AN AMERICAN SOLDIER  LETTERS OF EDWIN AUSTIN 
ABBEY, 2D. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1918. [8],172,[1]pp. Cloth and boards. Portrait. 
Map. Light foxing to map, frontis and tissue guard, top edge dust-flecked, otherwise near 
fine in lightly edgeworn dust jacket, with a few shallow nicks and splits. 

 

First edition. Abbey, the nephew of the painter, enlisted in the Second Canadian Pioneer 
Battalion, and fought in Flanders until wounded in April 1916. He returned to action, 
serving as a Lieutenant with the Fourth Canadian Mounted Rifles, and was killed in action 
at Vimy Ridge in April, 1917. Laid in front is a 10 panel leaflet advertising HMCo’s war 
books.                                                                                                       $125.

503. Cruikshank, George [ed & illus]: GEORGE CRUIKSHANK’S FAIRY LIBRARY / THE 
HISTORY OF JACK & THE BEAN-STALK. London: David Bogue, [1854]. 32pp. plus frontis 
and five handcolored etched plates. Small octavo. Full forest green crushed morocco, 
gilt extra, a.e.g., by Riviere, original printed wrapper bound in rear. Minor rubs to spine 
ends, light foxing to the plates, but a very good or better copy. 

 



First edition, Cohn’s later “issue,” with the list of plates on a separate leaf, the frontis 
and the leaf originally at p.28 reversed, and the advert on the rear wrapper for Cinderella 
showing it as available. 
COHN 197.                                                                                                             $375.

504. [Cupid Press]: Hadfield, John [ed]: RESTORATION LOVE SONGS. [Preston, 
Hertfordshire]: Cupid Press, 1950. Cloth-backed Cockerel boards, gilt label. t.e.g., others 
untrimmed. Tinted folding frontis. Decorations. Fine in lightly worn glassine. 

 

First edition of this selection, with illustrations and decorations by Rex Whistler. One of 
660 numbered copies printed in the Fell types on Arnold & Foster’s mould-made paper by 
Charles Batey at the Oxford University Press.                                                         $250.

Inscribed to the Illustrator
 

505. Horgan, Paul, and Joseph Reed [illus]: THE CLERIHEWS OF PAUL HORGAN  WITH 
GRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE BY .... Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, [1985]. 
Small octavo. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrated throughout. Spine a shade sunned, top 
edge dusty, otherwise near fine. 

 

First collective - and expanded - edition, wrapperbound issue. Introduction by Jacques 
Barzun.  Inscribed by Horgan on the half-title, incorporating the printed title: “... to Joe and 
Kit at last! & with love Paul 1985.” In addition to providing the illustrations, Joe Reed oversaw 
the production of the two earlier limited editions with his illustrations that comprise two of 
the sections herein.                                                                                     $100.

506. Masefield, John: GALLIPOLI. London: Heinemann, 1916. Red cloth, stamped in 
black. Frontis, plates and folding maps. Edges a trace dust-darkened, bookplate on 
pastedown, bit of fading and extreme crown and toe of spine, otherwise very good or 
better in slightly darkened dust jacket with shallow loss at crown and toe of spine not 
affecting the letterpress. 

 

First edition, trade binding (after twelve copies specially bound). “... Almost unique among 
British narratives of the War. It is an attempt to write modern military history in the spirit 
of antique tragedy” - Falls. Increasingly less common in dust jacket. 
SIMMONS 33. FALLS, pp.56-7 (**).                                                                       $185.

Special Copy for the Artist
 

507. Montorgueil, Georges [pseud of Octave Lebesque], and Pierre Vidal [illustrator]: LA 
VIE À MONTMARTRE, Paris: G. Boudet / Ch. Tallandier, [1889]. Two volumes. Quarto 
(29 x 21 cm). Text volume: full crimson morocco, with inlaid colored morocco floral 
decorations with gilt stems, with three inlaid morocco portraits (one male, two female), 
and a windmill, on upper cover, inlaid morocco spine decoration, a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles 
with colored morocco floral inlays, executed and signed by master binder Ch. Meunier in 
1903. Hairline crack at toe of upper joint, otherwise about fine in morocco faced board 
slipcase. Supplementary volume: three quarter red morocco and marbled boards, t.e.g., 
color morocco inlay in gilt spine, t.e.g., unsigned, but quite likely also by Meunier or an 
assistant; fine in somewhat edgeworn matching morocco faced board slipcase. 

 

First edition. Illustrated with original color lithographed frontis and sectional titles, along 
with scores of lithographed vignettes and illustrations in black. In addition to 25 numbered 
copies on Chine, 25 numbered copies on Japon, and 700 numbered copies on Marais, 
this is a special copy on Chine, designated on the justification in place of the number 
as “Exemplaire imprimé pour M. Pierre Vidal,” the artist.  Bound into the text volume as 
foldouts are three states of the brilliant pictorial lithographed wrapper: a) uncolored, before 
letterpress; b) colored, before letterpress; and c) the finished state. Also present is a fine 
original 16 x 17cm watercolor by Vidal, entitled “Moulin Rouge”, signed and dated 1899, 



on a 28 x 20 cm sheet of Japon. Additionally, the colored lithograph frontis and fifteen 
color lithographed pictorial sectional titles are present in both the finished colored state, 
and in uncolored proof state before letters. The supplementary volume consists of a total 
of 165 items, including the colored wrapper in two states, the pictorial sectional titles in 
colored and uncolored proof states, before letterpress and bearing register marks and 
a few annotations, and a full complement of the illustrations and vignettes, printed on 
single sheets of heavy stock, without letterpress, with full margins. The author (1857 - 
1933) was a journalist, editor and composer, frequently connected with L’echo de Paris, 
Le Courrier Francais, and other periodicals. He wrote a series of books, almost all 
illustrated, dealing with the street and night life of Paris. Vidal also executed illustrations 
for his La Vie des Boulevards (1896). Vidal (1849-1913) “worked in the prints room of 
the Bibliothèque Nationale in 1876 ... [his work] depicted the life of the ‘Belle Epoque’ 
period, paying particular attention to details of clothing and decorations of scenes in 
everyday life” - Benezit. He illustrated works by Loüys, de Maupassant, Meilhac, Uzanne, 
and others of the period. Monod’s entry for this title is derivative, and incorrectly records 
the limitation as fifty copies each on Chine and Japon and 600 on vélin. This is one of 
at least two (or possibly three) copies assembled and imprinted for the artist. Another, 
bound in half morocco by Carayon, and including five drawings, two prospectuses and 
a suite on chine, sold at auction in 2012. Another copy, also bound by Meunier, sold at 
auction in 1994, but the description in auction records is insufficient to conclude that it 
was the present copy. A lovely evocation of a time and place. 
MONOD 8430. BENEZIT 14:281-2. VICAIRE V:1114                                          $9500.

508. Nabokov, Vladimir: LOLITA. Paris: The Olympia Press, [1955]. Two volumes. Wrappers, 
printed in green and black. A 4cm tear in the rear wrapper of volume one has been carefully 
and professionally repaired, a very faint shadow of the fastidious removal of the price 
increase sticker appears in the lower corner of each rear wrapper, minor wear at the toe 
of the spine of volume one, otherwise an excellent set. Enclosed in a cloth clamshell box. 

 

First edition. One of approximately 5000 sets printed. The sourcework for Stanley Kubrick 
and James B. Harris’s 1962 adaptation to the screen, and the 1997 remake directed by 
Adrian Lyne based on a screenplay by Stephen Schiff. As in all copies, pp. 11 and 12 in 
the first volume were omitted from the pagination. 
JULIAR A28.1.1. KEARNEY 1,13,1.                                                                     $4250.

509. Puzo, Mario: THE GODFATHER. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, [1969]. Three-
piece black & white gilt lettered cloth, with gilt decoration on upper board. Top edge lightly 
dust-speckled, but a very good or better copy in lightly shelfworn dust jacket with $6.95 
and ‘6903’ on front flap. 

 

First edition of Puzo’s third work of fiction, the sourcework for the esteemed Coppola trilogy 
of films.                                                                                                       $850.

510. [Schmied, Francois Louis (illustrator)]: Flaubert, Gustave: SALAMMBÔ. Paris: “Le 
Livre,” 1923. 410,[5]pp. Thick sq. octavo. Unsigned three quarter black morocco and 
decorated paper over boards, raised bands, spine gilt extra with decorated compartments 
featuring inlays of  brown morocco, and blind and gilt stamped geometric ornaments, 
t.e.g.,  original blue wrappers bound in. Some minimal rubbing at tips, small bookseller’s 
label tipped to pastedown (La Librairie Viau Y Zona), internally fine. 

 

First edition with Schmied’s six exotic wood engravings, colored via pochoir, with metallic 
highlighting in gold and silver, along with headpieces and culs de lampe wood-engravings 
in black. One of 850 numbered copies printed on vélin pur Chiffon, from a total edition 
of 1030 numbered copies. Schmied is considered among the major artists of Art Deco 
book illustration. 
MONOD 4695.                                                                                                      $1500.



511. Wendler, Otto Bernhard: SOLDIERS’ WOMEN. New York: Harper & Bros., 1930. 
Orange cloth, decorated in red. Slight oxidation darkening along outer joints, otherwise 
a fine copy in a bright, fine example of the pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First U. S. edition in English, translated from the German by Ian F. D. Morrow. Wendler returned 
from the Great War an outspoken anti-war activist and educational and social reformer. This 
work treats the stress on the relationships between combat soldiers and women. Wendler ran 
afoul of the National Socialists, but continued writing under a pseudonym and was intimately 
involved in film criticism and screenwriting.                                                                 $275.


